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A REPORT ON THE 2002 CEPA ACTIVITIES
INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the instances of scientific, educational, and institutional cooperation on
environmental issues and other activities the Educational Consortium for Environmental
Protection I Consorcio Educativo para la Proteccidn Ambiental (CEPA) completed in 2002.
This year’s main focus was the identification of new resources to continue the work of the
Consortium. There were three key initiatives for this purpose: the identification of collaborations
with other federal agencies that could enhance the on-going activities and assist in the
development of other initiatives, the institutionalization of the Consortium, and the identification
of funding and collaboration in the private sector. The alternatives we have considered are
delineated in the Institutionalizationsection of this report.

To be able to continue the development of new research activities, we had discussed the
possibility of securing an IPA from EPA who would act as the CEPA coordinator. Even though
we did sign an agreement and identified a possible candidate, we did not secure the person. As a
result of this, we were not able to move the CEPA research agenda as we had planned for this
past year. The lack of a full time CEPA coordinator also forced us to halt some of the new
activities that had been planned.
The two main activities CEPA coordinated during this period were possible thanks to the award
received from the US- EPA as part of the CEPA-EPA MOU signed in 2000. These were: the
EULA International Environmental Summer School- Universidad de Concepcih, Chile and the
summer student internship programs at the federal laboratories.
OVERVIEW OF CEPA’S MISSION
AND GOALS

CEPA is a collaborative international consortium that brings together higher education
institutions with governmental agencies, research laboratories, and private sector entities.
CEPA’s mission is to strengthen the technical, professional, and educational environmental
infrastructure in the United States and Latin America. The CEPA program consists of a true
partnership beseen participating groups and includes curriculum development, student
exchange, faculty development, and creation of educational materials, joint research, and other
cooperative activities. Human resource development and the creation and leveraging of
sustainable programs provide CEPA the medium to achieve its mission. This is accomplishedby
actively working with Hispanic-serving institutions of higher education in the United States, in
collaboration with institutions of higher education in Latin America and, other Consortium
members to deliver competitive environmental programs.
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The current CEPA goals are the:
Development of bicultural environmental training programs at the undergraduate,
graduate and professional levels,
Training Hispanics in the fields of environmental science and technology,
Increasing access to educational programs for the study of the environment,
Promotion of cross-sector research and development projects,
Incorporation of the National Research Laboratories unique scientific capabilities to
strengthen the capacity of Hispanic-serving institutions to address environmental
priorities and,
Development of a bilingual Internet-based CEPA information system on environmental
issues that could be used throughout the hemisphere

CEPA 2001-2002 ACTIVITIES
GENERAL
ACTIVITIES
1. EULA- International Environmental Summer School at the Universidad de Concepci6n
(UCCh), Chile. ERC worked with the CEPA member institutions to identifj students that
qualified to participate in this seminar.

(cc$

The students were selected after evaluating their resumes, letters of recommendation and short
essay explaining why they wished to benefit form this opportunity. The logistics of the program
were finalized by mid-December as the students would need to travel to Chile on January 2,
2002 to start the one-month seminar.
The seminar included three courses with classroom and fieldwork programs: Integrated
Hydrographic Basins Management: Scient@ and Applied Basis, Water Quality Assessment and
Monitoring: Scientific Basis and Study Cases, and Environmental Modeling: Water Quality
Models
The UCCh provided grants for 6 students to cover student registration and housing and CEPA
reimbursed Consortium universities for costs incuned in airfare, meals and other incidentals. (see
CEPA 2001-2002 Activities section).
2. Identification of environmentalprograms in non for profit organizationthat could be interested

in having CEPA students work in their summer programs. ERG also identified the CEPA
students that could benefit from these activities.

3. Two professors from Universidad Austral de Chile had the opportunity to attend a
bioremediation course hosted by the Smithsonian Institution.
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CEPA SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMSUMMER
2002
The 2002 Summer Internship Program at DOE National Laboratories provided research
experience for 6 students from the following CEPA institutions: Marisol Bracamontes from
UPAEP, Fernando Gonzzilez, Samuel Camacho and JosC R. Tormos from USH and Mariano
Ruiz from UTB.
Ms. Miriam Cruz president of Equity Research Corporation set up a meeting among students
from Consortium institutions participating in the Argonne National Laboratories internships and
their mentors to dialogue about their adaptation process and learning curve during their term at
ANL. Dr. Harold Myron, Director of the Department of Educational Programs at Argonne, along
with other staff members and student mentors provided and oral activity progress report. The
high quality of the students selected by CEPA for the summer internships impelled some
researchers to inquire about the possibility of having the same group of students return the next
summer to continue their outstanding work in the respective research areas.
(The students invaluable experiences are summarized on the next page.)
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D O E C E P A Summer Internship Proeram Summer 2002
STUDENT
Manuel A. Arce-Carela

UNlvERsITY

NATIONAL LABORATORY

PROJECT

STUDENT REPORT ABSTRACT

Sacred Heart University of
Puerto Rico

Oak Ridge
Environmental Science Division

AmeriFlux Web Site
Database Design Update

Ameriflux is a network of roughly 80 sites in North, Central
and South America making year-round measurements of
carbon dioxide, water vapor, and radiation using eddycovariance techniques. CDIAC is the central archive for all
Ameriflux data performing a variety of tasks such as
analyzing, documenting and disseminating data. CDIAC is
also responsible for designing and maintaining an Ameriflux
website to provide this information to students, policymakers, and scientists across the globe. The internship
focused on improving the layout of the Ameriflux site
descriptions and on improving the completeness and accuracy
of the information. To accomplish this it was necessary to
modify an existing ColdFusionQ program and to enter
information into the centralized Microsoft@Access database.
Information and data were sought and extracted Erom various
sources resulting in approximately 1,500 new database
records and more complete site. descriptions.

Environmental Risk
Assessment & Community
Involvement

Environmental risk is based on the idea that depending on
environmental conditions, a harmful event may occur. Risk is
a combination of hazards, exposure and toxicity;
communicating these aspects to the public poses a challenge.
To achieve a successful program, establishing trust and
understanding between environmental researchers, their work
and the community is essential. The United States is home to
a large percentage of Spanish-speakingcommunities who
often reside in areas where environmental risk assessments
are being completed or needed. The creation of a general
environmental risk assessment fact sheet published in English
and Spanish will help accomplish this goal.

Material for Electrochemical
Storage

Lithium batteries are used in a number of appliances that
range fkom portable computers to cordless telephones and
wireless equipment. It is considered one of the best ways to
store energy to be used along extended periods of time. These
batteries have several important components: the cathode
provides positive output while the anode provides the
negative input. The electrolyte, another important component
is responsible for conducting the electric charge between a
cathode and the anode. In the batteries to be tested in the
laboratory, the cathode is made of a transition metal
containing lithium in its structure, and the anode is made of a
clay material called “Sepiolite”. The objective using this
material is to obtain a carbon with specific properties.

D O W A L Mentor:
Mr. Thomas Bowden

Samuel E. Camacho-SBnchez

Sacred Heart University of
Puerto Rico

Argonne
DOE/NAL Mentor:
Dr. Margaret McDowell

Sacred Heart University of
Puerto Rico

Argonne
DOERVAL Mentor:
Dr. Giselle Sandi
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Sacred Heart University of
Puerto Rico

Argonne
Chemical Technology Division

Cathode Materials for Lithium
Ion Batteries

ANL has been focusing on developing advanced positive and
negative active materials for high-power, high-energy and
high capacity lithium ion batteries. Both materials are
designed to give high electrochemical performance and high
stability to achieve a good calendar life for the proposed
npplications. Olivine phosphate (LiFePO4) is a very
promising cathode for such applications since it largely
satisfies the requirements of long life and is much more stable
than conventional cathodes. LiFeFQ has a flat voltage at
3.5V that allows getting about 90% of the theoretical capacity
at cut-off voltage, significantly enhancing the life of the
battery. This material is also non-hazardous and non-toxic
which makes it a friendly, safe, easy to handle and harmless
to living organisms. The results from the cycling data, safety
study and aging tests concluded olivine phosphate is a more
efficient lithium compound to make high capacity lithium ion
batteries.

The Effects of Electrical
Current and Ion Exchange
Resin Mixture Ratios on
Continuous
Electro-deionization

Continuous electrodeionization (EDI) is a procedure
consisting of the transfer of ions from an ionic solution by the
use of ion exchange resins, ion-permeable membranes, and
current, enabling the separation of ions from a dilute solution.
It is based on electro-dialysis and ion exchange resins. The
purpose of this procedure is for resin regeneration and mainly,
the removal of salt impurities and other similar products from
refined products in a cost effective manner. It is used for low
concentration solutions.In this study, current and ion
exchange resin ratios were varied to determine the most
efficient. The experiment concluded that 6 amperes of current
are the most suitable for the potassium chloride solution;
reduced. In addition, earlier ED1 experiments were analyzed
with computer software. Future work will encompass ED1
experiments with different resin ratios, currents and solution
concentration comparisons.

Esterification of Lacitic Acid

Lactic acid has been an intermediate volume specialty
Fhemical used in a wide range of food-processing and
industrial applications. Lactic acid is the most widely
occurring hidroxycarboxylic acid. However, it is considered a
pollutant in waste water and must be removed. Two different
reactions are being studied, cracking of ammonium lactate
and esterification of lactic acid. To obtain kinetics of these
reactions, samples are analyzed by ammonia titration and high
performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC).

DOE/NAL Mentor:

Mariano Ruiz

University of Texas at
Brownsville

Argonne
DOE/NAL Mentor:
Dr. Paula Moon

Marisol Bracamontes

Universidad Popular
Aut6noma del Estado de
Puebla, Puebla, Mexico

Argonne
Energy Systems Division
DOE/NAL Mentor:
Dr. Paula Moon
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EULA INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
SUMMER
SCHOOL
The main objectives of the Center of Environmental Sciences, EULA at the University of
Concepcih, Chile are the development and execution of postgraduate courses on current
environmental sciences issues. The teaching activities are designed with an interdisciplinary
approach and are intended for students, professionals and young researchers from American and
European countries, to facilitate the transfer and exchange of experiences on relevant academic
topics.
The Center of Environmental Sciences, EULA at the University of Concepci6n, Chile under the
general coordination of Dr. Oscar Parra, sponsored six students from CEPA member institutions
to participate in the International Environmental Summer School at the Center’s facilities from
January 2-3 1, 2002. Once the selection process was completed, Consortium institutions were
represented by students from Mbxico, Puerto Rico and the United States: Raciel Flores Quijano
(UPAEP), Sylvia Castro (Tlaxcala, MX), Fernando Gonzaez (USH), Maria L. Salazar (UTB),
Joanne Hamilton (UTB) and Claudia Iglesias (TAW-CC).
They enrolled in an intensive program with each of three courses counting for 3 credits,
corresponding to 32 theoretical hours and 48 field work and seminar hours. Final student
evaluations consisted of two forms of evaluation for each course: (1) individual test and (2)
group work (a research proposal) through oral presentation. The class averaged 70% A and 30%
B in the individual test and 75% A and 25% B for the group grade. Upon completion, interns
received credits and certificates corresponding to each teaching activity according to norms
established by the Graduate School Regulations of the University of Concepcicin.
The courses taught at the Summer School 2002 were specifically directed at studying all phases
of aquatic resources management and behavior as follows:
Integrated Hydrographic Basins Management: ScientiJicand Applied Basis (January, 2lo), Coordinator: Dr. Oscar Parra.
Water Quality Assessment and Monitoring: Scientific Basis and Study Cases (January 1120), Coordinator: Dr. Ricardo Barra.
Environmental Modeling: Water Quality Models (January 2 1-31),
Coordinator: Dr.Claudio Zaror.
The students received instruction fiom a team of highly qualified staff fiom the following
sponsor institutions: University of Concepcih, Chile; Umweldt Forschung Zentrum (UF Z),
Germany; University of Siena, Italy; University of Cdrdoba, Spain; International Cooperation
Agency, VVOB, Belgium, UNESCOEOLSS Chair; Educational Consortium for Environmental
Protection (CEPA); (USA, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Chile); Project Fondef No DO01 135,
CONICYT-Chile.
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CEPA-EULA SUMMER SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS REFLECT ON THEIR EXPERIENCES

This year’s student interns from CEPA institutions volunteered the comments listed below, they
clearly attest the value this opportunity will represent in their future as professionals and as
citizens duly committed to safeguarding the environment; and why we believe CEPA
Consortium coordinated activities must continue. These students will bring back to their
countries a more holistic vision of environmental resources management; the exposure to other
cultures and traditions is also a very significant component of this experience.

The multidisciplinmybackground of the lecturers that shared their personal experiences helped us attain
a better understanding of environmental issues in direrent countries and how they relate to water
resources management.
Fernando GonzcilezIlkin, S W Puerto Rico

Acquiring an integrated perspective to watershed management allows us to value how the aquatic,
terrestrial, air, natural and community resources interact to mod& the environment in favorable or
unfmorable ways. Its gives us tools for professional growth that will help us emit a more technical
judgment as opposed to an emotionally charged one, in aparticular issue once we join the workforce.
Mmia L. Salazar, W B , U.S.A.
The opinions expressed by the highly capable professors at the school, provides elements to reach a
higher level of thinking conducive to the development of new knowledge.
Joanne Hamilton, W B , U.S.A.
The adequate balance between the theory taught in the classroom by a professional, and the $led
experience was very valuable to reinforce the lessons learned in the three courses at the EULA Center.
ClaudiaIglesias, TAW-CC, U.S.A.
,

The ahantage of obtaining an oflcial certijkate with grades and post-graduate credits is an excellent
opportunityfor personal growth, more so because of the marked direrenee between a mere attendance
diploma and the oflcial accreditation certificate coupled withformal evaluations in the classroom and in
theJield of work.
Raciel Flores Quijano, UPAEP, M6xico
The opportunity to learn how to manage environmental issues in other countries, including legislation
(especially in Chile), inevitably leads to establishing comparisons between our country of origin and the
one we are visiting.
Sylvia Castro, Tlaxcala, Mkxico
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INSTITUTIONALIZATION
OF THE CEPA CONSORTIUM
To continue with the institutionalizationprocess, ERC met with several of the federal agencies
which participated in the last annual meeting to identifl possible collaborations with them. A
key meeting took place with the Department of Interior (DOI) to discuss a research project with
the Division of Fish and Wildlife. We are also looking at the possibility of signing a
memorandum of understanding with DOI.
ERC also provided information regarding the EPA-ECO program participation for SHU students
to continue their community outreach initiatives. Since 1992, the Office of EnvironmentalJustice
(OEJ), at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), has sponsored a Summer Intern
Program through a cooperative agreement with the Environmental Careers Organization (ECO),
a non-profit organization located in Boston. Approximately, 2,000 students from all parts of the
U.S., from diverse ethnic backgrounds, and all academic levels (undergraduate, graduate and
doctoral) have participated in this educational program. The students have received training on
challenging science, engineering, management, education and policy-related projects at EPA. In
2000, OEJ initiated the Community Intern Program, through which more than 75 students,
experienced environmental protection at the grassroots level. Due to the program’s success
student participation has been increased, we are working in this direction to secure placement of
USH student interns in local community organizations.

W

Foundations and corporations that could be interested in funding CEPA activities or in
collaborating with its programs were also identified. One such organization is the Tinker
Foundation, whose institutional grants are awarded to organizationsand institutions that promote
the interchange and exchange of information within the community of those concerned with the
affairs of Spain, Portugal, Ibero-America and Antarctica. (For the Foundation’s purposes, IberoAmerica is defined as the Spanish and Portuguese speaking countries of the Western
Hemisphere.) Programmatically, the Foundation funds project addressing environmental policy,
economic policy or governance issues. Projects should have a strong public policy component,
offer innovative solutions to problems facing these regions, and incorporate new mechanisms for
addressing these programmatic areas. Activities may include, but are not limited to, research
projects and conferences related to the Foundation’s areas of interest. The Foundation
encourages collaboration between organizationsin the United States and Iberia or Latin America
and among institutions in these areas. We are also in the process of writing a proposal to be
submitted to the Ford Corporation.
Consortium members were also sent information on funding opportunities through the U.S.
Department of Education, Fund for The Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE)
Program, especially the NAFTA initiative to promote partnerships among the U.S., Canada and
MCxico, a program that could assist in the expansion of CEPA to Canada, and about the
environmental sciences doctoral program at Jackson State University in Mississippi, interested in
securing candidates form CEPA member institutions. We are looking at the possibility of having
JSU join CEPA.
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CEPA member institutions submitted five proposals to be considered as Consortium projects.
Once these are circulated among all member institutions and consensus is achieved we will start
organizing the proposal to be submitted to the Tinker Foundation. For the next funding cycles
CEPA member institutions propose the following projects:
The ISEE in the Americas Project: Information System for Environmental Education in the
Americas
Dr. Jaime J. Cornejo, Universidad de Santiago de Chile
We propose to develop ISEE in the Americas, a powerful Internet-based knowledge
representation and information platform that will allow users in industry, schools, academia and
the society at large in CEPA member countries to easily obtain information, knowledge and
methods for high quality education and training on environmental protection and sustainability.
The system will be the result of a cooperative effort among CEPA member institutions, who will
share resources and expertise in an ambitious and unprecedented effort to develop Internet-based
information, management, knowledge and methodologies in regards to environmental education
programs, course design, and specialized workshops and seminars. Specifically, ISEE will make
possible to carry out, -across the various fields of knowledge and across any curriculum-, a
multidisciplinary approach to environmental sciences, environmental protection and
sustainability.
Since currently there is no such system on the Internet, this proposal provides the means to make
it a reality. Indeed, the implementation of ISEE will mark the consolidation of a novel
intellectual tool which we have recently validated in Chile. The new tool, -which has been very
successfully applied to a site we created for the Chilean Ministry of Education to administer an
array of state-of-the-art environmental education resources for school teachers where none or
very little existed, provides a structured connectivity among the components of any
environmentally-relatedintellectual task..
Specifically, ISEE's brand of knowledge representation and management of environmental
information will be constructed on the basis of the new tool and the four (4) components of any
environmentally-relatedintellectual task,namely,

0

The main environmentalconcern or topic (e.g. global climate change, resources, water)
The level of expertise or intellectual background of the user (e.g. college professor,
school teacher, practicing professional, government official, university student)
The field of knowledge in which the user is a scientist, expert or practitioner, or has a
specific interest (e.g . biology, chemistry, engineering, sociology, economics)
The educational domain, that is, the sphere of knowledge and influence that contains the
specific activities or assignments and their contexts (e.g. seminars, field work, project
design and implementation, demonstrationexperiments, informationgathering).
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The Environmental Observatory:Sustainable Development on Campusfor institutions in CEPA
Dr. Jaime J. Cornejo, Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Central to CEPA’s philosophy is that the practice of environmental protection should achieve
ethical awareness and promote behavior consistent with the sustainable use of natural resources
and sustainable development. Since CEPA members are mainly universities and research centers,
the realization of sustainable development on campus appears as the most appropriate concept to
develop in the pursuit of that philosophy. However, to be effective, it should deal with the
dynamics of the physical/biological environment and human development, be integrated in all
disciplines, and employ all formal and non-formal methods and adequate means of
communication.
We propose here to implement the Environmental Observatory, a facility which will become a
model construction, an intelligent building, to be maintained in each campus via sustainable
operations and improvements. The environmental observatory, which should be easily replicated
and adapted in other campus surroundings, will house operations directed to:
Develop sustainability indicators, and methodologies to implement sustainable
development on campus, including multidisciplinary approaches to apply environmental
knowledge.
Become the training facility on campus for practicing professionals, as well as university
and school teachers, in regards to environmental education, environmental science
principles, and environmental management methodologies,
Monitor the environmental quality of itself, the surrounding campus physical
environment and its population, and the specific operations and activities, such as
laboratory work.
Make extensive use of the Internet and related information technologies to function as a
depository of quality information on environment and sustainability in regards to the
observatory itself, all campus operations and facilities and surroundings, the city, the
region, the country and the rest of the world.
Evaluate, and communicate about, environmental situations as they happen on campus,
acting as an instant radiography of the campus environmental quality and sustainability
conditions.
Become a knowledge environment with approaches that facilitate the learning of
environmental protection methodologies, sustainability principles, monitoring practices,
environmental science knowledge, information technologies and educational
methodologies
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Environmental City: StructuredEnvironmental Information, Education and Management
Methodologiesfor Diflerent Users
Dr. Jaime J. Cornejo, Universidad de Santiago de Chile
We propose to develop an Environmental City, -- a metaphor for accessibility and structured
knowledge representation -- as a model environmental information platform which will provide
CEPA member institutions with tools for environmental management and sustainability for every
sector and major environmentaltheme involved.
Environmental City will make relevant environmental information easily available to all sectors
of society, will make full use of the power of the Internet, will help solve real-life environmental
and sustainability problems, and will facilitate the efficient incorporation of environmental
knowledge, methods and information by anyone involved. In this regard, the proposed platform
has no equivalent Internet-based or similar precedent that can provide highly structured and upto-date environmental informationtailored to specific users with particular environmentalneeds.
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Environmental City users fiom different backgrounds will become able to find methodologies
and strategies for environmental protection, education and sustainability. Potential users include
members of the community, environmentally-oriented professionals, university professors,
university students, school teachers, and government officials and its employees. Environmental
City has been conceived as a virtual urban design with neighborhoods representing
environmental concerns or problems. These include all environmental themes that can go across
many fields of knowledge and are thus amenable to a multidisciplinary approach. Typical
neighborhoods include environmental education, sustainable development on campus,
environmental management, green chemistry, environmental risk assessment, environmental
measurement and monitoring. Each virtual neighborhood harbors buildings containing structured
environmental knowledge, with each building tailored to each user’s effective operational level
or actual expertise.
Upon entering “the” building, the user fmds an information space which is both very specialized
and local, and which houses on-line programming that activates a powerful intellectual tool. This
tool is a generalization of a successful application which we have recently validated and
published, and provides connectivity among the four variables that define the intellectual task
that relates the user with his particular environmental quest, namely,
The main environmental Topic (e.g. global climate change, natural resources, water,
biodiversity, air, soil, energy, environmental health)
0

0

The level of expertise or intellectual background of the user (e.g. college professor,
school teacher, practicing professional, government official, university student, member
of NGO)
The field of knowledge in which the user is a scientist, expert or practitioner, or has a
specific interest (e.g. biology, chemistry, engineering, sociology, economics, art)
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The educational domain, that is, the sphere of knowledge and influence that contains the
specific activities or assignments and their contexts (e.g. seminars, field work, project
design and implementation, demonstration experiments, information gathering).

Environmental City will be built on the basis of the main environmental themes (neighborhoods)
and multidisciplinary trends (buildings) that are of interest to CEPA institutions and their
professionals.

A Proposal on the Arts and the Environment
Universidad Popular Autdnoma del Estado de Puebla- UPAEP
CEPA recognizes that cultural diversity must be considered when addressing environmental
preservation. Cultural heritage and conservation are connected to societal and economic needs
and environmentalpreservation. This concept offers promise for all the participating groups. The
interests of environmental preservation are best served with a knowledgeable public that is able
to understand the technological and environmental systems at various levels of society.
Since environmental issues impact not only natural resources but also include the preservation of
historical resources, a cultural component is being introduced as part of the program at the CEPA
Mexican Universities: UniversidadPopular Autdnoma del Estado de Puebla and Universidad de
Tlaxcala. All other CEPA members are welcome to participate in this activity to develop a
program component for each of the 4 regions where CEPA institutions are located.
This component will be co-designed by the Universidad Popular Autcjnoma del Estado de Puebla
(UPAEP) and the Universidad de Tlaxcala. Involving a local Puebla artist, with expertise in
historical murals, UPAEP and Tlaxcala will conduct three educational lectures on the
preservation of archaeologicaltreasures and the environment.
The lectures will be prepared at each of the institutions and we are looking at the possibility of
securing the participation of Mexican muralist, Desiderio Hernhdez. Mr. Hernbdez’
outstanding work has been reviewed in a New York Times article (July 7, 1991) as worthy of
international recognition. Puebla’s Uniqueness has also been cited as worthy of worldwide
attention.
Two major outcomes are expected from this project activity:
0

To help scientists and engineers involved in environmental activities in developing
nations expand their knowledge of the socio-cultural impact of their work, and

0

To give additional opportunity to Mexican American/Hispanic immigrants for linking
their ethnicity to their academic work as a career development advantage.

An overall expectation for this project is to reaffirm the good will already expressed by the intent
of the CEPA members by sharing in a cultural and historical experience.
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Trans-Disciplinary Education, Practical Training and International Exchange for Highly
Qualiped Undergraduate and Graduate Students in Environmental Studies and Sustainable
Human Development
Dr. Charlotte Lovengreen, Universidad Austral de Chile
In the context of international agreements such as NAFTA, this project aims to contribute to
promote common grounds of understanding concerning the protection of the environment and
sustainable development among graduate and undergraduate students from universities
associated to CEPA. Through the exchange of highly qualified graduate and undergraduate
students in environmental studies and sustainable human development, this project creates a
network for mutual support in action and research, while attending the academic needs both of
students and graduate candidates, and strengthening the academic ties between the universities
affiliated to CEPA.
The project invites students to participate in academic activities (including seminars and
fieldwork) concerning environmental studies and sustainable development in universities
affiliated to CEPA. For the purposes of this project, the Universidad Austral de Chile Honors
Program in Environmental Studies and Sustainable Development hosts the exchange program
and supportsthe exchange network.

'rd

The Honors Program offers trans-disciplinary courses focused on practical environmental issues.
These courses are taught by Research Teams that integrate students in ongoing research projects.
The Honors Program also supports and encourages the pursuit of undergraduate and graduate
dissertations. This is a new, innovative initiative that obtained a three-year grant from the
Chilean Government, and is expected to establish new standards for higher education in Chile.
Its goals encourage trans-disciplinary learning based on experiential grounds with specific
references to environmental issues. The program fills a gap concerning highly qualified students
who rarely find means in the traditional classroom for meeting their personal goals. Moreover,
most of these disciplinary trained students lack the systemic approach required for a suitable
intervention in sustainable human development. Nonetheless, they are the most likely decision
makers in the public, private and third sectors and, therefore, an environmental and sustainable
human development approach in their training should furnish them with the tools required for a
better management of natural and social resources.
The Honors Program may both greatly benefit fiom international academic exchange and may
contribute to set up an appropriate environment for students aiming to improve their educational
training. By creating an exchange program for international students-andby providing them with
a working environment and with the technical support, this project contributesto the Universidad
Austral de Chile Honors Program and to CEPA.
The project objectives are to stimulate the search for common grounds in understanding
environmental problems among highly qualified students from universities associated to CEPA,
to promote collaborative dissertations in environmental studies among international students
from universities associated to CEPA, and to maintain an updated database of student's ongoing
research in environmentalissues.
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Efforts to secure funding from other federal agencies like the U.S. Department of Interior, Fish
and Wildlife Service and the U.S.Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and private foundations will be continued as the future of CEPA depends on
securing the funds necessary to support the core programs.
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Summer School on the Environment 2002
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The EULA-Chile Center m Environmental Sciencies wos created by the University o f
Concepcidn in March 1990, as the result of a cooperative project (the EULA Project) with the
bovernment of Italy, dealiq with the management of the water resources of the Biobio rive
basin and the adjamt marine coastal shelf. Thereby, the Center has developed until nowadays
an intense and fruitful teaching and research within the framework of environmental sciences
with the collaborationof &lean and foreign universities.
The Summer School on the Environment 2002, which has been functioning during January for
three years, is a genuine expression of compromise and vocdtion, maintaining pumoncnt
academic activities t o be acquainted with up-to-date knowledge d exchange of experiences
with international universities and centers, well-known by their relevunt development in the
environmental area. We have been strict regarding our interuniversity relationships, d we
have seeked the collaboration of academicians from other universities, whom would share our
approach t o how t o meet the environmental problems and how t o develop &vironmcntal
education at high education level. Thus, it is of utmost importance f o r us t o have os a
reference, a conceptual framework t o generate knowledge and t o form qualified human
resources ut a postgraduate level in environmental matters. This framework was established at
the 'International Conference on Environmental Education', held in Tbilisi convened by
PNUMA-UNESCO, whose results and orientations are summprized below.
The Environment is not only a physical-biotical medium but abo a social-cultural medium and
relates the environmental problem with development models adopted by Man,
The Environmental Education is defined os the result of a reorientation of diverse
disciplines and educative experiences, facilitating the integrated perception of the
environment.
Regarding the university education, the difference between environmental education and
traditional education is established. I t is recommended the interdisciplinary approach
(method), which requires a lose cooperation among the varied academic units, based on
'the relationships which keep among themselves the nature, the technique and the society.
(Tbilisi; Recommendation 13).
The requirement for incorporating the environmental dimension has not been understood yet
by the university system (PNUMA, 1985). I t can be assured for certain that the University
maintain the traditional education1 methodologies and, above all, the compartmented division
of the disciplines in Facultics and bepartments, which makes extremefy difficult the needed
interdisciplinary exercise for the analysis of red
Furthermore, th
appears as an island separated from the public
mmunity and fro
decisions of development. This is an universal phenomenon and not only occurring in Chile or
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Latin Amkrica. The interdisciplinory programes are being initiated in the university systcm~

and, in general, it is noted a wide and inmensing interest on developing interdisciplinary
programes. However, the rigidity of the compartmented university structure presents a
critical problem t o be solved. In the university medium exists diverse expressions of
interdisciplinarity, among them
res-&
projects and teaching. In the field of
interdisciplinary education, the most frequent case is the compartmented chair and as
permnent institutional forms of interdisciplinarity, it has been considered a Center modality,
either as a general environmental thematic or especific problems such as pollution topics. The
EULA-Chile Center is the academic unit o f the University of cOneCpci6n. which is structured
and realize its academic activities through the interdisciplinory approach. The Summer School
2002 is an illustrative example.

The three courses, whose central problematic Is the water, were characterized in their
thematic contents, academic staff,participant students, development o f lectures, theoretical
and field activities and mode of evaluation, by the application o f the holistic concept and the
interdisciplinary approach on the analysis and discussion of the corresponding environmental
thematics (integrated managemen? of hydrographic basins; monitoring and evaluation of
aquatic pollution and models of water quality). Both the lecturers and students found atractive
and novel the multi- and interdisciplinary dialogue among engineers, mathematicians,
economists, hwyer~,
geographers, biologists, biochemists, chemists, sociologists, etc, each of
them contributing t o their analyses and reductionist approaches and, all of them together,
building a more integrated and holistic vision, without resigning the profound and rigourous
treatment o f the corresponding e n v i r o m t d thematic
From the above context, we can genuinely ray that each new year we feel more realized and
enthusiastic t o confirm a positive advancement in the development o f the education in
environmental sciences. The Summer school is aiso an acelent opportunity for lecturers and
researchers participating in ongoing scientific projects, t o revise the advancement of
diverse doctorate theses o f the Program in Environmentd Sciences, in order t o think in new
ideas dealing with education and research and t o assure the strengthening o f future scientific
collaboration drith national and foreign institutions. As a matter of fact, the Summer School in
Environment 2002 has become a final corolary o f each academic year, during which we have
been working ina cor@mct and permanent manner.
f?nally, we gratefully acknowledge that the succcss of the Summer School would have not been
possible without the support of the following organizations and institutions: Environment
Chairs UNESCOIEOWS, CEPA, CONICYT; VEL,
, WOB (Belgium), University of
Concepci6n (Chile) rtpresentd
Si= (Xtaly),University o f cdrdoba (Spain) and
by diverse scientists, whom have b
expect t o maintain the Summer
ools for representing an h m t i v e and pminent
expression o f postgrad
activity and fruitful opportunity of international coopmion.
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summcr schoal on the EnviroMnenr 2002
DECVfIVE SUMMARY

The objectives of the Swnmer School on the Environment 2002 were t o give ihcoreticulpractical courses invohting multi- and interdisciplinary characteristics and other
complementary activities (seminars, working and discussion groups, field work, ctc.), addressed
t o postgraduate students, professionals and young scientists from american and curopean
countries, i o promote the trarasfc+ence and scientific experience exchange on selected
environmental topics.
The sponsors o f the event were: University o f Concepcidn (Chile) Rcsemch Center on the
Environment- Ufz (6ermany): University o Siena (Italyk University o f C6rdoba (Spain)
International Agency o f Cooperation (woe, Fides, eClgium2. UNESCOEOLSS CHAIRS;
Consorcio Educacional para la Proteccidn Ambiental (CEPA) Proyedo Fondeff N" MK)lW5,
CONICYT-Chile.
Three courses were given at the EUW-Chile Center in Environmental Sciences ( located in the
University Campus) during Jqnuury 2002, nome&

1.
2.

3.

Wegrated management of hydrosraphk basins: Scientific basis and
applicative
aspects;January 2-10. Coordinator: Or. Oscar Parra.
Monitorirrg a d cwluatioor o f oe#tic pollution: Scientific basis and case studies:
January 11-20. Coordinator: Or. Ricardo Barra.
Emironmurtal Modeling: Water quality models; January 21-31.
Coordinator: Or.
Claudio Zaror.

The 6eneraI Coordinator of the Summer School was Or.
Chile center in €nvironmenta! Science.

Oscar Parra, Director o f the ElJLA-

The courses were given in Spanish and English lunguxges. Credits and certificates
fished by the regul&ions of the
corresponding t o ea& teuching activity were those
6radwte School of the University of Concepibn.
m e equated 3 credits, which
correspond t o 32 hours of theoretical lccturts ond a total o f a.48 hours o f practical hours
(seminars, working and discussion groups, field work, etc.).
The evaluation of the co
Wividwltests
Working group with o

realized through two modalities:

f h e 15 vacancies originally established had t o
0) for the gr& demand of
appticutions, Thereby, the number o f registered students per course was the following:

bi,
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--

Integrated cnonogcmmr of -hie
basins: Scientific basis and applicu?iveaspccts
Monitoring and d u a t i o n of aquatic ptlution: Scientific basis and case siudics

31

~rmmcntW
a ~i n g : Watcrquu~itymobeIs

32

36

Students from 11 countries participated in the Summer School 2002 and according t o the
following statistics: U.S.A. (4) Mk>rico (2) Puerto Rico (1) P
d (2) Nicaragua (1) Brasif
(1) PerG (6k Spain (1) Uruguay (3):Argentina (1) Chile (27). Furthermore, maglstcr and
doctorate students o f Chilean raiversities (21) ond proftssionak from the public occtor
(Cattle and Agriculture Service,hh%ona!Forest &rporOtion) and private enterpriSes from
the forest sector also participated.
A total of 18 fellowships were awarded for the costs of mobility, stayhgs a d o r university
fees, prior to a sdcction o f candidates based on their academic antecedents.
A total of 29 scieniists of wid disciplines from Gumony, Italy, Spain, United S t a t e of
America4 Belgium and Chile participated in diverse academic activities. The instifutions and
the corresponding names o f the lecturers arc presented as follows (the number (5) within the
parenthesis indicates the title o f the course (s) given)
Umweldt Fomdwng Zentrum, U R ,bcrmoy:
Or. Peter f r i t z (21 Walter 6eflcr (2) Or. KarEErich Lindeschmidt (1) Dr. Bernurd Karrasch
(1,2): Or. Wolf von Tuempling (2): Dipl. Engia Morgarete Mages (2).
University of Siena, ItaM Or. Sihrano F o d i (2): Cioudio Leonzio (2) Or. Cristina Fossi (2).
University of Insubrim, Itafv.
Or. Antonio di Gwrdo (2,3).
Udversity of crdoba: Spain:
Dr. Eugenio bomlguez (1)
Superior Councn of Stieniific Resadus, w i n :
Or. Begoiio J i m k (2)
. fntunotional Agency of Coopcretion (WOB,Flandes, Belgium):
Eng. Patrick bebek (13)
Pennsylvania State University, USA:
Or. Q Robert 0. Strobl(1).
Awtrcll University of Chile, Chile:
Or. Anton Huber (1); Or. Carlos Oyarzh (1); Dr. Stefan Woelfl(2).
University of Concrpih, Chile:
Dr. Oscar P a m (1,2,3) Or. Claudi
r (2,3); Dr. Hugo Romero
r.Ckudio Valdovjnos
(1); Dr. Rimdo
(1,2,3k Or. Roberto Urruth (1,2h Dr. Andrks Upez (1); Or. Moria
Barra (13) Or. Gabriel mica (3); Dr. Rodolfo Aroya (3); Dr. JosC Vargas (3) Ertg. Claudia
Vega (1*3).
?

EvU-Chile ctntul in Environmental Sciencii, University of Conupcidn
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Summer School on the Environment 2002

Application requisites were Curriculum vitae, certificate of prior studies, t w o letters of
recommendation,a personal letter justifying the interest t o take one specific course or more.
The Registration fees were the followings: graduate students of the University of Concepcidn
were exempted. Students of national and international universities and professionals: US$
250.
The term of the applications was 30 November 2001, addressed to:
Academic Secretariat, EULA-Chile Center in Environmental Sciences, University of Concepci6n.
University Campus. P.O.B. 160-C; FAX: 56/41/242546: e-mail: eula@udec.cl
General information on the course contents and related activities and further diffusion of the
Summer School on the Environment 2002, were presented in the web site: www.eula.cl and
through publications in varied informative and pamphlets of scientific societies.
The inaugural lecture was made by Prof. Dr. Eugenio Dominguez, Rector of the University of
Cdrdoba, Spain, who addressed a conference entitled "The Protected Natural Spaces. An
Abstraction of the Human Mind".
A guide o r manual was distributed among the students, containing teaching materials dealing
with both the theoretical aspects and the field work, including a Cb containing all the
lecturers presentations.
An inquiry was made t o each and all the students t o know their comments about the courses
activities and lecturers, which were later analysed and evaluated. The results obtained showed
a degree of satisfaction corresponding t o over 80%.

EULA-Chile Center in Environmental Sciencies, University of Concepci6n
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Escvcla de Verane sobre el Ambicnte 2002

NOMINA DE ALUMNOS

0.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Ccntro de Cicmias Ambkntafu EvlA-Chile, Unimvidad de Concepcidn

15

c

c

Escuela de Venmo sobre el Ambicnte 2602

.

9

Centra de Ciemb Ambientales EVLA-Chile, Universidadde Concepeidn

16

Escvcla de Veram, sobre el Ambiente 2002

35. Uribe Pkrer, Camila
36. Visitaci6n Figuem, Lizard0

Inqeniero Favestal
Qufmico

Servicio Agrlcola y Ganadero
Pontificia UniversidadCatdlica del Per4

Centra de Ciencias Ambientales EUU-Chile, Univenidad de Cancepcldn

Chile
Per3

17
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Iscuela de Verano sobre el Ambiente 2002

FOTOS

.-

Conferencia br. Eugenio bomlnguez, Rector Univtrsidad de
Cdrdoba, Espaiia, en clase inugural.

Concepcidn; Eugenio bomfngu&, rector U. de Cdrdoba,
Espaila; Vicerrector U. de ConceDcidn

Prof. Lindenschmidtrabajando con alumnos en sala de computacidn
Matos, Ped; Sulema Castro, U.S.A.; M. .Lourdes Salazar,
U.S.A.; Silvia Castro, MCxico; Claudia Iglesias, Mdxico.

27
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iscuela de Verano sobre el Ambiente 2002

Profs. Parra y Barra dictando clase.

Exposicidnde seminario.

C’

Grupo de alumnos preparando seminario.

Entrega de Diplomas: Luis Chirinos, Perti; Joanne
Hamilton, U.S.A.; Carlos Priego, Espaiia; Esteban
Charmonier, Uruguay; Claudia Iglesias, Mbxico; Silvia
Castro, Mbxico; Claudia Oviedo, Chile.

50
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DIPLOMA

EL CENTRO DE CIENCIAS AMBIENTALES EULA-CHILE
CERTIFICA QUE 1

".,.,
..,.......

............'. "..........".... ........................

.....................................................

i'.......

Ha participado en el Curso de Postgrado "IModeloeT6n Ambiental:

Modelos de Calidad del Agua",

realizado en el marco.de la EscueJqde Veranc&n Medio Ambiente, desde el 21 a1 30 de enero, 2002.

*-'

"4:

-.

Concepctdn, Enero &,&I2

br. Claudio Zarsr
Coordinador del Curso

-

--

c e.?

*

Dr. Oscar Barra B.
birector
Centro EULA-Chile

"UNAPORTE UNIVERSITARIOA L DESARROLLO SUSTENTABLE"

Centro de Ciencias Ambientales EULA-Chile, Universidad de Concepci6n
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PUERTO FUCO

UnivasidadIntexamcricmadebm Rico
UnivcrsidadPoWaica de putra, Rico
Unimidad del Sagratlo Corazbn de hato Rico

The U.S. Environmatd ProtectionAgency joins the CEPA memorandum of understanding and intent with
the consensus of all other parties.
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+7,
Romulo L. Diaz, Jr.

Assistant Administrator for Administraa‘on
AndRtsources Management
U.S. EnvironmentaI ProtectionAgency
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THE2001 CEPA ANNUAL MEETING
IN SANJUAN, PUERTO
RrCO
INTRODUCTION
The Educational Consortium for Environmental Protection / Consorcio Educativo para la
Proteccidn Ambiental (CEPA) held its 2001 annual meeting from April 22-25, 2001 under the
auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. CEPA member institutions from Pderto Rico, Sacred
Heart University, Polytechnic University and Inter American University convened the summit
this year. As in previous years, CEPA members came together to report on this past year’s
accomplishmentsand prepare the plan for Academic Year 200 1-02. To achieve such cooperation
across national boundaries among academic, government, and private sectors is part of CEPA’s
mission. This report summarizes the instances of scientific, educational, and institutional
cooperation on environmentalissues that CEPA is making possible, as they were presented at the
2001 annual meeting.

w

The meeting in Puerto Rico assembled 80 participants from CEPA member institutions,
government agencies, and private organizationsfrom the host country, the United States, Mexico
and South America. Thirteen universities and sixteen agencies and organizations were
represented attesting to the success of CEPA initiatives and the commitment of the members and
other participants that year after year come together seeking to establish new collaborations in
the field of environmental sciences. This year’s turnout confirms CEPA goals are being
successfully met and point to new directions and networking opportunities among its actual and
potential CEPA members. For a consortium of its size and scope, and it’s relatively modest
financial resources CEPA is yielding remarkable gains in strengthening its member institutions
in research and environmental education areas. A continued investment in CEPA is a sound
administrative and environmental decision, therefore, the future expansion of this venture is an
essential business item in the 2001 annual meeting agenda.

I. OVERVIEW
OF CEPA’s MISSION
AND GOALS
CEPA is a collaborative international consortium that brings together higher education
institutions with governmental agencies, research laboratories, and private sector entities.
CEPA’s mission is to strengthen the technical, professional, and educational environmental
infrastructure in the United States and Latin America. The CEPA program consists of a true
partnership between participating groups and includes curriculum development, student
exchange, faculty development, and creation of educational materials, joint research, and other
cooperative activities. Human resource development and the creation and leveraging of
sustainable programs provide CEPA the medium to achieve its mission. This is accomplished by
actively working with Hispanic-serving institutions of higher education in the United States, in
collaboration with institutions of higher education in Latin America and, other Consortium
members to deliver competitive environmental programs.
The current CEPA goals are the:
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Development of bicultural environmental training programs at the undergraduate,
graduate and professional levels,
Training Hispanics in the fields of environmental science and technology,
Increasing access to educationalprograms for the study of the environment,
Promotion of cross-sector research and development projects,
Incorporation of the National Research Laboratories unique scientific capabilities to
strengthen the capacity of Hispanic-serving institutions to address environmental
priorities and,
Development of a bilingual Internet-based CEPA information system on environmental
issues that could be used throughout the hemisphere

11. ANNUAL MEETING
PARTICIPATIONAND MEETING
ACTIVITIES
The 2001 meeting in Puerto Rico was held at three CEPA member institution university
campuses in the San Juan metropolitan area, hence providing a unique opportunity for meeting
students, faculty and visiting the facilities further promoting the establishment of new
collaborations between local universities and visiting CEPA members, government and private
organizations. These institutions were the University of the Sacred Heart, Inter American
University and Polytechnic University.
At the inaugural reception, CEPA Coordinator, Ms. Miriam Cruz introduced the Honorable, Dr.
Carlos Padin, recently appointed Secretary of the Department of Natural and Environmental
Resources of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico by Governor Sila M. Calderh, as the keynote
speaker. In year 2000, Dr. Padin, then Dean of the School of Environmental Affairs at
Universidad Metropolitana of Puerto Rico, expressed his interest in collaborating with CEPA
resulting in his participation along with Dr. Cecilio Ortiz from UTEP in the University and the
Environment CoZloquium in Valdivia, Chile regarding their experiences establishing and
managing environmental centers at their institutions. It was very inspiring to listen to his remarks
and to have someone with an understanding and belief of the CEPA vision for environmental
preservation, undertake this endeavor.
Other notable keynote speakers were Dr, CCsar A. Rey, Secretary of Education for the
Commonwealthof Puerto Rico, who exposed his views on the importance of a multidisciplinary
approach for incorporating environmental science topics and rethinking curriculum organization
to teach this discipline; Eng. Carl Soderberg, Director of the Puerto Rico EPA Office, who
presented an environmental profile of Puerto Rico, emphasizing the island’s most pressing
environmental issues like water quality, urban sprawl, deforestation, marine ecosystem
degradation and regulations enforcement, to name a few; and Ms. Gloria Rodriguez, President
and CEO of MAPA Communications, her presentation focused on engaging the private sector in
providing financial resources to continue the development of CEPA programs. One potential
organization she advised to tap into is the Ford Corporation, with an established fund to develop
programs to ameliorate environmentalproblems. The Education and Global Outreach Program is
a component of the Corporation’s environmental initiatives, whose objectives are very much in
line with CEPA objectives.

3
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This year’s agenda was devised with two main goals: expanding the CEPA network to strengthen
and formalize our current partnerships with the federal government and to establish new
alliances with other government agencies and the private sector; and institutionalizing the
Consortium. (Annual meeting agenda and list ofparticipants are included in Appendix # 1.)
Once the meeting goals were established, the items on the agenda proceeded with individual
progress presentations and proposals for future activities from Consortium members.
Representatives fiom the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Department of Energy
(ORL & ARNL), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, National
Science Foundation, Smithsonian Institution, MAPA Communications, Organization of
American States, Pennsylvania State University, Carnegie Mellon University, and University of
Texas at El Paso addressed options for expanding the CEPA network through collaborations
with other institutions, federal agencies and the private sector, as a means of diversifying
CEPA’s initiatives and ensuring adequate funding as well as research and educational
opportunities for a broader academic community.

&i

Invited speakers offered their presentations in a panel discussion format with time for questions
and answer sessions; an hour was set aside each day to promote interaction between participants
and panel members. Among them Dr. Paul D. Robillard, from Pennsylvania State University,
presented the Sustaining Earth Systems (SES) Program aimed at providing bilingual educational
opportunities and management tools to science educators as well as local and international
conservation efforts. The SES uses creative use of an international expert knowledge base which
includes CEPA member, Dr. Oscar Parra, Director of EULA Environmental Research Center at
Universidad de Concepcidn, Chile; the World Campus Project, the Environmental Resources
Research Institute (ERRI) and the Inter American Distance Education Consortium (CREAD).
Dr. Irasema Coronado, Assistant Professor from the Dept. of Political Sciences at UTEP
discussed the graduate and undergraduate environmental career options and research centers and
opportunities available at the institution.
Mr. Robert Cleary, fiom the Office of Human Resources and Organizational Services, served as
EPA’s panel coordinator and recognized Mr. R6mulo Dim, the agency’s former Assistant
Administrator for Administration, for conceiving EPA’s National Hispanic Outreach Strategy
advocated by signing a Memorandum of Understanding between the agency and the CEPA
Consortium in April of 2000 (see MOU copy in Part D of this report). Mr. Orlando G o d e z ,
from the OMice of International Affairs, manages EPA’s involvement in international policies
and programs dealing with negotiations on trade and environment, marine pollution, technology
diffusion and technical assistance in Mexico, Canada and other priority countries. He also
explained the role of several capacity building programs under this EPA division such as the
International Training Program, the Office of Environmental Education- Border XXI Program,
Distance Learning Course on Urban Quality Management in Latin American Cities, the
Environmental Information Program, the Technical Information Packages (TIPS), the Spanish
Language Resources website, GIs Project and the Commission for Environmental Cooperation
(CEC), among others.
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The U.S. Department of Energy panel presentations focused on the collaborations between
CEPA and the DOE’S national research facilities at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee
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and Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois. Dr. James P. Loar, Head of the Environmental
Analysis Section, ESD-OWL, commented on past and present collaborations with CEPA
members from the Universidad de Santiago and the Universidad de Concepcidn in Chile. On
going collaborations since 1996, have brought together US. and Chilean scientists whose
research interests centers principally on environmental studies, risk assessment and materials
science to develop raw materials that will increase the efficiency of energy production processes.
Dr. Loar shared his ideas for future collaborations: to identify areas of mutual interest for
scientists at ORNL and CEPA universities, collaborate on proposals, to seek funding to support
education and training initiatives and the commitment of all to build on past successhl
experiences. Dr. Frank Vivio, Assistant Director of the Division of Educational Programs at
ANL, described participation programs for faculty, graduate and undergraduate students at ANL,
the Student Research Participation programs and the research capabilities at the 17 national
laboratories specifically in fundamental science, energy technologies, research facilities and
national security.
Dr. Luis F. Rico, Visiting Assistant Professor from the School of Architecture at Carnegie
Mellon University, shared the institution’s experiences procuring funding from the private
sector. The Robert L. Preger Intelligent WorkplaceTM
is a product of this effort. The project was
made possible by an unprecedented collaborative effort between industry, government and the
university. This initiative seeks to integrate advanced energy-efficient building technologies with
innovative distributed energy systems, such that most or all of the buildings energy needs for
heating, cooling, ventilating and lighting are met on-site, maximizing the use of renewable
energies. His advise for soliciting funding from private sources is to find a niche, be one of the
best or one of the few; research foundations well, they have become investors in regional
development;understand the different funding structures and giving traditions present in the U.S.
and Latin America. One last thought, corporate philanthropy is driven by marketing strategies.
Corporations may invest in specific research initiatives if they understand having contact with
cutting-edge research and talent provides insight about future market trends, or if the results
could help curtail operation costs.
The National Science Foundation was represented by Ms. Ana Ortiz, Program Manager, Office
of Equal Opportunity Programs and Ms. Linda Allen-Benton, Deputy Director, Human
Resources Management. In their presentation they described NSF’s outreach efforts and areas of
collaboration that CEPA can take advantage of to advance its program goals: Intergovernmental
Personnel Act (IPA) appointments, Visiting Scientist, Engineer and Educator Program (VSEE),
proposal review services, and affiliation to NSF Advisory Committees.
The 2001 CEPA Annual Meeting activities concluded with a planning session and discussion of
alternatives for institutionalizationto be discussed in detail in section VII.

CEPA MEMBER
REPORTS
@ SACRED HEART
UNIVERSITY
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At the 2001 CEPA Annual Meeting, USH faculty members, Dr. JosC F. Cbrdova, Prof. Carmen
P. Rodriguez and Prof. Mayra Rol6n presented updates on the six research projects dealing with
environmental issues currently active at the institution.
Bacteriological Analyses of the Waters of the Martin Peiia Channel and the Los Corozos
Lagoon: Detection and Quantificationof Coliforms
Eleven students enrolled in the General Microbiology course under the supervision of Prof.
Mayra R o h , carried out the study to detect coliform bacteria in the waters of both sites. The
investigation was conducted during the fall semesters of academic year 2000-2001. The
professor and students engaged in this scientific work as part of the community linkage initiative
of the curriculum developed at USH. Bacteriological analyses have been continued in the
Introduction to research course, they have revealed a high degree of coliform concentration
above microbiological standards.
Physical and Chemical State of the PiAones Lagoon

u
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Dr. JosC C6rdova and three students conducted a preliminary study to determine the ecological
state of the Piiiones Lagoon and its effect on the bioluminescent organisms. The physical and
chemical parameters studied were dissolved oxygen, pH, salinity, temperature and nutrient levels
(nitrites and phosphates). Samples were taken at different points in the lagoon. Even though all
parameters were within the water quality limits for designated use of the Piiiones Lagoon,
nutrient levels at some of the sampling sites were high for optimum development of
bioluminescent organisms. The high nutrient levels promote excessive growth of bacteria,
consistent with the low dissolved oxygen value that was obtained.
Bioluminescence at Piiiones Lagoon, Taxonomic Classification at the Interpretative Trail and
Cayman Population Status in the Pifiones area
Eighteen students participated with Prof. Carmen P. Rodriguez in these three projects. The
Pifiones Interpretative Trail is located in the Piiiones Forest, the largest mangrove plantation in
Puerto Rico. Taxonomic classificationof the flora and fauna along the 157 m trail offers valuable
information to the researcher and to the visitor who comes to just enjoy the area’s natural beauty.
We intend to label the path especially so that visitors may leave with a recreational and
educational experience at once.
USH laboratories are in need of the following equipment to complete their research facilities:
microscopes for college lab (4X, lox, 40X and lOOX oil objectives) monocular and binocular
head; pH meters, Orion model 420A, electrodes for pH meters Orion 91-57 triode; portable
electrocardiograph, one channel 12 lead selection; spectrophotometer UV and visible light for
conventional labs; spectrophotometer atomic absorption with capacity to detect petroleum
derivatives, Ca, Mg and lead lamps; hydrometers sea water; Sedgewick rafter counting cell;
calibrated Secchi disk line; graphic calculators T1 33 plus and projector to use with Texas
Instruments graphic calculator.
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IAU-BC presented the ongoing research projects status in four areas: ONL internships, research,
environmental education and composting. Professors Sara VClez and Jos6 M. Ortiz completed a
summer internship at ONL in year 2000. During this visit a collaborationplan was developed to
address the following: information technology infrastructure, environmental research projects
and internship availability.
The educational and research activities as they relate to the ecological assessment of the San
Cristdbal Canyon continue along with seven new projects. An inventory of fish species present
in the Usabdn River, has detected no native species. The exotic species that make up the
inventory will be studied to asses their impact on the Canyon’s ecosystem. Chemistry and
Biology classes have incorporated a component to evaluate the physical and chemical factors of
the Usabdn River. Student Yaritza Alicea is conducting a study on fish parasites at the Usabdn
River and Victor M. Burgos is involved in a bioinformatics as a tool to detect environmental
human health problems. One project funded by EPA, the Environmental Education Program,
have offered more than 10 conferencesto area schools and to the community in general. One last
project stimulates active student participation. The Composting Project at IAU-BC includes
organic fertilizer production, aluminum and paper recycling.

1J

IAU-BC expressed interest in expanding CEPA alliance activities to actively work with other
institutions in the Consortium, completing an inventory of other organisms beside fish in the San
Cristbbal Canyon, water analysis of the Usabdn River, continue work with genetic markers and
faculty development. Other projects include improving the composting facilities and marketing
the by products, continue the community environmental education program and the development
of a trail for environmental interpretationat IAU-BC.

SANGERMAN
CAMPUS
Dr. Arlene Tor0 described the environmental sciences programs at IAU-SG. The campus offers
a masters degree in Environmental Sciences with majors in Water Resources, Environmental
Biology and Environmental Chemistry. Two other offerings include bachelor degrees in Biology
and Environmentaltechnology.

hd

Current research projects involve:
Chemistry:
The effect of polymers in the reduction of trihalomethanesin potable water,
0
Development of a method for the determination of Selenium in underground
water using GCMS,
0
Quantification of Selenium with 1,2-phenildiamine in underground water using
GCMS and atomic absorption.
Biology:
0
Designing vegetal (grass) filter to retain atrazine,
0
Correlation between attenuation of light and growth of Thalassia testudinum
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Study and characterizationof physical, chemical and biological parameters of the
Bioluminescent Bay and the Parguera Natural Reserve
Effect of temperature in marine turtle development.
Water resources:
0
Distribution of vibrios and fecal coliforms in Boquerbn Beach,
0
How vibrios populations in an estuary are impacted by various types of
contamination
0
Correlation between attenuation of light and sedimentation and growth of
Thalassia testudinum
0

U

METROCAMPUS

Dr. William Arias’ presentation focused on academic aspects of the institutions Environmental
Engineer program directed at preparing professionals capable of designing and implementing
corrective strategies in order to attend situations related to the evaluation and protection of the
environment.
PONCECAMPUS

6ei

Dr. Angel M. Rios presented his campus Bachelor of Science in Environmental Sciences
curriculum designed to serve the demand of professionals with a technical training that will
increase their opportunities to join the environmental field work force. The program emphasizes
the skills necessary for the adequate description and analysis of environmental systems,
protection of human and ecosystem health, pollution control and natural resources management.
BAYAMON
CAMPUS

Dr. Armando Rodriguez informed of a Mitigation Project in a 2.9 acres field, a wetlands
information and dissemination program with other IAU campuses over a 5-year cycle, U.S.
Corps of Engineers and wetlands information available to the general community on all
campuses. Research projects include: Characterization in the Pin-tailed Whydah, Vidua
macroura, Bats in Urban Areas, Characterization of Soil-dwelling Microorganisms, Nutrient
Cycle in a Mitigation Wetland and Characterization of Microorganisms in Aquatic Systems.
Future project interests are: Long-term of Hurricanes on Bat Populations, Population Estimates
and Habitat Description of the Endangered Puerto Rican Boa and Impact of Invasive Species on
the Native Ant Fauna.
0 POLYTECHNIC
UNIVERSITY
(PUPR)

W

A report on the Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico efforts in Environmental Protection
Education was presented by professors, Reinaldo Torres and Ismael Garcia as well as advances
in the concept of ecological terraces. Their principal areas of study are: interdisciplinaryprojects
led by the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and the School of Architecture,
the study of PR Highway 53, Puerto Nuevo River Canalization, bioclirnatization and naturation,
heat islands, development the ecological terraces course, sustainable development, intelligent
buildings, among others.
8

Dr. Agamemnon G. Pantel, Director of the School of Architecture, informed of the newly
inaugurated Tropical Center for the Study of Humans and the Environment. Its primary vision is
to provide mechanisms for students and researchers to examine the interaction of humans and
their environment within the tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world. The Center will also
be oriented towards primary research and conducting environmental impact assessments and
compliance documents for actual development projects. This future capability is geared towards
providing a mechanism through which the Center can offer “hands-on” training to students as
well as generate revolving funds.
@ BOIUCUA
COLLEGE

Dr. Irving J. Ramirez, Associate Professor at Boricua College gave an overview of his
institution’s Environmental Health Program, a Bachelor of Science degree program. The 4-year
program at Boricua College deals with issues in the context of the historical, social and scientific
developments of the western world and gives special emphasis to the role of the individual as
part of the solution to current environmental programs.
@ TEXAS
A & M UNIVERSITYCORPUSCHRISTI
(TAMUCC)

Dr. Patrick Louchouarn of the Trans-lingual Earth System Science Education Center (TESS)
presented the scientific and educational paradigms to teaching earth sciences in our day. The
scientific paradigm emerges from an outdated model based on single discipline to multiple
disciplines teaching; from Biology to Ecology in the first format and from Ecology to
Biogeochemistry on the second. The multidisciplinary approach then leads us to scientific
integration, fi-om bio-geo-physical-chemical processes to Earth Systems sciences. We are no
longer mere spectators of the world’s saga; we partake of the changes, in the present and in the
fbture. On the other hand, the educational paradigm viewed from the standpoint of CEPA’s
evolution, at its inception it was an idea born out of necessity that later became a formal proposal
offering monolingual courses. In 2001, CEPA becomes real; a product devised to offer unlimited
geopolitical and linguistic knowledge comes to life: the TESS project. Dr. Louchouarn went on
to praise the advantages of learning without linguistic or space barriers, and invited other CEPA
members to participate in this project.
@ UNIVERSITY OF SANTIAGO, CHILE (USACH)

Dr. Jaime Cornejo, IMA Academic Director, provided a progress report on the status of current
USACh-CEPA activitiesfor the year 2000-200 1.
1. Research Collaboration with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

Ongoing collaboration on phytoremediation research, with Dr. Art Stewart, Environmental
Sciences Division. A new joint paper based on recent, 2000/2001 results needs to be discussed
prior to submission to Ecutuxicolugv. Also, a new proposal is being prepared in which we will
stress a multidisciplinary approach to establish the biochemical and genetic basis of how green
plants affect phytoremediationof volatile organic compounds in air.
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Ongoing collaboration on cantilever sensor technology and its applications to the direct
analysis of organic pollutants in air and water, with Dr. Thomas Thundat, Life Sciences Division.
A paper on a new sensor for benzene in ambient air is being submitted to Analytical Chemistry.
A new project needs to be defined.
Applications of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to help finding out how leaf morphology
influences the decontamination ability of live plants, with Dr. Laura Riester, Ceramics and
Materials Division. Recent, original results on plant morphology studies should lead to an
immediate,joint paper. A very important issue here derived from the existing collaboration is the
transfer (September 2000) of an AFM from ORNL to IMA. We need to establish a technology
transfer and professional training agreement to ensure a productive use of the AFM equipment at
USACh in research and technical assistance in a variety of fields.
Meeting on Toolsfor Sustainable Development at USACh
The meeting, organized by IMA, was held at USACh Santiago in July, 25-26,2000, Practicing
professionals, university professors, government representatives and students were invited to
participate in this very important gathering. The supporting documents and conclusions, in
Spanish, can be found at www.usach.cl/ima link “EncuentroDesarrollo Sustentable ”.
2. Complementary and Projected Activities

Education and Environmental Information
“My House in America” is an outgrowth of an Internet-based collaboration -started in 1999between IMA and the University of the Sacred Heart, Puerto Rico, which initially led to an
environmental information platform for communities in San Juan, Puerto Rico. A specific
proposal already exists to expand this collaboration to include a bilingual, English-Spanish,
Internet platform for the exchange of high quality environmental information among Latin
American and Developed Countries of America, Europe and Asia.
~

We are finalizing an environmental education project for the Chilean Ministry of Education. It
involves a specialized Internet portal ( www.usach.cl/mineduc ) which provides school teachers
with educational resources that allow the incorporation of environmental principles across the
curriculum. The exchange takes place via Enlaces which is a national Internet-based network
that connects all Chilean schools. We will adapt the prototype to host an Internet-based effort
directed to university faculty and practicing professionals which will provide state-of-the-art
environmental education resources across the curriculum to every major and every course on
campus as well as to environmentaltrainers in industry. Conceptually speaking, this effort bears
a close connection with the bilingual platform described above.
We will pursue collaborationon a CEPA wide Master Program on Environmental Science.
Collaborations with the EPA

cld

We will pursue technology transfer on:
Modern techniques to handle environmental information over the Internet.
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The EPA’s Labs 21 Initiative on cleaner, sustainable chemistry labs. At present we have
chemical engineering students working on a replication of the concept.

W

Instrumentation and management for model environmental measurement labs, including the
issue of 1SO25 accreditation.
Green chemistry research and applications, which has also been pursued with OWL. The
sustainable (green) chemistry concept has become the basis of the IMA 2000/2001 development
plan. Areas of interest are solvent replacement for organic transformations and development of
technology for clean energy sources. We currently conduct research on applications of ionic
liquids to increase the lifetime of key intermediates and the overall efficiency of organic an
inorganic syntheses. We will confrnn previously established contacts in order to define specific
projects on green chemistry between IMA and the EPA andor O W L .
Transfer of Modern Environmental Concepts
We are locally adapting recently developed concepts with the aim to bridge the science and
technology gap that appears widening between Chile and developed countries in regards to
advances in knowledge and resources for environmental protection and sustainable development.
Areas of concentration include;
0

I

I

0

0

0
0

Sustainable Development on Campus. We wish to establish model management and
sound environmental practices at the USAch campus. Campus environmental problems
and needs will become the object of specialized research and educational programs
Adaptation of the EPA’s Labs 21 initiative
Green Chemistry Research and applications
Education for chemistry-based majors using the green chemistry paradigm
Technical Assistance on Cleaner Production for Chilean industry
Applications of the Internet2
State-of-the-art software to solve environmental problems.

0 UNIVERsITY OF CONCEPCI~N,
CHILE(UCCH-EULA)

I

Dr. Oscar Parra, director of EULA provided an activities report for academic year 2000 and
proposals as described below.

I

1, To implement a Program on Environmental Sciences at the university level addressed to
neighboring countries through scholarships and fellowships in order to reinforce the program of
postgraduate studies (M.S. and Ph.D.) in Environmental Topics at the University of Concepcibn.
It is expected that after two years the number of postgraduates will reach 20 students (10 per
year). Otherwise, two specific activities were carried out: a postgraduate course on
“Environmental Management of Water Resources” and a postgraduate course on “Evaluation
and Monitoring of Water Pollution”.

L’

2. Development of Research in Natural Resource Management, Land Planning and
Environmental Protection. A joint research work was initiated with German and Italian
researchers in the Laja river watershed, which is an area located in the Central South Region of
11
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Chile, presenting a number of varied environmental problems related with land planning, water
uses (hydroelectricpower, irrigation projects, forestation, erosion, etc.).

3. To assist the organization of environmental courses for teachers and other professional careers
(e.g., Economy, Sociology, Civil Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Forestry Engineering,
Agronomy Engineering, Chemistry, Journalism, Nursery, etc.). In this context several courses on
diverse environmental topics were developed: Introduction to Environmental Sciences, Land
Planning of Multi-use territory, Protection and Conservation of Biodiversity, GIS Applied to
Land Use and Nature Conservation, Environmental Problems of Modern Society and Natural
Resources Management. The objective, content, equipment facilities and field activities were
discussed among the teaching staff of the EULA Center and foreign scientist collaborators from
Spain, Italy, Germany, Belgium and Peru.
4. To promote the incorporation of environmental concepts in education and in other sectors such
as industry, business, public services and private sector. During the second year and through the
Environmental Education and Public Participation Unit of EULA Center, it is expected to create
environmental education teaching tools, aimed to incorporate environmental concepts dealing
with environmental management and protection in industries, business, public services and
private sectors.

r

5. To establish links concerning Environmental Sciences with American and European
Universities and other Environmental Institutions or Agencies (Canada. USA, Mexico, Cuba,
Spain, Brazil, Peru, Italy, Portugal, Albania, Belgium, Germany). In order to reinforce the
current EULA-Center international collaborative activities with American and European
universities and other Environmental Institutions or Agencies, it will be considered the following
actions: to exchange teaching and scientific experiences through internet, in this context EULA
Center within the LTNESCOEOLSS Chair has created a web site as a tool for worldwide
communication, with particular emphasis on environmental education; and to invite scientists
and students from universities of foreign countries to participate in the teaching and research
activities related to environmentaltopics.
@ UNIVERSJDAD AUSTRAL,
CHILE

Representatives from the Universidad Austral, Dr. Charlotte Lovengreen and Dr. Mario Pino
offered the progress update which centered on existing environmental development areas. The
university has an excellent curriculum for graduate and undergraduate career options in
Environmental Studies and Impact Assessment, Rural Development, Economy and Regional
Development, Sustainable Use of Forest Resources, Water Resources, Ecology, and Systems and
Ecology. Basic and applied research is conducted in the following areas: Forest, Land and
Waterways Interaction; Climatic Global Change; Water, Soil and Air pollution; Natural
Ecosystem Degradation; Native Forest Management; Environmental history and Culture; and
Environmentalplanning.

W

After the conclusion of the University and the Environment Colloquium celebrated in 2000 in
Valdivia, Chile; Austral proposes to establish the Centro Transdisciplinario de Estudios
Ambientales Y Desarrollo Human0 Sostenible, a multidisciplinary center for studying the
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environment and sustainable human development. The Center's mission would be to prevent
new environmental problems and minimize the existing by developing coherent environmental
strategies to deal with the causes of environmental problems and not only with the symptoms. As
a result, the focus of environmental research and administration will change in the private and
public realm of the region; will graduate ecosystem focused professionals that possess a holistic
conception of their surroundings; and deliver methodologies for evaluating the global, national
and local environmental status. The operation of the Center will concentrate in the areas of
research, education and outreach.

o UNIVERSITY
POPULAR
AUTONOMA
OF ESTADO
DE PUEBLA,
MEXICO(UPAEP)
Mr. Vicente Pacheco Ceballos, Executive Vice President of UPAEP was in charge of presenting
the program of the School of Ecological Engineering and Environmental Preservation. Two
projects are dedicated to measuring the concentration of air suspended particles to determine
possible health risks due to vehicular circulation and emissions from the Popocatipetl Volcano;
and of the pH of water to identify atmospheric pollution problems caused by industrial activity,
automobiles and the emissions from the volcano.
The Marine Turtle Conservationproject carries out morphological measurements and tagging of
female sea Mles, searching and checking out nests, beach surveys to avoid depredation,
location, collection and incubation of eggs, seasonal population census, nesting sites, direct
counts, sample collection at 2 sites in Oaxaca: La Escobilla and La Cruz.
In December 2000, one professor and three students attended a workshop on the different
environmental management aspects in banana plantations, Corporacio'n Bananera Nacional
(CORBANA)served as the study site. The workshop included training in entomology, nematodes
common in banana plantations, agro-physiology, plant pathology and environmental protection.
Other research initiatives concentrated their efforts on solving local environmental problems.

DOE-CEPA
2001 SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM AT THE NATIONAL
LABORATORIES

The 2001 Summer Internship Program at DOE National Laboratories provided research
experience for 11 students from the following CEPA institutions: Rafael M. Berrios and Anibal
J. Ortiz from IAUPR-Barranquitas, Juan M. Amador, Orlando Shchez and Raul VClez from
PUPR, Angela Maldonado and Mayra A. Rosario from USH, Anthony Lehman Jr. from UTB
and Fernando Melendez, Enrique Shchez and Erika Rodriguez from UPAEP. Their research
experiences are summarized in the table below.
Two other students from CEPA member institutions, Victor Martin from UTB, and Josh B.
Rivera from PUPR completed their summer internships at EPA and ERC respectively. Victor
Martin worked under the supervision of Ms. Delta Valente, Program Manager at EPA's Office of
EnvironmentalJustice. He was assigned the project of translating the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance (OECA) website to create a Spanish language version. This task involved
the translation of over 400 screens during a two-month period. As the internship period was
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coming to an end, Mr. Martin was offered a part-time job to complete the project while still
attending school at UTB.

0

Mr. Jose B. Rivera was assigned to work at Equity Research Corporation in the administration
department. Through this experience and under the supervision of ERC President, Ms. Miriam
Cruz, he was able to experience first hand sound business management practices and understand
how a corporation operates. In the case of ERC, he was exposed to how the organization
networks with other corporations, universities and colleges across the nation, government
agencies, public and private organizations, foundations and other non-profit organizations. He
assisted with CEPA program document organization and had the opportunity to visit the
Argonne National Laboratory and Morgan State University. (The DOE - CEPA Internship
List and Abstracts are on following page.)
Laboratory equipment required to complete water quality and other environmental assessments
were transferred from DOE Oak Ridge National Laboratory to Universidad de Santiago, Chile.
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DOECEPA Summer Internshin Propram 2001

STUDENT

UNlVERsITY

NATIONAL
LABORATORY

PROJECT

STUDENT REPORT ABSTRACT

Rafael M. Berrid-

Interamerican
University of Puerto
Rico-Barranquitas

Oak Ridge

Permeable Reactive Barrier

Specific objectives of this study were to (1) evaluate geochemical and hydraulic
performance of permeable reactive barriers (PRB), (2) develop guidelines for
geochemical and hydraulic characterizatiodmonitoring,and (3) devise and
implement long-term monitoring strategies through the use of hydrological and
geochemical models. Accomplishingthese objectives will provide valuable
information regarding the optimum configuration and lifetime of barriers at
specific sites. It will also permit development of site-specific monitoring and
performance plans, thus optimizing operation and maintenance (O&M) costs
while increasing confidence of both regulators and end users in applying the
barrier technology for determining effectiveness in precipitating contaminants
in ground water.

Berrios

Anlbal J. OrHb
Rivera

Juan M. AmadorGutierrez

lntcramcricsn
University ofPuerto
RicaBarranquitas

Polytechnic
University of
Puerto Rico

DOE/NAL Mentor:
Dr. Ollvia R West

OIlk Ridge
DOE/NAL Mentor:
Mark S. Greely, Jr.

-

Argonne Chemical
Technotogy Division
Waste Material
Research Dept.

Bidogieal Monitoring using
Medada (olyrias Lntines) fish
embryo

Ambient water samples were tested to assess its effect on fish embryo
development processes utilizing Medaka eggs and determine its toxicity. The
objective was to determine the causes of death (microorganisms vs. chemical
factors) in a specific area The experiment was part of the Biological Monitoring
and Abatement Program (BMAP) conducted in streams located near power
plants or factories discharging wastewater into the waterway. The monitoring
provides valuable information about the effects of water quality in the growth
and propagation of aquatic life.

The Development of Gel and Foam
Processes lor the Decontamination
of Ferrous Metals with HEDPA

The study encompassed showing progress in the formation of a gel or foam
loaded with hydoxyethane-1, 1-diphosphonic acid (HEDPA) for clean up
applications. The goal is to either form a gel or foam that serves as an efficient
HEDPA carrier for decontamination of ferrous metals. HEDPA was chosen for
this project because of its ability to protect the base metal and for its high
decontamination factor. Both gels and foams have been effectively used as
carriers for different decontamination agents. The objective of this project is to
minimize waste in the application of decontamination and decommissioning
processes for nuclear facilities. The development of either as carrier can reduce
the waste generated to one seventh of that generated by an aqueous process.

DOE/NAL Mentor
Dr. Luis Nuflez

Orlando SanchezVazquez

Polytechnic
University of
Puerto Rico

Argonne
Chemical Technology
Division
DOE/NAL Mentor:
Dr. Luis Nuflez

LDL Separation from Various
Food Products by means of
Magnetic Particles

Cream,egg yolks and milk are the raw materials for the production of cheese.
These food products are known to have a high content of cholesterol or
lipoproteins that carry cholesterol. Lipoproteins are macromolecular complexes
of lipids and globular proteins held together by non-polar and electrostatic
forces. Lipoproteins are usually divided into broad categories defined
historically by their density: very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL), low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) and high-density protein (HDP). LDLs are the major carriers
of cholesterol in the circulation, and are intimately involved in artherogenesis or
clogging of heart arteries. The separation of LDL particles from food products
will enable the production of LDL cholesterol free products.
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Polytechnic
University of
Puerto Rico

Argonne
Chemical Technology
Division

)evelopment of a Plutonium Model
'or the Uranium Extraction
UREX)

DOE/NAL Mentor
Dr. Luis Nufiez

4ngela Maldonado
Galana

Sacred Heart
University of
Puerto Rico

Oak Ridge

(1) Longevity of Dissolving

Sutures for Fish Tags
DOE/NAL. Mentors:
(1)

Dr. Charles Coutant
Dr. Mark Revelbimer

(2) Storm Drain Monitoring
Using Clams
(3) Waterfowl Monitoring Canada Geese

(2) Dr.W.Kelly Roy

(3)Dr. W. Kelly Roy

Mayra A. RosarioFuentes

Sacred Heart
University of
Puerto Rico

Oak Ridge
Environmental
Science Division
DOE/NAL Mentors:
Ms. Tammy W.
Beatty, Mr. Robert W.
Allen, Ms.Lisa Olsen,
and others.

CIS Facilities Web Page
Design & Development
Robert Washington Web
Page Design and
Development
Upgrades of various Web
Pages
Fossil Fuel C 0 2
Emissions CDJAC Arc
View Map
NPP Clickable Maps
CIS Facilities Inventory
DAAC Manuels
MODIS Manuals

The development of the ATW (accelerator transmutation waste) technology
deals with. (1) separation of U, Tc, I and TRU metals from light water reactor
spent fuel and (2) their use by the accelerator to generate electricity. The
baseline process combines aqueous uranium solvent extraction (UREX) process
BS well as electrometallurgical(EM) processes in order to separate the elements.
Resulting from the EM process are the TRU elements in the metal form that are
then used by the accelerator to generate electricity and the fission products that
me disposed as waste.
(1) Congevitv of Dissolving Sutures for Fish Tam Determine the life of

dissolving s m s utilized to attach light emitting tags on fish in short-term fish
behavior studies. Different water compositions will be tested to assess suture
longevity. Dissolving sutures are proposed for use in attaching the tag so that it
will fall off the fish after the light has been exhausted, these tags are very
inexpensive compared to electronic tags.
(2) Storm Drain Monitoring using Clams
Caged Asiatic clams (Corbiculuj7uminea)were placed near various outfalls in
Mitchell Branch, K-1007-P1 pond, and the K901 sites for four weeks. Caged
clams are used near the outfall to evaluate input of contaminants such as PCBs
because of the advantages they present over other monitoring methods such as
water sampling. Clams are effective sampling tools because they : 10 provide a
time-averaged measure of effect of exposure, 2) accumulate and concentrate
contaminants of concern not routinely detected in water, and 3) provide a
biologically-meaningful assessment of outfalls where other suitable organisms
are often not present, providing an opportunity to detect localized sources of
contaminants.
(3) Waterfowl Monitorinv - Canada Geese
Two of the primary objectives of the Oak Ridge Reserve Waterfowl Program
are to monitor the number and distribution of waterfowl on the ORR and to
determine concentrations of gammaemitting radio-nuclides accumulated by
waterfowl that feed and live in the reserve. Canada geese are rounded up each
summer and subjected to non-invasive, gross radiological surveys.

During the internship I was assigned to several projects having to do with
revising, editing, updating and designing web pages at the ESD programs and
learning to utilize new software and computer systems such as: GIS softwareArc View, PRISM, Visual Basic Code, used and wrote seven MODIS manuals,
change HDF code to ANSI1 code, Adobe Photoshop 6.0, and attended several
seminars.

-
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Qnthony Lehman
Jr.

University of Texas
at Brownsville

Argonne
Energy Systems
Division

Pollution and Emission Control of
Diesel Locomotive Engine

Diesel locomotive engines emit certain types of pollution created when the fuel
md air are mixed and burned at extremely high pressures and temperatures to
generate the energy that powers the locomotives. Locomotives can produce
incredible amounts of torque at very low rpm that help the machine pull
hundreds of cars along the railroad tracks. Unfortunately, several types of
pollution are produced that harm the environment such as hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide and nitrogen oxides, otherwise known as NOx. The latter type of
Emission is where the research is mostly concentrated on in this study. It is very
well known that NOx is a p o w e m greenhouse gas. By reducing the amount of
this gas as it escapes through the engine’s exhaust system, the threat of harming
the environment can be reduced.

Particulate Measurements on Diesel
Exhausts

The study involved an effort to measure particulate emissions from a modem
light duty CIDI engine equipped with a common-rail fuel injection system, an
EGR system and a state-of-the-art after treatment system. Particulate emissions
both upstream and downstream of the catalyst were measured using an SMPS
system and a TEOM while operating the engine at various steady-state
conditions. The trends observed are discussed in terms of previously established
particulate formation and destruction mechanisms.

Membrane Pervaporation Process
using Hydrophillic Membranes and
Adsorption-Assisted

Abstract: Industries of today are looking for the most efficient processes in
order to save resources; this efficiency is reflected in energy and time saving.
The membrane pervaporation process is a separation process in which a liquid
feed is selectively separated into 2 streams: the liquid retentate and vapor
permeate; it is considered a less-energy unit operation and this is due to the
membrane selectiveness for one of the compounds in the mixture. By testing
two different poly-vinyl alcohol membranes denominated 2210 and 2216 we
will know which membrane works better for an ethanol/water system, we will
notice this observing the flux through the membrane.

The Disposition of Contaminated
HEPA Filters

Air is a gas mixture composed of approximately 21% oxygen, 78% nitmgen,
and 1% argon and other gases. Everyday anthropogenic sources of air pollution
increase, the use of industry filters can help minimize the rise of air pollution.
HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air filters) or “absolute” filters were
developed during WWII for the filtration of radioactive particles in the nuclear
industry. Since then, significant developments have been made to meet
increasing demands for higher filtration efficiency of even smaller particulates.
HEPA filters are used in homes and industries such as schools, hospitals, and
certain production processes where particulate-free or sterile air is required.

DOE/NAL Mentor:
Dr. Doug Longman

Fernando
Melendez-Vaquu

Universidad Popular
Aut6noma del
Estado de Puebla,
PueMa, Mexico

Argonne
Energy Systems
Division
DOELVAL Mentor
Srcmath Gupta and
Raj Sckar

Enrique MichelSanchez

Universidad Popular
Aut6noma del
Estado de Puebla,
Puebla, Mexico

Argonne
E n e w Systems
Division
DOE/NAL:Mentor:
Dr. Jamie A. Hestekin

ErikaA.
Rodriguez-Huesca

Universidad Popular
Aut6noma del
Estado de Puebla,
Puebla, Mexico

’ Argonne - \Vest
Division of Nuclear
Techonlogy

DOELVAL Mentor:
Dr. J. Rory Kennedy
and Mr. Kevin Carney
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DEVELOPMENT
OF FUTUREACTIVITIES
The following tables outline the future activities suggested by CEPA member institutions from
the U.S.A., Puerto Rico, Chile and MCxico. Project development and implementation has been
stalled due to lack of funding. This situation makes evident the urgency of reaching a final
agreement to resolve the uncertainties caused by financial instability. It is imperative to continue
the dialogue initiated at the Annual Meeting intended for evaluating alternatives for the
institutionalizationof the CEPA Program.
CEPA Action Plan 2000-2001

EPA Activities

T a b l e 1.

-

Identified Activities of C E P A USA Universities
University
Universidad Interamericana
(IAU-Bar)

- Barranquitas

Universidad Politknica de Puerto Rico (PUPR)

Universidad del Sagrado Coraz6n (SHU)

Initiative
(1) Guidance and Support for the
Environmental Assessment of the San
Cristobal Canyon, including water analysis
of the water streams, inventory of aquatic
animals, list of pollutants found, and
ecological and human health risk
assessments.
(1) Assistance in lab development in support of
Environmental Engineering.
(2) Identification of associated laboratory
equipment.
(3) Identification and development of joint
research projects.
(1) Continued development of their
“Environmental Education Data
Information Dissemination Management
Plan” titled: Mi Casa en America
(2) Identification of laboratory equipment.
(3) Identification and development of joint
research projects.

T a b l e 2.

University

Initiative

Mexico:
0

0

Universidad Popular A u t h o m a del Estado
de Puebla (UPAEP)
Universidad Autdnoma de Tlaxcala

Chile:
0
0

0

Universidad de Concepc6n (EULA)
Universidad de Santiago (USACh)
Universidad Austral de Chile

(1) Support in environmental analytical
laboratory infrastructure.

(1) Support in environmental analytical
laboratory infrastructure.
(2) Encounter between EPA, CONAMA, and
CEPA-Chile with the objective of developing
a joint collaboration program in issues of
common interest.
(3) EPA support in the teladistance teaching of
the EULA-UNESCO lecture appointment:
Environmental Management of Water
Resources in collaboration with EULA.

INSTITUTIONALIZATION
OF THE CEPA CONSORTIUM

U

The 2001 Annual Meeting agenda reserved a two-hour period to convene the CEPA
representatives to discuss the outstanding items from the previous annual meeting held in UTB.
The group would be responsible for leading the efforts to institutionalize the CEPA Program.
The items on the agenda of April 25,2001 were:
0
How to institutionalizethe Consortium
- Board of Directors (Term & institutionapproval)
- Advisory committee
- By-laws
0

Development of a Business Plan
Suggested term
- Assumes requirements of $400,00O/year (includes CEPA Coordinator’s

-

0

0
0
0

Salary)

Resources to be contributed by U.S. government, corporate, foundations
and member institutions.

Member contributions
- What is an appropriatelevel of contributions?
Relation to “Majority” institutions
Coordinationof CEPA activities
Web-site

Summary Report to Members
How to “institutionalize”the Consortium?

- Operational Plan to be based on mission clarification.
19

- Board of Directors: Need to define tenure, but 3 years seems appropriate;Member
Institution approval to be provided by CEO/Chancellor/Rector,as appropriate.

W

- Advisory Committee: Need to define expectations and size constraints; should include
representatives fiom NGO, corporate, federal government sectors.

- Bylaws: Are there practical limits to growth? Yes, but allow San Juan meeting
participants to join. How to provide for additional support requirements and keep focus
on universities and capacity development? Any additional members should be considered
in terms of commitment to CEPA mission, not just whether they bring additional
resources.
- Establish committeesto follow up on recommendations:
(1)CEPA mission (Jaime Cornejo, Vicente Pacheco, Patrick Louchouarn, Jose Martin);
(2) Membership criteria (Linda Cain, Bob Cleary and Delta Valente, Evelyn Torres);

(3) Private sector participation (Amuary Boscio and Zoila Giron).

Outcomes fiom CEPA Mission Committee will drive deliberations of the other
committees. (NB: Committee memberships to be M e r developed.)
Development of a Business Plan

- Suggested Term: 3-5 years.
- Assumes requirements of approximately $400,000 annually, which will include salary
of CEPA Coordinator.

V

- Resources to be requested from U.S. government agency, corporate, foundation and
member institution donors.
Member Contributions

- What is appropriate level of contributions?$4-5 thousand annually per institution,
including money and in-kind contributions; corporate contributionsmay be higher.
Relationship with “Majority” Institutions and private sector will be pursued, as well as with
additional CEPA members.
Improved Communications

- Need better coordinationof CEPA project proposals and student participation.
- Web site should have two purposes: an internal network that will be passwordprotected, as well as an external, marketing focus. To be developed based on offer fiom
Penn State.

- CEPA “seal of approval” has value, but needs to be marketed.
ACTIONS TAKEN:

20
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(1)Accept offer by EULA Center, beginning Jan 2002, to provide two scholarshipsper
CEPA country annually for five years, which will cover in-country expenses for
environmental summer school; CEPA will pay for transportation.
(2) Accept offer by National Science Foundation to consider funding three-day workshop
to agree on the recommendations to be developed by the CEPA committees and:
communicationimprovements. Format will allow for preparatory work by committee
members over first two days, and approval by CEPA Member representativeson third
day. (Anna Ortiz and Patrick Louchouarn will assist in the identificationof possible
funds.)

(3) All presenters should transmit presentations to Equity Research by May 9 for posting
to Equity Web site.
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APPENDIXES
o ANNUAL
MEETINGAGENDA
0

LISTOF PARTICIPANTS
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Consorcio Educativo para la Proteccih Ambiental (CEPA)

W

Educational Consortium for Environmental Protection
Agenda for 2001 CEPA Summit
April 22-25,2001
San Juan, Puerto Rico

Sunday, April 22,2001
6:30 - 9:OOpm

Inaugural Reception
Wyndham Old San Juan
100 Brumbaugh St.
Old San Juan
Welcome:
Mr. Ernest0 Vkquez
President, Polytechnic University
Opening Remarks and Introduction of Participants
Ms. Miriam Cruz
President, Equity Research Corporation
CEPA Coordinator
Keynote Speaker
The Honorable Carlos Padin
Secretary, Department of Natural
and Environmental Resources of Puerto Rico
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Monday, April 23

Sacred Heart Universitv - SHU
(Location: Faculty Lounge)
Calle Rosales I. San Antonio
Parada 26 1/2 Santurce

7:45 am

9:OO - 9:15
8:30 9:OO

-

9:15 1O:OO

Pick-up at the Wyndham Old San Juan Hotel
Continental Breakfast at University
Welcome:
Dr. Jose Jaime Rivera, President
Updates about CEPA and/or Environmental Initiatives at SHU

Dr. Jose F. C6rdova "Parhetros Fisicos y Quimicos de la Laguna Piiiones"
Student's Presentations:
Prof. Carmen Pura Rodriguez
"Determinaci6n de la Presencia de Bioluminiscentesen la Laguna Piiiones" Fase I y I1
Ecology students - BIO - 302
"DeterminacZm de la presencia de coliformes fecales en las estaciones de muestreo para
organismos bioluminscentes en la Laguna Piiiones"
"Clasificaci6n Taxon6mica de Flora y Fauna de la Vereda Interpretativa de Piiiones"
"Estatus Poblacional de Caimanes de la Laguna Torrecillas y sus Canales"
Student Presentation:
Prof. Maya Rol6n
"Anhlisis Bacteriol6gico del Agua del Caiio Martin Peiia
Detecci6n de Coliformes" - Students BIO-206
Center for Personal DeveloDment - "Jugando y Reciclando"
1O:OO

- 11:OO

Report on Funded and Mediated Activities
by other CEPA Member Institutions

1 ) Gesti6n IMA - Universidad de Santiago de Chile

2) Texas A & M, Corpus Christi
3) Universidad Popular Aut6noma del Estado de Puebla
4) Universidad Aut6noma de Tlaxcala, Mdxico
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Monday, April 23

bi

Sacred Heart Universitv -SHU (continued)

-

11:OO 12:OO Panel Presentation

-

Articulations with Other Institutions Expanding the Network
Moderator: Dr.Oscar P a m
Director, Centro Ambientales - EULA, Chile
Dr. Paul Robillart, Director, Center for Artificial Intelligence
in Water Quality Control Processes, Pennsylvania State University
Dr. Cecilio Ortiz-Garcia, Program Coordinator, Center for Environmental
Resource Management, University of Texas at El Paso
Mr. Christopher Ros, Assistant Director for Education and Training,
Monitoring and Assessment of Biodiversity Program, Smithsonian Institution
Dr. Irasema Coronado, Department of Political Science, University of Texas at El Paso
12:OOm - 1:30 Luncheon SUM B y C
Keynote Speaker:
The Honorable CBsar Rey,
Secretary of Education, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

-

1:30 2:45pm

Panel Presentation
EPA as a Partner of the Consortium
Moderator: Mr. Arturo Garcia-Costas,
Senior Environmental Protection Specialist, EPA
Mr. Robert Cleaw, Office of Human Resources and Organizational Services
Dr. Mvriam Medina-Vera, National Exposure Research Laboratory
Mr. Michael Youngblood, EEO Diversity Programs,
Office of Research and Development
Dr. Maria G6mez-Tavlor, Office of Science and Technology
Mr. Orlando Gonziilez Office of International Activities
Training Programming Manager
Ms. Delta Valente. Senior Federal Inter Agency Group Program Manager
Office of Environmental Justice

bi

-

Afternoon Break

3:OO 4:OO

-

Networking with the Federal Agencies and other Partners

6:45pm

Pick-up at Wyndham Old San Juan Hotel

7:30

Reception and Dinner:
Sacred Heart University Room S U M B y C

2 ~ 4 5 3:OO
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Tuesdav, April 24

Inter American University of Puerto Rico - IAU

Oficina Central Multiusos 2 y 3 /(Central Oflice Multi-purpose room # 2 & 3)
Calle Gallileo (Final), Urbanization Jardines Metropolitanos
Rio Piedras
7:45 am

Pick-up at Wyndham Old San Juan Hotel

8:30- 9:OO

Continentalbreakfast at University

-

9:OO 9:lO

-

9 ~ 1 0 9:25

Welcome:
Mr. Manuel Fernbs, President
Updates about CEPA and/or Environmental Initiatives at IAU
CEPA Environmental Initiatives
Dr. Juan Nembn

9:25 - 9:40

CECIA
Dr. Graciela Ramirez

9:40 - 1O:OO

Report on Academic Environmental Initiatives
Metropolitano: Dr. William Arias
San Germh: Dr. Arlene Toro
Pome:
Dr. Angel Rios
Bayambn:
Dr. Armando Rodriguez

1o:oo -11:oo

Report on Funded and Mediated Activities
by other CEPA Member Institutions
1) EULA - Universidad de Concepcibn, Chile
2) Universidad Austral, Chile
3) University of Texas at Brownsville
4) Boricua College

11:OO

- 12:OOrn

Panel Presentation

Collaborations with the DOE National Laboratories
Moderator: Dr.Linda Cain,
MK TechnologiesConsultant
Dr.Frank Vivio, Assistance Director, Division of Educational Programs
Argonne Laboratory, Illinois
Dr.James b a r , Head, Environmental Analyses Section,
EnvironmentalSciences Division, Oak Ridge Laboratory, Tennessee
12:OOm- 1:30 Luncheon
Keynote Speaker:
Ms Gloria Rodriguez, President and CEO, MAPA Communications
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Tuesday, April 24

W

-

1:30 2:45

Inter American University of Puerto Rico - IAU {continued)
Panel Presentation

Diversifving Collaborationswith the Private Sector
Moderator:
Mr. Rbmulo Diaz, Jr.
Former EPA Assistant Administrator for Resources and Management
Ms. Ida Rodriguez, Non Profit Management School (invited)
Ms. Astrid Jimknez, Staff Director HACER
Dr. Luis Rico, Andrew Carnegie Mellon University
2:45 - 3:OO

Afternoon Break

3:OO - 3:30

Presentation:
Developing Coalitions for Sustainable Development in the Americas
Dr. Zoila Girbn, Unit of Sustainable Development,
Organization of American States

-

3:30 4:30

Networking with the Federal Agencies and other Partners

6:45pm

Pick-up at Wyndham Old San Juan Hotel

7:30

Reception and Dinner
La Arcada de la Compania de Turismso Paseo La Princesa, Old San Juan
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Wednesday, April 25

W

Polvtechnic Universitv of Puerto Rico - PUPR

Sala de Convenciones (Biblioteca - 3er Piso)
(Conference Center - Library 3rdFloor)
377 Ponce de Leon Ave. (Antigua Clinica Julia)
Santurce

7:45am

Pick-up at Wyndham Old San Juan Hotel

8 ~ 3 0- 9:OO

Continental breakfast at University

9:OO - 9:15

Welcome
Mr. Emesto Vkzauez, President

9:15 -9:45

Keynote Speaker:
Mr. Carl Soderberg;. Environmental Protection Agency - Puerto Rico
"Environmental Profile of Puerto Rim"

1O:OO

- 11:OO

11:OO - 12:OOm

W

Updates about CEPA and/or Environmental Initiatives at PUPR
EnvironmentalPrograms at PUPR
Arq. Reinaldo Torres "Ecological Terraces"
Mr. Ismael Garcia "Material Conservation Laboratories"
Inn. J o d Borrageros
Dr. Emilio Col6n
Panel Presentations

Collaborations with other Federal Agencies and Departments
Mr. Pedro De Jesfis,EEO Manager, Fish and Wildlife Service,
,
U.S. Department of the Interior
Ms. Mm'a Patterson, National Hispanic Program Manager,
U.S. Department of Agriculture (invited)
Ms. Ana Ortiz. Program Manager, Office of Equal Opportunity Programs
National Science Foundation
Ms. Linda Allen-Benton, Deputy Director Human Resources Management,
National Science Foundation

-

12:OO 1:00

-

1:30 3:30

Luncheon
Roundtable Discussion and Planning Session

I

,

I

w
I
I
I

I
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CEPA 2001 Annual Meeting
April 22 - 25
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Participant Directorv

i

MS LINDA ALLEN-BENTON
Deputy Director Human Resources Management
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd Room 480 North
Arlington, VA 22230
Phone (703) 292-8180
Fax
(703) 292-9184

E-mail

Ibenton@,nsf.gov

DR WILLIAM ARIAS
EPRA Program Coordinator
Inter American University
Metropolitan Campus
PO Box 191293
San Jw, PR 00919-1293
Phone (787) 250-1912
MS EVA ARROYO
Director Natural Sciences Department
Aguadilla Campus
Inter American Universitv
Call Box 20000

Victoria Station
Aguadilla, PR 00605-2000
Phone (787) 89 1-0925

MR JOSE BORRAGEROS
Chair, Civil & EnvironmentalEngineering
PolvtechnicUniversitv of Puerto Rico
PO Box 192017
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000 Ext. 341
Fax
(787) 281-8342

E-mail jborra@DuDr.edu
MR AMUARY BOSCIO
Executive Director of External Resources
Inter American Universitv
PO Box 363255
San J ~ a n PR
,
00966-3255

Phone
Fax
E-mail

MR R ~ B E R TCLEARY
Human Resources and OrganizationalServices
US.Environmental Protection APencv
Waterside Mall
401 M St. SW
Mail Code 3620
Washington, DC 20460
Phone (202) 260-8828
Fax
(202) 260-3263
E-mail clearv.robert(ii),eDa.gov
DR JAIME CORNEJO
Gestion IMA (Iniciativa del Medio Ambiente
Environmental Initiative)
Facultad de Quimica & Biologia
Universidadde Santiago de Chile
Ave. B. O'Higgins3363
Casilla 40 Correo 33
Santiago, Chile
Phone (011 56) 2-681-1422
Fax
(011 56) 2-681-2108
E-mail ima@lauca.usach.cl
J comeio@,excite.com
DR IRASEMA CORONADO
Assistant Professor Dept. of Political Science
Universitv of Texas at El Paso
Benedict Hall
El Paso, TX 79968
Phone (915) 747-7980
(915) 747-5400
Fax
E-mail icoronado@uteD.edu
MS MIRIAM CRUZ
President,
Eauitv Research Corvoration
CEPA Coordinator
5 Thomas Circle NW
Washington, DC 20005
Phone (202) 387-3331

(787) 758-0899

Fax

(202) 797-1344

(787) 250-7984
aboscio(ii,inter.edu

E-mail

eauitvrc@aol.com

DR LINDA CAIN
Consultant
MK Technologies
10820 Carmichael Road
Knoxville, TN 37932
Phone (865) 691-6017
E-mail cain@icx.net
MR ANTONIO C A M 0
Chair Science & Technology Department
Inter American Universitv
Barranquitas Campus
PO Box 05 17
Barranquitas,PR 00794-05 17
Phone (787) 857-3600

MR HECTOR CRUZADO
Director Civil EngineeringDepartment
Polvtechnic University
PO Box 192017
San J ~ a n PR
,
00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000

DR PEDRO DE JESUS
EEO Manager Fish & Wildlife Service

US.Devartment ofthe Interior
4040 Fairfax North Drive
Room 300
Arlington, VA 22203
Phone (703) 358-2552
Fax
(703) 358-2030
E-mail pedro deiesus@fws.Pov
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MR SANTOS DE JESUS
Director School of Science and Technology
Inter American Universitv

Guayama Campus
Call Box 10004
Guayama, PR 00785
Phone (787) 864-2222

MR ROMULO DIAZ
Attorney at Law
1735 New Hampshire Ave NW Suite 503
Washington, DC 20009
Phone (202)-234-3838
E-mail RLDJR2@,aol.com
DR RAFAEL FARIA
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Polvtechnic Universiw
PO Box 192017
Sari Juan, PR 00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000
MR MANUEL FERNOS
President
Inter American Universitv
PO Box 363255
San Juan, PR 00936-3255
Phone (787) 763-4203
Fax
(787) 75 1-3375

DR MARIA GOMEZTAYLOR
Office of Science and Technolo@
US.Environmental Protection Aaencv
Mail Code 4303
1200 PennsylvaniaAve. NW
Ariel Rios Building
Washington, DC 20460
Phone (202) 260-1639
Fax
(202) 260-7185
E-mail gomez-taylor.maria@eDamail.epa.gov
DR CARLOS GONZALEZ
Dean of Faculty Engineering& Science Dept.
Polvtechnic Universin!
PO Box 192017
San Juan, PR 009 19-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000
MR ORLANDO GONZALEZ
Program Manager
Office of InternationalActivity
U.S. Environmental Protection Aaenc)!
1300 PennsylvaniaAve NW
Ronald Reagan Building
Mail Code 2670R
Washington, DC 20004
Phone (202) 564-6446
Fax
(202) 565-241 1
E-mail
v - g

MR ARTURO GARCIA-COSTAS
Senior Environmental Protection Specialist
US. Environmental Protection Agencv
Office of International Activities
401 M St. SW Mail Code 2680 R
Washington, DC 20460
Phone (202) 564-7244
Fax
(202) 565-2408
E-mail garciacostas.arturo6leDa.gov

MR ARMAND0 HERRERA
Director Science & TechnologyDepartment
Inter American Universitv
Arecibo Campus
PO Box 4050
Arecibo, PR 00613-4050
Phone (787) 878-5475

MR ISMAEL GARICA

Inter American Universitv
Calle Box 10004
Guayama, PR 00785
Phone (787) 864-2222

Polvtechnic Universitv
PO Box 192017
Sari Juan, PR 00919-2017
Phone

(787) 622-8000

DR LILLIAN GAYA
Dean of Science and TechnologyDepartment
JnterAmerican Universitv
Metropolitan Campus
PO Box 191293
Sari Juan, PR 00919-1293
Phone (787) 250-1912
DR ZOILA GIRON
Senior Economist
Organitationof American States
Unit of Sustainable Development
And Environment
1889 F Street NW
Washington, DC 20006
Phone (202) 458-3236
Fax
(202) 458-3560
E-mail giron zoila(iioas.org

MS DAlSY IRIZARRY
CoordinatorCECIA Guayama Campus

MS ASTRID JIMENEZ
Staff Director
HACER
1730 Rhode Island Ave NW
Suite 1008
Washington, DC 20036
Phone (202) 835-9672
Fax
E-mail aiimenez@hacr.org
DR EDDIE LABOY
Inter American Universitv
Guayama Campus
Call Box 10004
Guayama, PR 00785
Phone (787) 864-2222
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DR JAMES LOAR
Head, Environmental Analyses Section Environmental
Science Division
US.Oak Ridge National Laboratorv
Building 1505 MS-6036
Oak Ridge, TN 3783 1
Phone (865) 574-7323
F a
(865) 576-8543
E-mail loarim@ornlxov
DR PATRICK LOUCHOUARN
Assistant Professor of Environmental Sciences, Dept. of
Physical & Life Sciences
Texas A & M Universitv Corpus Christi
6300 Ocean Drive
Corpus Christ, TX 78412-5503
Phone (361) 825-3254
Fax
(361) 825-2715
E-mail louD@,cbi.tamucc.edu
DR CHARLOTTE LOVENGREEN
UniversidadAustral de Chile
Instituto de Fisica
Campus Isla Teja
Casilla 567
Valdivia, Chile
Phone (01 1 56) 63 22 10 69
(01 1 56) 63 22 12 00
Fax
E-mail clovenm(iiuach.cl

MR FRANCISCO MARCANO
Director Science and Technology Department
Inter American Universitv

Bayamon Campus
Barrio Cerro Gordo
Highway 830 #500
Bayamon, PR 00957
Phone (787) 279-1912
MR JUAN McKENZIE
Coordinator CECIA
inter American Universitv
Barrio Cerro Gordo
Highway 830 #500
Bayamon, PR 00957
Phone (787) 279-1912
DR JOSE MARTIN
ProvosWice President for Academic Affairs

MR MOISES MERLO-CORTINA
Secretary, Dept of Engineering & Technology
UniversidadAutdnoma de Tlaxcala
Calzada Apizaquito S i N
Apizaco, Tlaxcala
C.P. 90300 Mexico
Phone & Fax (01 1 52) 24-17-2544
E-mail cbasicas(iholar6.increnieria.uatx.rnx
-

MR ABEL MILLAN
CoordinatorCECIA San German Campus
Inter American Universitv
PO Box 5100
San German, PR 00683-9801
Phone (787) 264-1912
MS JUDITH NEGRON
Director Counselingand Guidance Department
Polytechnic Universiiy
PO Box 192017
San Juan, PR 00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000

MS CARMEN OQUENDO
Inter American Universitv
MetropolitanCampus
PO Box 191293
Sari Juan, PR 00919-1293
Phone (787) 250-1912
MS ANA ORTIZ
Equal Opportunity Program Office
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd Suite 1080
Arlington, VA 2223C
Phone (703) 292-8020
Fax
(703) 292-9072
E-mail aortiz@,nsf.fzov
DR CECIL10 ORTIZ-GARICA
Program Manager
Center for EnvironmentalManagement
Universitv of Texas at El Paso
208-Burgos Hall
El Paso, TX 79902
Phone (915) 747-8699
F~x
(915) 755-7512
E-mail cecilio@,mhers.uteD.edu

Universitv of Texas at Brownsville
80 Fort Brown
Brownsville, TX 78520
Phone (956) 544-8266
Fax
(956) 548-6522 fax
E-mail jmartin(ii%utbl
.utb.edu

MS MADELINE ORTIZ
Director Sciences t TechnologyDepartment

DR MYRIAM MEDINA-VERA
Supervisory Physical Scientist
Human Exposure and Atmospheric Sciences Division
National Exposure Research LaboratoryEnvironmental
Protection Anencv
79TW Alexandria Drive
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
Phone (919) 541-5016
Fax
(919) 541-3527
E-mail medina-vera.mvriam@eDa.fzov

MR VICENTE PACHECO CEBALLOS
Executive Vice President

Inter American Universitv

Fajardo Campus
PO Box 1029
Fajardo, PR 00738-1029

UniversidadPoDular Autbnoma del
Estado de Puebla
21 Sur 1103

Puebla City, Puebla
C.P. 72160 Mexico
(011 52) 22-49-08-80
Phone & Fax
E-mail vDacheco@uDaeD.mx
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MR HECTOR PAGAN
Director Science & TechnologyDepartment
Inter American Universitv

Arecibo Campus
PO Box 4050
Arecibo, PR 00613-4050
Phone (787) 878-5475
DR OSCAR PARRA
Director, Centro EULA-CHILE
(The European-Latin American EnvironmentalResearch
Center)
Universidad de Concemibn de Chile

Casilla 160-C
Concepcibn, Chile
Phone (01 1 56) 41-20-40-02
F~x
(01 I 56) 41-24-25-46
E-mail oparra@,udec.cl
MS MARIA PATTERSON
National Program Manager
Cooperative State Research
Education and Extension Service
US. Department ofAwiculture
1 4&
~ IndependenceAve. SW
Room 3851 South
Washington, DC 20250-2201
Phone (202) 720-6506
Fax
(202) 720-5336
E-mail rnpatterson(i7reeusda.gov
DR MARIO PIN0
Director
~

UniversidadAustral de Chile
Casilla 567
Valdivia, Chile
Phone (011 56) 63 22 15 87
(01 1 56) 63 22 12 08
Fax
E-mail mpino0,uach.cl

DR GRACIELA RAMIREZ
Director of "Centro de Educaci6nConservaci6ne
Interpretacibn Ambiental" (CECIA)
(Center for the Interpretation and Conservationof the
Environment)

Inter American University
San German Campus
PO Box 5100
SUIGeman, PR 00683-9801
Phone (787) 264-1912

DR IRVING J. RAMIREZ
Associate Professor
Boricua College
3755 Broadway
New York, NY 10032
Phone (212)-694-1000 X 627
Fax
(212)-694-1015

E-mail

DR JENNY RAMIREZ
Coordinator"Centro de Educaci6n Conservaci6n e
Interpretaci6nAmbiental" (CECIA)
Ponce Campus
Barrio Sabanetas,Highway # 1
Mercedita Station, PR 007 1 5- 1408
Phone (787) 264-19125
MR RENE RENTAS
CoordinatorCECIA
Inter American Universitv
Bayamon Campus
Barrio Cerro Gordo
Highway 830 #500
Bayamon, PR 00957
Phone (787) 279-1912
DR LUIS RICO-GUTIERREZ
Visiting Assistant Professor
Carnepie Mellon Universitv
201 College of Fine Arts
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Phone (412) 268-2354
Fax
(412) 268-7819

E-mail

Irico@andrew.cmu.edu

DR ANGEL RIOS
Environmental SciencesProgram Coordinator
inter American Universitv
Ponce Campus
Barrio Sabanetas Highway # I
Mercedita Station, PR 00715-1408
Phone (787) 284-1912
MS FREDESWINDA RIVERA
Director Ofice of External Resources
Inter American Universitv
PO Box 363255
Sari Juan, PR 00966-3255
Phone (787) 766-1912 Ext. 2291
Fax
(787) 250-7984

DR HUMBERTO RIVERA
CoordinatorCECIA Aguadilla Campus
Inter American Universitv
Call Box 20000
Aguadilla, PR 00605-2000
Phone (787) 891-0925
DR JOSE JAIME RIVER4
President
Universidaddel Sawado Corazdn
PO Box 12383
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Phone (787) 727-7033
Fax
(787) 728-1692
E-mail iirivera@saerado.edu

iramirez@,boricuacollege.edu
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DR NOEMI RIVERA
Director of the Educational Cooperative Program
Polvtechnic University
PO Box 192017
Sari Juan, PR 00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000 Ext. 267

i

DR PAUL ROBILLARD
Director
Environmental Resources Research Institute
The Pennsvlvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
Phone (814) 865-7158 (ABE Office)
(814) 865-3375 (AIWQ Center)
Fax
(814) 863-1031
E-mail pdrl@,Dsu.edu
URL
httD://aiwa.Dsu.edu/aiwq
DR ARMAND0 RODRIGUEZ
Dean Science and Technology Department
Inter American Universitv
Bayamon Campus
Barrio Cerro Gordo
Highway 830 #500
Bayamon, PR 00957
Phone (787) 279-1912
DR DALIA RODRIGUEZ
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Inter American University
PO Box 363255
Sari Juan, PR 00936-3255
Phone (787) 763-5845

Fax
E-mail

W

dalrodg@inter.edu

MR REINALDO TORRES
Professor Civil and EnvironmentalEngineering
Polvtechnic University
PO Box 192017
Sari JUQ PR 00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000

MS DELTA VALENTE
Senior Federal Inter-Agency Group
US.Environmental Protection Apencv
1200 PennsylvaniaAve. NW
Mail Code 2201 A
Washington, DC 20460
Phone (202) 564-2594
Fax
(202) 501-0936
E-mail valente.deka@eDa.gov
DR RAQUEL VARGAS
Dean Arts and Sciences Department
Inter American University
San Geman Campus
PO Box 5100
San German, PR 00683-9801
Phone (787) 264-1912
MR ERNESTO VAZQUEZ-BARQUET
President
Polvtechnic Universitv of Puerto Rico
PO Box 192017
San J ~ a nPR
, 00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000 Ext. 203 (Maritza)
Fax
(787) 763-8919

DR DAMIAN VELEZ
Director Sciences & TechnologyDepartment
Inter American Universitv

MS GLORIA RODRIGUEZ
President and CEO
MAPA Communications.Inc.
1901 N. Moore St. Suite 205
Arlington, VA 22209
Phone (703) 807-0500
Fax
(703) 807-0505
E-mail maDa@,mapacommunications.com
DR ARLENE TOR0
Coordinator Graduate EnvironmentalProgram
Inter American Universitv
San Germiin Campus
PO Box 5 100
San Germh, PR 00683-9801
Phone (787) 264-1912

MR ERNESTO TORRES
Coordinator CECIA Metropolitan Campus
Inter American University
PO Box 191293
San Juan, PR 00919-1293
Phone (787) 250-1912

Ponce Campus
Barrio SabanetasHighway # 1
Mercedita Station, PR 00715-1408
Phone (787) 284-1912
MR GILBERT0 VELEZ
Professor, Outcome Assessment
Polvtechnic University
PO Box 192017
San Jw, PR 00919-2017
Phone (787) 622-8000

MS SARA VELEZ
Inter American University

BarranquitasCampus
POBox0517
Barranquitas, PR 00794-0517
Phone (787) 857-3600
DR FRANK VIVIO
Assistant Director,
Division of EducationalPrograms
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THE CEPA 2000 ANNUAL MEETING IN BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS

ed

Introduction
The Educational Consortium for Environmental Protection / Consorcio Educutiw parcr Zu
Profeccidn Ambienful (CEPA) held its 2000 annual meeting on April 5 8, 2000 under
the auspices of the U.S.Department of Energy. This year's host was the University of

-

Texas at Brownsville. As in previous years, CEPA members came together to report on
this past year's accomplishments and prepare the plan for Academic Year 2000-01. To
achieve such cooperation across national boundaries amount academic, government, and
private sectors is part of CEPA's mission. This report summarizes the instances of
scientific, educational, and institutional cooperation on environmental issues that CEPA
is making possible, as they were presented at the 2000 annual meeting.

u

The Brownsville meeting confirmed that this year CEPA not only met but also surpassed
expectations. This was evidenced by the presentations on applied environmental research
and institutional capacity building underway at CEPA institutions; by the enthusiasm of
the participants and by the endorsement of high govenunent officials in the new Chilean
administration. Even though almost all of the CEPA intemational University members
changed chancellors, the new leadership has agreed that their participation in CEPA must
continue. The new head of CONAMA (Chilean National Commission for the
Environment) in Chile voiced the same support. For a consortium of its size and scope,
and it's relatively modest financial resources CEPA is yielding remarkable gains in
strengthening its member institutions in research and environmental education areas. A
continued investment in CEPA is a sound administrative and environmental decision.

I.

Overview of CEPA's Mission and Goals

CEPA is a collaborative international consortium that brings together Higher Educational
Institutions with governmental agencies, research laboratories, and private sector entities.
The CEPA mission is to strengthen the technical, professional, and educational
environmental Mastructure in the United States and Latin America. The CEPA
program consists of a true partnership between participating groups and includes
curriculum development, student exchange, faculty development, and creation of
educational materials, joint research, and other cooperative activities. Human resource
development and the creation and leveraging of sustainable programs provide CEPA the
medium to achieve its mission. This is accomplished by actively working with Hispanicserving institutions of higher education in the United States, in collaboration with
institutions of higher education in Latin America and, other Consortium members to
deliver competitive environmental programs.
The ament CEPA goals are the:
Development of bicultural environmental training programs at the undergraduate,
graduate and professional levels,
0
Training Hispanics in the fields of environmental science and technology,
0
Increasing access to educational programs for the study of the environment,
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II.

Promotion of cross-sector research and development projects,
IncorpOration of the National Research Laboratories unique scientific capabilities
to strengthen the capacity of Hispanic-serving institutions to address
environmental priorities and,
Development of a bilingual Internet-based CEPA Wormation system on
environmental issues that could be used throughout the hemisphere.

Annual Meeting ParticipZrtion and Meeting Activities

The main goal of the 2000 annual meeting was to present reports of ongoing projects,
discuss future activities, and start the discussion of institutionalization of the consortium.
(The annual meeting agenda and list of participants are included in appendix # 1.)

i

The highlight of the annual meeting was the incorporation of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) as a new member of the Consortium. Mr. Rdmulo Diaz,
Assistant Administrator for Administration and Resources Manager, signed the MOU on
behalf of the agency. (A copy of the MOU is in appendix # 2.) At the same time EPA
presented some excellent workshops. They also discussed the agency's National
Hispanic Outreach Strategy and the Laboratory for 21" Century Initiative. (Information
on the workshops can be found in the annual meeting agenda, and on the two projects in
appendix # 2.) A presentation of the Equity Mentoring Program for Children of Fann
Workers was also a part of the meeting. This is a pre-college program conceptualized by
Equity Research Corporation (ERC), developed by the University of Texas at
Brownsville, in collaboration with EPA's Office of Pesticides Programs. (See appendix #
34
The Consortium members presented individual reports of ongoing projects and future
activities. The reports were followed by the plenary Session that opened the forum for
discussion of the future activities and the institutionalization of the Consortium. Section
III of this report includes a summary of the CEPA Member presentations.
Other presentations were given by Dr. C.W. Minkel, Dean of the Graduate School,
University of Tennessee at Knoxville to discuss their possible support of CEPA's faculty
development programs. The University of Tennessee has been a strong supporter' of
CEPA through its ORNL participation. Dr. Carlos Padin, Dean of the School of
Environmental Affairs, Universidad Metropolitam of Puerto Rim, discussed curriculum
development. Mr. Christopher Ros, a representative of the Mentoring and Assessment
Division of the Bio-diversity Program, at the Smithsonian Institution, discussed the
Smithsonian Environmental Leadership Course. Mr. Ros offered scholarships for those
CEPA members interested in participating. A representative from the Universidad
Austral de Chile will take advantage of this opportunity.

3
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III.
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CEPA Member Reports

Sacred Heart University (USC)

Development of a fall 1999 collaborative project between the University of Santiago
Chile and the Sacred Heart University in Puerto Rim.

This project involved technology transfer from Gestion IMA to Sacred Heart University
in regards to the implementation of a novel Internet platform for environmental
Momation to benefit specific communities in San Juan, Puerto Rico, which are served
by the university. The project was conceived during Dr.Jaime Cornejo's visit to USC to
deliver a technical conference in February of 1999.

i

The technology transfer effort produced the web site Mi Cwa en America (My house in
America) that intends to be a "hub" to access bilingual environmental information
impacting Puerto Rim, starting with the immediate communities that Sacred Heart is
serving. The site is structured to: 1) Contain links for environmental and human health
data repositories and major environmenM sites such (is EPA, and Puerto Rico Natural
Resources office among many other links. 2) Provide translation of environmental
regulations. 3) Conduct public outreach. 4) Serve as a platform that may connect
government, academia, public and private sectors to address environmental issues
affecting Puerto Rim. (A mpy of the Mi Casa en America Proposal can be found in
appendix # 4.)
Scientists from the University of Santiago Chile who lead this effort included Dr.Jaime
Comejo, team leader, Dr.Franz Mdoz, software and subject matter consultant and Mr.
Jose Villarroel, software expert, geographer and epidemiologist.

P Interamerican University, Barranquitas Campus (MU-BC)

u

IAUPR-BC presented a proposal that would support the strengthening of the IAUPR-BC
academic programs through the incorporation of modern technological and educational
elements, encouraging research and development in collaboration with other CEPA
institutions. IAUPR-BC expects to gradually accomplish that objective. They requested
support and guidance in the following areas: 1) Development of Infonnation Technology
Infrastructure and 2) Fostering Environmental Projects. In the area of Information
Technology Infktxucture, the university expressed interest in having a scientist Visit to
model technology as a teaching medium. Regarding the fostering of environmental
projects, the university is interested in developing the following: 1) Environmental
Assessment of the San Cristobal Canyon, in Barranquitas,2) Identification of Genetic
Markers related to Human Susceptibility to Environmental Pollution and, 3) Community
Environmental Education. Faculty, undergraduates, high school students, teachers and
community groups as appropriate will cany out the delineated activities. (For more
information on this project, see appendix # 5.)

4

P Polytechnic Univmity of Puerto Rico OpUPR)
PUPR is currently offering a Bachelor of Science Degree in Environmental Engineering.
A presentation describing their program and needs was given at the Summit. They are
cmently developing and improving their laboratory facilities. PUPR requested fhm
CEPA assistance in laboratory development activities and identification of Associated
Laboratories equipment from DOE,EPA or other source to accoutre their facilities.

P University of Texas at Brownsville (UTB)
The specific technical interests of UTB are the establishment of 1) a Biomarker
Laboratory to determine Aquatic Contamination and 2) Monitoring program of Aquatic
Contamination for the Rio Grande River in collaboration with International University
Center Europe-Latin America for Research and Education on Environmental Sciences
(EULA-Chile). For these two initiatives UTE3 requested the support of DOE and EPA.

Dr. Jose Martin, Dean of Natural Science Faculty at UTB, stated that the university's
biliterate capabilities enable their institution to be a bridge that facilitates technology
transfer joint research and truly bilingual teaching.

i
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P Texas A& M University Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC)
Translingual Environmental Education
At the Summit TAMU-CC presented the success achieved in the CEPA sponsored project
Translingual Environmental Education. The 1999-2000 academic year represented a
major transition for TAMU-CC CEPA initiatives. First an foremost was the completion
of the pilot phase of the Translingual Environmental Education program. Initially funded
by CEPA in 1998, this project created a web site in which an introductory Environmental
Science college-level course at TAMU-CC was placed on-line with streaming audio and
Power Point video slides in either of two languages: Spanish or English or any
combination of the two. The success of the initial translingual pilot project was used to
leverage the CEPA h d s into a larger NASA-sponsored grant through the Texas Center
for Excellence in Teacher Preparation (TxCETP) that is just getting underway. The
translingual pilot has become the NASA-sponsored Translingual Earth System Science
Education Center (See appendix # 6.) TAMU-CC expects the support of CEPA in this
effort.

LJ

In addition, TAMU-CC requested from CEPA the identification of two scientists that
would come to their campus for a period of one or two weeks to consult, teach short
comes or give seminars. The following topics will be taught: atmospheric transport
processes of particulates, outreach and graduate scholarship opportunities for minority

u

students in the sciences and transboundary initiatives and environmental problems related
to NAFTA and U.S.-owned maquiladoras.

k University of Santiago, Chile (USACh)
USACh was represented by a delegation of two members at the Summit. Dr. Jaime
Cornejo, Academic Director of IMA (Environmental InitiativdIniciativa del Medio
Ambiente) gave an overview of the current USACh CEPA activities and their future
projections (Appendix # 7). The presentation addressed the following activities: 1)
Completed and Future Research Collaboration with ORNL, 2) Education and
Environmental Infonnation, 3) Collaboration with EPA and, 4) Meeting on Tools for
Sustainable Development at USACh (a culmination of the 1996 immersion visit to

OW).
In reference to the completed and futuse research collaboration with ORNL, USACh and
On March,
1999 in a visit of Dr. Jaime Cornejo to ORNL, the scientific team completed a preproposal related to phytoremediation mechanisms applying atomic force microscopy and
microcantilever sensor technology. The pre-proposal was submitted to DOE Energy
Research. Even though the proposal did not receive DOE funding, it was used as a basis
for presentation before DICYT-USACh where it was funded in May 1999, The award
work is already in progress at IMA. The follow up to this research phase is the
elucidation of how the process of phytoremediation works, biochemically and
genetically. Also, the instrumental analysis component of the p j e c t will continue
development, Specifically, the cantilever sensor the tool in conjunction with the AFM
to observe and measure the morphological influences of live plants for decontamination.

ORNL plan to continue current collaboration in phytomnediation research.

b,

Two open journal publications have resulted h m this work. 1) An article relating to real
time analysis of benzene using Microcantilever Sensors was requested by the periodical,
AnalyticaZChemiWy, based on Franz Mufioz research at ORNL in September-October
1998 and, 2) ‘‘Studies on the decontamination of air by plants” published in June 1999
Ecotoxicology, 1999,8,3 1 1-320.
As a consequence of this valuable and successful work, ORNL through the DOE
equipment abandonment prucess donated an AFM to USACh to continue the valuable
research that will positively influence research at ORNL. Dr. Cornqo thanked CEPA,
ORNL,and DOE for the donation of an AFM to his IMA program.

Dr. Cornejo emphasized that IMA will strongly pursue the Green Chemistry concept at
USACh in an integrated manner, including education, management, technology transfer
and research. Green Chemistry then becomes a new area of close collaboration with
other CEPA members, notably ORNL and the EPA.
Dr.Fernando Corvalh conducted the second presentation. He requested the expansion,
of CEPA in USACh to include the environmental initiatives of the School of
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Engineering. As a follow up to his request, a scientist from ORNL met with officials
fiom the University when he participated in another CEPA sponsored activity in Chile.

>

University of Concepci6n, Chile (UCCH-EULA)

Dr.Oscar Parra, Director of EULA, gave the first of two presentations, the first of which
consisted of a review of the university's activities and of two proposals. 1) Incorporation
of Environmental Education to the in their Undergraduate Curricula and 2) Incorporation
of the Inter-disciplinary Process in the Teaching of Environmental Graduate Programs.

Dr. Eduardo Tarifefio provided information on the EULA experience of teaching an
environmental module to undergraduates. Specifically, referring to the short courses
taught jointly with Dr.Juan Fmada, an ORNL scientist.

W

During the plenary session, EULA articulated their interests as follows:
1) Participation of Dr.Marshall Adams from ORNL supporting research conducted at
the Aquatic System Section relevant to water contamination and teaching a graduate
course of "Monitoring and Evaluation of Aquatic Contamination". The course is
taught by EULA annually with the participation of foreign students.
2) System Environmental Laboratory Audit by Dr.Bruce Tomkins from ORNL during
the second semester of the academic year. An EULA major milestone is the
acquisition of an international laboratory accreditation to conduct analytical analyses
of environmental samples in Chile (Organic and Inorganic Analyses). EULA would
like to conduct the audit and achieve accreditation the second semester of 2000.
3) Collaboration between the ORNLScience Education Division and the Universidad de
ConcepCi6n to develop an EULA Environmental Education Program similar to the
one sponsored by DOE at the National Laboratories. The collaboration will focus in
tailoring the EULA program that foster the technical knowledge and information
dissemination at undergraduate, graduate, professional and public (public
participation) levels. The development of and ORNL-EULA educational program for
public involvement in environmental issues and education with the participation of
the Chilean municipalities of Concepci6n and San Pedro. Professor Ana Maria
Vliegenhart and Dr. Eduardo Tarifeiio from EULA Environmental Education and
Public Division will visit O W to create and develop the specifics of the project.
4) Development of an inter-institutional project among University of Concepcibn,
Sacred Heart University (Puerto Rim) and the University of Texas at Brownsville
(UTB) to address the incorporation of environmental education in their undergraduate
curricula Also the incorporation of the inter-disciplinary process in the teaching of
envifonmentalgraduate programs. UTE is already developing a similar concept with
EPA's support.
5) Using the CEPA fiamework and its UNESCO appointment, EULA will offer
Consortium and other interested universities in Latin America and Europe a teledistance course. The come is titled "Environmental Management of Water
Resources" for undergraduate and graduate students.

7
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UniverSity Popular Autbnoma of Estado de Puebla, Mexico (UPAEP)

Puebla presented the Curriculum for a Masters of Science in Energy and Environmental
Engineering Major (See Curriculum, appendix ## 8.) The development of this curriculum
was done in collaboration with scientists .from ORNL.. UPAEP also requested the
continuation of internships at CEPA-DOE laboratories for the summer. CEPA supported
two internships of UPAEP's graduate students during the summer of 2000 at the Argonne
Laboratory.
9 University Autbnoma of Tlaxcala, Mexico

The University requested support in the environmental analytical laboratory
infkastructure. To accomplish this goal we need to identify Spanish speaking scientists
fiom both the laboratories and member universities.

N. Contriiutions to CEPA by the DOE National Laboratories, and areas for
future collaboration.
A.) Oak Ridge National Laboratory CEPA Activities
1) Evaluating the efficiency of household plants in reducing indoor air
pollutants.
2) Refining a Master's Degree Program in Science and Engineering with
spedialties in energy and the environment.
3) Developing strategies for technology transfer between the various CEPA
regions and the ORNL
4) Developing joint proposals on environmental security.

id

B.)

Student Summer Internships

Eighteen students fiom CEPA institutions participated in the 1999-2000 summer

program. (See appendix # 9 for the student's names.)

k Argonne National Laboratory
Four CEPA students took part in the summer 2000 internship at Argonne. They were
fkom Universidad Popular Autbnoma del Estado de Puebla in Mexico, and Universidad
del Sagrado Corazbn in Puerto Rim. (See appendix # 10 for the student's reports.)
V.

Bd

New Initiatives

The United States Environmental Protection Agency @PA) has an ever-increasing need
for well trained, qualified professionals in environmental policy, economics, science, and
information managunent. At the same time, there is a shortage of minorities, particularly

8

Hispanics, electing to p h e career opportunities in environmental areas of
specialization. EPA's participation in CEPA will help accomplish several objectives,
including improVing the Agency's awareness-raising and outreach efforts to the nation's
Hispanic community,enhancing EPA's marketing strakgy and the tools it uses to recNit
and retain qualified graduates, and strengthening ties to the local communities served by
CEPA member institutions.

VI.

Institutionalization of the Consortium

In the past years, CEPA has developed a growing relationship among its member
institutions. During the UTB Summit, an understanding was reached among the
Consortium members to create a CEPA Executive Committee that will work with Equity
Research Corporation in the institutionalization of the Consortium. Below you will find
key points which need to be discussed.
1.
2,
3.
4.

5.

Develop by-laws to govern CEPA.
Establish CEPA long-term goals.
Establish a political and financial plan to develop the Consortium projects.
Establish an Advisory Committee consisting of representatives fiom key
federal agencies, foundations, corporations, and research Universities.
Develop a public relations strategy for proper CEPA recognition.

APPENDIX

Ld

1.

2.

CEPA 2000 Summit Brownmilie, Texas
a.) Agenda
b.)
List of Participants

a)
b.)
c)

3.

Agenda: EPA Presentation Equity Mentoring Program

4.

"Mi Casa en America" Sacred Heart University

5.

Interamerican University of Puerto Rico Barranquitas Campus
Environmental Project

6.

a.)
b.)

u

CEPA Memorandum of Understanding
National Hispanic Outreach Strategy
Laboratory for the 21'' Century Inifiative

-

Texas A & M Corpus Christi Annual report by Grady Blount
Tranlingual Environmental Science Education

7.

USACh, Santiago, Chile: IMA Action Plan 2000-2001

8.

UPAEP, Mexico: Curriculum

9.

ORNL Student participants: "Summer 2000 Program".

10.

ARL Laboratory Student Reports.
a.)
b.)

I

Economic Cost and Benefit of SO2 Reductions at Yatagan
Power Station
Expression and Purifcation of a Microbial Insoine
Monophosphate Dehydrogenase

c.)

Numerical Data Research for Exposure Factors in the Project
Called: "Wild Life Exposure Parameters for Arid
Environments In the United States."
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CONSORCIO EDUCATIVO PARA LA PROTECCION AMBTEma
(CEW
AGEhllA FOR CEPA SUMMIT2000
ApriI 5-7,2000
University of Texas at Browndle

Wednesday, April 5,2000

-

ROO 9:30

InauguralDiuner
Will be held at the home of Dr. Juliet G m h . the president
of the Universityof Texas at B r o m i l l e . The group will
meet at the lobby of the Holiday Inn Fort Brown at 6:30pm
to be rranrporsed to the dinner site.

Dr.Juliet Garcia, President, University of Texas at

Welcome

Bmdlle

h/

OpeaingRemarks

MsMiriamCruz
President, Equity Restarch Corporation

Keynote Speaker

Mr. Romulo Diaz,
AssistantAdministratorfor Administmition and
Resources Management, Enviromnentd Protection
Agency P A )

Thursday, April 6,2000

-

Continental Breakfast

-

Reports on CEPA funded and mediated activities:

8:30 9:OO

9;oo 12:oo

Facilitator: Dr.Anamaq Daniel, CEPA Technical Advisor

Dr.JosC Jaime Rivera
Universidad del Sagrado Corazon

Dr. Oscar Parra
U&versidad de Conception., Chile

Dr. Jaime Cornejo
Universidad de Santiago de Chile

b

h-)

Dr.Grady Blount and Ms. Claudia Iglesias
TexasA&M Corpus Christi
Ing. Vicente Pacheco Ceballos
Univtmidad Autonoma Popular de Puebla, M&xico

Dr. Harold Myron
Argoxme National Laboratory

Dr.Linda cain
Oak Ridge Laboratory
12:oo * 2:oo
2:20

- 290

-

2:30 3~30

-

Luncheon
Special Presentation: University of Texar at Brownsville
EPA’s Hispanic outreachInitiative
Smithsonian Institution

Monitoring and Assessment of Biodiversity Program

3:30 4 :30

EPA: clariculm Development Opportunities
1. Water Quality Management
2. IndmtrialEmissiOns
3. EnviromentalJustice
4. QuestionsandAnswers

7:OO

h e r
At “Mi Pueblito Restaurant in Matamoros, M&co. The
group will meet at the lobby of the Holiday Inn Fort Brown

id

”

at 6:OOpm to be transported to the restaurant.

Friday, April 7,2000

9:oo - 1o:oo
8 ~ 3 0 9:OO

Continental
Curriculum Development: The School of Environmental

Affairs in herto Rica
Interchange amongst CEPA Members to
Establish the Groundwork and an Agenda for CEPA’s Joint
Ventures and Future Projects

11:45 * 1200

m o o-130

Luncheon
Special Presentation by Equity Mentoring Programfor
Children of Farm Workers

1:30 -4:OO

CoIlCurrellt workshops
Domestic Grants: Proposal Writing and Technical
Assistance
Internaliod Grants: Briefing on EPA's S d t of the
Am&iCas

7:oo

Dimer
In South Padre Island at "ScampiS''Restrmrant. The
group will meet at the lobby of the Holiday Inn Fort Brown
at 6:OOpm to be transported to the restaurant.

, ..
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CEPA SUMMIT 2000
University of Texas at Brownsville
April 5-7
Directory of Participants
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MS.OLNIA BALANDRh
Environmental Protection Agency EPA
Environmental Protection SpecialistRegion 6
1445 Ross Ave. 6MD-A
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733
7
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DR. GRADY BLOUNT
Associate Professor of Environmental Sciences & Geology
Chair, Dept. of Physical & Life Sciences
Texas A & M Corpus Christi
6300 Ocean Drive
Suite CS 130
Corpus Christi, TX 78412
Phone: (361) 825-2358
Fa: (361) 825-2742
Email: blount@tamucc.edu
M R JOS& BORRAGEROS
Chair, Civil and Environmental EngineeringUniversidadPoliticnica de Puerto Rico
PO Box 192017
Sari Jw, PR 00919-2017
Phone: (787) 754-8000 Ext. 341 (1") 356 (2nd)also 128
Fa: (787) 281-8342
Email: J%O~W@P upr.edu

M R AMAURY BOSCIO VARGAS
ExecutiveDirector of External Resources
Universidad Interameflcana de Puerto Rico
GPO Box 363255
San Juan, PR 00936-3255
Phone: (787) 758-0899 direct
(787) 766-1912 Ext. 2240
Fa: (787) 250-7984
Email: abosico@iiter.edu

CEPA Summit ParticipanB

b/

D R LINDA CAIN
Director Dept. of University Science Education
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Bldg. 5500A MS 6356
(PO Box 2008)
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6356
Phone: (865) 576-3886
Phone: (865) 692-6017 residence

Fax: (865) 241-6776
Email: cainlc@od.gov
DR. RAFAEL CASANOVA
Environmental Protedon Agency EPA
Environmental Scientist Region 6
1445 Ross Ave. 6MD-A
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733
MR. JERRY CLIFFORD
Environmental Protection Agency EPA
Deputy Regional Administrator Region 6
1445 Ross Ave. 6MD-A
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733

crpl
D R JAIME CORNEJO
Gesti6n IMA-Departamento de Quimica
Universidd de Santiugo de Chile
Ave. B. O'Higgins 3363
Casilla 442, Correo 2
Santiago, Chile
Phone: (01 1 56) 2-681-1422
F ~ K : (01 1 56) 2-681-2108
Email: jcornejo@,lauca.usach.cl

ki

D R FERNANDO C O R V A L h
Profesor de la Fadtad de Ingenieria
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Care of;.Dr. Oscar Parra, Director Centro EULA Chile
Universidad de Concepcicin, Chile
Casilla 1564
Concepcibn, Chile
Phone: (01 1 56) 4-124-2465
F~K: (01 1 56) 4-124-2546
MS.MIRIAMCRUZ

2

CEPA Summit Participants

President, Equity Research Copration
5 momas Circle NW 5& floor
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 387-333 1
Fax: (202) 797-1344
Email: equityrC@aol.com
DRANAMARYDANIEL
CEPA Technical Advisor
PO Box 5824
Oak Ridge, TN 3783 1-5824
Phone: (leave messages Mon.-Fri. 8-5) (865) 48 1-8285
Fax (865) 481-3234
Cellular: (865) 556-8700
Email: danielar@icx.net

MR. ROMULO D k Z
Assistant Administrator for Administration
And Resources Management,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Room 3330
1200 PennsylvaniaAve NW
Washington,DC 20460
Phone: (202) 564-0229

Fax: (202) 564-0233
Email: diaz.mmuI@,epa.gov

MS.MARTA DIGREGORIO
Events Coordinator
University of Texas at Brownsville
80 FOG Brown
Brownsville, TX 78520
Phone: (956) 983-7147
Fax: (956) 548-0020
Email: mdigregorio@utbl.utb.edu
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MR. ARTURO GARCfA COSTAS
Assistant to Mr. R6mulo Diaz
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Room 3330
1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington,DC 20460
Phone: (202) 564-0229
Fax: (202) 564-0233
Email:garciacostas.artm@rturo@,epa.gov

D R JULIET GARCfA
President, University of Texas at Brownsville
80 Fort Brown
Brownsville, TX 78520
Phone: (956) 544-8201
Fax: (956) 548-0020
Email: jvgarcia@tbl.utb.edu
D R CLARICE GAYLORD
Environmental Protection Agency EPA
Senior Policy Advisor to the Regional Administrator
Region 9
San Francisco,-CA

PROF. JORGE EIERNhDEZ
Boricua College
186 North 6* Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
Phone: (7 18) 782-2200
F~w: (718) 782-2050

MS.CLAUDIA IGLESIAS
Graduate Student
Texas A & M Corpus Christi
6300 Ocean Drive
SuiteCS 130
Corpus Christi, TX 78412
Phone: (361) 994-2358
Fax: (361) 994-2742

CEPA Summit ParticipantS
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MRKEVINKEANEY
Chief Certification Training, and Worker Protection Branch
Field and Exten;lal Affairs Division Office of Pesticides Programs
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Ariel Rios Building (7506C)
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20460
Phone: (703) 305-7666
Fax: (703) 308-2962
Email: keaney.kevin@epa.gov

MS.MILLIE LEE
Environmental Protection Agency EPA
Chief, Grants Operations Branch
401 M Street, SW (3903R)
Room 51288
Washington, DC 20460
PROF. CHARLOTTE LOVENGREEN
Universidad Awtrul de Chile
Directora del Laboratorio de Monitoreo de RadiaCi6n Ultravioleta
Phone: (56) 63 22 1069
Fax: (56) 63 22 1200
Email: clovenmach.cl

DR JOS& MARTfN
Dean,College of Science
University of Texas at Brownsville
80 Fort Brown
Brownsville, TX 78520
Phone: (956) 574-6701
Fax: (956) 574-6657
Email: imartin@utb 1.utb.edu

D R ROBERT MENZER
Senior Science Advisor
National Center for Environmental Research, EPA
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (8701R)
Washington, DC 20460
Phone: (202) 564-6849
Fax: (202) 565-2444
Email: menzer.robcrt@cpagov
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CEPA S d t

r

MTRO. MOISES MERLO CORTKNA
Secretary, Department of Engineering and Technology
Universidad Autdnoma de Tlaxcala
Calzada Aphquito
Apizam Tlaxcala
CP 90300M6xico
Phone and Fax: (011 52)2-417-2544
D R C.W. (BUD) MINKEL
Dean,Graduate School
University of Tennessee
404Andy Holt Tower
Knoxville, TN 37996-0140
Phone: (865)974-2475

Fax: (865)974-2805
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'.National Hispanic Outreach Strategy

Hispanic Outreach Strategy
Vision:EPA 's National Hispanic Outreach Strategypromotes
opportunitiesfor Hispanic Americans in program development and
delivery, education,finding, and employment through improved

Employment and P r o f e ~ i ~ ~ a ~ A d v ~ c e m e n t
Education Pipeline

Employment and Professional Advancement

c$

Goals
1. Develop recruitment strategies which identi@EPA as an employer
committed to fair and equal employment opportunity, and as an
organization involved in issues of importance to the Hispanic
community. The Agency's Diversity Actions Plans will include
specific initiativesto ensure that qualified Hispanic American
applicants are identified and recruited.

2. Ensure that Hispanic American employees have an equal
opportunity to participate in professional development programs and
opportunities by removing any barriers to such participation.

3. Adopt policies and procedures that promote the accountability of
EPA managers and supervisors for achieving equal employment
opportunity and fairness, particularly in critical management areas
such as succession planning for senior positions in the Agency's
workforce.

Education Pipeline

Ld

Goals

-

.National Hispanic Outreach Strategy

1. Increase the percentage of EPA funding to institutions or progcams

that serve Hispanic American students at all educational levels

through all appropriate means.
2. Increase the ability of Hispanic Serving Educational Institutionsor
Initiatives (HSEIs) to compete more effectively in EPA grant
programs.

3. Develop automated systems for the Agency to track its

PerfomLance on funding of HSEIs.
Economic Opportunities
Goals

1. Increase outreach efforts to Hispanicswned firms in order to
expand their awareness of contracting opportunitieswith EPA.
2. Broaden access to EPA financial and technical assistance for
community p u p s and other non-governmental organizationsthat
serve the Hispanic community.

3. Develop post-award tracking systems for monitoring financial
resources to Hispanic businesses and identify any barriers to
awarding procurements.

Community Partnerships
Goals
1. Build effective partnerships with Hispanic organizations and
communities to raise environmental awareness and to be responsive
to the environmental and public health priorities of the Hispanic
COIlllIlunity.

2. Ensure effective communication of EPA program objectives and
accomplishments by making widespread use of Spanish language
documents and Hispanic media outlets.

'

.National Hispanic Outreach - Grants and Fellowships

Grants and Fellowships

I

EPA Home I Search I Comments I Hispanic Outteach Homepage

Last Modified: October 6,1999
URL: http://www.epa.gov/hispanicoutreach@ants.htmI

LABS F O R T H E 2 I S T CENTURY

VOLUNTARY PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM FACTSHEET
What is the Laboratories
for the 21st Century
Partnership Program?
he Laboratories for the 2 Ist Century

(Labs2I) Partnership Program is a new
voluntary effort being developed by the
U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency (EPA) and
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).The
Partnership Program, a key component of
the broader Labs2 I initiative, is being launched
with a pilot phase. Both the initiative and the
partnership program will focus on improving
laboratory energy and water efficiency, encouraging the use of renewable energy sources, and
promoting environmental stewardship in U.S.
laboratories.

What are the Benefits of
Becoming a Labs2 I Partner?
Applying the Labs21 Approach can provide the
following benefits to panicipating laboratories:
Lower laboratory utility and operating costs.
Opportunities for regulatory relief through
EPAs Project XL program.
rn Reduced health and safety risks.
a Improved facility management.
rn

Reduced pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions.

rn

National recognition and an enhanced image.

rn

Access to technical assistance.
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The goal of Labs2 I is to create environmental showcase laboratories
by encouraging laboratory owners, operators, and designers to adopt the
“Labs2 I Approach.”This approach involves an initial evaluation of a laboratory’s energy use from a holistic, or comprehensive, perspective when
considering efficiency improvements.This requires focusing on all of a laboratory’s energy systems and wastes, including its HVAC and electrical
power supply, rather than focusing on specific building components.
Such an approach allows laboratory owners and operators to pursue
integrated energy and water conservation measures with significantly
higher efficiencies and cost savings than the traditional approach of
addressing components sequentially or individually. Adopting the Labs2 I
Approach will include Capital investment decision making based on lifecycle cost savings; pursuing advanced, energy efficient HVAC technologies;
designing systems that recover and exchange waste heat and other forms
of free energy; and incorporating renewable energy systems.The resulting
showcase facilities wilt reduce emissions, streamline energy and water
usage, and decrease overall costs-all while preservingthe integrity of the
laboratory’s mission.
The Labs2I Approach indudes the following.
8

Establishing aggressive but voluntary energy and water reduction goals
determined by life-cycle cost benefits, not upfront cost limitations.
Reducing source emissions associated with traditional energy generation and producingan accounting process to identify ownership of the
avoided emissions.

m Optimizing energy and water cost savings.
m Restoring obsolete, aging. or inefficient energy and water infrastructures.
m Minimizing, if not eliminating, energy and water %e.

Using renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic, solar thermal,
passive solar, biomass, wind, geothermal, hydropower, combined
heat and power, fuel cells, and other alternative technologies where
cost-effective.
Measuring and verifying results.
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The Labs21 Partnership Program will evolve over a 4- to 5-year period
through two phases: Pilot and Implementation. During the pilot phase, the
EPA and DOE Labs21Team will work closely with a select group of public
and private sector laboratories to define the scope of the pilot projects,
provide technical assistance, and develop a method to measure and evaluate the success of each project. Pilot Partners must be willing to commit
to the following:

.

8

Adopting the Labs2I principles for improving energy and water
efficiency.

8

Committing to a specific pilot project, such as using the guidelines
developed by Labs2I when designing a new laboratory o r retrofitting
an existing facility.

8

Helping the Labs21 program develop a method to measure and
evaluate the success of the project.

8

Participatingin the upcoming Labs2 I conference, which may include
recognition as a Pilot h e r in conference materials as well as a brief
signing ceremony.

k.'

The Labs2 ITeam agrees to support the efforts of the Pilot Partners by
doing the following:
8

Providing technical assistance, which may include developing an energy
audit protocol o r reviewing a laboratory design.

=

Providing opportunities for education and mining on laboratory
energy and water efficiency.

8

Facilitating opportunities for regulatory relief through EPA's Project

XL program.
s Working to identify the value of associated emission reductions and

applying the value to labomtory efficiency improvements.
8

Helping create and promote a national database of laboratory energy
and water consumption by laboratory type.

8

Recognizing Pilot Partners through an awards program, publications,
and the Labs21Web site.

8

Researching,writing, and distributing case studies documenting successful efforts to reduce the environmental impacts of U.S. laboratories.

8

Holding an annual Labs2 I conference to facilitate information exchange
and recognize Pamers for their participation.

LJ

Each Pilot Partner will have its own goals and unique needs. For some Partners, it might make
sense to begin with a complete energy and water auditThe Labs21 program will help Pilot
Partners find an experienced energy auditor to perform the auditThe audit would develop an
efficiency baseline for the facility, document building configuration and energy use characteristics,
and identify energy and water conservation measures. Other Pamers might need a different
level of support, which can be negotiated with the EPA and DOE Labs2 I Team as part of the
Pilot Partner application process.
Pilot Partners also will help define the participation requirements for future partners who join
the Labs2I program at the conclusion of the pilot phase.As currently envisioned, the Labs2 I
program will have two participation categories: Partners and Supporters. Partners will include
laboratory owners and operators that commit to the Labs2 I Approach as defined by the EPA
and DOE Labs2 ITeam and the Pilot Partners. Supporters will include any individual o r group
willing to promote the objectives of the Labs2 I program such as energy savings contractors,
trade associations, independent energy consultants, architecture firms specializing in laboratory
design, and laboratory equipment manufacturers.
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A
Welcome

Remarks

Ms.Miriamcnxz
htro. Diaz

Remarks

Mr. Rdmulo Dfaz
Intro. Kearney

Overview of FWAProgram

5min_

Smin.

5min.

Stop serving me& prior to beginning of Children!spresentu~on

Children's Program
20 min.
Welcome Representative
Presentation: FarmWorkers
Presentation: Student's Experience with Esuity Mentors Programs
Farm Workers Poetry Reading
Introduction of Congressman Ortiz's S W

2min.

Remarks by Congressman Ortiz's Staff

10 min.

Pre

on of Mentor's Certificates
Diaz &

10 min.

Group Photo

3 min.

Total Progrim Time

65 min.
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M Y HOUSE IN AMERICA

By Dr.Jos6 Jaime Rivera
President
Sacred Heart Univmity
San Juan herto Rico

Proposal for "My House in America"
SUmmary:

The project consists of the creation of a web-based environmental educational venue, which will
provide educational i n f o d o n about the environment and a creative participatory tool for
communication between schools in four different wmmunities in Puerto Rico, The University of
the Sacred Heart and other related sources of information. This includes the designing and
maintenance of the venue, training, and technical support for teachers and students in the creation
of the individual sights and coordination of "on-line" events. This project is of a demonstrative
character and will be the first step for the devdopent of similar venues in all the countries in
America. During this first local pilot project, four schools will participate.

GOALS:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Provide tools that will facilitate communication between communities, and with
&rassroots arganizations.
Promote changes in environmental educational strategies and teaching of
environmental issues.
Pruvide contents and relevant cuxzidum m a t d for the new Department of
Education computer-based classroom.
Promote comm~cationbetween communities, and with the agencies that
provide infibmation about the environment.
Promote a comprehensive interdisciplinary understanding of environmental
issues and a participatory process of empowerment and responsibility.

OBJECTIVES:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Establish a pilot internet-based network between four schools in Puerto Rico to
produce the venue.
Provide training and the technical support for teach= and students so that they
can develop Internet web-sites about the distinctive aspects of their communities.
With a focus on broad-based environmental issues.
Provide training that will allow the teachers to use their community as a starting
point fix laming about the environment.
Provide training for the teachers that will equip them to make the most of the
tools provided by the Internet in their classrooms.
Promote the use of assessment criteria for the development and selection of
relevant cuniculwnmaterials.
Coordinate, and conduct at least three "on-line" events between students in the
four participating schools.
Coordinate, and conduct at least two "on-line" events between teachers at the
participating schools.
Coordinate, and conduct at least one "on-lie" event, that will focus on common
environmental concerns between the students, teachers and representative firom
environmentally related organizations.

W
1

"My House in America"

Bad

Organizational partners:
San Juan Bay's Estuary Program
Metropolitan Alliance for EducationalRefoxm
P R I S M Science Exploration Museum of herto Riw
Participating Schools
School in Hones: Eco-tourism Theme
School in Cataiio: (Ford Foundation)
Lincoln School in San Juan: Education Project in Sacred Heart University (USC).
School in Puerto Nuem (Department of Education Program in USC).

Salaries and benef&:

In kind

1. Program Coordinator (USC professor:
4 credits x 3 sessions, $1,800 X 3 sessions) (Part time)

Requested
S 5,400

2. WESB Master,teacher and student trainers, teclmical support
(communicationsor computer graduate student) (Full time)

24,000

3. Graphics designer (communications student) (Part time,)

12,000

4. Project Administrator and Logistics coordinator
. . 'on graduate student) (Part time,)
(Business A-

td

12,000

Sub-Total
Fringe Benefits 1 Full time ( 2 2 5 ) $6,120
3 Part Time (.084) $2,470

Total

$ 53,400

+

8,590
S 61,990

Communications:
Telephone, Fax, and postage stamps

Transportation:
Nine trips per month x 12 months
10 mil4 per trip @ .30/mile
.

$ 700

324

-I

-

2

"My House in America"

In Kind

Requested

$12,000

-

Equipment:
1. Internet ConnectionT1

2.General offiw mat&, supplies
Software and training materials

8,000

3. Server for McIntoch Internet G4 with
capacity to run Quickhe and Basic monitor

5,000

4. scanner (basedat USC)

400

5. Digital Camera (based at USC)

700

6. Computer Program necessary to hook up network

1,500

7.Computer Program to develop web-sites on Internet x 4 schools

2,000

8. Digital Cameras x 4 schools

1,600

9. Computer for project personnel 2 desk top Pesand software

3,000

TOTAL

$13,024

$84,190
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Inter American University of Puerto Rico
Barranquitas Campus

Inter American University of P.R.-Barranquitas
Campus Environmental Project t o be submitted t o the
Educational Consortium for Environmental Protection

June 2000

2

ed

I n t e r American University of Puerto Rico, Barranquitas Campus (IAUPR-BC),
serves nearly 1,700 Hispanic predominantly f irst-generation college students
within a rural agricultural setting. There are many environmental issues in
our community, which must be addressed as part of our institutional mission.
The main focus of this proposal is t o strengthen IAUPR-BC infrastructure
t o carry out an environmental project, which involves research and
education. Throughout this project, IAUPR-BC will incorporate modern and
innovative strategies into the teaching and learning processes. Students will
learn, among other things, how environmental scientific knowledge can be
generated and used in order t o understand the world around us and how this
knowledge can be used t o improve our living conditions.
The project components are: 1. Environmental Assessment o f San Cristobal
Canyon, 2. Identification of Genetic Markers Related t o Human
Susceptibility t o Environmental Pollution, and 3. Community Environmental
Education. IAUPR-BC students and faculty will carry out the activities o f
each these components. In addition, high school students and teachers will
also take part o f this project.

u

1. Environmental Assessment of San Cristobal Canyon

San Cristobal Canyon is the deepest canyon in Puerto Rico. I t is located
between the towns of Aibonito and Barranquitas. I t is nine kilometers
long, 200 m deep, as narrow as 200 m, and has several ponds at the bottom,
intense vegetation, several falls and cliffs. Through it flow the Usabdn and
Barranquitas rivers. The water content of these rivers arrives at La Plata
River, which in turns, nourishes the largest water deposit f o r human
consumption in Fuerto Rico. There are many endangered species living in this
ecosystem, as well valuable archeological materials. I n spite the ecological,
archeological, and human health value, this unique natural resource has been
severely polluted. Waste material from various towns from the interior o f
the Island was dump in the Ca%n San Cristobal during the fifties, sixties,
and part of the seventies. The waste dumping has been stopped, however
many toxic materials remain and many others still arrive t o the San Cristobal
Canyon due t o soil erosion.

LJ

A t this moment, students and faculty from IAUPR-BC, as well as high
school teachers and students are involved in an environmental assessment

3

project in the San Cristobal Canyon. Some of activities which are in
progress includes the identification of the fishes abundant in the Usab6n
River, physical data such as dissolve oxygen and pH are being measured,
groups o f students are taken every month t o the Canyon as part o f the
environmental subjects of their courses, presentations about this site are
being prepared, which will be delivered t o private and public schools and the
a rest o f the Community. Bacteriological analysis on the Usabh River is also
being done. I n agenda we have water heavy metals and pesticides analysis.
A Web Page will be developed t o publish this project and t o provide
information t o the public about the San Cristobal Canyon.

2. Identification of Genetic Markers Related t o Human Susceptibility t o
Environmental Pollution
Advances in molecular biology and the equipment available f o r research in
this field have allowed the increasingly rapid sequencing of large portions o f
the genomes o f several species. The sequence the human chromosomes has
generated already huge amount of data. Popular sequence databases, such
as GenBank and EMBL, have been growing a t exponential rates. This
information will accelerate the identification of genes associated with a
number of diseases. A more elusive subject is the interaction of genes with
environmental factors and its consequence in human health. There are genes
whose interaction with environmental pollutants promotes diseases. This
information will be crucial f o r risk assessment and genetic screening. The
genetic susceptibility of the Hispanic community t o environmental
contamination has not been documented.
We initially propose t o establish a database of genes whose interaction with
environmental pollutants has been associated with diseases in other
populations. These data will be compared with the most common pollutants in
Puerto Rico, t o try t o identify susceptible genes in our community. Risk
assessment will be documented. The genes sequence must be analyzed t o
determine genetic markers. Genetic screening could be considered as the
next approach.

4

3. Community Environmental Education
This component is already in progress. IAUPR-BC faculty from the Science
and Technology Department actively participate in environmental education.
A series of environmental workshops and conferences are being offered to
schools and t o general community during the year. Faculty prepares and
offers more than ten conferences a year on different environmental issues.
These conferences are delivered to the Public and Private School System
from Barranquitas, Orocovis, Aibonito, and Naranjito, as well as t o some
target communities. IAUPR-BC produces compost as an organic fertilizer.
Workshops have been offered to many communities as a way t o reutilize
many organic materials that usually end up in the landfills. Aluminum and
paper recycling workshops are also offered.
What do we need to accomplish this project?
For the Environmental Assessment of San Cristobal Canyon component,
We need scientific expertise on methods and analysis of environmental
assessment, especially on water and inventories of living organisms. I t will
very valuable for the Department of Science and Technology from IAUPRBC if could bring a visiting scientist who could teach basic environmental
courses and train faculty and students on research methods and techniques
for environmental assessment. We also need basic instrumentation for
heavy metal analysis and organic pollutants in water. Instrumentation such
as atomic, ultraviolet, and infrared spectroscopy is needed.
To create the database for the Identification of Genetic Markers Related
t o Human Susceptibility to Environmental Pollution, we need a Unyx computer
to download and organize the gene sequences.

Faculty and students participating in this project can get experience by
having the opportunity t o visit laboratories specialized in environmental
assessment and bioinformatics. The gained experience will be used in this
project.
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The1999-WWH)~yeat~~amajartransitianinTexas~
U ~ - c o x p l B ~ ( T A M
related
U to~CEPA
~ initiatives. First and
faremost was the completioll afthe pilot phase uf the
Edncatian program- hitially funded by CEPA m 1998, this projed seated a website
in which thehtmductcq college-level EmirScience course at TAMU-CC
was placed an-line with streaming audio and P o w d u h t video &des in either of two
languages: Spanish OD Esglish or my combiaatan uf the two.
In September of 1999, TAMU-CC principal InvestigatsnDr. Graciy Blcnm met with
Dr. Miriam C m and obtained appval to utjlize the CEPAnetworkof educatianal
institntionS to Qeate a IF.mrslingual m h system Science Educaiort Center. The
success ofthe initialtranSlingnalpilat pmject was used to leverage the CEPA funds
into a much IargaNASA-spansored grant which is just getting underway.
Capsimt’lar effortsat the W v d d a d del Sagrado Carazan,the
lhmZingual centtrwas created with two distinct goals: 1) To develop and deliver an
an-line version of an integrated Earth System Science course at the University level,
and 2) To recrpit and train mnltilingnalEnviramnentat Science educators to serve
spanish-speatring popnlatians in the U.S. Titis latereffort is being Coorin
coq~onwithseveralNatiwalScience Famrdation-fnndedprojectsinTexas, most
notably, the T I CenterjbrExcellene in TeaCirerPrqaration (aka TXCETP). Using
t h e T x c E T p m o d e l o f t e a c h and
~ dedtpnent, the ilritialNASA funding
m the ammutt of $156,000 is being povidedto idati€y and train an initial cadre of
tea K-12 educators capable of integrating a newly developed Earth System Science
cmricalmn intomottjtinenal chisin the U.S. At the same time, this CULticalmn
will be posted anlinc!and used to supplement the initial affering of this class as a
bresbrman core science r e m at TAMU-CC, The an-line version ofthe course
will be made available to participating CEPA institatians starting with the Spring 2001
. -S

Plans for the 2ooo-2001 academic year center on development of the cm-line Earth
System Science cotuse described above, particularly creating un-line hihatory
assignments to illustrate the iarercormected natme ofthe Earth’s envirorrment.Several
of these labs will be designed to bolve real-time data collection of meteorological
hfromParttcrpat.tng CEPA sites. Existing CEPA-sponsured web resources at the
Universidad de Santiago and Univexsidad del Sagrado Carazon w i l l be integrated into
the ZkznsZingual Center website. Tentative plans also call for the next CEPA
conference to be located at TAIvfU-CC If this happy event occurs then there will
o b v i d y be additional hosting activities on the calendar for next year.

.. .

Respectfnlly subnnitted, May 17,2000

Dr. Grady Price Blomt,

LJ

Dept. of Physical and Me Sciences
Texas A M Univexs&-Coqus Qristi
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Translingual Environmental Science Education
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By Dr. Grady Blount, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
.
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"By strengthening the technical and educational infrastructure,
CEPA is making it easier for students and professionals in the
Americas to access information and educational resources"
-DOESecretary Frederico Pena to the 1998 CEPA Annual Meeting in Santiago, Chile.
Introduction: Translingual education involves teaching across the boundaries of language. The
following, decidedly informal,microproposal tries to make translingual environmental education a
reality. But first, some background information is in order.

The academic relationship between the countries of the Americas is one of the most neglected on
Earth. From Canada to Chile, educators and scientists have historically looked to Europe for
examples of how to get things done. Ironically, when the subject turns to environmental education,
this misplaced mentorship is in mor. Europeans may be smart and have a long history9but they are
very far away.

Part of the responsibility for this neglected relationship between North and South America can be laid
at the foot of Eurocentric custom, history and habit. Most of the rest is due to the barriers of language
and physical distance. This document addresses the latter issues and proposes a solution.
Q

Rationale: The Principle of Environmental Unity states that everything is connected to everything
else. Implicit in this statement is the fact that environments which share a common boundary affect
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one another more strongly than those at a distance. Nowhere has this been demonstrated more clearly
than along the U.S./Mexico border where foreign-owned maquilladoras have successfully exported
highly polluting industries from the norte into the colonias of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon and
Chihuahua.
Indeed, a common thread of environmental damage weaves its way through the Americas.
Environmental educators understand this and have worked hard to share this knowledge with their
students and governments. Yet,with the exception of CEPA, they seldom share this knowledge
across national borders.. .particularly when the border is accompanied by a change in language.
Virtual Infrastructure: Technology now gives us the opportunity to cross the borders of language
and landscape to share environmental information freely. Using Interest-based class delivery, we are
on the verge of an information revolution capable of uniting environmental scientists and educators
throughout the Americas.

Internet-based class delivery is an extension of a well-known educational technique known as
distance-learning. Although fairly common within national borders, delivery of distance-learning
across national borders had remained a novelty. Until now.
The Problem: In the US.,attempts to initiate distance-learning to foreign sites are usually
accompanied by mountains of red tape, particularly at the graduate level. Entry barriers such as the
TOEFL (Test for English as a Second Language), high out-of-state tuition charges, the U.S.-only
Graduate Record Examination, and a host of other site-specific requirements have served to
effectively quash web-based learning between foreign institutions.Add to this the multilingual
barriers of the Western Hemisphere and you have a recipe for inaction.

The Solution: Remarkably, only two things are needed to overcome the barriers of bureaucracy and
monolingualism: 1) A dedicated and imaginative faculty; and 2) The technical know-how to make it
happen. Both of these resources exist within the ranks of CEPA institutions.

I propose that Texas A&M-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) work directly with the Universidad de
Santiago de Chile, and Centro-EULA and initiate a bold new plan for environmental education as a
pilot project during the 1998-99 academic year. Ideally the pilot project described below will be
followed by a two-way exchange of translingual class offerings from our colleagues in Mexico,
Puerto Rico, and Bolivia.

Translingual Environmental Science Education:
A Microproposal for Delivery of an Introductory Environmental Science Course
Introduction: This proposal is to create a Web-based delivery system for the CORE curriculum
course ESCl 1470 Introductionto Environmental Science at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi ( T W CC). This course has been offered seven times since the Spring 1995 semester and has proven to be
one of the most popular and usefbl courses at TAMU-CC. The lecture portions of this come have
also pioneered the use of computer-assisted multimedia (e.g. Powerpoint), web-delivery of course
notes, and list-servers for the students. Through continuously upgrading, all 15 weeks of lecture
material exist in Powerpoint format. The continued growth of distance learning delivered by non-
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traditional media such as the World Wide Web 0makes this course a logical choice as our
frst major entry into web-delivered lectures. By utilizing bilingual fkculty and readily available
language translation software, we can create the first translingual model for environmental science
education.

Background: This proposal has been inspired by the runaway success of a mixed delivery model (see
below) of campus and WWW based instruction at my former institution, the University of North
Dakota. Earlier this year, I met with a p u p of 14 alumni of their program in the Houston m a . All
had received their MS degrees in Space Studies via the WWW delivery mode. One of the key points
brought home during my interviews with these students was the distinction between the terms
"distance learning" and "distance education". Although commonly treated as synonyms, the former is
controlled by institutions and instructors while the later is controlled by the students (Le. distance
learning is the goal of distance education). The University can facilitate the learning aspect of these
paradigms by supporting broad concepts of distributed education. Indeed, we now understand that
physical presence may be as outmoded as recitation. The mixed delivery mode pioneered by the
North Dakota experience is proposed for this project. Under this model, the on-cmpus lecture will be
delivered in the classroom and on the WWW. Fundmg for this proposal is requested to implement the
WWW aspect of the delivery.

The Mixed Delivery Model: During the Fall of 1997 I had several occasions to be absent from my
regularly scheduled classes. Rather than falling back on a traditional substitute (e.g. showing a video
or having a guest lecturer), 1 choose to videotape my presentation with the lecture audio
superimposed on existing PowerPoint slides. Much to my surprise, I later received anecdotal reports
that many of the students in my large (E265 seat) class had not realized I was absent when the
videotaped lecture was being shown. This highlights the tremendous power of an effective mixed
delivery model. Real-time audio coupled with well-designed graphics and illustrative video clips
becomes the central focus of the learning experience. The ofientimes-distractinginfluence of an
intimidating professor is removed.
The WWW delivery model utilizes three pieces of software: awekbnwseq Real Audio, and Internet Relay
Chat to focus the learning expefience on content rather than personalities. A typical student
"attending" a WWW delivered class will see the visual content of the lecture via their web-browser
(which shows streaming copies of the PowerPoint slides), hear the professor (via Real Audio), and be
able to interact with other students (via typed message on a "Chat" window). Access to the WWW
classroom is via a secure gateway in which students must obtain a username and password. This
aspect is critical since an "open classroom11could be subject to devastating "Chat" intrusions, which
would distract from the learning experience.

Intended Audience: Initially, the WWW delivery mode will be targeted to currently enrolled campus
students who are unable to be physically present for the TuesdayIThursday 8:OO AM starting time.
The next logical step is to record the live audio during the mixed model lecture and make it available
on the WWW for students with time conflicts and/or for verbatim review prior to examinations. By
piloting the on-line version of the class locally, I expect to receive valuable feedback and critiques
during the first monolingual semester of WWW delivery. Assuming success with this mode, we will
work with appropriate TAMU-CC authorities to create administrative structures for off-campus webbased students.
Technical Issues and Requirements: The single most important technical issue is that instructors in
a live classroom must deliver their lecture in the language of the students. The same is not true for the
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printed material which appears on Powerpoint slides. All of my pre-produced slides will be translated
into Spanish for Spring 1999 delivery. Direct e-mail communications between monolingual students
and professors can be accomplished via software programs such as Systran, which allows for bidirectional translation between English and Spanish. I do not propose a technical fix for something as
nuance-filled as language, rather, I suggest that sohare now has sufficient power to reduce the
relative importance of what language a word or sentence is written in. The remainder of the software
needed by a student is available asfiemare over numerous Internet sites (e.g. Real Audio).
The minimum hardware configuration for an off-site student should be as follows:
486-33 or faster CPU (Pentium 100 preferred) running Win95/98/NT
16 MB of RAM (32 MB preferred).

SVGA graphics and sound card.
28.8 modem with PPP connection or direct Internet connection.

ad

Assuming these conditions have been met, there are still s e v d technical issues which will be sitespecific on the receiving end. As an example, we have performed several "ping traces" between
Corpus Christi and Santiago. This involves sending a signal from the TAMU-CC network to the
network at the Universidad de Santiago de Chile and continuously monitoring the intermediate path
of those signals. From these experiments it has become clear that the electronic path across the
Americas is not straightforward.Most paths involved at least 2 uplinks to geostationary satellites.. .a
fact which introduces a noticeable lag time. In addition, the volume of network traffic on both ends,
classroom and student; can strongly affect the smooth flow of data. This aspect is known as
bandwidth and is analogous to the number of lanes on a freeway. All else being equal, a heway with
more lanes can carry more traffic. Equally true however is the fact that a fixed bandwidth, like a
freeway with a fixed number of lanes, will experience times of greater or lesser congestion.
Optimization of class delivery as a function of these variables will be a prime goal of the h t
semester of operation (aka "getting the bugs out").
Excellent tutorials on the engineering aspects of Internet course delivery can be found at Michigan
State University and at TAMU-CC's virtual classroom. For the time being I propose to use our first
semester of operation to test several delivery modes: real-time audio and video, delayed audio and
video, and preloaded audio and video. The leading commercial products for accomplishing these
goals are Real Audio, Real Video, and QuickTime Movie.

Q

Dissemination Plan: Leading by example has always been my personal style. Since the 1995 ESCI
1470 introduction of web-assisted class notes, student list-servers, and integrated multimedia, several
biology courses and a new science CORE course have followed suite. In the spirit of the mixed
delivery model, I propose to generate a video documenting our first two semesters of on-site/WWW
delivery. This documentary will be edited into useable form with the intention of being viewed on a
tutorial CEPA web page. Much of the barrier to routine WWW delivery with a mixed model is the
requirement for downloading, installing, and configuring support software. The documentary of our
experiences will include demonstrations of how to step through this process. In addition, a separate
mini-tutorial videotape will be made available to students which will step them through the process
of configuring their remote-site machines for reception of the WWW lecture.
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Concluding Statement: With the age of the Internet upon us, more effective and convenient distance
learning devices are being developed. Some of these, such as language translation software, allow us
to accomplish goals never before dreamed of. It is appropriate, perhaps even inevitable, that the goal
of environmental education in the Americas be accomplished by CEPA. It is an example for the
entire world to follow.

Academic Year 98-99 Pilot Budget
~

Blount summer 98 preparation 1/4 release time $2,888

loi

PROJECT TOTAL $7,888

AMOUNT REQUESTED $5,000

For additional Information:
Contact Dr.Grady Blount, Texas A&M-Corpw Christi
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Appendix # 7
for 2000-2001 under the CEPA Agreement
Pfepated by Jaime J. COmejO, IMA '
S Academic DirectOr
May ZOO0

IEA Action

We w i l l look for tW7notogy transfet from the €PA on:
* Modern techniques to handle environmental information over the Internet
EPAs Green Chemistry initiative. Indeed, the sustainable chemistry concept has
become the basisof the IMA 2000 development plan.
The EPA's Labs 21 Initiative on cleaner, sustainable chemistry labs is of high
interest to us. Atpresent we have chemical engineering students working on a
replication of theconcept.
Instnunentation and management for model environmental measurement labs,
including the issueof IS025 accreditation.

W

Researck Collaboratio~with ORNL
We plan to continue with current collaboration on phytoEmcdiation research. This
b e we willstress how docs the process work, biochemically and genetically. The
development of the research is tied to Franz'doctoral studies at UTEC. Also
included is the cantilever sensor technology and applications of AFM to how plant
morphology influences the decontamination ability of live plants. A very important
issue here derived from the existing collaboration is the donation of an AFM from
O W to IMA which, when operational at IMA,will. undoubtedly increase
productivty in the area.
ORNL scientists involved: Art Stewart and Tom Thundat
A ncw avenue of research coUaboration with ORNL includes sustainable chemistry

restarch,including solvent replacement for organic transformations and
development of technology for clean energy sources. We will establish proper
contacts in order to define specific projects.
Education and Environmental Information
We will have participation in ?My house in America'', an outgrowth of our Internetbasedcokboration with U. of the Sacred Heart, Puerto Rico which started in 1999,
in which now TAMU Corpus Christi and EULA-Chile can participate.
We will propose to the EPA to collaborate on a bilingual Internet platfom with high
qualityenvironmentalinformation for Latin America
We w i l l pursue collaboration on a CEPA wide Master Program on Environmental

Science

Meeting on Tools for Sustainable Development at USACk July 18 and 19,2000.
IMAorganizes
The invitation to participate and the preprogram for this very important
gathexing of Chileanscientists and environmental professionals are already at
www.usach.cl/ima,link ?Encucntm DesarrolloSustentable". The meeting will be in
part a continuation of the successful meeting 3Universidad yMedio Ambiente" that
took place last March at EULA-U. de Concepcih.

LJ

We netd assistance from CEPA, as follows:
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and
* To secure the participation of one o r two EPA experts on Cleaner Production and
GretnChcmisW

IhTAAction plan for 2000-2001under the CEPA Agreement
Notes 00 strategy
* I t is clear that we have to look for funding in the private sector. As Miriam Cruz
has suggested,we will info= her ahead of time of our intentions of sending a pteproposal to the Foundation of choice, so she can lobby ahead of timewith the
right people inside and only when success is clear in the horizon the proposal is to
be introduced. In other words,the initiative will succeed when the power of CEPA
is activated from the very beginning.
W e have defmed as very important securing financing for Franz's doctoral program
at UTK. Atthe meeting in Texas, myself, Anamary, Linda Cain and the Dean of UTK
*sGraduate Division, Dr. C.W. Minkel, discussed the issue and concluded that the
only issue remaining is how to finance the venture, particularly the non-resident
tuition fee portion of it. Dr. Minkel ncommcnded to start by sendingin right away
Franz's application as a graduate student. I told this to Franz but he is pessimistic
about it.
If EPA experts can come to the meeting in July, we can arrange a specralized
course on cleanerproduction and sustainable chemistry directed to Chilean
pfofessiods. This type of cooperation was offered by EPA at our last Summit in
Texas.For one person, a week's stay in Santiago implies $5,000
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Appendix #8
Visite nuestra Homepage Sustentabilidad y Medio Ambicnte www.usach.cUima

k,
Universidad de Santiago de Chile

Chile: Medio Ambiente

Medio Ambientei Ecolo@a y Salud PClblica

Consorcio Educativo para la Proteccidn Ambiental

An EnvfmnmentalInitiative for the Americas

cj

A MASTER'S PROGRAM IN SCIENCES AND EhKillvEERINc
WITH SPECIALTIES IN ENERGY AND ENVXRONMENT
Developed by UPAEP- ORNLUTK, 1997
Translated from the original text in Spanish by
Dr. Jaime J. Cornejo of IMA-USACh (Jan. 1998)

LNTRODUCIION SUMMARY
ORIGINALANALYT!CAL. PBQGRAMQF_SUBJ€CTS_QF_MEMASTERSPLAN IN ENGINEERINGAND
ADMINISTRATION OF ENERGY AND ENVlRONMENTAL_PROTECrlONAT UPAEP
ANALyILCA4PBoc;RAM4F_suBJEcTS_OFUPAEPS MASTERSPLANIN SCIENCES WITH A-SPECIALTY
IN ENERGYAND ENNRONMENTALENGINEERING
IMPLEMENTATIQN-O F I E PROGRAM

I-

RESULTS COBCLUSLONS
APPENDIX I AGENDA FOR THE WORKSHOP SERIES FOR VISITING FACULTY FROM THE UNIVERSITY

I

V FORMAT OF THE SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR RESIDENTIAL ACADEMIC STAYS

I)

Note: The original text in Spanish for Appendices I, 11,111 and IV was not made available for this translation.
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INTRODUCTION

At Universidad Popular Autonoma del Estado de Puebla (UPAEP),a master'sprogram is being developed with a
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focus on energy and environmental management. There is an existing document which was presented in 1996 for
its approval to the Mexican Office of Public Education (SPE),which has now been authorized.
In the search for academic quality, UPAEP aims at having a program with international characteristics which
complies with the requirements of Mexico's National Council of Science and Technology (CONACYT),before being
considered as a program with excellency.
UPAEP decided to establish contacts with leading institutions the conduct research and development on energy
and environment in an integral manner, with which we can reach agreements for joint research and the exchange
of visiting professors.
Under the sponsorship of CEPA, UPAEP sent three professors to Oak Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL),with the
purpose of reaching those goals.
SUMMARY
The original document of the Master's in Engineering and Management of Energy and Environmental Protection,
included a four-semester program with 16 subjects, which are:
Module I : Basis for Energy Management and Environmental Protection
Module I1 :Thermodynamics and its Applications
Module 111 : Thermal Energy, its Generation, Distribution and Consumption
Module IV :Research Project
Module V : Electric Energy
Module VI : Water, its relation with Energy and the Environment
Module VI1 :Autogeneration and Cogeneration of Energy
Module VI11 : Development Projects
Module IX :Productive Processes and Energy Diagnostics
Module X : Rational Use of Energy in Buildings and Transportation
Module XI : Uses of Renewable Energy and Solid Residues
Module XI1 : Thesis I Seminar
Module XI11 : New Technologies on the Rational Use of Energy and Environmental Protection
Module XIV : Environmental Risk Management in the Generation and Use of Energy
Module XV :Environmental and Energy Audits in the Management of Projects to Save Energy
Module XVI : Thesis I1 Seminar

This document was submitted for consideration to different people, and although they found that the global focus
seemed adecuate, the following recommendations were made:
1.- That the Master's Program be initiated with an introductory course in Environment and Energy. 2.- That they
saw it as a rigid program, which should rather cover first the basic topics and later continue with optional
materials that focused separately on Energy and Environment. 3.-That choosing the optional materials should
rest on each the student's judgement, no matter what specialty they might select. Upon considering these
opinions, a revised p r o w was elaborated where the name of the master's stays as Master's of Science with
Specialty in Energy and Environmental Engineering, and which now includes the following modules:
Module I : Energy and Environment
Module I1 :Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer
Module 111 : Energy Transformation
Module IV : Research Project
Module V : Electric Energy
Module VI :Water, its relation with Energy and Environment
Module VI1 :Autogeneration and Cogeneration od Energy
Module VI11 : Development F'rajects
Module IX : Elective I
Module X :Elective I1
Module XI : Elective 111
Module XI1 : Thesis I Seminar
Module XI11 : Elective IV
Module XIV :Elective V
Module XV : Elective VI

http://lauca.usach.cl/ima/grad-pr0.ht.m
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Module XVI :Thesis I1 Seminar
The courses considered as electives will have a concentration on Energy and Environment. Within these elective
courses, the first to dictate will depend on UPAEPS existing facuIty to initiate the Master's Program. Later and
according to the orientation of visiting professors the offering of new courses will be broadened, making sure that
the specific subjects remain firm within the two differentfocuses, namely, Energy and Environment, in surch a
manner that the students can easily choose courses and topics within their particular area of interest.

CHAPTER I
ORIGI?UL liNALYTICAL PROGRAM OF SUBJECTS OF UPAEPS MASTER'S
IN ENGINEERING PLAIO:ADMllplSTRATION OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

FIRST PERIOD
MODULE 1 : ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT General Objective: Introduction to the environmental implications
associated with the production and consumption of energy (Source: Internet) Specific Objective: Impacts on the
use of energy over the environment, for instance: Air, Water, and Soil.
CONTENTS : 1.- Alternative sources of energy (Nuclear energy and hydrogen-based technologies)2.-Renewable
Energy. Objective :Perspectives on the viability of technologies : hydroelectric, solar, aeolian and biomass. 3.Future Objective : Cultural change, future policies and sustainability Content: Political cultures and
sustainability.
MODULE I1 :THERMODYNAMICSAND HEAT TRANSFER
General objective :To determine the thermodynamic behavior of systems and equipment used in productive
processes. Specific objective :To provide thermodynamic tools evaluate energy processes, its efficiency and impact
on the environment.
CONTENT: 1.-Basic Concepts 1.1 Intensive and extensive properties 1.2 Gases and liquids 1.3 Thermodynamic
properties of air 2.-Mechanisms of heat transfer 2.1 Conduction 2.2 Convection 2.3 Radiation 3.-Heat Transfer
3.1 Temperature and pressure measurements 3.2 Thermal Isolation 3.3 Heat exchangers 3.4 Evaporators 3.5
Dryers
MODULE I11 :TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY
General Objective: To formulate balances of materials and energy at the process level, with a focus on thermal
energy. Specific objective: To have tools for the energy and environmental evaluations for processes in production
units and regional systems, where the aim is to determine, quantitative and qualitativelly, the situation in regards
to the generation, distribution and consumption of energy.

I

CONTENT 1 .- Fuels, combustion and environmental contamination 2.-Atmospheric contamination 3.-Furnaces
and Kilns 4.- Distribution of vapor and recovery of condensates 5.- Consumption of thermal energy
MODULE N : RESEARCH PROJECT:
General objective: To incorporate the different stages in the process of scientific inquiry and research including
the methodological and practical points of view. Specific objective: This course brings forth the theoretical and
practical elements for training on research, with the aim to provide the basis to create specific projects on each
subjects and to support initiating the actual thesis and/or the special graduation project.
CONTENT: 1.-The scientific method and its characteristics 2.- Forms and types of research 3.-Definition of a
research job 3.1 Title 3.2 Theoretical fi-me 3.3 Hypothesis formulation 3.4Work program

4.-Methodology for the recollection of data 4.1 Rimary data 4.2 Secondary data 5.-Scales for the evaluation and
analysis of research projects 6.- The fmal research report

kid
MODULE V : ELECTRIC ENERGY General objective: To determine the flow and efficiency of electrical energy in
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equipments, systems and production unitis and services. Specific objective: To establish the basis of the efficient
application of this form of energy to different processes.

a/ CONTENTS:
1.-Basic elements of electricity 2.-Electric installations 3.-Components of electric installations 4.Lighting 5.- Synchronous generators 6.- Motors 7.- Motors and generators 8.- Studies on power flows 9.- Study of
short circuits 10.- Power electronics
MODULE VI: WATER, ITS RELATION WITH ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
General Objective: To propose economically and environmentally efficient systems, for the supply and use of
water, at the level of unit of production or services, and at a regional level according to cases and contexts.
Specific Objective: To establish how the adecuate handling of water resources offers areas of opportunities in
energy savings and environmental protection.
CONTENTS : 1.- Supply sources 2.-Distribution and storage networks 3.-Water treatments 4.- Water as liquid
waste 5.-Financial analysis of the various systems 6.- Environmental laws and regulations
MODULEVII: AUTOGENERATIONAND COGENERATIONOF ENERGY
General Objective: To select systems of cogeneration and autogeneration of energy, that are economically and
environmentally efficient. Specific Objective: To establish the efficient, combined generation of electric and caloric
energy in the industrial systems, with a focus on savings and on environmental protection
CONTENTS: 1.-Definitions, laws and rules 2.-Different systems of cogeneration 3.-Technical and economical
feasibility of cogeneration studies 4.- Feasibility studies
MODULE VI11 : DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
General objective: To apply to a specific development project, the steps of the scientific method, according to the
strategy suggested in module N.Specific objective: To incorporate skills for the development of research and
technological innovations, which is fundamental for a specialist in energy and environment.

.-

CONTENTS: 1 Research design. Specific Objective 2.-Elaboration on questionnaires 3.-Sampling, measurement
and scales 4.- Codification and preparation of data 5.- Analysis of data 5.1 Hypothesis test 5.2 Multivariate
analysis 6.-Financial evaluation 7.- Preparation on final report
THIRD PERIOD

MODULE IX : PRODUCTIVE PROCESSES AND ENERGY DIAGNOSTICS
General objective: To design a comprehensive program of energy savings and environmental protection, at the
level of unit of production or services. Specific objective: Analysis of the productive processes and energetic
diagnostics that give way to comprehensive programs on energy savings and environmental protection.
CONTENT : 1. Conditions and Application Parameters in Industrial Processes. 2. Quality and Technical Control.
3. Maintenance of Equipment and Installations. 4. Prediagnostics and Diagnostics at the First Level. 5. Energetic
Diagnostic at the Second Level. 6. Comprehensive Programs of Energy Savings and Environmental Protection.
MODULE X RATIONAL USE OF ENERGY IN BUILDINGS AND TRANSPORTATION
General objective: To propose efficient systems for the use of energy upon considering economical and
environmental variables..Specificobjective: To assess the economical and environmental importance of the use of
energy in the buildings and transportation, in terms of criteria for rational administration of the energy.
CONTENTS: 1. Savings of Energy in External and Internal I mination in Buildings, Warehouses, Houses, Hotels,
Hospitals, as well as in Air Conditioning and Domestic Equipment. 2. Refrigeration Systems 3.Building Designs
and Use of Building and Finished Materials, according to Criteria for a Rational Use of Energy. 4. Consumption of
Energy in Transportation, and in Environmental Pollution Processes. Basis to achieve a decrease in consumption
and Savings of Energy.
MODULE XI : USES OF RENEWABLE ENERGIES AND SOLID RESIDUES
General objective: To carry out fmancial and environmental evaluating of the diverse technologies and sources of
renewable energy according to cases and local and regional contexts. Specific objective: To identify possibilities of
alternate sources of energy, in the Mexican territory, in particular wastes that are a potential source of energy.
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CONTENTS 1. Solar energy, its potential actual advantages, and future protection on the national and the
international Scale. 2. Aeolian energy, its possibilities of becoming a substitute how no renewable energies. The
technological advances. 3.Biomass and its availability, and the technologies for its advantageous use as a source
of energy. 4. Small, hydroelectric plants, the technical and economical conditions required for their installation. 5.
Evaluation of the cost of energy, according to source and long-range tendencies.
MODULE XI1 :THESIS I SEMINAR
General objective: To apply all the incorporated knowledge to the development and defense of the work the
master's degree. Specific objective: To carry out assigned work and/or special project for graduation.
CONTENTS: 1. Definition of the thesis topic or area of concentration: 1.1 Title 1.2 Contents 1.3 Activity Schedule
1.4 Bibliographic Sources 2.-Description of the problem 3.-Ellaboration of the hypothesis 4.- Ellaboration of the
research protocol 5.-Dissertation on specific work

FOURTH PERIOD
MODULE XI11 : NEW TECHNOLOGIES RELATED TO THE RATIONAL USE OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
General objective: To select equipment and technologies for the efficient use of energy and environmental
protection. Specific objective: To develop sustainable strategies for the efficient use of energy and the associated
technology for prevention and control of contamination.
CONTENTS: 1. Technology for the advantageous use of waste heat. 2. Fluidized bed and its application in different
industrial sectors. 3. New technologies for the elimination contaminants in air, soil and water.

s.i

MODULE XIV : MANAGEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RISK IN THE GENERATION AND USE OF THE ENERGY
General objective: To manage procedures for the understanding of the processes, the prevention of environmental
risks, and the corresponding emergency plans. Specific objective: To prevent and control the risk that
accompanies the use and application of the benefits of the various energy sources.
CONTENT : 1. Identification of installations that might imply the risks of accidents in order to intervene in the
direction of risk prevention. 2. Risk analysis : Methodology. 3.Emergency planning. 4. Risk control systems.
MODULE XV : ENVIRONMENTALAND ENERGETIC AUDITS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PROJECTS OF ENE
SAVINGS
General objective: To implement an environmental and energy audit. Specific objective: To apply the
environmental and energy audit as an instrument to certify the quality of company processes and to identify areas
of opportunity for energy and environmental protection.
CONTENTS: 1.- Investments that are needed, their comp nts and programs for further development.. 2.Analysis of recovery of investment periods, including the financial benefits for the company. 3.-Engineering
procuration and installation of equipment and accesories. Guarantee assurance proofs. 4.- Project Management.
MODULE XW : THESIS I1 SEMINAR
General objective: To apply incorporated knowledge the development and presentation of the required work the
master's degree. Specific objective: To graduate with to carry out the research work and/or the special graduation

lation I .3Processing 2.- Measurement
and data analysis 3. Style correction 4.- Presentation of the final document 5.-Preparation for oral defense
CHAPTER 11
ANALYTICAL PROGRAM OF SUBJECTS OF UPAEPS MASTERS PLAN IN SCIENCES
WITH A SPECIALTY IN ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
FIRST PERIOD
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MODULE I : ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT
Objective: Introduction to the environmental implications associated with the production and consumption of
b.1 and
energy (Source: Internet) Specific objective: Impacts of energy use on the environment, for example on Air, Water
Soil.

.-

CONTENTS: 1 Alternative sources of energy (nuclear energy and hydrogen technologies) 2.- Renewable energy
Objective: Perspectives of the viability of each technology : hydroelectric, solar, aeolian and biomass. 3.- Future
directions Objective : Cultural change, future politics and sustainability. Contents: Politics, Culture, policies and
sustainability
MODULE 11 :THERMODYNAMICSAND HEAT TRANSFER
General objective: To determine the thermodynamic behavior of systems and equipment that are used in
productive processes. Specific objective: To evaluate energy processes, their efficiency and their impact on the
environment, using a firm base in thermodynamics.

.-

CONTENTS : 1 Basic Concepts 1.1 Intensive and extensive properties 1.2 Gases and liquids 1.3 Thermodynamic
properties of air 2.- Mechanisms of heat transfer 2.1 Conduction 2.2 Convection 2.3 Radiation 3.- Heat transfer
3.1 Measurements of temperature and pressure measurements 3.2 Thermal Isolation 3.3 Heat exchangers 3.4
Evaporators 3.5 Dryers
MODULE I11 : TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY
General objective: To formulate balances of materials and energy at the process level, with a focus on thermal
energy. Specific objective: To carry out energy-based and environmental evaluations in the processes of
production units and regional systems, where the object of this graduate program is to assess, quantitative and
quaiitatively, the situation in regards to generation, distribution and consumption of energy.
CONTENTS : 1.- Fuels, combustion, and environmental contamination 2.- Atmospheric contamination 3.Furnaces and kilns 4.- Distribution of vapor and recovery of condensates 5.- Consumption of thermal energy
MODULE IV : RESEARCH PROJECT
General objective: To incorporate the essence and the components of the scientific method and research
strategies, from both the methodological and practical points of view. Specific objective: To apply the theoretical
and practical elements of systematic research to become able to carry out specific projects on each subject to start
the actual degree thesis and/or special graduation project.
CONTENTS: 1.- The scientific method and its characteristics 2.- Forms and types of research 3.- Definition of a
research job 3.1 Title 3.2 Theoretical frame 3.3 Hypothesis formulation 3.4 Work plan 4.- Methodology for data
collection 4.1 Primary data 4.2 Secondary data 5.-Evaluation criteria and analysis of research projects 6.- The
final report of the research
SECOND PERIOD

MODULE V : ELECTRIC ENERGY
General objective: To calculate the flow and eaciency of electric energy in equipment, systems and units of
production or services. Specific objective: To supports the basis for an efficient application efficiency of this type of
energy to the different processes.
CONTENT : 1.- Basic elements in Electricity 2.- Electric installations 3.- Components of electrical installations 4.Lighting 5.-Synchronous generators 6.- Motors 7.- Motor and generator centers 8.- Power flow studies 9.- Short
circuit studies 10.- Electronic power
MODULE rV: WATER AND ITS RELATION WITH ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT.

h+rl

General Objective: To propose economically and environmentallyefficient systems, for the supply and use of
water, at the level of unit of production or services, and at a regional level according to cases and contexts.
Specific Objective: The adecuate handling of water resources offers areas of opportunities in energy savings and
environmental protection.

.-

CONTENTS : 1 Sources of water 2.- Distribution and storage networks 3.- Water treatments 4.- Water as liquid
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waste 5.- Economic analysis of different systems 6.- Environmental laws and regulations
MODULE VII: AUTOGENERATION AND COGENERATION OF ENERGY
General Objective: To select systems of cogeneration and autogeneration of energy that are economically and
environmentally efficient. Specific Objective: Establish the efficient, combined generation of electric and caloric
energy in industrial systems, with a focus on savings and on environmental protection

.-

CONTENTS: 1 Definitions, laws and regulations 2.-Different systems of cogeneration 3.-Technical-economical
feasibility of cogeneration studies 4.- Feasibility study
MODULE VI11 : DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
General objective: To apply to a specific project, the steps of the scientific method to the development of projects,
according to what was defined in module IV. Specific objective: To incorporate skills for the development of
research and technological innovations which is fundamental for the energy and environmental specialists.
CONTENTS: 1.- Research design and specific objectives 2.-Elaboration of the questionnaires 3.-Exposition,
measurement and scales 4.- Codification and data preparation 5.-Data Analysis 5.1 Hypothesis test 5.2
Multivariate analysis 6.- Financial evaluation 7.-Final report preparation

THIRD PERIOD
MODULE IX : ELECTIVE I
General objective: According to subject matter. Specific objective: According to subject matter.
CONTENTS : According to subject matter.
MODULE X : ELECTIVE II
General objective: According to subject matter. Specific objective: According to subject matter.
CONTENTS : According to subject matter.
MODULE XI : ELECTIVE III
General objective: According to subject matter. Specific objective: According to subject matter. CONTENTS :
According to subject matter.
MODULE XI1 :THESIS I SEMINAR
General objective: To apply all the incorporated knowlodge to the development and defense of the work required to
obtain the master's degree. Specific objective: To carry out assigned research and/or a special title project for
graduation.
CONTENTS: 1 .- Definition of the thesis topic or area of concentration 1.1 Title 1.2 Contents 1.3 Activity schedule
1.4Bibliographic sources 2.-Problem setup 3.-Hypothesis elaboration 4.- Elaboration of the research protocol 5.Oral defense of the research or project work
FOURTH PERlOD MODULE XI11 : ELECTIVE N
General objective: According to subject matter Specific objective: According to subject matter.
CONTENTS :According to subject matter.

http://lauca.usach.cVima/grad-pro.htm
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MODULE XIV : ELECTIVE V
General objective: According to subject matter. Specific objective: According to subject matter.
CONTENTS :According to subject matter.
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MODULE XV : ELECTIVE VI
General objective: According to subject matter. Specificobjective: According to subject matter.
CONTENT :
MODULE XVI : THESIS I1 SEMINAR
General objective: To apply incorporated knowledge to the development and presentation of the required work to
graduate with the master's degree. Specific objective: To carry out the research work and/or the special
graduation project.

.-

CONTENTS : 1 Specialized bibliographic search 1.1 Classification 1.2Translation 1.3 Processing 2.Measurement and data analysis 3.-StyIe correction 4.- Presentation of the find document 5.- Preparation of oral
defense exam
SUMMARY OF UPAEP'S MASTERS DEGREE PROGRAM: ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION.
SUBJECTS OF STUDY IN THE MASTERS PROGRAM FIRST PERIOD 1.- Introduction to Environmental Sciences
2.-Thermodynamics and its Applications 3.-Thermal Energy: Generation, Distribution and Consumption 4.Reasearch Project SECOND PERIOD 5.-Electric Energy 6.-Water and its relation with Energy and Environment
7.-Autogeneration and Cogeneration of Energy 8.- Development Projects THIRD PERIOD 9.- Elective I (") 10.Elective I1 (*) 11.- Elective III I*) 12.-Thesis I Seminar FOURTH PERIOD 13.-Elective IV (*) 14.-Elective V (*) 15.Elective VI (*) 16.-Thesis II Seminar
THIS TABLE SHOWS THE ELECTIVE SUBJECTS FOR EACH OF THE TWO AREAS OF INTEREST,
ENERGY

'61-Productive Processes and Energy Diagnostics

(*)

Rational Use of Energy in Buildings and
Transportation (*)
Renewable Energy and Uses of Solid Residues
New Technologies in the Rational Use of Energy and
Environmental Protection (*)
Biomass EnerW
Unit Operations and Industrial Waste Rocesses
Other Special and Advanced Topics
Technology Needs
Energy, Transportation and Environmentc/D

ENVIRONMENT
Management of Environmental Risk in the Generation
and Use of the Energy (*)
Environmental and Energy Audits in the management
of Projects to save Energy (*)
Biomass Energy

Life Cycle
Restoration of Damaged and Hazardous Sites
Unit Operations and Industrial Waste Processes
Applied Microbiology and Bioengineering
Other Special and Advanced Topics

Visite nuestra Homepage www.usach.ct/ima

b+
http://lauca.usach.cl/ima/grad-pro.htm
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Abstract

u

In recent years, greater environmental awareness has meant increasing regulation
requirements on industry for environmental control and pollution abatement. Also, many state
and local agencies are developing or implementing programs to control emissions of air
pollutants. To successfully carry out these programs, agency personnel must be familiar with a
wide range of issues and terms related to health, cxposure and risk assessment for air pollutants.
The purpose of air pollution modeling is to allow esploring the way in which airborne
pollution disperses by looking at predicted ground level concentration profiles near single point
sources.
This project is based on the idea of reducing the pollution originated by coal power
plants around the world and to give a clear image of the damages created. Hence, the primary
goal of this project was to run and test a model that allows estimating environmental
externalities from power generation. Using this model to test a power plant in Yatagan, Turkey
and then taking this like a base we’ll tty to run the model for another plant located in Mexico
(Mazatk).
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One of the main issues is, after the quantification of the pollution, to see in what way we
could fix or redesign the power plant with out making a big capital investment. This task is
made much easier, if the comparison of the costs and the impacts can be made in monetary
terms. However, often data are unavailable or difficult to interpret due to the current lack of
standard methods and procedures; also, subjective judgment is unavoidable and unfortunately,
most of times plays a key role in current analysis. As a result, the uncertainties associated with
impact assessments are hard to quantify and typically large, but useful for policymaking and for
comparative purposes.
Despite that common pollutants include: particulate matter’, nitrogen osides (NOx),
sulfur dioxide (SOJ, carbon monoside (CO), carbon dioxide (COJ, ozone (0,).lead (Pb),
mercury (Hg)nitrate and sulfate aerosols, our focus was in SO, and sulfate pollutants only. To
determine the range and magnitude of effects of these pollutant emission reductions, we
compared and contrasted nvo runs. The “uncontrolled run” which reflects the actual condition

of the power plant and the “controlled”, which refers espected conditions with the
implementation of an Flue Gas Desulphurisation Unit (FGD),which removes SO, from
combustion gas.
Through the use of exposure-response (ER) functions, risk cost and uncertainty labels
derived from the scientific literature (ExtemE Core data 1998), provided the basis for calculating
differences in physical effects between the nxro conditions. For esample, restricted activity days,
respiratory hospital admissions, acute mortaliq-YOLL2or mortality-YOLL for population of 30
years old or more.

’
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Typically, reported as total suspended particles (TSP) or suspended particulate matter (SPM). Particles arc
usually identified as PMx, where x stands for the largest aerodynamic diameter of the collective group of
particles, measured in microns.
- YOLL-mortality impacts based on ‘yean of life lost’ approach.

In the last step: ecofiomic evaluation of the atemal cost of air pollution, invol\-d
multipljing the number of cases (responses) by the monetary unit cost per incidence to generate

'LJ

fimlly, a range of o v e 4 benefits estimates. Comparison of emissions modeling results for the
control and no-connol scenarios indicates that the implementation of an FDG Unit would yield
significant pollutant emission reductions.

The impacts aftnew generation on human beafth, man-made and natural encitvnnient bas inmased a
conscience atvztnd the world. . so, wc it stiflin time to do sometbing about it.

.

ECONOMICCOST AND BENEFITS OF SO2
REDUCTIONS AT YATAGAN POWER STATION

Bi
06JECTlVE

Run and test a model that allows estimating environmenral estemaIities from power
generation.
lNTRODUClON

Electricit). constitutes a critical input in sustaining the countrfs economic growth and
development and the well-being of its inhabitants. However, there are by-products of electricity
production that have an undesirable effect on the environment. Most of these are emissions
introduced by the combustion of fossil fuels. The environmental impacts (or damages) caused by
these emissions are labeled environmental “mtemalities.” Included in the generic term
“estemality” are benefits or costs resulting as an unintended by product of an economic activit),
that accrue to someone other than the panies involved in the activity.
Esternalities may take nvo forms. Firstly, there are negative estemalities and occur when
consumption or production of a good generates a cost bome by someone outside of the
production or consumption of that good, and positive estemalities occur when a benefit accrues
to someone outside of the production or consumption of a good.
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Speaking on the effects on health and &e environment vie could say that, like
photochemical pollutants, sulfur osides contributes to the incidence of respiratory diseases. Acid
rains,a form of precipitation that contains high levels of sulfuric or nitric acids, can contaminate
drinking water and vegetation, damage aquatic life, and erode buildings. When a weather
condition known as a temperature inversion prevents dispersal of smog, inhabitants of the area,
especially children and the elderly and chronically ill, are warned to stay indoors and avoid
physical stress. Even everyday levels of air pollution may insidiously affect health and behavior.
In less developed nations, the lack of running water and indoor sanitation can encourage
respiratory infections.
Air pollution may possibly harm populadons in ways so subtle or slow that they have not
yet been detected. For that reason, research is now under way to assess the long-term effects of
chronic exposure to low level of air pollution what most people esperience. As well as to
determine how air pollutants interact with one another in the body and with physical factors
such as: nutrition, stress, alcohol, cigarette smoking, and common medicines. Another subject of
investigation is the relation of air pollution to cancer, birth defects and genetic mutations.

In the present contest, a physical impact or health endpoint is defined as a physiological
response to an environmental stimulus, which is triggered by a pollutant emitted into the
surrounding atmosphere. So, pollutants are transported away from the source via different
dispersion routes, including air, water, soil and uptake by living organisms (plants and animals).
For the case of airborne dispersion, pollutant uptake in humans may occur via three separate

pathways: inhalation, ingestion and skin absorption. For our purposes, we will assume that the
pollutants enter the human body primarily by the inhalation route.

L!J

THEPROJECT
Basically, our project consisted of three steps: Research, running & testing and finally
concluding remarks.

The procedure to follow was, first to get and to know the subject of environmental
estemalities, by reading several papers that referred to that matter. Some of those papers were a
couple of previous studies on coal power plants in Yatagan, Turkey (October 1992) and a
presentation of an overview of environmental impacts of electricity generation by Guenter
Conzelmann. Also, an economic valuation of environmental impacts and external costs, a paper
of airborne pollution and general information obtained from the web, and most of all from the
EPA web site.
Nest, we got updated information from the power plant in Turkey. This research started
by locating the power plant in a map and then taking two areas of investigation to cover both
the local and regional ranges: the first one, consisted on a 50 kilometer square area to see the
strongest impact of the fumes from the stack. Then, we took a 1000 kilometer square area to see
the total impact area.
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After drawing the maps, we started to get information about the population located into
the 5 0 h 2square. After that, we could calculate the local density by getting individual population
data from each town in that area and then downloading this data into a spread sheet mams, and
making the calculations to obtain the area, density. Also at the same time we’re getting data for
the Mesico power plant that is located in Mazatlin.

RLWNINGa~TESTING
Then we began to run the query model for the data we had, but cause it was insufficient,
the missing data we replaced with data fiom past studies from other place and we established
that the decision we took didn’t affect significantly the model response.
With the impact spreadsheet from the query model with the actual conditions of the
power plant we started to make the quantification of the damages caused by the power plant
with life costs from one of the papers from the background info. After wetting this information
we actualized it with the inflation acquired in all this years since the first study that was made,
where we got the monetary information. Then, in order to know the profits of increasing the
stack high or adding a flue gas desulphurisation unit (FGD), we ran the model with those
modifications to the plant. Also we saw that for the smallest generator in a previous study they
decided to retrofitted with an atmospheric fluidized bed combustion boiler, that would reduce
SO2 emissions by 90% and at the same time, reduce annual operating cost and the use of

cheaper fuels. So this work doesn't apply for that unit. But for the biggest one it does and give~
an idea for the other units.

w
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Table 1 and 2. U N C O S ~~ t E &

Those worksheets show the results from QUERI model for the S a w n power p b t
with uncontrolled and controlled conditions respectively. The uncontrolled sheet contains the
original conditions of the power plant and the controlled one refers to the installation of the
FGD Unit. Both tables show the three estimates and the monetary cost for each pollutant
impact. At the bottom also, the numbers in bold are the result € o m the conversion of the
origulal results in ECU1995 to CS2000.
Table 3. EST~L\TIXG
coSr (IFFGD R E T R O m

This table gives the total O&iI cost in year 2000 using resource's requirements or
parameters such as unit size, total capital requirements ("CR), fixed O&i cost and variable
O&M cost. Also, we had to use the rate deflator again to convert the different amounts to
us2000.
Table 4. COST 8c BENEFITS

This worksheet finally,shows the benefits of the FGD unit installation by comparing the
uncontrolled damage cost versus the controlled damage cost. Showing a great difference and
profit if the FGD unit is installed. \Ve could calculate the total cost by the addition of the O&M
cost per year allowing us to get the Cost-Benefits ratio.

CONCLWDING
R E

h w

After ran and test the QUERI model for the Power Plant in Yatagan, we could obtain an
approsimate assessment of the health effects expected from airborne releases of SO, and
sulfates. Then we ran the Rcnyrllf Model, which calculates the physical impacts to human health
too, but using an Excel spreadsheet which allowed us to see all the input data and the results at
the same time.
Both are approximate solutions to the impact assessment function' when one or more
parameters are assumed to be constant throughout the impact domain. In the Simple version
(which QUERI model is based), the population density, atmospheric dispersion parameters and
the esposure response relationships are all treated as constants and independent of the actual
source parameters and location. l'irhereas, in the Robust model, site dependence like stack height
and cxhaust flow values, are accounted for by a more rigorous, yet simplified, mathematical
treatment.
For the another plant in hIazatlin, Mesico, we started to colle
the information that
the model needs but we were able to get some data only; so, we couldn't run the model at all but
we suppose this informatio an be useful in future projects.

'"Airborne pollution", Joseph V. Spandaro, May 2000.Page. 2-17.
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Estimating cost of FGD retrofits
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TCR-specific
deflator
TCR-specific
Unit capacity
TCR

290
1.22
353.8
210000
$74,298,000

US$1992/kWe
US$2060/ US$1992
US$2000/kWe
kWe
Total capital requirements per unit

fixed O&M
deflator
Fixed O&M
Fixed O&M per year

0.73
1.22
0.8906
$2,244,312

US$1992kWe/month
US$2000 / US$1992
US$2000/kWe/month
US$2000/year

Variable O&M
deflator
Variable O&M
Operating hours
Variable O&M per year

0.64
1.22
0.7808
6500
$1,065,792

US1992/MWh
US$2000 / US$1992
US$2000/MWh
hrs/year
US$2000/year

TOTAL O&M COST in Year 2000

$3,310,104

US$2000/year

1MPYATAGAN.xls
fdg worksheet

Cost & Benefits. Final Results
Unconlrolled (Est. 1)
Damage Cost

Year
2010-2020
0.06
0.014
elaslicitv
1:.
-.-- ..-.-

1

elaslicitv 2:

1

gcosk

0.076

0.075

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Controlled (Est. 1)
Damage cost

$$2000
$8,968,237
$9,648,927
$10,381,280
$11,169,219
$12.016,963
$12.929.05 1
$13.910,365
$14,966,162
$16,102,094
$17,324,243
$18,620,789
$20,014,369
$21,512,244
$23,122,221
$24,852,688
$26,712,663
$20,711,839
$30,660,633
$33,170,242
$35,652,703

$38,320,952

$$2OOo
$448,454
$482,492
$519,113
$558,514
$600,905
$646,514
$695,584
$748,379
$805.181
$866.294
$931,128
$1,000,813
$1,075,714
$1.156,221
$1,242,752
$1,335,760
$1,435,728
$1,543,178
$1,658,669
$1,782,804
$1,916,229

$428,967,003

$21,450,429
C-B Ratio

NPV (Net Presenl Value)
8%

$167,413,639
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$206,678,085

0.51

$8,371,476
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cost-benelit worksheet

Dillerence = Benetits
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0.77

$122,526,891
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Expression and Purification of a Microbial Inosine Monophosphate
Dehydrogenase *

Jonathan Daviia
Sacred Heart University
San Juan, Puerto Rico

Eliezer Huberman, PhD
BTC- Gene Expression and Function Group
Argonne National Laboratory

*Work performed at Argonne National Laboratory, a contract Laboratory of the United

States Department of Energy.

Expression and Purification of a Microbial Inosine Monophosphate
Dehydrogenase

Inosine 5’- Monophosphate Dehydrogenase (XMPDH),a crucial regulator of cell
proliferation and differentiation, is the rate limiting enzyme in the synthesis of guanine
nucleotides. IMPDH catalyzes the oxidation of Inosine 5’- Monophosphate (IMP)to
Xanthosine 5’- Monophosphate ( X M P ) causing NAD’ to convert to NADH.
Understanding the nature of the enzyme makes IMPDH a major factor for the
development of antiviral, anticancer and immunosuppressive agents. IMPDH of a
surrogate pathogen was expressed in Escherichia coli using the Nde 1 cloning site on the
PET-15 (B)(novagene) vector. Expression of the W D H protein was obtained by
inducing E. coli with 0.5 mM/ml IPTG. Several different conditions were experimented
with to obtain a maximum yield of protein during purification. An hexahistadine tag was
added to the N-terminus of the protein allowing the protein to be purified by means of
histine binding affinity chromatography. For maximum yield of protein E. coli was
induced for six hours at 37 C, producing a yield of lOmg/mI. Characterizing the nature of
the enzyme could lead to the production of specific inhibitors of IMPDH.
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NUMERICAL DATA RE&EARCH FOR EXPc)SURE FACTORS IN THE
PROJECT CALLED: WILD W E EXPOSURE
S-P
MIR
ARlD E " M E N T S l N T H E UNZTED STATES..'

Brelys Rodriguez"
Universidad del Sagrado C o d n
Santurce, Puerto Rico

Doctor Ihor Hlohowskyj
Environmental Assessment Division
Argonne National Laboratory

*Workperformed at Argonne National Laboratory, a contract Labotatofy of the United
States Department of Energy.
c*partidpant in the Summer 2000 Student Research Participation Program.This
program is coordinated by the Division of Educational Programs.
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During my days in Argonne Nation& Laboratory I was working in
the Environmental Assessment Division with Doctor Ihor Hlohowskyj and
Allen Tsao in the projects called Wild Life Ekuosure Pammeters forArid
Environments in the United Sates.
My work consists in looking for numerical data on exposure factors
like: body weight, ingestion rate (food, water, soil), home range and diet
composition, for endangered species of birds, reptiles and mammals in
the south states of the United States. All these factors are a charge of
the suitable growth, reproduction and the time of life of each organism.
If some of these factors are altered, affected or harm the species, it
completely changes their habitual behavior. With this type of study, we
will know the type of patterns of behavior the organisms we are
interested in have, it will facilitate other type of investigations. For
example, we are able to find possible factors that affect the development
or performance of their functions in the environment by determining
polluting or toxic agents that cause danger to the species and the
environment.
The first stage of my work was to read directly from journals that
were given to me by Allan Tsao and to look for the information that
pertained to our research. Once the information was found, I was able to
continue documenting data (stationof the year, place of the
investigation, type of analysis, etc.) and the reference. In the second
stage, I started the research in the database,e-journals, and specific
catalogs, all this was via Internet. In the major cases an abstract of the
investigation was accessible and therefore retained for observation. In
other cases only were references or citations in papers.
I noticed that the journals mainly focused on mammals such as
Coyotes (Canis Zatratns),Mule Deer (Odocoileus hemionus) and some
reptiles, but in the case of the small mammals such as the Desert
Kangaroo Rat (Dipodomysdesertt) and a great part of the birds like
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Lesser Nighthawk (ChordeiZes acutipennis] it did not have complete
investigations.
During this time for the organisms in which reports were found
and had accessible information that was related to food ingestion/food
habits or to home range was critical. The ingestion of soil, sediment, and
water were very complicated to fmd and in some cases do not appear
because the information was not in the appropriate catalog for the
required subject. I thought that perhaps the investigations in such areas
had not been made or simply the works were not published in the places
that the search concentrated on.
I understand that all this information must be easy to access,
because, they are details necessary to form a good base in the processed
investigations on such organisms. I understand that data on water
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ingestion, soil and sediment are very important because we must
consider that the water and the grounds are affected by the
contamination. When small animals ingest contaminated waters or soils
then big organisms will be contaminated too, I’m thinking in the
nutritional chain and in the biomagnification of the toxic.
All the research that I accomplished helped me to learn about
technical tracking, technical analysis and precaution measures that are
used with the organisms to protect them as well as to also protect US.
The experience was extraordinary, because aside from the biological
information that I learned from, I found tips to make the journal papers
extremely complete and that could help other investigators in their
projects.

A Report on the Annual Meeting
in Santia 0, Chile,
on April 14'- 16*, 1998

THE CEPA 1998 ANNUAL MEETING IN SANTIAGO DE CHILE

&/
The Educational Consortium for Environmental ProtectionlConsorcio
Educativopara la Proteccibn Ambiental (CEPA) held its 1998 annual
meeting in Santiago de Chile April 14-16 under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy, Chile’s National Commission on the Environment Comisibn Nacional de Medio Ambiente (CONAMA), and La Mutual de
Seguridad, Chile’s largest provider of safety, prevention and health services
in the workplace. To achieve such cooperation across national boundaries
among the academic, government, and private sectors is part of CEPA’s
mission. This report summarizes the instances of scientific, educational, and
institutional cooperation on envhonmental issues that CEPA is making
possible, as they were presented at the 1998 annual meeting.
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The annual meeting confirmed that this year CEPA not only met, but
surpassed expectations. This was evidenced by the presentations on applied
environmental research and institutional capacity building underway at
CEPA institutions; by the enthusiasm of the participants and the
endorsement of high government officials; and by the substantive outcomes
projected for FY 99. For a consortium of its size and scope, CEPA’s
relatively modest financial resources are yielding remarkable gains in
strengthening Hispanic-serving institutions in research and environmental
education areas. A continued investment in CEPA is a sound administrative
and environmental decision.
I. Overview of CEPA’s mission and goals
The main purpose of CEPA is to strengthen the capacity of Hispanic-serving

institutions of higher education in the United States, in collaboration with
institutions of higher education in Latin America, to deliver competitive
environmental programs. This is done through human resource development
and sustainable developmentprograms.
CEPA is a collaborative international consortium that brings together
institutions in the educational sector with governments, research
laboratories, and private sector entities. As U.S.Department of Energy

(DOE)Secretary Federico Pefia has stated, “Strong hemispheric cooperation
ensures that we will have the essential infrastructure for economic
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development in the Americas while preserving the environment. That is a
CEPA goal that we in the Department are proud to share.” (See Appendix 1)
CEPA’s goals are to develop bicultural environmentaltraining programs at
the graduate and professional levels; to train Hispanics in the fields of
environmental science and technology; to increase access to educational
programs for the study of the environment; to promote cross-sector research
and development projects; to incorporate the unique scientific capabilities of
DOE national research laboratories such as Sandia, Oak Ridge, and Argonne
within the process of strengthening the capacity of Hispanic-serving
institutions of higher education to address environmental priorities; and to
develop a bilingual, Internet based CEPA information system on
environmental issues.
11. Recomition of CEPA’s vision and accomplishments bv top U.S.
government officials
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CEPA’s annual meeting was planned to coincide with the Second Summit of
the Americas, which took place in Santiago de Chile April 17-19. U.S.
Ambassador to Chile Gabriel Guerra-Mondragh stated in his CEPA
keynote address, “The CEPA vision of strengtheningthe technical,
professional and educational environmental inhstructure in Latin America
and the United States i s in alignment with the spirit of the Summit of the
Americas. Both are calls for creative solidarity in the hemisphere by sharing
resources, exchanging information, and developing our capacities to jointly
address the challenges of economic growth while preserving the
environment.” (See Appendix 2)
In his message to CEPA participants, DOE Secretary Federico Peiia pointed
out that “By strengthening the technical and educational infrastructure,
CEPA is making it easier for students and professionals in the Americas to
access information and educational resources fiom neighboring universities
and research institutions ... Much can be achieved if we enter into focused
and constructive partnerships in an atmosphere of mutual respect. This is
CEPA’s unique vision ... You have made tangible contributions to enhanced
hemispheric cooperation on education, energy, and the environment.”
Appendix I)

(a

In. Annual meeting participants and meeting activities
The main goal of the 1998 annual meeting was to present ongoing and fbture
instances of scientific cooperation across national boundaries made possible
by CEPA. (See annual meeting anenda, Appendix 3) CEPA’s Action Plan
for 1998-99 also was presented at the annual meeting. (Appendix 4 )
The projects and scientific accomplishmentsof CEPA scientists and CEPA
institutions were showcased alongside distinguished scientists fkom the DOE
National Laboratories who have supported CEPA endeavors by sharing their
scientific expertise, their lab space, and their time with researchers and
students fiom CEPA institutions.
-

There also were presentations of pressing environmental concerns by
representatives of Chilean universities, among them CEPA’s newest
member, Universidad Austral, and by a delegation of Bolivian observers
fiom various educational institutions who are very interested in joining the
Consortium. A list of DOE and CEPA participants in the annual meeting is
enclosed. (Appendix 5)
-

In addition to the presentations, networking was strongly encouraged with
the DOE National Lab scientists and among CEPA institutional
representatives.
Besides Ambassador Guerra-Mondragon and DOE Secretary Federico Peiia,
another keynote speaker was Dr.Enrique Leff of the United Nations
Environmental Program (PNUMA), who is the coordinator of the Red de
Formacidn Ambiental, which links about four hundred institutions

throughout Latin America and the Caribbean that are involved in
environmental education programs. There is great potential for academic
exchange and joint project development between CEPA and PNUMA.
(Appendix 6)
Afier a presentation on existing and possible links among the academic,
government and private enterprise sectors by the director of the
environmental division of La Mutua2 Znternacional, private meetings were
arranged with La Mutual executives and representatives of Oak Ridge and
Sandia National Laboratories to explore possible collaborations on risk
assessment and prevention efforts, and on increasing the use of
environmentally sound mining technology in Chile. La Mutual, which
services practically all of Chile’s mining industry, has expressed great
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interest in CEPA. It has sponsored a number of CEPA activities in Chile,
wants to take part in CEPA international projects, and has expressed interest
in contracting with the DOE National Laboratories.
On Friday, April 17, DOE scientists and CEPA representatives took part in a
scholarly encounter with their Chilean counterparts at Centro EULA, Chile’s
premier environmental research center, located at Universidad de
Concepcicin,also a CEPA member. Many of the environmental problems
that are researched in Chile-such as climate change, the ozone layer, water
resource contamination and the food chain- are of great interest to scientists
worldwide.

IV.Maior CEPA activities in 1997-98
o Site visits in 1997-98 to CEPA institutions in Chile, Mexico, Puerto
Rico, and Texas, as well as to Oak Ridge and Argonne National
Laboratories in order to identify needs, capacities, and priorities, and
develop strategic action plans for each region and each institution.
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o A survey of the information technology and telecommunications
capacity of CEPA institutions was conducted by the University of
Texas at Brownsville (UTB) in order to ascertain communication and
distance education capabilities.
o UPAEP (UniversidadPopular Autonoma del Estado de Puebla in
Mexico) -ORNL -University of Tennessee collaboration in the
development of a Master’s Degree Program in Science and
Engineering with Specialties in Energy and Environment. The
Master’s Program was developed by the UPAEP in conjunction with
ORNL,and it was submitted for review to the University of
Tennessee, Texas A&M University, and Carnegie Mellon University.
Peer review comments were positive. This Master’s Program has been
approved and recognized by academic and regulatory entities in
Mexico; and research and technical assistance to the private sector, an
integral part of the Master’s Program, are underway. (Appendix 7 ) It
is important to note that other CEPA universities on Puerto Rico and
Chile also are considering adopting this model Master’s Program.

a
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o The launching of a CEPA web site at http:/www.usach.cl/ima with
infonnation in English and Spanish about CEPA activities, academic

and research programs, and environmental issues. This is a significant
step towards a CEPA bilingual environmental information system and
distance education network.
o An internship in 1997 by a graduate student fiom Universidad de
Santiago de Chile (USACh) to ORNL to conduct chemical analyses in
support of a study entitled: “Phytoremediation Research: Gas Phase
Testing of a Sampling Chamber for Volatile Contaminants”. This
study was also sponsored by La Mutual de Seguridad.
o A 1997 visit to Sandia National Laboratories by Polytechnic
University of Puerto Rico (PUPR) faculty to explore waste water
treatment and solar detoxification of hazardous waste.

o Internships in 1998 by two faculty members fiom USACh to ORNL
to refine the research conducted on phytoremediation; to adapt the
Master’s Program for application to Chile and give shape to a
certificate program on environmental issues; and to develop an action
plan for a USACh Program in Environmental Measurements.
o Internships in 1998 by two faculty members of the Universidadde
Concepcidn to ORNL to develop an integrated energy and
environment program; and to develop a water management program.
(See Appendk 8)
o The development through CEPA-assisted efforts of a certificate
program on environmental issues at USACh, which was inaugurated
during the annual meeting.

V. Contributions to CEPA of the DOE National Laboratories, and
Areas for Future Collaboration
Oak Ridge NationaI Laboratory

ORNL has several ongoing CEPA activities that can benefit other
consortium members. These include:
o Evaluating the efficiency of household plants in reducing indoor air
pollutants;

o Analyzing the methods used to determine the reliability and accuracy
of laboratory measurements;
o Developing a basin-level water resources plan;
o Refining a Master’s Degree Program in Science and Engineering with
specialties in energy and the environment;
o Developing strategies for technology transfer between the various
CEPA regions and the ORNL;and

o Developing joint proposals on environmental security.
Potential areas for f h r e collaborations include:
o Phytoremediation research related to reducing air and water pollution;

o A joint proposal to DOE-EE on innovative space conditioning
systems;
o Analysis of environmental impacts related to hydropower
development.
o Biomarkers of aquatic ecosystem health.

All water-related research projects are of great interest to Texas and Mexico
universities, as well as to both the Interamerican, and Polytechnic
Universities in Puerto Rico.
o Development of performance-based environmental analytical
procedures with corresponding statistically-based certification;

o Initial certification of environmental analysis laboratories using
custom-prepared performance evaluation samples employing matrices
and analytes at known concentrations, all specified by CEPA
members;

o Deployment of state-of-the-art analytical methods which have been
certified, peer-reviewed, and tested extensively in the field, but not yet
formally approved by the EPA, and

b/

o Ongoing technical assistance and monitoring to member laboratories.
(See Appendix 9)
Argonne National Laboratow

Dr. Jeffiey Gkfiey, Atmospheric Sciences Section, Environmental
Research Division, ANL,delivered the opening lecture at the inauguration
of the USACh’s certificate program on the environment, which opened with
an enrollment of over 20 students.
Dr. Guenter Conzelmm, Decision and Information Sciences Division,
Argonne National Laboratory, discussed Argonne’s Energy and
Environmental System Analysis work, which involves: the development of
specific analytical tools and methodologies; and the application of these
tools and methodologies to address a variety of issues, including electric
system analysis, total energy system analysis, and environmental analysis.
ANL will be hosting visiting researchers and students from CEPA
institutions in Texas and Puerto Rico.
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Sandia NationaI Laboratories

Dr. Dan E. Arvizu, Director, Materials and Process Sciences Center, Sandia
National Laboratories, presented an overview of the distinguishing features
of the DOE National Laboratories; specifically, their ability to address
national problems; to serve as instruments of national policy; to solve
complex, multidisciplinary problems; to execute large projects through
collaborativeteams; to maintain an outstanding staff of experts (30 40% of
whom are Ph.D.s); and facilitating linkages with the military, industrial, and

-

higher education sectors.

Dr. Arvizu discussed as well the strengths of the national laboratories in
developing model-based products and process designs; developing
intelligent manufacturing systems; and developing direct-build technologies.
He discussed at length the role of national laboratories in fostering
international partnerships that focus on the environment and the issues of
developing sustainable energy sources in developing countries.

VI. Other Initiatives Generated at the Annual Meeting
The face-to-face networking the annual meeting made possible speeded up a
number of collaborative projects that were in the preliminary stage and
encouraged interuniversity information exchanges, as well as a more active
involvement in CEPA of Sandia and Argonne National Labs. Specific
initiatives include:
1. A one-year certificate program on environmental issues ranging from

basic concepts to socioeconomic factors, global problems,
environmental management, public policy and legislation developed
at Centro EULA has proved very appealing to a broad range of
professionals looking to gain an understanding of environmental
issues to assist them in their own line of work. The Organization of
American States is offering scholarships for an intensive 4-week
session of this course in October. (See Appendix IO, “Diploma in
Analysis and Management of the Environment.”). CEPA institutions
in Puerto Rico and Texas want to use this program as a point of
reference.

2. Texas A&M Corpus Christi (TAMUCC) is proposing to explore the
development of a virtual university for environmental education in the
Americas via the Internet (See Appendix II). This would be an
enhancement of the bilingual environmental information system
CEPA has begun already.
3. Establishing links with the United Nations Environmental Program
(PNUMA) and its 400 institutional affiliates for Latin America and

the Caribbean.
4, Continuing to develop CEPA’s relationship with La Mutual de
Seguridad in order to broaden their support of CEPA initiatives.
5. Immediately after the CEPA annual meeting, Dr. Juan Ferrada of

ORNL visited the Centro Nacional del Medio Ambiente (CENMA)
with Dr. Marina Hermosilla from CONAMA. CENMA is an
institution supported by CONAMA and directed by Dr.Juan
Escudero. The main concern expressed by Dr.Hennosifla is the lack
of professionals trained to accomplish the environmental objectives
and responsibilities of CONAMA. CONAMA will seek help from
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Chilean universities for the preparation of these professionals.
However, the curricula at these institutionshave to be modified.
CEPA institutions, in collaboration with DOE National Laboratories,
can address this need. That is the kind of capacity building at
government and regulatory agencies CEPA universities are willing
and able to provide at all CEPA regions. (Appendix 12)
Margarita Benitez
CEPA Executive Director

Appendix ## 1

“Remarh to the CEPA Participants”:
Secretary Federico Peiia
US.Department of Energy

PREPARED REMARKS BY U S . ENERGY SECRETARY PERA

..

CEPA LUNCHEON
April 16, 1998

Buenos dias.

Saludos a 10s cienfificos del 10s laboratorios

nacionales del Departamento de Energia que estan en Santiago, a
Miriam Cmz, y a todos 10s participantes de esta reunion del
Consorcio Educativo para la Pmfeccih Ambiental. Hoy quiero
celebrar lo que, juntos, hemos logrado.

Before I begin, I’d like to acknowledge the Department of Energy
scientists who are in Chile breaking new ground in hemispheric
collaboration. Thank you for your hard work and dedication to
making our internationalties stronger.
As a science and technology agency, I believe that the Department
of Energy has a unique role in supporting President Clinton’s goal

of improving the science and ma
students. Forthis reason, I

performance of our nation’s

iated the Natio

Strategy last year -to provide our children with the tools they will
need to take us into the next century.
We must do everything we can to help our children succeed in areas

i

such as science and math. And the door to educational resources

u

. . must be opened to all students, including Hispanics. Through our
science education initiative, we are making the scientific resources
of the Energy Department's national labs and the remarkable talents
of the scientists and technicians at those labs available to all
students.
At the same time, CEPA institutions are providing Hispanic students
and professionals with the opportunity to fulfill their God-given
potential.

By strengthening the technical and educational

infrastructure, CEPA is making it easier for students and
professionals in the Americas to access information and educational

td.

resources from neighboring universities and research institutions.
Through collaborations with universities, businesses, and
government, CEPA is helping to strengthen educational institutions.
I salute CEPA for their work and dedication to our students.

President Frei of Chile has emphasized science education and
training as "the essential and foremost tool" for development, and he
is right. Much can be achieved if we enter into focused and
constructive partnerships in an atmosphere of mutual respect. This
is CEPA's unique vision.

Sustainable solutions to energy and environmental challenges
require an adequate science and technology base, as well as trained
environmental professionals.

Strong hemispheric cooperation

ensures that we will have the essential infrastructure for economic
development in the Americas while preserving the environment.
That is a CEPA goal that we in the Department are proud to share.

DOE’S sponsorship of CEPA is one of many steps that the U.S.
Department of Energy is taking to invest in hemispheric cooperation
on energy, energy integration, and climate change. Argonne, Oak
Ridge and Sandia National Laboratories are critical partners in this
investment strategy, and I encourage their continued participation.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to recognize CEPA for the

impressive list of accomplishments over the past year. You have
made tangible contributions to enhanced hemispheric cooperation
on education, energy, and the environment. CEPA is helping to
improve the quality of our lives and our economic opportunities. For
that I thank you. Muchas gracias y les deseo rnucho 6xito.

-

.

,

Appendix # 2

“EnvironmentalIssues and the Summit of the Americas ”:
US.Ambassador to Chile Gabriel Guerra Mondragbn

Draft Message Ambassador Gabnel Guerra Monsragon
April 15.1998, CEPA Annual Meding
ENVIR~NMENTALISSUES AND THE SUMM~TOFTHEAMERICAS
Autoridades U~iversitarns:Senores represe.ntantes del gobierno cbileno y de ta comrtfirzat
aczdemicz visiting Xientists. scholars and res&ardrersfrom the United Stat2s. Mexicc. EoiW:
cornpamo&s.puertoniquenos; good friends all who are joined hers todzy by common i&rests

and sttared aspirations.

It is a pleasure for me to take part in !he Consordo Educativa para la Proteccbn Arnbieml
(CEPA) Annual Meting. CEPA is art initiative that I have known and su~oortedsince its
inception. Scme years ago my good Friend, Miriam Cnu, haa a vism that 1 mared. k vision that
with time, effort and the support cfmay visionaries sane of whom I see here , gave me to C P A .
The CEPA vision of StrengtheninE; the technical. professional, and eduwtiona! envnonmen%l
infrasmckre in Latin A m e b and the United States Ls in alignment witti the Spirit of the Summit
of Las kmerkas. Both an calls for creative solidarity in the hemispnere to snare rexurces,
exchange infanmion, he well equipped (beccme stronger and preoarec) to jointly address the
shatlenges of econdmc growth wMle preserving the environment

North and Scuth Amwicz face complex envircnmenta! pmbfems that do not recognize born%.
Those problems require ptacticaf solutions for effestive impfemectation. It is easiet said than
done! For instance the eradicaticn of p w m y is one cf thase ccmplex c!a!ienges, since pcverty
becomes a choice beween ecunomic development and presenratm of the environment.
Certainly a scenario like that, requites the layout cf a stratem that can bat3nce economic
development and environmnS1 preservaticn for the benefit of the present and future
generations.
fhe Summ:t 3f the Americas' agenda wiil bring to &srx&on &on tDcics of the magfiitude and
conplexity iilmoted some. The Summit seeks forpartnerstiics to facilitate ttre dwehpment
and implementation 0: Straiegies in the follwing areas:
Education demanding for aticns invoking student and W c f w excnange
programs, distance education programs a d inmrporatior,of new
technologies.

Preseruatian and Strengthenmg of Demxracy and Human iiiahts
requiring actions aimed at moperation an pmjects for rroaernization of

the State.
Economic Jnteqratim and Free Trade neeaing fur actions for tqe effemve
development of SGence ana Techncfogy and reg;cnal ezeqy
cooperation.
Eradi-n

ofPoverty and DiscAmination ssking far adons in support cf
small to medium sized businesses as a way fo: job

mien enterprises acd

creaticns and ac&ns pertaining :a *Norker'shealth.

areas contain a pressing enviranrnenM component that requires aadressing and
managing for Sumrrut success. This brings to !he ni@!ight Zhe bsiief of President Frei of t h i k
regarding s c i e m education ana traininj; "Scierrce education anc training is *e essential and
fcremost tcof fcr develcpment." His view allows for asserang me importance of en:enr,g into
appropriate pametsnips thst prcmote envrronmtal education as the mmerstone that enabies
(1) environmemt infanmbn management systems, (2) capaztt building, (2) Hemspheric
cooperation for systematic emrimnmentai management and 14) participation 0:: private snd
government siakehoiders. CEPA is an accurate articulation af Presiaec?Frei's belief.

AII m s e

The U n W States has demonstrated in numerous examples its commitment 63 effearve
ecmomc development initiatives while preserving the environment Some of mese irubatnres

are:

1

Reduction of Green Hwse Emi&OnS and Joint Imolernen-don. The Unfted States :6txrnrnltted
b realistic and bnding targers for our greenhouse gas emc3sicns. It is a m cammited tu
pursuing flexible and cost-effective means to met nose targets. ~e seek tD mDiiire tm
ressums af the privata secbx in developed countries through mechanisms that atlow % e n rn
choose solutions that make gwd sense and mat are effective against gtooal warnringgreenhouse gas emtssions. The presented rneckiims is known as joint imptamentation and
certainly will be am&e to the market placs if businesses know that they will be given credit for
the emissions reduction efforts they undertake. CEPA can certainly be a pzn ofthis UndertaKhg
by providing to the Ccansonkrn a wcjec: thst will meet the greenhouse teamon goais.

Global Learning anc! Observations to Benefit the Envimnment(GL0BD Program. Young p D k
amum me world have been enmuragea to take pan in sctentific mseam relevant to the global
environmem and to make their absemtions avaiWe to sueitlsts through the INTERNET. IS
kind of interaction teaches envimnrnentaknattersmostly to the young. me United States wtil llke
to have Chile as a pariicipation cantry. CEPA can serve as cne of the condu:t for
implementation.
This does not mean that the witaborasion effcro slap at this porm for all of us. The rcad thzt lies
ahead fat CWA, the environmental future of ma Americas aca the adon items of the S u m d will
require a ccncmed &rt that c a m e and endorses gmernrneno, acadexia and private
settors to deiiver the Plan that prcvided the impiementaion template to achieve sustainable
deveiopment Hmvever, to make these initiatives more effective and adievaaie, we need more

presenca and strategic participation from pamerstiips such as CEPA between the Americas.

The Summit requires the sustainabte support of cdlaboratians aad programs s u a as CE?A to
property execute !he economic develop;nerrtlenvircnmentat management agenda. Chiie is our
partner in this endeavor snd through Comrnisiin National del Medio Arntriente (CONAMA) a
Cmsoitrum member. has provided susport to CEPA and as usual to the U S . Thank you Chile.

Outcomes of the Summit Agenda must initate cuncrete sieps the support the pressing
environmental components of the key areas. Same of the e o n ~ ~ rstep
r e are:
0

0

Devsioprnent of environmental information managecent system that
satisfies the needs of the Americas.
Support capacity building in Chile and the r e s t of the Americas.
Establishment of mectranfsmsto develop effectivex d widespread
acceoted envimnmenbl regufations.

0

Integration of ecsnomic development. education, environmental
management and human rights inro a a h s i v e pian.

CEFA ana the leaders of the region are focused
issues af edocztion. poverry alevration.
financial stability and ecc~nomicgrowth iis we are aomesticafly. It is not a coinc:uence!hat CE?.4
meets this year in Santiago de Chiie, at tne eve af the Summit of Arnericzs. In many w-ays. YCU
are auing wnat we are saying needs to 38 done: tecnnotcgy transfer, information sharing,
academic e x ~ a n g e s ,and creating new mmerships across nationat bouncanes among
academies, government t’re private Sector and ttre citizenry, tD a m n tne goat of susrslnaois
deveiopment It is a nuly common agenda. SRC :t is the qenaa WE qave devefopm calecweiy
for the Santiago Summit

For that. I salute you and I ish you well.
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Agenda of the 1998 CEPA Annual Meeting
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CONSORCIO EDUCATZVO PARA LA PROTECCION
AMBlENTAL (CEPA)
AGEM)AFORTHFA"CTAL MEETING
April 14-16,1998
SantiagodeChiIe

Tuesday, April 14&
SmaIl meetings may be arranged in the aftexnoon among the vazious institutional representatives.
Partkipants will be notifiedseparately.

u6:15 PM

Meet at &e lobby of the Hotel Carrera to walk over to the Chilean Ministry of
Foreign efbr the formal opening of the CEPAAnnUal Meeting.

6:30 PM
8:OO

PM

k g t h , Main Hdl, Anchis Bello School of Diplomacy, Chilean Mintstry
of Foreign e

Wednesday, April 15fh
{Hote! Canera gatsts will meet at the lobby at 850 AM in orderto departfbrthe campus ofu~wzskiadde

Consorcio

educativo

para

la protecci6n

5 t h o m a s c i r c l e nw. Washington d . c . 2 0 0 0 5 \ ! 2 0 2 )

ambiental

3 8 7 - 3 3 3 1 \ f a x !i1)2) 7 9 7 - 1 3 4 4

2

Morning sessions WiiI run h m 9.30 AM to I245 PM and afternoon sessions fkom 2 9 0 to
6:OO PR2

..

MORNING smroN:
9:30 AM:
9:40 AM:

1O:OO

Dr. Margarb Benitez and Dr. Anamary Daniel,Conveners

Greetings andpreliminaryremarks,Dr.MargaritaBenitez; CEPA Executive
Director
An overview of CEPA’s scientific kdhtives, Dr.Anamary Daniel, CEPA
Technical Advisor

AM to 12:45 PIM=
.

1O:OO - 10:20

u

Presentations on the research, development and technology
transfer initiatives developed in 1997-98 by researchers fkom
CEPA institutions and their NationaI Laboratory
counterparts. (Group presentations will be followed by a tenminute question and answer period.)

Dr. Linda Cain, Director, Office of University and Science Education, O W L

Oak Ridge National Laboratory: An I n t m t i o n a I Resource
10 20 - 11:OO

E.Juan Ferrada ORM, StaffDevelopmmtMember; Dr. Rubin Rodrigun,
Director, Center for Energy and the Environment -upAEp,Mkico; Dr
Adolfo Acuiia Deputy Director Centro EWA-UniverSidad.deConcepci6n,
Chile
CEPA Activities at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

,

11:oo-11:lO

BREAK

3

C&t
and FntnreCEPA CoIIaborafions with the
E i ~ v i r o ~ ~ ~ Sciences
~ ~ e n t aDmision
I
sit OakRidge National
LabOratOry

12:OO-12:30

Dr.Bruce Allen
Analytiml chemistryDivision.O N ;Dr. Nelson
Cafiasco, Materials Chemistry Department, USACh
A Proposed Environmental Collaboration Initiative Between
CEPA Institations and the OakRTdge National Laboratory

EM) OF THE MORNING SEkSION
l2:45-2:15

BREAKFORLUNCH
The US. Ambassador to Chiie, the Honorable Gabrid Guerra
Mondragh, will speak on T h e Summit of the Americas and
Environmentai rssnes"

Future Initiatives Among CEPA-National Labs-DOE
convenm:
A

Dr.Mar&& Benitez and Dr.Anamary Daniel

I

.I

4

Represextta&s of the US. Department of Energy and the NationaI Lab
as weU 8s two CEPA universities, willpresentcnrrentacfivitiespertinen
to fixture CEPA initiatives. CEPA nnmerSity representatives wiU take
partin a panel discussion of today's presentations, and how their
parti&afion in CEPA canevoive from the CEPA snmmit

Romulo D k q U. S. Department of Energy

CEPA fiom the perspective of the US, Department of Energy
250 -3:lO

Dr. JefEey S. W e y , Atmospheric Sciences Section Environmental
Research Division, Argonne National Laboratory
Environmentai Research Division Capabilities at Argonne National
Laboratory:.Focns on AirQnaiitg

3~10-3:30

Dr.Guentei Conzehann, Decision and Wonnation Sciences Division,
h o m e National Lab
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Enviironmental Analysis of the Energy System: Lessons Learned fiom
Argonne's 25 Years in the Business
3:30 -350

Dr.Dan Awhg Director, Center for Material and Process Sciences, Sandia
NationaI Laboratories

An overview of Sandia National Lab, and its experience with fuel cell
~ o l o g y .

3:50-4:00

BREAK

..

5

A Iook at CEPA h m the private sector.

Presentations by CEPA Universities
Convener

Dr.MargaritaBdtez, CEPA Executive Director

4:20 - 4:40

Dr. m e l a Ramirez,Director, CECIA (Centm de E&caci6n, Conservaci6n
e Interpretaci6n Ambiental.) Universidad Interamericana-Puerto Rico

Overview of CECIA. Methodology for the Developmentof
Environme&IWater Qnaiity Indicators
4~40- 500

woo 4 4 0
5:45-6:00

Dr.Jose Martin, Dean of Natural Sciences, University of Texas in
Brownsville
CEPA university representatives will take part in a panel discussion of
the day's presentations and how they relate to their own institutional
initiatives. Dr. Bm'tez will moderate.

SessionWrapup andAdjournment.
After this session, a Special Event=Inauguration of a new certificate
program on environmental education at IMA-USACh. This program
was developed through a CEPA cobborative initiative among UPAEP,
ORNL,and USACh.

6

.-

Dr. Jaime Cmejo, CEfA-Chile Coordinator
The morning session will focus on educational networking andresearch
initiatives inLatin America andchile.
9~30-9~40

Greetings and Introduction, Dr. Jaime Cornejo

9:40-1020

RepresentativeS from Chile’s Comisi6nNacional de Medio Ambiente
(CONAMA)
Environmentalissnesin Chile

10:20-1l:OO

w1:oo-11:.10
11:10-l1:30

Keynote Address: Dr.Enrique Le@ Coordinator, Environmental
Education Network for Latin America and the Caribbean, United
Nations Environmental Program

BREAK
Dr. Andrei Tchemitchin, Head ofthe Experimental Endocrinology and
Environmental Pathology Lab, Universidad de Chile
Environmental Research and Teaching Activities at the University of
Chile

1 1:30-11:50

Dr.Hugo Campos, Universidad Austral de Chile
An overview of Universidad Austral

,

1 1~50-12: 10

Dr.Oscar Panq Director Centro EULA - Universidad de Concepci6n
EULA en el entorno CEfA

..

...
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12:10-12:30
..
.*

.

Dr..
. Jaime Comejo, Director, Gestidn IMA
sessim wrapup

12:30-12:45

EM)OF TEE MORNING SESSION

12~45-2~15

BREAKFORLUNCH

AFI'ERNOONSESSION

Dr.MargaritaBm'tez

Convener:

CEPAlooks ahead. Branching out into related disciplines and new
partnerships with the private sector and with other countries.

2:20-2:30

Introduction to the future. Dr.Margarit& Bm'tez

2:00-3:15

CoL Albert0 Abastoflor, Director, Military E n g i n b g School of Bolivia
La situaci6n medioambientd de Bolivia.
Pasto Grande.

El proyecto arqueoldgico de

3~15-350

Discussion period

3:50-4:00

BREAK

4:00-4:30

CEPA Action Plan for 1998-Dr.Anaxnary Daniel

4:30-5:00

New Business

5:00-5:15

Wrapup and Adjournment

,

.
X

Appendix # 4
CEPA 's Action Plan
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.

.

The CEPA Action Plan for I998

LJ

The focus for the remainder of the afternoon was the CEPA Action Plan for
1998, which was presented by Dr,Anamary Daniel in three separate
categories: ongoing activities; currently planned activities; and activities to
be developed in the fbture. CEPA’s ongoing activities for 1998 include:
P

Capacity Building:

P

bd

P

Phase implementation of UPAEP’s Master’s Degree Program
USACh adoption of UPAEP Master’s Degree Program (Fall Summer 1998)
Follow-up on Polytechnic University’s visit to Sandia to develop an
undergraduate environmental engineering program (Summer - Fall
1998)

Joint Research:

-

Follow-up preparation of joint proposal entitled “Path Forward:
Technology to Enhance IMA-USACh-ORNL Relationship under
CEPA”

-

USACh-ORNL preparation of manuscript for publication on the
results of phytoremediation analysis

Technology Transfer:

-

Follow-up on USACh-ORNL initiativeto develop performance-based
analytical procedures tailored to specific environmental needs

-

Follow up on USACh-ORNL initiative to deploy state-of-the-art
certified analytical methodology and instrumentationas necessary to
address specific needs

.

I

.
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CEPA’s currently planned activities include:

Li

o Capacity Building

o

Visit to ORNL of two UTB faculty members to develop
undergraduateprogramming in environmental sciences (Summer Fall 1998)

Faculty Development

-

Visit to ORNL of Dr. Andrei Tchernitchin from Universidad de Chile
to develop further research areas in experimental endocrinology and
environmental pathology (Summer - Fall 1998)

o Joint Research

-

bi

Development of Center for Education, Conservation and Environment
Protection (CECIA) research initiatives among Inter American
University campuses and other CEPA members (Fall 1998)

o Student Exchange

-

Summer visit to ANL of two undergraduate students from
Universidad del Sagrado Coraz6n in Puerto Rico to conduct research
activities under the guidance of Dr. Jeff GaEFney and selected staff
(1 998)

-

Visit to ANL of two UTI3 faculty members to develop a decision
analysis center to address environmental border issues (Spring 1999)
CEPA activities to be developed in the near future include:

P

Faculty Development and Joint Research

-

Visit to ORNL of two faculty members from Universidad Aut6noma
de Tlaxcala to develop research areas in hydrogeological modeling
and wastewater steam characterization of the Tlaxcala region (Spring
- Summer 1998)

3

P

i

Capacity Building

-

Follow-up on EULA-ORNL-DOE initiative regarding short courses
on pollution prevention principles directed to the Educational, Public
and Industrial Sectors of the VIII Region of Chile (Summer - Fall
1999)

-

Assessment of programmatic and environmental priorities of the
following universities: Texas A&M University, Corpus Christi
(Summer 1998), and Universidad Austral de Chile (Summer 1998)
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CEPA

Consomio Edbcatiw p~ fa Pmte&&n AmbieMal

CEPA Annual Meetin%
at
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
ApriI 14-16,1998
Participartisfiomthe United St&es, Puerto Rim, Mgxim, Bolivia, and Chile

Keynote Speakers

w

1. The Honorable Gabriel Guerra Mondrag6n
United States Ambassador to Chile

2. Dr. Enrique Leff
Coordinator, Environmental Education Network for Latin America and the Caribbean,
United Nations Environmental Program (PNUMA)

&uitv Research Cbmmation

3. Ms.MiriamCruz
President, Eq&ty Research C
4. Dr. Margarita Benft

CEPA Executive Director
5. Dr. Anamary Daniel
CEPA Technical Consultant
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Scientists from the DOE and

i

The National Labotatmks

6. Dr. Juan Ferrada
Chemical Technical Division Oak Ridge National Laboratory

-

7. Dr. Linda Cain
Director OBce of University and Science Education Oak Ridge National Laboratory
8. Dr. James b a r
Environmental Sciences Division - Oak Ridge National Laboratory
9. Dr. Bruce Tomkins
Chemical and Analytical Sciences Division - Oak Ridge National Laboratory
10. Dr. Jeffrey S. Gaffney
Atmospheric, Physics and Chemistry Group, Environmental Research Division Argonne National Laboratory

hd

11. Dr. Guenter Conzelmann
Assistant Energy Systems Engineer - Argonne National Laboratory
12. Dr. Dan E. Arvizu
Director of the Materials and Process Sciences Center - Sandia National Laboratory

13. R6mulo Diaz, Esq.
Special Counsel to the Secretary of Energy - DOE, Washington, D.C.

Representatives fiom CEPA Institutions
14. Dr. JosC Martin
of Natural Sciences
15. Dr. Grady Blount
Chair, Department of Phy

hi

16. Dr. Pedro Ruben Rodriguez
Director, Center for Energy and the Environment, Universidad Popular Autbnoma del
Estado de Puebla, Mexico
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17. Ing. Vicente Pacheco
Vice Chancellor Universidad Popular Autonoma del Estado de Puebla

-

18. Ing. Moisb Merlo
Dept. of Engineering, Universidad Autonoma de Tlaxcala, Mexico

19. Dr. Gifberto Vdez
Dean of Engineering, Universidad Polithnica de Puerto Rico
20. Prof. Manuel Ravelo
Business Administration Department - Universidad del Sagrado Corazon, Puerto Rico
21. Dr. GracieIa Ramirez
Director of the Center for Education, Conservation and Environment Protection (CECIA)
- Universidad Interamericana de Puerto Rico
22. Dr. Jaime J. Comejo
Academic Director, Gestion IMA, Departamento de Qufmica de 10s Materiales, Facultad
de Quimica y Biologia, Universidad de Santiago de Chile
23. Dr. Oscar P a m
Director, Centro EULA- Chile. Universidad de Concepcibn
24. Dr. Andrei Tchernitchin
CIMAB, Facultad de Medicina. Universidad de Chile

25. Dr. Hugo Campos
Facultad de Ciencias. Universidad Austral de Chile
26. Sr. Rodrigo Egafia
Director Ejecutivo. Comision Nacional del Medio Ambiente, Chile
27. Dr. Nelson Carrasco
Departamento de Quimica de 10s Materiales, Facultad de Quimica y Biologia,
Universidad de Santiago de Chile.
28. Dr. Sergio Montes

Departamento de Quimica de 10s
Universidad de Santiago de Chile

ales, Facultad de Quimica y Biologia,

29. Dr. Ricardo Schmidt
Departamento de Quimica de 10s Materiales, Facultad de Quimica y Biologia,
Universidad de Santiago de Chile

30. Prof. Heman Soto
Departamento de Quimica de 10s Materiales, Facultad de Quimica y Biologia,
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
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31. Prof. Eduardo Valero
Departamento de Quimica de 10s Materiales, Facultad de Quimica y Biologia,
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
32. Dr. Lisandro Chueco
Jefe del Programa de Doctorado, Centro EULA- Chile. Universidad de Concepcion
33. Dr. Adolfo Acufia

Sub Director, Centro EULA- Chile. Universidad de Concepcion
34. Dr. Sergio Cabrera
Departamento de Biologia. Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de Chile

35. Dra. Nina Lapin
Laboratorio de Patologia Ambiental, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de Chile
36. Dr. Lionel Gil
Departamento de Bioquimica, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de Chile

37. Dr. Clam Behn
Departamento de Fisiologia. Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de Chile

cd

38. Dr. Jose Hernandez

Facultad de Ingenieria, Universidad de Chile
39. Dr. Leandro Herrera
Facultad de Ingenieria, Universidad de Chile

Bolivian Dekation
40. Cnl. Aiberto Abastoflor (Ret.)
Advisor to Bolivia’s Military Engineering School
41. Lcd. HCctor Ormachea
Executive Director - Centro Boliviano Americano, La Paz

42. I ng. Hktor Cdrdoba
Vice Chancellor - Universidad Catolica de Bolivia, La Paz
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“EnvironmentalEducation and Sustainable Development ”:
Dr.Enrique Le#

ENVIRONMENTALEDUCATION AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
Enrique Lefl

The environmental question emerges as a crisis in civilization characterized by three
fundamental points of rupture and renovation in relation to the rationality of modernity:
a) The limits of growth and the (Roegen, 1971; Meadows et.al., 1972);

b) The breaking up of knowledge and the emergence of systems theory, complexity, and
interdisciplinarity(Apostel, 1975; Funtowicz & Ravetz, 1994; Garcia, 1986);
c) The questioning of the State and the market,and the emergence of citizen demands for
equity, democracy, justice, participation, autonomy and self-determination.

W

These points of rupture have led to questioning of the paradigms of knowledge and the
societal models of modernity. They point up the need to build another social rationality
informed by new values and knowledge, by new means of production founded on
ecological bases, cultural meanings and new f o m of democratic organization (Leff,
1995). This new social paradigm implies a change in the economic, political and cultural
order of our times, which is unthinkable without a transformation in the awareness and
behaviour of people. That is why education must become a strategic process to form
values, skills and capacities to direct the transition towards sustainability.
The environmental question as a problem of development and interdisciplinarity as a
method for integrated knowledge emerged as complementary responses to the crisis in the
rationality of modernity (UNESCO,1980, 1985). Environmental education absorbed the
new paradigm of complexity through a holistic approach to reality and an
interdisciplinary recomposition of knowledge. In contrast to the intentions of the
scientific project founded on formal and instrumental rationality to gain increasing
control over the world, ecology, open system thennodynamics and chaos theory
incorporate complexity, disorder, imbalance and uncertainty in the field of knowledge
(Morin,1980). Science opens up from the accumulation and growth of positive formal
knowledge, to incorporate the question of power and the strategic nature of knowledge
(Foucault, 1989).

W

Experience in the last twenty years has revealed institutional obstacles and disciplinary
interests that hinder progress in environmental education. Theoretical and pedagogical
resistance has caused many programmes with interdisciplinary aims to fail, owing to the
difficulty of integrating the current paradigms of knowledge. Environmental
interdisciplinarity is neither the addition nor the articulation of disciplines; nor can it be

.
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achieved outside the established paradigms of science as a pure game of complex
thought. Environmental education requires the construction of new interdisciplinary
objects of study, the transformation of prevailing paradigms, the training of teachers and
the incorporation of emerging environmental knowledge in new curricular programmer
(Leff, 1986).
It has not been easy to move fiom the concept and methods of complexity to the design
and implementation of interdisciplinary training programmes. This process is more than
simply joining disciplines to put together a multi-thematic programme. Interdisciplinary
teaching in the field of the environment involves the construction of new paradigms of
knowledge, and their incorporation as integrated content in the training process. It
requires the training of teaching teams, the outlining of diverse environmental subject
areas, new teaching strategies and new cunicular structures.
Formal environmental education projects have lacked critical epistemological,
methodological and pedagogical surveillance in conducting these programmes. Thus, the
implementation of environmental programmes in universities has been relatively slow,
which has resulted in a lack of professionals able to prepare and apply effective
environmental policies. Although environmental knowledge has been developimg in
some areas of the natural and social sciences, it has not been fully incorporated into the
curricular content of new education programmer. Even though the supply of graduate
courses in diverse subject areas has grown, the interdisciplinary nature and their
environmental content of the courses is yet a purpose to be fulfilled. Furthermore,
incipient efforts are only beginning to provide training that will enable local authorities,
communities and the general population to exercise the rights granted to them in many
countries by laws regarding the envirOnmental assessment of development projects and
the implementation of participatory self-management or co-management of natural
resources production.
Together with complex thought and of interdisciplinarymethods, a philosophy of nature
and environmental ethics has also emerged. These ecosophies range from deep ecology
(Naess, 1989) and biocentrism to social ecology that proposes new democratic values for
the reorganization of society on the basis of peaceful coexistence, solidarity, integration,
autonomy and creativity, in harmony with nature (Bookchin, 1991). Environmental
awareness emerges as a need to reintegrate mankind into nature. Ecology, as a systemic
science, appears as a paradigm capable of reintegrating the pieces of knowledge left by
modern science to reorder the world. Thus,the political ecosophies and philosophies of
environmentalism are founded on ecology as a model of social organization and
knowledge.
Ecologist values have permeated the ideologies and practices of diverse ecologist and
eco-community groups. Environmental ethics contributes new values and general
principles that have been assimilated in the guidelines and content of some education
programmer. These are reflected in the activities of various non-governmental
organizations and have expanded towards the content of textbooks and study

U

programmer. The environmental dimension has thus been oversimplified and reduced to
the incorporation of ecological topics and principles in the different subject areas at the
primary level and to a general treatment of ecological values, rather than finding a way to
translate the concept of environment and complex thought into the foxmation of new
perceptions, new attitudes and new knowledge.
Environmental education has focused on nature conservation values; environmental
principles have been incorporated through a view of interrelationships in ecological and
social systems to underscore some of the most visible problems of environmental
degradation, such as the pollution of natural resources and ecological services, the
management and disposal of domestic and industrial wastes. The pedagogy of the
environment has promoted the contact of students with their surroundings. In that regard,
formal environmental education at the basic level transmits to the students a general
awareness of the environment, which induces a change in their perceptive capacities and
behaviours. However, environmental education is fkr from having fully penetrated the
formal education system with its new insights. The environmental principles and values
promoted by the pedagogy of the environment should be enriched with a pedagogy of
complexity, to induce in students the capacity to analyse multiple causality and the
interrelationships of their world at different stages in their psychogenetic development,
generating critical and creative thinking through new cognitive capacities.

ki

Environmental values are also being induced h m outside the formal education
processes. These range from general ecological principles (behaviour in harmony with
nature) and new political ethics (openness to political plurality and tolerance towards
others), to new cultural and collective rights that reflect the social interests revolving
around the reappropriation of nature and the diversity of lifestyles, which break with the
homogeneity and centralization of power in the prevailing economic, political and
cultural order.
These values -which express a new political culture-- are penetrating the formal

education system through participatory research and their incorporation into new
curricular contents. The politicization of environmental values is also present in the
nonformal education projects conducted by ecologist groups with communities and
linked to the defense of their environment, the social appropriation of nature and the
self-management of their productive resources. These projects give rise to grass-roots
ecological education inspired in a pedagogy of liberation (Freire, 1970) enriched with
principles of ecological sustainability and direct democracy.

In contrast to the objectivduniversal aims of science, environmental knowledge gives

hi

special value to unique, subjective and personal knowledge. Environmental education
promotes the construction of personal knowledge which is the subjective entry into the
world of complexity. This personal knowledge is built through a dialectical confrontation
with reality and dialogue with others that gives consistency and coherence to knowledge,
but expresses fkquently opposing interests imbedded in alternative world views. In that
regard, complex knowledge is achieved not only through interrelationships with the

cb'

external environment, but also through tension with otherness, which confronts the
objectiveness of knowledge with different meanings for each subject and each culture,
thereby generating a critical process that specifies and ingrains knowledge in individual
and collective interests.
Environmental education should be viewed as part of a strategy to stimulate the collective
reconstruction and personal reappropriation of knowledge. It implies that there is no fixed
and given knowledge that is conveyed and instilled in the minds of students, but rather an
education process that develops the capacity of students to construct concepts on the basis
of theirprimary meanings. From this education perspective, the student is an actor in an
ideological and social environment in which capacities can be developed for the student
to shape his personal knowledge in relation to his own environment through critical and
complex thought. Learning becomes the production of meanings and the subjective
appropriation of knowledge. In that regard, the education process helps to build new
social actors who will direct the transition towards a democratic and sustainable fut&e.
Thus, environmentalism is rooted in social movements that reflect culturalized and
territorialized conflicts. Environmental education opens up a process of building and
appropriating concepts that produce conflicting and divergent meanings of sustainability.
Culture appears as the matrix of rationalities that resignify and specify the principles of
environmental rationality, deeply instilling thcnl in the world of each person's and each
community's life.

The challenges of sustainable development involve the need to build capacity to direct
development founded not only on ecological bases, but on social equity, cultural diversity
and political democracy. That implies establishing the right to environmental education
and training as a principle of sustainable development, to enable every person and every
society to produce and appropriate the information, techniques and knowledge required to
participate in the management of their production processes, to decide their own
conditions of existence and to define their quality of life. It is a question of doing away
with dependence and inequity based on the unequal distribution of knowledge; it is a
strategy to empower citizens and governments with knowledge and capacities to
participate in the decision-making and management of sustainable development.
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UPAEP Master 's Degree Program

Appendix # 8

Faculty Internship to O W L by two Faculty Members
of the Universidad de Concepcibn

Past CEPMORNL Interactions

ick

Past
0
0

0
0

Long history of collaboration in research and education
Scientists fiom four major Chilean universities toured ORNL facilities prior to
signing of Memorandum of Understanding
Ten representatives from CEPA institutions have visited O W L since March 1997
Participation of graduate student from the University of Santiago in collaborative
research project at ORNL,

ORNL Vkit of Professon Adogo Acuiia and Pedro Pedrerosfrom EULA, University of
Concepcidn -Agenda
Date

Activitv

Li

Discussion of Chilean Presentation
Air Dispersion Modeling
Water Resources Modeling
Energy and Economics
Water Shed Planning
Systems Analysis
Remediation
Effects of HydroelectricPower
on Aquatic Systems
Environmental Science Division
Pollution Pnvention, DOE Rogram
Pollution Prevention
Environmental Externalities
Water Quality, DOE Program
Energy and Environment,
an ORNL Perspective
Energy Planning System
Demand Side Management
Energy and Industrial Perspective

-

Speaker

Monday, March 23,1998
Tuesday, March 24,1998
Wednesday, March 25,1998
Wednesday. March 25.1998
Tuesday. March 25,1998
Thursday, March 26,1998
Friday, March 27.1998

Linda Cain and Juan F d a
Bob Miller
John Tawe
Bob Perlack
Tim Ensminger
Juan 1. Fenada
Lcs Dole

Monday, March 30.1998
Monday, March 30,1998
Tuesday, March 3I. I998
Tuesday, March 3I, 1998
Wednesday,April I, 1998
Thursday, April 2,1998

Glenn Cada
Tom Ashwood
Ana Gonzalez, DOE
lrvin W. OsbOme-Lce
Russell Lee
Gary Hartman, Steve Haas. DOE

Thursday, April 2.1998
Friday, April 3,1998
Monday, April 6.1998

John Sheffield
Jim VanCoevering
Marilyn Brown
Tony Schaffhaus

b/'

ORNL Visit of Professom Adouo Acuiia and Pedro Pedrerosfrom EUU4,UniverSiry
of Concepcidn
Analvsis of Visit
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

Ld
0

0
0

Contact: Dr. John D. Tauxe, ORNL
Area: Ground Water Hydrogeologist
Potential Project:
a. Hydrogeology Modeling of Sensitive Areas in Pipeline Projects at the VI11
Region.
b. Evaluation of contamination in the underground water table at disposal
sites.
Contact: Dr. Juan Ferrada, O W L
Area: Modeling and Simulation
Potential Project:
a) Environmental Modeling of the Bio-Bio River System using FLOW
Simulator
b) Management and Disposal Options for Industrial Hazardous Wastes at the
VIII Region
c) Workshops about Systems Analysis applied to Environmental Problems
Contact: Ms Ana R. Gonzalez, DOE and Dr. Irvin Osborne-Lee, ORNL
Area: Pollution Prevention
Potential Project:
a) Short courses on Pollution Prevention Principles directed to the Academic,
Public, and Industrial Sectors of the VIII Region
Contact: Dr.Russell Lee, ORNL
Area: Energy and Environment Policy Analysis Program
Potential Project:
a) Preliminary Assessment of Externalities of Hydro Electrical Power
Generation in the Bio-Bio River System
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“Current and Future Collaborations between CEPA and the Environmental
Sciences Division (ESD) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)’’
Dr.James Loar

Current and Future Collaborationsbetween
CEPA and the Environmental Sciences
Division (ESD) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL)

James M. b a r
CEPA Annual Meeting
Santiago, Chile
April 14-16,1998
Initial Collaborations
0

Scientists from four major Chilean universities in the CEPA consortium toured ESD
facilities during visit to ORNL (August 1996)
Correspondence via email initiated between Dr. Jaime Cornejo and Dr. Art Stewart

0

Scientists at ORNL obtained funding to support collaboration on a study entitled
“Phytoremediation Research: Gas-phase Testing of a Sampling Chamber for Volatile
Contaminants” (September 1997)

Descrintion of Study
0

0

W
0

0

0

Evaluated the efficiency of Chilean plants in eliminating indoor air pollutants
Used expertise and instrumentation in ESD and the Chemistry and Analytical Science
Division to extend studies that had been initiated in Chile
Involved 3-week visit to O W L by Franz Muiloz, a student of Dr. Cornejo, who
conducted the chemical analyses
Involved Dr. David Joy, ORNL-UT Distinguished Scientist in the Metals and Ceramics
Division, who helped to characterize the leaf surfaces by scanning electron microscopy
and x-ray emission
Collaboration on data analyses and manuscript preparation are continuing

Recent Collaborations
0

Dr.Cornejo visited ORNL in February 1998 and worked with ESD scientists
Preparedjoint proposal entitled “PathForward: Technology Transfer to Enhance
IM-USACH-OWL Relationship under CEPA ”
Prepared drqF manuscript summarizing the results ofphytoremediation research

0

Drs. Adolfo Acuira and Pedro Pedreros, Environmental Studies and Research Center at
the University of Concepcich, visited ORNL in March 1998

ESD stflgave fwe presentations on topics rangingf o m environmental analyses of
hydroelectricprojects to innovative biological monitoring techniques
Further discussions are planned at the Universiyof Concepcidn on April I 7, I998

Potential Areas for Future Collaborations

b

0

Phytoremediation
Research related to reducing air and water pollution
Joint proposal to DOE-EE on innovative space conditioning systems

0

Analysis of environmental impacts related to hydropower development

70--80% of Chile s' electricity is produced by &lropower
Six projects planned on Bio-Bio River

OWL has provided the environmental leadership to DOE Hydkopower Programfor
past 20 years
0

Biomarkers of aquatic ecosystem health
Scientistsfiom both Chile and ORNL collaborate with scientists at the Universityof
Sieno, Italy on biomarker research
Interaction initiated via email between Dr. Marshall Adams (ORNL) and Dr. Ricardo
Barra (vniversity of Concepiiin)

Planninp for Future Collaborations
0

Continue to identify areas of mutual interest and key scientists in Chile and at ORNL
Prepare joint proposals to support
Cooperativeresearch

LJ
'

0

Education and training

Commit to build on success of initial collaborations

In kind contribution

UPAEP Master's Degree Program
$1 OK
EULA faculty visit

$1 OK

Academic training
S2K
Environmental Security Proposal
$10K
USACH Master's Degree Program Adaptation $2K
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“Diplomain Analysis and Management of the Environment ’’
Universidad de Concepcidn, Chile

UNIVERSIDAD DE CONCEPCION
Research and Environmental Studies Center EULA-Chile
Diploma in analysis and management of the environment

DIPLOMA IN ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF W E EMnRONMENT

w

cesna f56-C, Fax: 05647-242546; E-mail: ppacheco@udec.d

UNIVERSIDAD DE CONCEPCION
Research and Environmental Studies Center EULA-Chile
Diploma in analysis and management of the envirrrnment

DIPLOMA IN ANALYSIS AND MANAGEMEW OF THE ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAM

fhe objecfiveof this module is to intmduced the students to the sttucture and
functiono f the natural system.

Topics
1.- Intducfion (4 h)

Environmental Science Concept
Environment
Susfainable development
Interdiscipline and integration
Meaning of the thematic sequence o f the Diploma program.
2.- Atmosphere (10h)

Basic concepts
Atmospheric arculation
Thermal inversion
Seminar
3.-Geosphere (10h)

General concepts on geographic projection system
Basic prinapies of geomorphology
Modeling agent (hydric erosion, eolic erosion, sedimentation)
Prinapies of fluvial and coastal morphology
Soil formationprocesses, dassification of soils according to its use
capacity, soil types, dimate-soil relantionships, vegetation-soil relantionships.
Seminar

Casi7a $564,Fax: 05641-242546; €-mal: ppacheco@udec.d

UNlVERSlDAD DE CONCEPClON
Research and Environmental Studies Center EULA-Chile
DiprOma in analpis and management of the envirr>nment

4. Hydrosphere (74h)

Continental waters
Hydmlogic cycle
Classification
Marine waters
The oceanic urcu!ation and its variabi.fjty
Coastal upwellingJvertical structure of the ocean
Seminar
5.- Biosphere (8h)

The levels of organization and the diversity of life

. Metabolism and its environmental meaning
The flowof energy and biogeochemical cydes

Seminar

6.- Ecological Systems (8h)

Basic concepts, ecosystemsJpopulations
Men and its environment
Habitat diversity
Community interactions
Seminar
7.- Natural Resources (2h)

Classification
Air, soilJ water resources
Reserves and NafionalParks
8.- Workshop (8h) Cases of study

Casiaa 7 5 6 4 ,

Fax: -1-242546;

€-mal: ppacheco@udec.d

UNIVERSIDAD DE CONCEPCION
Research and Environmental Studies Center EULA-Chile
Diploma in analysis and management of the environment

MODULE !I= THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM (56h)

Topics
1.- Naturai resources emnomy and environment (12 h)

Demand-ofiec producer and consumer equiiibria. Producer and
consumer excess
Externalities of the p r o d u ~ o nand the consumption, the right to property and
optimum pollution
Economic valuation of the natural resouroes
Seminar
2.- Economic, social and demographic indicators (12 h)

Population growth, regional GDP, investment, employment, expodation
Social indicators (poverty, access to basic sendces) Demographic indicators
(mortality rate, birthrate rate, migrations, distribution of the population)
Seminar

3.-Regional Development (14h)
Availability and current use of the natural resources in the region (forest,
agriculture, mining energetic, hydric resources) Property and distribution factors
ofthe production (natural resources, capital, work).
Process of pmductive reconversion, opening ofthe regional economy to
the external
Seminar
4.- Workshop (8h). Cases of study
5.- Diploma seminar (IOh)

Casrjna 1564, Fax: 05641-242546; Ema7: ppacheco@udec.d

UNIVERSIDAD DE CONCEPCION
Research and Environmental Studies Center EULA-Chile
and management of the environment
Diploma in anal’s

MODULE111 :EFFECTS OF THE ANTHROPIC ACTIVITY IN THE
ENVIRONMENT. (60h)
Topics
1.- Global environmental problems (28h)

Global climatic change (atmosphete, continents, oceans)
Destruction o f the ozone layer
Deforestation, desettfication, erosion.
Biadiversity redudion
Social problems in the world (Seminar)
Demographic growth, undevelopment and povew
Industrial and urban residues generation (Seminar)
2.- Contamination and environmental quality (WI)

(cd

Contamination (air, water and soil)
Environmental quality indicators
Noms and standards
Uses and environment quality
Seminar

3.-Workshop (6h) Cases of study
4. Diploma seminar (6h)

w

&@a iw,Fa: 05647-242546; E-mail: ppacheco@udec.d

UNIVERSIDAD DE CONCEPCION
Research and Environmental Studies Center EULA-Chile
Diploma in analjds and management of the envimnment

MODULE N:ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (7Oh)
1.-Environmental management :instruments and tools (32h)

Sustainable development
Envimnmental legislation
Environmental impact assessment and environmental impact
studies:methodologies and cases of study
Environmental audit
Economic mechanisms forthe environmental regulation, taxes,
rates, fines, pollufion rights.

2.- Sustainable management o f the tenitoty (20 h)

u

Territorial planning
Basic concepts
Historic development
Planning instruments
Urban settlement and environment
Integrated basins management
Management amstal zone
Seminar

3.- Control of environmental problems (j2 h)
Control of che erosion .
Basic notions on techniques for soil
management and soils conservation
Management in the industw
Contaminationprevention
Environmental compatible tech
Treatment technologies
Methods forthe rational use o f the energy Seminar
4.-Diploma seminar (2h)
5.- Workshop (6h) Cases of study

U
Cadla 1564, Fax: 056-41-242546; Emai7: ppachew@udec.d

UNi VERSlDADDE CONCEPCION
Research and Environmental Studies Center EULA-Chile
Diploma in analysis and management of the environment

PROFESSORS LECTUR/NG IN THE PROGRAM
Abanua Riquelme, Mireya
Acuiia Catmona, Adolfo
Aguilem Vidal, Rosa
Antinao Jeldes, Fernando
Anizaga Mimnda, Albetto
Az6car Garcia, Gerardo.D.
Bam Rios, Ricardo
Blanm Palma, tiem&
Cisterna Vega, M a m

Icd

lnostroza Mellado, Esther
Martinez PMa, Patricia
Muiioz Reboliedo, Marla
Pacheco Jam, Patricia
Pam Banientos, Oscar
Pedrem Pbrez, Pedro
Rivera Val&s, Susana

Rojas HemiSndez, Jorge
Ruiz Adaros, Bolivar
Sobarzo Bustamante, Marcus
Urmfia Ere&Roberto
Valdovinos Zarges, Claudio
Weinert Seyfarth, Otto

CJ

Biologist, MSc. in Microbiology
Marine Biologist MSc in Oceanography
Business Engineer, Msc. in Project
evaluation
Geogmpher
Biologist, Ph.D. in Biology
Geogmpher, Ph in Environmental Sciences
Biochemist, Ph.D. in Environmental
Sciences
Engineer, Msc. in Environment and
development
Geographer,Ph.D.(c) in Environmental
Saences
lawyer, M.Arfs
Geographer,Ph.D. ( c) in Environmental
Sciences
Architect, Ph.0. (e) in Atchitectute
Biologist, Ph.D. in Sciences
Biologist, Ph.D. in Natural Resouroes
Engineer, Electrical Ma@r
Engineer, Ph.D( d ) in Environmental
Saences
SocWogfst, Ph.D. in Sodology

h w r
Marine Biologist, Ph.D. (c ) in
Oceanography
Biologist, Ph.D. in Environmental Sciences
Biologist, Ph.D. (c) in Zoology
Pharmacist, Msc. in Chemistw.

Cadla 1564, Fax: 056-41-242546; E-ma7:ppacheco@udec.d

UNIVERSIDAD DE CONCEPCION
Research and Environmental Studies Center EUU-Chile
Diploma in ana&sis and management of the environment

SUMMARY OF THE DIPLOMA ACTNmES

Version

Year

Campus

7st
2nd

7992
7994
7995
7995
7996
7997
7997
7998

Concepin
Concepdin
Concepin
Los Angeles
Concepin
Concepciin
Lofa
Concepdin

3rd
4th
Sth
6th
7fh
8fh
Tofal

DNERsrry OF PROFESSIONALS IN

THE PROGRAM

Analytical chemist
Anthropologist
Archifect
Biochemisf
Biology teacher
Biologist
Engineer
Lawyer
Marine biologisf
Nurse
Risk prevention technical professional
sodologisf
Soda1 workers
Veterinarian

Ce@a 7 5 6 4 ,

Fax: 056-47-242546; €-mal: ppacheco@udec.d

No of studenfs
73
28
22
76

28
35
76
79
777
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Translingual Environmental Science Education

C
By Dr. Grady Blount, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
"By strengtheningthe technical and educational infrastructure,
CEPA is making it easier for students and professionals in the
Americas to access information and educational resources"
-DOESecretary Frederico Pena to the 1998 CEPA Annual Meeting in Santiago, Chile.
Introduction: Translingual education involves teaching across the boundaries of language. The
following, decidedly informal, microproposal tries to make translingual environmental education a
reality. But first, some background information is in order.
The academic relationship between the countries of the Americas is one of the most neglected on
Earth. From Canada to Chile, educators and scientists have historically looked to Europe for
examples of how to get things done. Ironically, when the subject turns to environmental education,
this misplaced mentorship is in error. Europeans may be smart and have a long history, but they are
very far away.
Part of the responsibility for this neglected relationship between North and South America can be laid
at the foot of Eurocentric custom, history and habit. Most of the rest is due to the barriers of language
and physical distance. This document addresses the latter issues and proposes a solution.
Rationale: The Principle of Environmental Unity states that everything is connected to everything
else. Implicit in this statement is the fact that environments which share a common boundary affect
09/06/00
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one another more strongly than those at a distance. Nowhere has this been demonstrated more clearly
than along the U.S./Mexico border where foreign-owned maquilladoras have successfully exported
highly polluting industries from the norte into the colonias of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon and
Chihuahua.
Indeed, a common thread of environmental damage weaves its way through the Americas.
Environmental educators understand this and have worked hard to share this knowledge with their
students and governments. Yet, with the exception of CEPA, they seldom share this knowledge
across national borders.. .particularly when the border is accompanied by a change in language.

Virtual Infrastructure: Technology now gives us the opportunity to cross the borders of language
and landscape to share environmental information freely. Using Interest-based class delivery, we are
on the verge of an information revolution capable of uniting environmental scientists and educators
throughout the Americas.
Internet-based class delivery is an extension of a well-known educational technique known as
distance-learning. Although fairly common within national borders, delivery of distance-learning
across national borders had remained a novelty. Until now.

The Problem: In the U.S., attempts to initiate distance-learning to foreign sites are usually
accompanied by mountains of red tape, particularly at the graduate level. Entry barriers such as the
TOEFL (Test for English as a Second Language), high out-of-state tuition charges, the U.S.-only
Graduate Record Examination, and a host of other site-specific requirements have served to
effectively quash web-based learning between foreign institutions. Add to this the multilingual
barriers of the Western Hemisphere and you have a recipe for inaction.
The Solution: Remarkably, only two things are needed to overcome the barriers of bureaucracy and
monolingualism: 1) A dedicated and imaginative faculty; and 2) The technical know-how to make it
happen. Both of these resources exist within the ranks of CEPA institutions.
I propose that Texas A&M-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) work directly with the Universidad de
Santiago de Chile, and Centro EULA and initiate a bold new plan for environmental education as a
pilot project during the 1998-99 academic year. Ideally the pilot project described below will be
followed by a two-way exchange of translingual class offerings from our colleagues in Mexico,
Puerto Rico, and Bolivia.

Translingual Environmental Science Education:
A Microproposal for Delivery of an Introductory Environmental Science Course
Introduction: This proposal is to create a Web-based delivery system for the CORE curriculum
course ESCI 1470 Introduction to Environmental Science at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMUCC). This course has been offered seven times since the Spring 1995 semester and has proven to be
one of the most popular and useful courses at TAMU-CC.The lecture portions of this course have
also pioneered the use of computer-assisted multimedia (e.g. PowerPoint), web-delivery of course
notes, and list-servers for the students. Through continuously upgrading, all 15 weeks of lecture
material exist in PowerPoint format. The continued growth of distance learning delivered by non-
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traditional media such as the World Wide Web 0makes this course a logical choice 8s our
first major entry into web-delivered lectures. By utilizing bilingual faculty and readily available
language translation software,we can create the first translingual model for environmental science
education.

Background: This proposal has been inspired by the runaway success of a mixed delivery model (see
below) of campus and WWW based instruction at my former institution, the University of North
Dakota. Earlier this year, I met with a group of 14 alumni of their program in the Houston area. All
had received their M S degrees in Space Studies via the WWW delivery mode. One of the key points
brought home during my interviews with these students was the distinction between the terms
"distance learning" and "distance education". Although commonly treated as synonyms, the former is
controlled by institutions and instructors while the later is controlled by the students (Le. distance
learning is the goal of distance education). The University can facilitate the learning aspect of these
paradigms by supporting broad concepts of distributed education. Indeed, we now understand that
physical presence may be as outmoded as recitation. The mixed delivery mode pioneered by the
North Dakota experience is proposed for this project. Under this model, the on-campus lecture will be
delivered in the classroom and on the WWW. Funding for this proposal is requested to implement the
WWW aspect of the delivery.
The Mixed Delivery Model: During the Fall of 1997I had several occasions to be absent fiom my
regularly scheduled classes. Rather than falling back on a traditional substitute (e.g. showing a video
or having a guest lecturer), I choose to videotape my presentation with the lecture audio
superimposed on existing PowerPoint slides. Much to my surprise, I later received anecdotal reports
that many of the students in my large (e 265 seat) class had not realized I was absent when the
videotaped lecture was being shown. This highlights the tremendous power of an effective mixed
delivery model. Real-time audio coupled with welldesigned graphics and illustrative video clips
becomes the central focus of the learning experience. The oftentimes-distracting influence of an
intimidating professor is removed.
2

The WWw delivery model utilizes three pieces of software: awekbrowser, Real Audio, and internet Relay
Chat to focus the learning experience on content rather thanpersonalities. A typical student
"attending" a WWW delivered class will see the visual content of the lecture via their web-browser
(which shows streaming copies of the PowerPoint slides), hear the professor (via Real Audio), and be
able to interact with other students (via typed message on a "Chat" window). Access to the WWW
classroom is via a secure gateway in which students must obtain a username and password. This
aspect is critical since an "open classroom" could be subject to devastating "Chat" intrusions, which
would distract fiom the learning experience.

Intended Audience: Initially, the WWW delivery mode will be targeted to currently enrolled campus
students who are unable to be physically present for the Tuesday/Thursday 8:OO Ah4 starting time.
The next logical step is to record the live audio during the mixed model lecture and make it available
on the WWW for students with time conflicts and/or for verbatim review prior to examinations. By
piloting the on-line version of the class locally, I expect to receive valuable feedback and critiques
during the first monolingual semester of WWW delivery. Assuming success with this mode, we will
work with appropriate TAMU-CC authorities to create administrative structures for off-campus webbased students.
Technical Issues and Requirements: The single most important technical issue is that instructors in
a live classroom must deliver their lecture in the language of the students. The same is not true for the
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printed material which appears on Powerpoint slides. All of my pre-produced slides will be translated
into Spanish for Spring 1999 delivery. Direct e-mail communications between monolingual students
and professors can be accomplished via software programs such as Systran, which allows for bidirectional translation between English and Spanish. I do not propose a technical fix for something as
nuance-filled as language, rather, I suggest that software now has sufficient power to reduce the
relative importance of what language a word or sentence is written in.The remainder of the software
needed by a student is available aspeeware over numerous Internet sites (e.g. Real Audio).

The minimum hardware configuration for an off-site student should be as follows:
486-33 or faster CPU (Pentium 100preferred) running Win95/98/NT
16 MI3 of RAM (32 MJ3 preferred).
SVGA graphics and sound card.
28.8 modem with PPP connection or direct Internet connection.
Assuming these conditions have been met, there are still several technical issues which will be sitespecific on the receiving end. As an example, we have pedormed several "ping traces" between
Corpus Christi and Santiago. This involves sending a signal from the TAMU-CC network to the
network at the Universidad de Santiago de Chile and continuously monitoring the intermediate path
of those signals. From these experiments it has become clear that the electronic path across the
Americas is not straight€orward.Most paths involved at least 2 uplinks to geostationary satellites.. .a
fact which introduces a noticeable lag time. In addition, the volume of network traffic on both ends,
classroom and student, can strongly affect the smooth flow of data. This aspect is known as
bandwidth and is analogous to the number of lanes on a freeway. All else being equal, a freeway with
more lanes can carry more W i c . Equally true however is the fact that a fixed bandwidth, like a
freeway with a fixed number of lanes, will experience times of greater or lesser congestion.
Optimization of class delivery as a function of these variables will be a prime goal of the first
semester of operation (aka "getting the bugs out").
Excellent tutorials on the engineering aspects of Internet course delivery can be found at Michigan
State University and at TAMU-CC's virtual classroom. For the time being I propose to use our first

semester of operation to test several delivery modes: real-time audio and video, delayed audio and
video, and preloaded audio and video. The leading commercial products for accomplishing these
goals are Real Audio, Real Video, and QuickTime Movie.

kd

Dissemination Plan: Leading by example has always been my personal style. Since the 1995 ESCI
1470 introduction of web-assisted class notes, student list-servers, and integrated multimedia, several
biology courses and a new science CORE course have followed suite. In the spirit of the mixed
delivery model, I propose to generate a video documenting our first t k o semesters of on-site/WWW
delivery. This documentary will be edited into useable form with the intention of being viewed on a
tutorial CEPA web page. Much of the barrier to routine WWW delivery with a mixed model is the
requirement for downloading, installing, and configuring support software. The documentary of our
experiences will include demonstrations of how to step through this process. In addition, a separate
mini-tutorial videotape will be made available to students which will step them through
- the process
of configuring their kmote-site machines for reception of the WWW l e k .
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Concluding Statement:With the age of the Internet upon us, more effective and convenient distance
learning devices are being developed. Some of these, such as language translation software, allow us
to accomplish goals never before dreamed of It is appropriate, perhaps even inevitable, that the goal
of environmental education in the Americas be accomplished by CEPA. It is an example for the
entire world to follow.

Academic Year 98-99 Pilot Budget
Blount summer 98 preparation 114 release time $2,888

Graduate research assistant (300 hours @ $7/'hour) $2,100

AN encoding computer $2,600

Audio editing software $300

~~

PROJECT TOTAL $7,888

Less IN-KINDCONTRIBUTION per Marinez $2,888
AMOUNT REQUESTED $5,000

For additional Information:
Contact Dr.Grady Blount, Texas A&M-Corpus Christi
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Summary of Dr. Juan Ferrara 's meetings with CONAUA in Chile

c.

Summary of CEPA Activities

CEPA meeting at Santiago, Chile
Dr. Juan J. Ferrada

1.

Status of Master Program in Energy and Environmental Management

The Master program developed by the WPAEP in conjunction with ORNL was
submitted for, comments to the universities of Tennessee, Texas A&M and Camegie
Mellon. Comments were, very positive and only minor changes were suggested co the
program The master program been approved and recognized by several of the pertinent
institutions in Mexico. Research and technical assistance to the private sector that
would be integral part of the master program has already started. The academic portion
of the master program. will start once the requirement, for excellence (according
CONACYT, Mexico) have been reached. Consequently, it is of most importance to
help UPAEP get to the point where the conditions of excellence are met. One of the
primary conditions to acquire such an status is to have internationally recognized
experts teach for at least one year at the UPAEP facilities for this master program.
During the meeting in Chile, a few names of experts were considered and as an action
item for the coming quarter it was agreed in seeking the participation of these experts
in the master program. Dr. Ruben Rodriguez and Dr. Juan. J. Fmada will contact
some of these professionals.
2.

Status of work with Conception

Too professors fiom EULA, University of Concepcibn, visited ORNL to meet with
several of the researchers that work in environmental problems. The agenda included
professionals working in waste treatment, pollution prevention, mediation, biomarkers, systems analysis, environmental externalities, energy and environment, and
monitoring. The two professors made a list of the most relevant ideas that may be

translated into proposals in the near future. In the academic area it was determined that
collaborating in teaching courses in pollution prevention and life-cycle analysis would
be an appropriate action item to crystallized some of the help that Concepcibn needs
and the ORNL researchers can promptly offer. Another action item would be to bring
one of the professors back to the United States to work on his doctoral program. Dr.
Juan J. Ferrada will find out the condition and type of work that this professor will be
engaged. The last action item would. be to establish a hierarchy among the proposal
ideas and start working on them. Concepcibn will determine their priorities and then
will seek potenti
g sources. ORNL researchers will collaborate with proposal
ing.
Visit to CONAMA

id

Dr. Juan J. Ferrada visited the Centro Nacional del Medio Ambiente (CENMA) with
Marina Hermosilla fiom CONAMA. This is a support institution funded by
COMANA. Juan Escudero is the director of CENMA. The hdamental tasks of

w

CONAMA are: (1) establishing preventive goals through environmental impact
analysis, (2) establishing environmental regulations for emissions and environmental
quality, and (3) developing decontamination plans for Santiago and other large cities.
CONAMA is the coordinating institution for the chilean national environment for
water, air, and land. The main concern expressed by Marina Hermosilla was the lack
of professionals trained to accomplished these tasks and responsibilities. CONAMA
will seek help fbm Chilean Universities for the preparation of these professionals.
However, it is needed that the instructors are first trained in these environmental
subjects that are not currently part of the Chilean Universities curriculum. CEPA,
through their national laboratories can be of big help to this need. One action was to
determine the environmental course programs that the ORNL researchers have
engaged themselves in the last years. Dr.Juan. J. F d a will compile this list of
program and send it to CONAh4A. The result of this interaction could be a set off
courses that CONAMA is interested in and that the ORNL researchers could teach.
4.

Lidi

Post Title courses at IMA

Dr. Jaime Cornejo &om USACh inaugurated their Post title course in environmental
Management. Before the CEPA meeting in Chile, Dr. Cornejo asked a few researchers
that could visit Chile to teach a few short courses in program. Only Dr..Juan J.
Ferrada accepted the conditions of the comes. Dr.Juan J. F m d a decided to stay an
extra week of which 4 days were Dr. Fmda's vacation time. Preparation and
instruction took from Saturday, April 18 to Thursday, April 23. The courses were
given in Pollution Prevention and System Analysis applied to Environmental
Problems. This was a good opportunity of contacting with Chilean students. The
courser s were attended by 30 people and the students all demonstrated high interest
for the subjects taught during these days. Dr.Cornejo provided money for hotels,
meals, and transportation for all these days.

Educational Consortium for Environmental Protection (CEPA)
First International CEPA Planning Meeting
August 4 -7,1997
Host:

i

UniversidadPopular Azst6noma del Estado de Puebla

Puebla Mexico

CONSORCIO EDUCATIVO PARA LA PROTECCION A M B m f i
(CEPA)

EQUITY RESEARCH CORPORATION
COORDINATOR

UNITED STATES DEPARTME" OF ENERGY
SPONSOR

UNIVERSIDAD POPULAR AUTONOMA DEL ESTADO DE PUEBU'
HOST

AUGUST 47,1997
PUEBLA,MEXICO

-

5 Thomas Circle NW, -Washington, D.C. 20005 (202) 387 -3331 -.Fax (202) 797-1 344

To All CEPA Summit Participants:
After s e v d years of hard work and strong support from many of you, the dream of working
together to develop and upgrade the environmental management capacities of Hispanic Serving
Institutions throughout the Americas is becoming a reality.

We want to especially thank Dr. Alan Moghissi. It is because of his vision and hard work that
we are here today. During the past years, he has worked with the Universidad Popular
Autonoma Del Estado De hebla ("AEP) coordinating short courses on several environmental
related topics, bringing UPAEP students and profmors to participate in collaborative research
at U.S. Universities and augmenting UPAEP library acquisitions by donating several hundred
books on environmental issues.

W

We would also like to thank the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)in particular, the Offices
of EnvironmentalManagement; Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy; and Economic Impact
& Diversity and its director, Ms. Corlis S. Moody. Previous support for student internships
came from the Office of Worker and Community Transition and the Office of Nuclear Energy,
Science and Technology.
\

Throughout our communication with the different divisions at DOE we counted with the support
and assistance of Mr. Romulo I)&, Jr., Mr. Anibal Tab- and Ms. Annie Whatley. Their
knowledge of the Department and their commitment to the upgrading of educational opportunites
for minorities were crucial to this project.
CEPA was initiated at UPAEP so it is fitting that we start with our official agenda here. We
want to thank Chancellor Mario Iglesias and Vice Chancellor Vicente Pacheco for their
commitment to this program. They.have worked hard to make our stay in Puebla pleasant and
productive.

I

Finally, we want to welcome the new leadership for the Consortium. CEPA will be in very
capable hands. Dr. Margarita Benitez, Vice President at Equity Research Corporation will
administer the Consortium. Dr. Anamary Daniel will be our Technical Consultant.
Collaborating with them will be our partners at the Laboratories. They are Dr. Linda Cain from
Oak Ridge National Laboratmy, Dr. Norman Peterson from Argonne National Laboratory and
Dr. William Dawes from Sandia National Laboratories.
Grach por su Participation y cokboracion,

AGENDA FOR CEPA SUMMIT MEETING
PUEBLA, MEXICO
August 4,1997 to August 7,1997
Mondav. AumM 4th
TRAVEL DAY
Airport pickup by UPAEP van at Mexico City International Airport. (Terminals and times to
be determined once all airplane reservations an made). Estimated travel time from Mexico City
to Puebla: 2 hours.

44

Arrival at hotel Camino Real in Puebla, 7 Poniente #105, Puebla, h e . , CP 72000, Mexico;
Telephone (22) 29 09 09-FAX (22) 32 92 5 1. This hotel is in the center of town, and walking
distance from UPAEP Museum, although car transportation will be available to UPAEP
campus.
9:00 P.M.

Welcoming Reception and Dinner at the Hotel.
UPAEP Chancellor Mario Iglesias and his wife Rosario de Iglesias, and
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs Dr. and Mrs. Vicente Pacheco will
host.

Greetings and presentation of the various university delegations and special guests.
Music and entertainment by the Tuna Universitaria.
Tuesdav. Aurmst 5th

Breakfast in the hotel at your convenience.
9:30 A.M.

Gather at the lobby to walk over to UPAEP’s University Council Meeting
Hall.
1O:OO A.M. to 2:OO P.M. CEPA’S MORNING SESSION

1O:OO A.M.-10:10 AM.

hi

The purpose of the Summit Meeting.
Miriam Cruz, ERC President

An Overview of the CEPA Experience at UPAEP

Dr. Vicente Pacheco, Vice Chancellor

b

10:40 A.M.-1120 A.M.

The Role of the National Labonto& in CEPA
Dr. Anamary R. Daniel, CEPA Scientific Consultant
Dr. Norman Peterson, Argonne National Laboratory
Dr. William Dawes, Sandia National Laboratory
Dr. Linda Cain, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

1120 A.M0-1135 A.M.

Graduate Program Development: An Instance of Effective
Collaboration
Dr. Juan Fenada, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

1k40 A.M'.-U:lO P.M.

Questions and Discussion

l210 P0M.-12:30 PM.

Break

l2:30 PM.-l:OO PM.

Presentationof CEPA Budget and Discussion of Additional
Funding Possibilities for 1997-98 and Beyond.
Ms.Miriam C m

1:OO P.M.4:OO P&

Introduction to CEPA's Proposed Work Plan for 1997-98
Dr. Margarita Benitez, International CEPA Coordinator'
Dr. Anamary R. Daniel, CEPA Scientific Consultant
Dr. Wayne Lewis, University of Texas Brownsville
Mr. Romulo L. Diaz, Jr., Representative from the
U.S. Department of Energy

bd

2:OO P.M.-4:30

PN.

LUNCHBREAK
LUNCH WILL BE SERVED AT UPAEP'S COMEDOR EJECUTIVO

4:30 P.M.-7:15 P.M. CEPA's Afternoon Session

4:30 P.M.4200 P.M.

What new CEPA Institutions are bringing to the Table.
minutes presentations by
University of Texas at Brownmille

Three

Texas A & M Corpus Christi and Universidad de Tlaxcala

u

Ten minuGPresentationsby CEPA guests Institute
Nacionai de Ecologia (Mexico) and others.

6 N P.M.-7:00 P.M.

Discussion ofRegionalandInstitutidPrioritia$ ~ A ’ S
1997-98 Work Plan.
The CEPA regions of Mexico,Chile, herto Rim
and Texas,will make a lO-&ute pnseneon,
followed by g e n e d discussion.

7:oo P X - 7 : U PM.

Summary and Adjournment.

D

k AT 9:OO P.M. AT THE u”ERsITy MUSEUM.
MUSIC BY UPAEP’S CHOIR

Wednesdav. Aumd 6th
8:OO A.M.-9:00 A.M.

Breakfast Round Table at the Hotel for CEPA members
interested in exploring collaborative options for teacher
education programs. (Optional)

9:30 A.M.

Gather at the lobby to walk over UPAEP’s University
Council Meeting Hall.

1O:OO A.M. to 1:30 P.M. CEPA’s Morning Session

b

1O:OO A.W-Ik00 A.M.

Review, Discussion, and Approval of the 1997-98 Work
Plan, and of the Regional and Institutional Priorities.

11:OO AOM;-l2:l5P.M.

CEPA’s April Meeting in Santiago de W e , previous to the
Summit of the Americas, to be held in Santiago in April
1998.
Ms. Miriam Cnrz

l2:15 PM.-l230 P.M.

Break

:30 P.M;-130 P.M.

Proposal on the Arts and the Environment
Project for an Alliance for the Restoration of Historid
Monuments. UPAEp’sSc
Proposals from the floor.

A&tec=

New Business
Plans and projects beyond 1997-98

L u ” BREAK FROM 2 9 0 P.M. TO 4:30 P.M.

PresenQtion-

f
l.
f

LJ

4:30 P w -

-.

Guided visit to Puebla’s historical monuments
b

DINNER AT LAS BODEGAS DEL MOIJNO
RESTAURANT

9:oo PM.

’J”hursdav.Aumrst 7th
TRAVEL DAY

UP-

will provide transportation to Mexico City Airport.

-
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Director, M A
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Memorandumof Understandingand Intent
on the
Educational Consortium forEnvironmentai Protedon

(consordo Educative para la Protecrion AmbientaI or CEPA)

BACKGROUND
Rccentevents. including the Summit of the Americas convened by President Clinton and the
passage of the North America FIW Trade Agreement ("A),
have incnased awareness of the
needto emphasize environmental protection in the Amexicixs. Thesltrslinmentand maintenance of
environmatal quality quire public undtrstanding of environmental proteaion prinCiplts by the
public and thecommitment of Various governments to base theirdtcisions on these principles.
Succtssful enVimnmental management must be based on an appxc&on for recyciing. reuse.
. . . -'on. =mediation of past contamination andregulatory
pollution prevention, waste
compfiance, This quires cooperation among a l l of the Axnericas. parricuidy counaies
neighboring tht U.S.. regardless of their levei of indusuial development Environmental
tducatiori enabling environmentalpolicies. m n g public participation, and tecfinology aansfer
are the cornerstones of successful impiementation of enyironmental protection.

Environmcntalcducation provicks the conduit hordisstminating science and technoiogy.
Environmenralproacrionpresentshighlytecfinicalissuesandli~canbeaccomp~h~ifthtrtis
a lackof information about the nature and extent of ttie probias. and highly trained
environmatai prokssionais to promote a sound replatory climate. Knowledge is essential for
nationalstcengd~andfundamental to environmend proctction. Continuous advances in science
and technology can provide foran e&ctive environmentalrnanagemen~adeeperun&~&g
of therelatio&p bemeen people andnature, an expansion of available natural ~tsources,and an
increase in the use andeconomic benefh of resources.

Environmental policy that encourages innovation must be stmctwed around the main factorsthar
influence the application of technical resources to soCietat and economic needs which are: (1) a
demand for action of adequate size, direction,and constancy;(2) sufficient numbers of tecfinically
skilled peopie, suitable research and development. and adequate capital resourcts: (3) an
approprim ixl€omationalinfrastntctureupon which to base decisions: (4) a hospitable climate for
commercializaton of new tecfmologics: and (5) an apprOpriatt legal. o t g d o n a l , and
technological orientation in government

W

Strong pankipation fromthe public in environmental prcservaPion promorts amstainable
environmcnd protection proctss. Environmcntai proration is an ongoing proctss that requires
active anditcrative pankipation of academic, business, and governmental institutions. In
developing sound environmentalpoficits. everyone is both an i n f o d o n supplier and an
information user. Therefore, active invoivemtnt of all paxticipants through education. the
enactment of enabling policies. and the enhancement of the information infrasauctureis
consorcio
educativo
para
la p r o t e c c i 6 n a m b i e n t a l
5 t h o m a s c i r c l e n w , w a s h i n g t o n d.c.20005\
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indispensabie for thedevelopmentof an acceptableanct sustainableenvironmentalproctcrion

=a*
Ttchnology development is essential for appropiarc pollution prevention and conmi. It is more
economical to transferan existing tecfinoiogy used in one industry orcountry to adiffercnt
irrdusay or comry, than to develop a new technology. Techology aansftrrcquins CWfaiLL
pnnquisitts, notably the &velopmcnt of culficulafor environmental competencies, including life
cycle issucs that arcconsideredduring product development and manufacnut, The process of
~finologynansftrensunsthatresearch anddcvtfopmentachievemesltsandexisting
technologits are quickly and efktiveiy uansfed to the users.

'61

The rccognizednetd for effective environmentalprotection. environmentallraining, and
education in the Americas led to the creation of the Consodo Educarivo pamla Protecci6n
Ambientai (hcreafterrefd as CEPA orthe ConsoItium). The CEPA vision is to strengthen thc
techid. professional, and educationalenvironmentalh h m c t u m in Latin Amtricaand the
UnitcdStatcs. The CEPA program consists of atme parmeship among participating p u p s and
includes curriculum &velopent student exchanges, faculty d e v e i o p n d~ o n of educational
mate&&, jobt-4
and otfiwcooperafi~a.dv&s. The collabodon devdophg from this
alliance will hdp to provide tach partidpating insumtion. the private sector, andgovernmcnts the
expertist andcapacityto develop s m n g c n v i r o ~ t a L ~ g iaadpmgramscs
CEPArecogniztsthatculturaldiversitymustbcw~ffdwhenaddnssingenvironmental
preservatioh CuItnralheritageandconservation8fecoMecttdtosocietal and economic necds
andenvironmentai preservation. This concepr offers promise for all the parricipatinggroupsc The
interests of environmental p & o n
an bestservedwith aknowledgeabltpublic thatis able to
undersand tbc ttchnological and environmenmlsystems as various levels of society.

In the United States and Latin A!nerim,.developmcntof asoundenvironmentalinfrasauctart.k
Linktdto the needfor environmentaleducation. Funhermore. in the Unired Starts, most
Hispanics. because of socioeconomicaonomicconditions. are not participantsin the
environmental process. The Consortiumis unique because US. Hispanic Serving Institutions are
consideredto be critical for its growth, The Consortium interacts with the UnitedSratcsand
Lath American professionals. and is an incentiveformore U.S. Hispanics to enter
envifoNnentauy
careers. Through participation in this process, U.S. Hispanic.Senring
Instimtions will strengthen not only their ability to save envimmental engineering students. but
also the. surrounding Hispanic communities in generaL

In research and policy, Consortium members can tackle many of the pressingq&ns about
environmental protection andassist in addressingmethods tfiatuitimatefy supportewitonmcntaL
pnservation.
2
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3.

JointRtsearch,
&h
Consoxtiurn members art more expexienced than others.
Research programs and projects arc deveioped audor tnhanctathrougk collaboration
with partk@atinglaboratoriesanduuiversitits. The results of the nseycfi are then
published in the open literanrre in recognition of the contributions of the panicipant

institutions.
4.

.-

Tht educational jnsriulrions paniciparing in the C O n S O r t i ~are
COmmiffedto identifylnghiigh-achievinggradua~and undergraduate suxdcnn who will
participate in summcrandcducarion programs.

b/

efktivetransferofpollution avoidance and coxitrol technologies.

..

6.

P r o f e s s r o n a l C o n s o r t i u m participants collaborate on the development of training
a n d d d o n programs fbrenvironmemaI professionaiS. One of CEPA's p~ioritiesin
this areais the development ofprograms andcourses that imparthmiedge and siciIl to
emironmental trainersthroughoutthe Consortium. They are seen as cmciai fbr
environmemal infiastructwedeveiopment en the Americas. The Consortbun will suggest a
System of d t a c i o n hrthe training of environmental pmfksionals.

7.

5
Since sustainable development is the appropriate
balance of economical and societal growth fbr preserving the environmw CEPA enables
professionals to acquire theacumea necessary to develop hofistic Strategies that address
issues pertaining to the environment in a sustainable development context.
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CHILE

Universidad de Conception
Universidad de Chile
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Cornision Naciod del Medio Ambiente de Chiie

u
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m c o

Umvtsidad PopularAutonomadel Estadode Puebla (UPAEP)
UniversidadAutonoma de TIax&

0

UNITED STATES

Texas A&M U~vex'sityat Corpus christy (Texas)
Theuniversity of Texas at Browwde (Texas)
ArgonneNatiod Laboratory
OakRidgeNatiodLaboratory

k

PuerCo Rico

SandiaNationaILaboratories
United States Department ofEnergy
Equity Research Corporation
Institute for Reguiatory Science
U M d a d Interamericana de Puerto Rico
Universidad Politknica de Puerto Rico
Universidad del Sagrada Corazon de Puexto Rico

2
It is in the best interest of the parties that the initial term of this MOU shall be for three years, and

4
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be automatidy renewable on illt annual basis &e&r
notice by any Parry to all other Parries.

in the absence of a sixty-day writen

It is apecttd that the Panics to this MOU will mftr into component agrttmenrs for formal
support to each otherand/ornon-signatories thar may include university, nonprofit and/orprof%making orpkatbns. These agreements may inciude Interagency A p m e n r s . Funds-inAgretments, CooperativeAgncmena Grants. CooperativeRescarcki and Deveiopment
Agreements. Joint Programs, and otherforms of collaboration as appropriate. and consistent with
autfioriry and availability of funds.

This MOU may be modified or amended by wcim agreement of a l l Parties. Any Party may
ttrminateits participaion in the MOU upon providing asixtyday written notice to the other
Parties.

This MOU shall be eEFtctive upon the lattst daze of signature of rhc Partits.

U

FOR THE PARTIES:

office of Economic Impact and D&sity
U.S. D e p m e n t of Energy

' Equity ReseYch,$orporarion

LJ
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Sandfa National Laboratories

1

Institute-of

ory Science
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LETTER FROM THE CHANCELLOR
Each passing day a society reveals its character, its condition and its stage of
development.A university within that society must reflect the same qualities;
hence to understand a societywe should examine its academic institutions.
The Universidad Popular Autonoma del Estado De Puebla (Popular
Autonomous University in the State of Puebla-UPAEP) was established
through the united efforts of the people of Puebla, Mexico. Their desire to
offer their young men and women the opportunity of a better education, in
an atmosphere of academic excellence and a deep sense of commitment to
human rights and values, is being achieved within a university environment
of fostering responsibility and respect for others.
The UPAEP is a non-profit organization that since its creation in 1 9 3 has
functioned with low operating costs as a result of its high productivity. This
committed effort enables 'L'R4EP to provide educational opportunities to
many young people who want to pursue higher academic studies. Hundreds
of well-known and respected professionals in the Puebls area donate their
time to the university as teachers and professors. The gifts of private donors
have provided the necessaq-financial resources.
This spirit of communic) and solidarity is p~ssedon to the senior students
through their participition in ;in Interdiscipliixlry Social Services Program: II
program which is especially t'onnulated to sene the neediest areas o f
Puebla.

By zssistiiig i n the development o f c.aptble ;inJ responsible profttssioii:ils
1.PAEP contributes t o the society t k i t 11~13and coiitiiiiies t o provide it>
unconditional support :itid coiiiiiiitiiieiitt o the university. This i.; o u r if o f
helping to build :I Iwtter md niort: prosperoiis hkxico.

UNIVERSIDAD POPULAR AUTONOMA DEL ESTADO DE PUEBLA
21 SUR 1103 C.P. 72160 Tel. (22) 49-08-80;
46-95-80; Fax (22) 32-62-91
Puebfa, Pue. Mexico
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THE HISTORY OF UPAEP
*-

~

The UPAEP was established in May of 1973on the site of an old hacienda.
The University was initially comprised of only two schools-Architecture
and Business Administration-with 450 students and 50 professors. Initially,
man): of the founders taking this pioneering step thought the experiment
had little chance of success.
The new University lacked official recognition, buildings, proper
classrooms, and adequate financial resources. Classes were conducted
outdoors in the garden. Despite these obstacles, the University did have an
abundance of professors who willingly gave their time and effort, and an
abundance of students eager to learn.
UPMP continued to grow and soon after, the Schools of Public Accounting,

Political Science, Law,Economics, Civil Engineering, and Medicine were in
operation. A preparatory school was also established.
The first building was purchased and the Schools of Psychology and
Chemical Engineering were established in 1975. Encouraged by its many
successes and support of the local population, the government of Puebla
granted official recognition to UPAEP that same year. Aread):, the University
uwas
serving 2,000 students and hosted 300 professors.
As a result of this momentum, the School of Philosophy \VAS opened in 1976
In 19'8, the Schools of Industrial Engineering and Dentistry were
escablished and the historic Haro and Trlmariz Hospital was converted into
the School of Medicine. This beiiutiful ancient building was further
refurbished and equipped and today functions as UI?*.P Hospital.
the Scliool of Sursing operied its doors, and C P ! P acquired land to
construct its Central Administration building. The School o f Agricultural
In 1
9
'
9
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Engineering was cre:ited in 1982 and the School of Conimiitiicntions in 1983.
L'PMPcontinued t o gro\v: the School of Education W'LS estriblislied in 1985.
the School o f Computer Science in 1986,and' the Schools of-~dniinisttation
of Institutions. Gr:iphic Design, :ind Ecolop~.in 1990.
Today, t1ious;inds o f graduates proudly hold UI?-\EP degrees and ;ire using
the knonkdge the!. gained t o contribute t o many aspects o f .\lexican society.
The University currently h:is over 4.600 enrolled wcleiits ;incl over S 5 0
professors. and continues t o sent: the coninitinit!- ;ind the nation.

UPAEPs OUR MISSION
U p a p has a historical and culturril mission xs well as 111 ;icaclemic mission.
We at UPMP believe that all universities interrict with the scxiev of which

the\. are part. the culture they foster. and the nien mcl nmwn the\. educxte
and influence.

Historical Mission
Although a11 universities share the gw1 o f ac.acleinicescellence. ever\.
universiK h ~ asunique personality. determinecl by the %ociet! of\vhich it i3
pan and the gads and ideds o f its foiiinders.
I ! p a p n z s established Juring ri period ofgreat social ; I d political clelxite
within Mesico. It KLS hoped that this new institutiou \vould provide ;a11

academic environment t o inspire the conrinuatic)n of this grttat Jehattt.
through the encourrigement and free esclx~ngeo f ne\\' iclttas. I 'I?-El"sg(x11
mas also t o serve ;is I solid foundrition i n ;I clxinging society. thereh!. lwlping
to preseme the moral atid religious \.slues of the kimily :ind the .\lesicin
nation.

I

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS AND DEGREES
UPAEP currently offers the bachelor's degree in 22 fields of study in the
Humanities and Sciences; master's degrees in 10 fields including
Architecture, Philosophy, Public Finance, Business Administration and
Clinical Psychology;Analysis and Structural Design, Contemporary Political
Thought, Decorative Horticulture, International Commerce, and Theory and
History of Political Thought.
Its graduates play a significant role in wide fields of current Mexican
development. Another 4,500are currently enrolled and are preparing to
take their places in the nation's workforce. More than 842 full and part-time
professors lead the academic programs offered in the following divisions
and institutes:
.

Division of Humanities
& Social Sciences
School of Philosophy
School of Political Scicnce
School of Law
School of Psychology
School of Communications
School of Education
Institutesof Human Research

Division of Economic Sciences
School of Business Administration
School of Public Accounting
School of Economics
School of Administration of
Institutions
Division of Technological
Sciences
School of Architecture
School of Civil Engineering
-.
School of Chemical Engineering
School of Industrial Engineering
School of Agricultural Engineering
(Vegetable Anatomy and Zoonomy)
School of Computet Sciences
School of Grdphic Design
School of E c o l o ~
'

Health Sciences
School of Aledicine
School o f Dentistn.
School of Sursing

.---

I
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THE NEXT 10 YEARS AT UPhEP

OFFICIAL ACCREDITATION

UPAEP
degrees h:nr offici:ll :icc.reJit:ition through Esecutive Decree 13'0 of
V August
1, 19'5.
1uI academic programs ;it I ' F ~ PLire \-alidated I>!.the Secretan.o f EJucition
o f the state o f Puebla. I'I!V.P has its aciclemic curricul:i regbtered with the
Professional Genernl Directon- So. 365 of I3ook '1-1 1.

Sationd Register of Scitmtificrind Teclinologieil Institutions o f the kitionat
Coiuisel of Science rind Technolo~g!.( COS;\C\T) So. C)O815-+.
The School of Jledicine is registered in the W)rlcl Health Or&.
wim ic 111
8

Directoi?. of .\ledical Schools.
UPASP is a member of the following professional organizations:

lid

P O L r n r n C lJh?tmmTYOFPrnrn RICO
w m . , PUERrnRICO
-

- -

A. Insnitutiond Gpabiilify Statemeni

b

Po&techic UiniersityofhertoRim (PUPR) eminent@un engineeringschool, awards BS
degrees in Civil Inakstrial, electrical and mechanical engineering. 3ltese four progrmns are
accre&ted ly the Accredfation Boardfor &@neering and Technology (XBElJ. Besides these,
PUPR also maria3 BS in LuridSurveying,and Architecture. A&tional&, oflers a bachelor in
Business Atihinistration. At the g d a t e level is oflering a Master in Engineering
Management(ME&@.j13ze total enrollment is about 4,500 of which close to 80% belong to the
engneeringpropm. Twonav mgi!neeringprqmm.swere submitted to the Council of Higher Ehucationfor their
authorization These are: BS in EnvironmentalEngineering and a BS in Chemical Engineering.
At the graduate k l PWR is working on three new programs: a) MS in Civil Engineering, b) MS
in Manufacturing Engineering, and c) MS in Electrical Engineering. (See attachment A for the
&scnption of the undergaduate programs),
?'%ephysicalfacilities incluak over 25 m&m laboratoriesfimished with state of the art
equipment,aakquate to conduct experimentationat the drgr&ate level. The on@programthat
lacks the appropriate laboratory equipment is the ChemicalEngineering.

u

The library is one of the best of its kind in Puerto Rico. The number of volumes available,
thepblicutions, the CD ROMS, the computerizedcatalogandndallthe other modemfeatures, i&eg
Make it an excellent one.
A list of PUPR's three m a i nCEPAprioritiesfiw 1997-98
I.

Fkrancialsugvortfop. threefill time professors each of Environmental hgineering
ami Chemical hgineering.

2.

F M l support tojhush &e EirvironmentaIhgineering Laboratory II with W e
of the art research equipment.

3.

Financial support to initiate the acquisition of state of the art laboratoryequipment
for the ChemicalEngineering hboratories.

C An updaied list of PUPR's eq@ment and infrastructure needs

PUPR tkworking &we& with the government of Puerto Rice rmd the industrialsector with
the aim of establishingpartnerships to conduct research and akvelopment thatmay promote the
creaiion of newjobs.

W
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In or&r to achieve this goal, it is essential that a Research Center be organized
Preliminarycvnverm*onwith
s high echelongovernment o#icials have takenplace with thepurpose
of iahlJmgagowmment building in the nei&borhoodof PWR'S campus thatnray be acquired
by us. In the building to be acquired, the ins&l&ion of three hboratories are being wmkzkred
Thefitst one will be the Sm$me M m t Technology (sM23 laboratorythatwill be rn0ve;ifjom its
present locaton. Its expAnsion, by &ng more high technologyequipment,will he@serve much
better the ekctronics indtrsny sector in Puerto Rico by doing research ami helopmentfbr its
members.
The second laboratory considered will be one to serve theplastic irditstry. An injection
molding center with the capability to &sign and build mo& will be built. Technical as well as
engineeringm'cula in the mechanical engineering& w e n t will be developed toprovi& well
trainedpeople as well as mol& to thep W c idustry in Puerto Rico and elsewhere.
T&e thirdkzborato?ywill be one toprovide service to the biotechnologyinc€us?y, pcial&
to thephannaceuricalaptdfisectors. lhis laboratorywill require twopilotphts, onefor each
sector. Zkse pilot plants, besides servifg the purposes of the chemical engineeringprogram, will
also serve the research anddheloprnent activities required by the said inahtry.

This research and development center, with its three laboratories, will be manned by the
faculty, especially those teaching in the graditate program as well as the emionmental and
chemical engimeringprogramsf m l t y members. m e tentative equipment needed is thefollowing:

h.'

I . SMTLaboratory
1

At thepresent time the lrrboratoryhave e p i p e n t inplacefor about $2.2 million.
This equipment has been used to train technical equipment companies. Also the
manu$line has been used to nm tests ofprototge componentsor modelsfor several
COmpLMies P W R indirstrial engineeringdn&haw taken coursesabout this technology.
A&tional equipmentfor about $1,000,000 may be required to ofler better services. It will
occqy an area of about 6000p.

2. Creationof a Product Realization Centerfor Plastcs at Academia

A P r a k t Realizdon Center am be defineas an integrated oprational entity that
has the latest technologies in terms of &sign, &velopment, prototuping, fabrication of
m& mokling ofpoduct, testing, assembly of prohct and characterization of processes,
as well as characterizationof materials.
Zk P r d Rdimlion Center (PRC), will havef i r maii modules or components
that are filly integrated and located within the Research Center. These are dejined as
follows:

I
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.
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Moctirle I -prahrct &sim Center

Q

This will consist of at least ten (10) computer &sign work stationswith the power,
memory,andperpher& to nm Ihe &sign . w + a r e to &sign the product, &sign the moI&s
aruitcwling,aruicreate the a b a s e s f o r manufacturingthe mol&, inspection mIdprocesr
mm~ols,aswell as assemblyjimtzons. The mijbare will be both Parametric Technology
and Unigraphics,to match inchrsttypreferences.

-

M&le 2 RaoidProto+y itg Center
I;his will com*stof two stereo lithogrqhy machines (SLA) that have the capability
of ckpmtingresinbasedplasticpolymer m incrementallayers (001 or less in eachpas)
to builda m&l to exactdimensionsof the &sign created by the plastics &signerrfi.om the
'is&
process. This allows the completeproduct to be
&a bases generated during the
createdfiom the 3-0conyluter m&l. ?&signer
IE cunpegmfit andfinction of intemal
and external components as well as provide samplesfor marketing. mere are other
promising technologies, such as sintering, which are still emerging. The rapidprotoming
centerwill also have the capabiliiy of machining components of the productfrom the same
3-0models and htabares.

-

Module 3 Mold Build Center

LJ

This will consist of all the computer work stations,at leastfive, networked to the
Prohuct Design Center to develop the CAM (ComputerAi&dMmfactwin& and CMM
(Coo&& MeasuringMachine) and other computer controlled machinesand equipmen?
used tofdrieate the wmponentsfor the mold This mol2 build center will have two EDM
machines, one wire andoneplunge; mther Charinilksor Mitsubishi which have the highest
accuracy and executjolts m the inrstry and the latest technologies). It will also have at
least one large CNC machining center (15 HP with 30 tool charger with at least
40%0'k20" of x,y,z travel. It will also contain two small CNC machining centers (IOHP
wth 20 tmZ charger with at Zeast 20wx40'4c1S"x,y,ztravel.

In &tion there will be at least two CNC gmakrs, two conventionalgrinders, one
W C lathe,one conventional laihe, two conventionalmilling machines,drills, micro welding
equipment, band saw, horizontal saw, heat treat ovens, one high speed electrod? CNC
machining center with a 40,OOO RPMqindle such asu Klink or LeblondMkkino, Qltdthe
other supporting tooling and equipment.
lple CNC equipmentwill all be hooked up and linked through an RT232 integkee to
the programmingworkstatins and the c4D/c4M and information dhta bares. llibis will
allow toolpdhs and other machining and status and control &ta to be exchanged
~MoldBuikiCenterwillalSohave a CMMagain integaced to the system
ekaonid'
to be usedfor measuring and digitizing parts and mold componentsfor inspection and

3
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pegorming dimensional chech. I;heMold Build Center will be at least 30kIOO'and will
house theprogrammingworkstationsandthemamrfachrrgmachines.
-

-

-

Module 4 -prochrct Moll"inp
- Center

b

33riswill consist of two molriiitg machines, a 70-90 ton, and a I50 ton machine both
Iyiraulic. They will both befitted with robotic u n l d n g ystems and befed W d u a l l y
by h o p r . A mini centralfeed @em will also be hooked up to them to teach anci expose
the students to centralfeed techniques and equipment opration. mere will also be two
grinders to teachpolymer reuse principles, regindprcrstics of various w s and various
constituent mixes. Within this rnoc&.dewill be set up work stationsfor assembly utilizing
robotic asemb&, uhmwmcwelding and other mechanicul aswell as adhesive and chemical
joining metho& There will also be vision inspection and measuring equipment, to teach
process controls and quality wntrol@nctions.

b/

This module will be used to prove out molds and teach mold operation and mold
processing principles and sciences, including polymer chemisby. In the in&sby, this
resource isextremelyd$cult tofindas it is as much of an eqeriential based science as a
pure science based engineeringdiscipline. Withinthis maiule will also be the Abboratory
topevorm mechanical and chemical AL T (&ance&accelerated JiJe testin@of prohcts.
i%ismodide will teach and develop process controlsfor moMng and assembly operations
k imxii.de will work with the VPR materials characterizationIaboratov as
for indinby. l
a plastic industry link to their resources for polymer materials characterization and
daelopment of material substitutes and behavioralproperties and charmteri**cs.
Tibefollowing table shows the W # and
t the
Iabor to be applied and thefacilitiessfit up as well:

W / W C A EProgramming Center
Stereo Lithography System (30)
Rapid P r o t o w Silicone Mol.ng Center
Smalljive (5) Axis Machining Centers (8-IO)
Fully Programmable D M ' S
3 0 DigitizingBcanning Center
Laser Inter$erometry & Measurement Center
Electrock Casting Center
Heat Treatment Center
MiscellaneousMachining ComputerIntevace Car& and LAN System
SUBTOTAL E Q U I P m

4
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of equipme@to be acquired to theproject

$200,000
$ I50,OOO
$250,000
$400,000

$400,000

$160,000
$ 80,000
$ 75,000
$ 40,000
$ I00,000

lLl&umQ

E 300,000

Failities Fit Up
R&D Engineering and Technical Labor

s4QQmQ

s&if&um

GRAM) TOTAL

i

3. nte pilot plantsfor thepharmaceutical andfdprocessingphts

n e s e pilot p h t s , which also will be used as laboratories for the Chemical
Engineering Program, are in a very preliminary stage of the planning process. New
developments to idenha and quantify the equipent required in each case are needed
However, the W r o m e n t a l Ehgineering L,uboratory II requires thefollowing equipment
which amour& to-akut$35,000.
I
1

I
I
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I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

WaterLevel Indicator, 5 0 M M a Depth.
LancjsJIG& Analyzer toMonitor Methane, cmbon Dioxide, m e n und Pressure
CMLogger, Battery Charger and Sampling Tube I I OV 60HZ IPH
Samplinggprobefor use with 45&075/09. Length 650 mm. Complete with Handgrip
IO Liter Air Sampling Pump Supplied with Battev Charger and I Meter Plastic
Tubing.
25mm Open Face Filter Holder
37mm Open Face Filter Holder
25mm GFA Ghs Fibre Filters IOOPK
37mm GFA G b Fibre Filters 500PK
Flow Calibrator 2-25 Literdmin
Flow Culibrator 6-50 Literdmin
HbndBellawsPump
HyCii.ogen Subhide (79”) Gus,Monitor 0400 PPM
CarbonMonoxide (CO) Gar Monitor 0-1000 PPM
Nitrogen Oxid?Gas (NO),Monitor Ranger 0-100 PPM, AJanrts 3 and 9 PPM
Nitrogen Dioxide (NOJ, GasMonitor 0-1000 PPM
Hcg’en
(H3 GasMonitor 0-2000 PPM
S u @ hDim*& (SOJ, GasMonitor, 0-100 PPM, A
h at 2 rmd 6 PPM
m e n (03GasMonitor &25%
Gas Monitoring Station Comp. Frame, Enclosure, Logger & Sensorsfor Care on
Monoxide,Su@dturDioxide &NitrogenDioxide Bat& Charger & SoNare.

The following equipment will be part of the Chemical Engineering undergraduzte
laboratories.
I.
2.
3.
4.

Binmy M m d Injection HPLC @stem
Gas ChromatographySystem
Impact 4 x Spectrometer FWR & PC Station
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer

$ 26,000

15,000
2,200
31,000

td

5.
6.
7. :
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

UV-WS Spectophotometer with PC Station
AnaiytmiMettie Balance Model AG 245 DR
Mette Top l d n g Balance Model PG 533
Hydrogen/NitrOg;enlAir Generator Packages
HpLcAnalyticac01umns
GC 55 118 x 20 meters columns
GC 17Acapillary columns
Class-VP WLC & GC Data Collector Software and
PC Data Station

$13,000

3,000
2,800
12,000
500
500
700

20.000
$146,000
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Inter American Univerdly of herto Rim (IAUPR)is a private comprehensiw, rnulti
campls,m P B mstihrtion~fhip.bered~~cation
senringthe Commonwealth o f h e r b KCO
anc~
the Caribbean. It was fbunded in 1912 by Reverend J. Will Harris. Inter American University
is committed to provide an education of excellence adapted to the diversity of needs of the
presead and fixhmdemands of Puexto R i a society. UUPR plays a key role in preparing the
human resources for the development of the Puerto Rican economy.
In 1944, Inter American University (IAUPR)became the first institution in Puerto Rico
At present,
of the
Inter American Univedy is authorized by the council on Higher Education
. . s t and
~ ~ w ~ o f P u e r t o R i c o a n d i s a p p m v e d b y t h e ~ ~ V e t e r a n s A d r m n t'on
r a tthe
t
Commonwealth's Department of Education. In addition, Inter American University has been
accredited by the American Bar Association and the Council of OptomttriC Education.

to be accredited by the Middle States Association for Colleges and Universitks.

In 85 years the University has grown fiom a small liberalarts institution located iu the
western region of the Island, to a multi-camp university system with diversified academic
programs. IAUPR provides an army of pmgrams in the professional and techuical fields at the

undergraduate and graduate levels in the arts and sciences programs (Graduate and
Undergraduate Academic Programs). Its eduwtional,research, and service roies require
responsiveness to rmpport today's public and private sectors.

W

An Inter American University education enables students to k p pace with innavaticpS
in society and to excel in a rapidly changing world. Resources are devoted to enhance the
information technology system. "he academic programs are constantly adjusted to better
prepare students fix the challenges of a global ccollomy. New science and engineering facitities
were just recently constructed. Liiraries, laboxatories and classmorns are being modernized
with state+f& art technobgy. Each c a m p bas found a special way of improving the Quality
of Me of its community. Thus, Inter American University has become much more than an
educahd center. Through its nine campuses and twopmfasional schools, IAUPR is a major
contri%utorto the Island's health, education, environment and economic stability.

Students become highly qualified professional men and women who actively participate
in the social and economic development of Puerto Rim, either in public service or the private
sector. Inter American University of Puerto Rim is a university where students, fitcuIty and
staff have an active role in community growth.

A commitment to excellencein education has made Inter American University the largest
private, non-profit university in Puerto Rico and the Western Hemisphere. Young men and
women from herto' Rim, the Cariibean and around the world, choose Inter American for a
well-rounded education that stressa high-level intellectual and marketable SkiIfS in a wide range
of professional and technical fields.

Enrollment mcreases yearly in both the graduate and undergraduate programs. Total
enrollmeatof uupR~gthefirstsemesteroftheacademicyear1996-97was42,034.This
figure iacludesaIllevels: undergraduate, graduate and students of the profkssional schools, the
School of Law and the School of Optometry. Of the total enrollment, 30,914 students are Ml
time and the remaining are p k t time students.
b

IAUPR offers different academic programs throughout eleven campuses. Theit respective emphasis are stated below:

-

Aguadilla Strengthening of all academic areas with special attention m the
disciplines related to Tourism and Management, in agreement with technical
advances but in a d,
dtural and historic context of Puerto Rico

-

Arecibo S c h t i f k technologicalemphasis on Sciences Business Ad*
tion,
health related professions, rmpervised practice work and research for students.

-

Bayam6n Advanced Tecbnologiical sciences and Engineering are emphasized,
Aeronautics, Business Admiaistraton, Computer Sciences as well as Natural
Sciences are offered.

-

Barranquitas Education and Criminal Justice are emphasized at this campus,
also Business Administration and Secretarial Sciences, Mathematics, Sciences,
Nursing and Technology are particularly imprtant at Barranquitas Campus.

-

FaJardo LiberalArts Education, Human Resources prepared for service areas
with emphasis on Tourism; communications skills and cultural h e d g e are
strengthened to improve quality of life.

-

Guayama Technical, professional degrees and associate degrees; emphasis
placed on Health,Technology, Education and Business Administration.

Ponce

- Emphasis of mission is on Education, Health Management and

€&reprenewship; Industry,Technology, and Humanistic approach. Also special

needs of a d d and disadvantaged and talented students am given special
attention.

-

Metropolitan Campus Undergraduate studies in Science and Technology,
Economics and Business Science; Behavioral Sciences; Education, Nursing and
Humanities. Graduate Programs and Research to be strengthened.

-

San Germ6.n Environmental Sciences and interdisciplinary projects are
emphasized. The use of technology in daily life and bilingual education are
highliglltedatthiscampus.

-

schod of Law curricular reform finished in 1986; accredited by the American
Bar Association. Gracfuated over 650 students who pursue a Juris Doctor degree.

-3-

-

School of Optometry Graduates Doctors of Optometry. Only accredired
bilingualprogram in the United States, Caribbean and Latin America. Students
are prepredfbr State and National Boards examinations for licences to practice
-

Optometry.
4

As of 1997, the IAWR bas a Eacuhy of 2,569. A major investment has been made
during the past three (3) years in dcvebping Total Quality Management capabilities throughout
the entire University System including facurty and administration. Each Camp iS adequately
staffed and equipped with an Educational Resource Center. These Resource Centers function
togetheras an autamated library system. An on-linecatalog provides access to aIl Univerdies
bibkgraphical resoufces that are ma& available for computer based research. The System's
c o k t i o n cmtains more than one million volumes m printed microfilm and audiovisual formats.
~~tbeparticipating
& p e s have instatled fiber optic technology, fitcilitating teleconferences

and communications systems.

The governanceofthe Inter AmericanUniverSity System rests with the Board of Trustees
which consists of twenty-three members who r e p e n t a wide spectrum of professional,
educational and business fieIds. Trustees serve the University on a voluntary basis without
financial rernunemtm. Under the leaderslripof the f i n d Office and with the appnwalof the
Boani of Trustees, a decision was ma& to decentralize functions and give each academic unit
added autonomy. This process of decentralization
has resulted in a revision of each Campuses
.
.
Mission and Goals and a review of the admlnlstratr've and fiscal policies of the Institution.
Inter American University of Puerto Rim (IAUPR) is unique in a variety of ways and
strengths:
\

Uniqueness:

+
+
+

+
+

Inter American University of Puerto Rico is the largest private institution of higher
education in the Nation.

IAUPR has the largest Hispanic student enrollment in the Nation.
IAUPR has over thirty strategic aniancesamong instihrtionsthroughout the world inch&
ing the United States, Europe, South and Central American.
IAUPR hosts numerous international academic conferences in Science, Business
Research, and others.

IAUPR has the largest investment in higher education hPuerto Rico in constructionand
telecommunication projects.

+
+

IAUPR has held a psition prestige

the Hispanic community for the past 85 years.

IAUPR has a respectable position throughout all the federal agencies based on its
administrative capacity. IAUPR's President is a member of the White House
Commission on Educational Excellence for Hispanic Americans.

-4-

+
hd'

+
+

IAUPRis financially sound with the largest Endowment Fund among any instiMion in
Puerto Rim.
-

IAUPR has the only SchoolOfoptometrY and School of Aviation in the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico.

b

The Boardof'kustees has wide representation from members of Werent stctors of the
community and business.

Strengths:

+
+

Academic facilities and idhtmtm meet state of the art standards for academic
excellence.

A technological infrastructure of over 700 computers and fiber optic technology.

+
+

Implementing Outcome Assessment.

+

Has the largest faculty body of any private institution in h e r b Rico

+
+

Has a strong alumni community involvement that serves herto Rico and the nation.

+

Total Quality Management (A-

'on and Faculty).

Middle States Association accreditation as well as other local and professianal
\
accreditations.

The eleven (11) campus system serves the entire island of Puerto Rim with modern
facilities and resources.

I

I

+

I

I

1

Extemal Funding is received from federal agencies for demonstration projects, research,
acquisition of technology, student services and many others.

+

IAUPR was awarded the Excellence in Service Award by the Puerto Rico Products

+

The Chamber of Commerce granted IAUPR an Excellence in Education Award for its
outstanding dedication and commitment in the Service Sector.

Association.

FACULTY PRORUE

I
I

I

~

W
1

For the 1996-97 academic year IAUPR bas a total faculty of 2,569. 'Ikentyeight
percent (28% ) of fbIl time fkculty have a doctorate and 66% masters degree while twelve
(12.2%) of Part Time Faculry have a dodorate &gree and 77% a masters degree. Two hundred
and twenty four (224) fdl and part time hculty hold profmsional degrees. Tenured faculty
increased in the first semester of 1995-96 to 47.2%.
Seventy professars were granted ecoIlomic assistance for studies and sabbaticals. Twelve
professors were awarded institutional funds to develop Computerized Educational Material.

-5-

Also, ten prOjects were awarded for Education-InnoMtions to do research on new
teaching techniques. Total Quality Improvement Techniques Workshops were offered to the
h e . At the tnd O f the l W 5 - % y ~ the
~ , total m u s i n g quality ~ m techniques
t i ~
m classroom increased from 49% to 85%.

Inter American University has pIaced itselfin a tmiqye position, reaching fix the best
resources inorder to provide its students with a quality education, one that is responsive tothe
times.

UUPR recognizes the primary role played by hculty in the accomplishment of its
educational goats. Special attention is given to professional development opportunities for the
faculty. Professors are also encouraged to contiwousIy strive for excellence in the classroom
as well as in thek research and other creative endeavors. Total quality practices am currently
being incorporated by faculty into the teaching-leaming process. The following community
service projects are examples of critical issues that are being addressed that will improve the
quality of life in Puerto Rico:

Center for Environmental Educrrtion Research and Conserv&n (CECM). The Center
develops academic programs and performs environmental research. So Ear, about 25 projects
have been developed at the Center s p o r e d by private and institutional support. It also offers
seminars, workshops and other activities to high school and college students.

bi

f i e IntetAmericOn Pqchoiology Clink. Operates a community mental health seNice center. It
was establishedin 1992 to provide an atternattVe anuse of treatment for patients. Free servip
are provided by graduate psychology students supervised by licensed professional psychologists.
AspecialunittreatschildrenwithlearningdW&tm and their liwlilies. Local foundations and
private donors help keep the clinic open to the public.
ImtiW!for Dmg, AlcohoZ mul AlDS Revemtim PDM). The Institute implements measures
to prevent AIDS, and alcohol and drug abuse among youth inside and outside our campuses.
The Institute produces videos and ather educational tools available to parents and teachers for
a small fee.

Secrettuiat for the Elabotation of an Economic Development Strategy for h e r & Rico
(Estrategiu Puerto W).
In 1993, Inter American University convened other institutions of
higher learning and repmentatives of the business sectors to design a comprehensive blue prht
for the economic &velopment of the Island. Various committees are working on an integrated
vision of Puerto Rico beyond the year 2000, to be presented to the government as a goal to be
met in areas such as health, education and transportation.
llre Legd mrd Environmental ckittc. Affdiated to our Law School, this is the only source of
free legal counsel in Puerto Rico for citizens and communifies who seek environmental justice.
The clinic also serves as a training center for law students.
Visual Assessmenl clinic. Students from our School of Optometry, supervised by faculty
members, provide fiee visual assessment and diagnostic seNices to the community. In 1995
2,000 patients were served in 30 different locations throughout the Island.
-9

-
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me Znmrrte Education ptogtom. This service, offered in local prisons, enables inmates to

facilitate their transition into the workplace within the free society,

University-lnduskj, Center. The Center promotes strengthening ties with business and
government by offering research and training opportunities and by developing innovative
COllaborations.
b

Small Business Development CenZer, provides island wide counseling and training to's@

entrepreneurs.

In it's continuous pursuit for wrcellence not only in the classroom but the research area,
Inter American University bas engaged in activities that will further enhance it's educational
mission. Research and technology development is a priority that can be perceived &ugh its
accomplishments.
During the past year, a Biotechnology Laboratory was established at Metropoli!an
Campus. Research data in tissue culture will be used for commerchbtion production
procedures. Stu&nts are then trained in the skills of biotechnology to prepare them for advanced
studies and the eventual employment in local pharmaceutical industry. The development of a
technology transfer package to produce pathogen-fkee plants that will lead to new medicinal
compounds for patenting is expected.

LJ

,

Other projects are taking place in the Barranquitas Campus in the areas of human
parasitology, biochemistry and moIecular biology. Research will be focused towards
b
agriculture, environment and human health.
The quality of science education has improved considerably with the use of nontraditionalmodesofinstructton at Metropolitan Camps such as the construction and utilization
of locally produced equipment for science education computer interactive packages and inter
active videodiscs in the mnstructim of locally produced equipment, and computer-interfkced
interactive laboratory equipment. Through this project faculty and students have successfully
developed the specihc skills needed in the construction and utilization of instructional scientific
equipment. Moreover, technology is being transferred into the classroom through the laboratory
system. The equipment is then used for general chemistry courses at the campus. Our Center
~ ~ S T by
W theOCommittee
~
0 ~ Teaching
1
Qemistry ofthe International
O f Pure and
Applied Chemistry and UNESCO.It is one of six exemplary centers in the whole world.
Training wozbhops are being conducted in the use and application of Internet work
terhnologies for scienceficulty andselectedstudents. Tbis will enable us to provide faculty with
the tools necessary for the exchange and dissemination of contemprary science education
~materiaIs,instrucbonalstrategies and assessment tools available locally, nationally and
intemationaUy. The existing network infrastructue at UUPR will be built on to install and
maintain Internet servers for WWW, FI'P and others to provide access to the Internet to all
science faculty.

LwJ

A ~0lIabOrativem p u t e r - W laboratoryactivities project using the World Wide Web
is being & w a t M e t r o campus. Emphasis is placed on real problem solving in laboratory
to discmer chemical prkiplesusinglocalarea computer networks and the I n t e e

-m

Asetofcomprehensiveinstructtonalmochles fbrtheiutroductoqchemistry courses will
be devdopexl, implemented and evaluated. The modules will inchde a students' mamut and
a teachers 'guide and suggestions for their implementations.
.

-

New~insbcumentationhasbeenpucbasedandintegratedintotheclassoom~laboratary
CuTziCufa. Students will learn concepts through hands-on experience m the miexgraduate
chemistry CulTjcUIum which includes Phydcal chemistry;Aaalytical Chemistry; Biochemistry;
Organic chemistry and causes in Instnunental Analysis. Talented schoof students will be
involved m spechl pqjects. One hundred fiitty stuknts (hluding chemistry majors) will bene&
from this project.

A Minority High School Student Research Apprentice Program is encouraging high
school partidpants to p u e research training and graduate studies. The project provides
research experience for students with the help of faculty mentors.

Advanced biomedical research and training in Puerto Rico is taking place at our
campuses through a research project aimed at research areas of biomedical importance. The
project provides Puerto Rican students, the opportunity to acquire research skills.

IAUPR is excelling in health-rekited sciences, spedially in its efforts to aid
di&vanhged students to gain admission to health profixdon schools. Literacy and mathematical
skills and weaknesses in basic science courses, amseIing and orientation and study skills are
emphasized in a heaIth career opportunity program at the San Gemdn Campus.
New technology and advanced techniques have been introduced in the microbiology
program area through two research projects at the Arecibo campus: Gas Chromatography
TechnoIogy to Improve Microbiology Analysis and Molecular Analysis by LQhd
chromatography for Mycobacterium IdentScation. Modem instrumentation will allow the
facultyto strengthen and update the teaching learning process in the laboratory. At the same time
it involves the students in undergraduate research. curricular improvement of a number of
courses of the Biology Program is expected.

Higher Education programs have also received wide recognition. Engiish and Spanish
Track pro%rams attend specihc targeted popuWms. They have been instrumental in providing
educationaloppoxtunih and alternatives for thousands of secondary and postsecondary socially
and economically underprivileged Hispanic youth. They offer enrichment services such as
instruction,tutoring, personal and academic CoUIlsefingto support those individuals who have

had timiteaoppormities. InstitutionatandcommUnayre~~havebeenmaxlmtzed
..
-gh
the operation of TRIO Progxams instruments, materials and modules developed in the Spanish
language and used with similar populations outside of Puerto Rico.
The introduction oftechnology-based instructioa into the curriculum has improved the
academic programs and fadevelopment. The current teachingkarning process in the
classroom has been revised through the incorporation of modem tecbnoIogy. Emphasis bas
been placed in student assessment at the classroom leveI to adopt aIternative teaching leaming
strategies more relevant to actual student progress and understanding.

Academic mrpport and operation senices have been redesigned in order to achieve
improvementthrough a strategic Enrollment Management Program.
A comprterized Informaton System has been developed to link via LAN all functional areas.
significans and -e
l

.

I

.

Hispanic low-income students.

b

An enrichment program for Basic Biology and PreCalculus courses is also underway.
stukntsamuaIlyatthe Arecibo Campus. The project consists
of intxdwmg Interactive TeadhEngfRatnIngintothebasicandpre~courses through
the implementation of eledmuc
’ classrooms and mdtimedh laboratory COMected to Inkmet,
moaaored through systematic unnpterhedautcomes assessment methodology. The creation of
a large scale interactive Web Site of information will allow the dissemination of materials
benefitting students and faculty.

It will impact -08

The Biology and Mathematics curricula at the Aguadilla C a m p are enhanced through
the use of computers and multimedia. computerized simulated research will help to retain
students as well as encourage the professional development of the faculty. Other science
programs, education, health, tourism and management existing programs will be strengthened,
raising the IeveIs of academic excellence. Ties with industry, commerce, banking and other
public and private entities will be developed and strengthened through the mutual sharing of
resources and scientific howledge.

An illustration d h o w well-advanced IAUPR is in technology and information sciences

b,

isthe&v~m~ofanautomatedstationforthe~~onizationperformancecharacterization
of telecommunicationsnetwork It will allow analysis of telecommunications network through
the cokction of data tests at the Bayam6n campus. Undergraduate students that will Participate
in the research project wiU be exposed to the disciplinary nature of network synchro&ati&.
The Puerto Rico Telephone Company is collaborating in the collection of data.
IAUPR keeps close ties with the business and industry community in order to respond
to societies’ needs to better equip students with the technicalknowledge they will need to hce
the changing world. This path can be perceived throughout the entire University system. The
University recently signed a cooperativeapemeatwith the U.S. Small Business A‘on
to manage and administer a comprehensive s&
business assfstance network to deliver
services to s d business in Puerto Rico. IAUPR has had ample exposure to the small

..

business community through many programs. At present, the following progfams are active:

+
+

SmaIl Business Development Center h m which numerous small businesses and hculty
members receive direct counseling and training sessions.

Small Budness Management and Entrepreneur Institute. Besides normal courses and
experience for students, it provides educationaltraining and consulting services in areas
of finance; entrepreneurship; public policy; h d y business; corporate ventures and
innovation(ethnology.

+

Center for AppEed Economics: prmrides mearch in the field of Economics. The center

that has w
m scholars in its research team,serves the research needs of s
businesses.

d
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WorId Trade InformationCenter: is committed to developing internatid comercialskilh enabling stdents andthelocal business community to increase their exporthg
capabilities.

under development are: sma~BUS~~CSS
s e d ; ~raduate
other omanding
prOgramofInternational&Isiness;puertoRicoStrategyandthePresident's~orycommittee
on Development.

IAUPR has recently zeceived appmvat for the implementation of its graduate program
in IntemationaI Trade.

An additional systemwide program that deserves to be acknowledged is AVANCE, an
adult education program which plrovides learning experiences through flern'ble modes of study,
encouraging adults to expend and update their knowledge, skiIls and attitudes to meet the needs
of society.

Higher education institutionsthat seek to achieve academic excellence mist incorporate .
new technologies and r e d e b the scope of the teachingllearning process. "
I
&
its
Infixmation and Telecommunications Plan,IAUPR strives toward: (1) Transformation of the
Educational Resource Centers into Infonnation Approach Centers; (2) Incorporation of new
technologies to the t e a c h i n w g process an& (3) The development of VidedVoice4Data
Centers.
\
-

b,

To achieve these goals new equipment has been acquired: 200 personal computers for
the hiraries; locat networks were completed at each campus to connect computers that will
access a Unicorn Literacy System and csther sewices including Internet. Faculty has been trained
in compltef use and community access. IastnxctimaI Development Centers offer support at each
camplsa-Y-s for local and international Internet. The World Wide

Web is widely used throughout the eleven (11) campuses.
A high speed fiber optic network has been completed allowing not only its use in the
teachingllearning process but for access to distance learning education to the entire academic
community. Video d e r e n c e equipment was purchased.
Achievements in this area for 1995-96 include:
C O M ~ Oof
I Iall computers through the network (via monitor, personnel computer or
W0rkr;tatiOn).

Administrative network to support Banner System.
Academic network in support of library system (200Sirsi System; 2,500 Internet users)
fnstatlation of T1 to improve access to Internet via UPR system.
Distribution of pmceses to improve senrices rime to access information has improved)
Management information system has been developed.
flhirteen modules developed for Economic Assistance.
Twelve Inoitf'n
modules developed for Students.
Nine modules developed for Finance Office.

4
4
4

+

Eleven modules &veloped for Human Resaurces.
On-going fkculty training in new teachingkaming techniqyes.
- DeveJopmentofcomplterizededucationalmaterials.
World Wide Web Home pages at six campuses.

However, the most outstandingachievements have been.
D

b

constanthxeasing need of the teaching learning process
Modification and increase in services
Mare users
Increasesin the capability of information
Improvements in the network infrastnrchtre

A.

GenelrrlProfile: .
The University of the Sacred Heart is a c ~ e d ~ ~ t i ram-profit,
o~l,

private university located in San Juan, herto Rico.

. .

Jt is governed by a 2&

member Baard of Trustees, who appoinis a President as the institution’s

chid

executive officer.

The University has a full-time hdty

of I54

4.

professors and 209 part-time professors. Currezitly, the University ot the
Sacred Heart offers 36 majors leading to undergraduate

Departments: Business Administration: So&

degrees in six

Saexes, Natud Sciences,

Communication, Education and the Humanities;it offers associate degrees in
five t e c h i d program; a professional certificate in Medical Technofogy and

six Master degrees in Business Administration, Education and Public

W

Relations. The University is acrreditgd by the Middle States Association, the
Puerto R
a
i Council of

Higher Education, Ole Committee on Allied

Education and Actzeditation (Medical Technology Propmi, the C w n d on
Social Work and the National League of Nursing. Total enrollment for the
fall of Academic Year 1996-97 was 5,154; having 4,766 undergraduates. 354

graduates and 34 Medical Tec!!noiogy certificate students.

In June, E96 the

University awarded 26 Associate degrees, 581 Bachelor degrees, 38 Medical

Technology certificate students and 24 Master d
The University is located in the Saniurce district of the city of San Juan,
.

in the heart of

the

San Juan Metropolitan Area. An aerial view of the

institution would show a S a c r e green pocket with eariy turn-of-the-century

Ld
..

.

*.

..

..

--.-..

. ..-

.
. .

*
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.

buildings and modem fadlitis nestled in a densely popdatr& neighborhood.
. .

..

.

-

These'&r&eri&cs
have heiped to determine the university's fundanrental
. -. - ..
b
.
. .
..arban &atme and &e 'composition of its 'student body, which-is mainly

-

. .....-

:

~

.
.

.- .

.....

Hispanic-

The origins of University of the Sacred Heart can be traaed to the end
'of the..l%h Century (ISSO). The UniGexsity was originally founded as an
.- . elementary and secondary institution by the Sisters of the Order of the S a d
Heart. In 1935, the Order established the College of the Sacred Heart, a higher
education institution to provide educatim in the liberal arts to young Puerto

Rican women. tn 1972 it became a coeducational and pIuraristic University,
govemed by a lay Board of Trustees. '

In

19(js,

following a 17 year period of

explosive growth in which enrollment increased from about 800 to dose to
8,500, the University implemented its first Strategic.DeveiopmentPlan which
. .

refomdated its mission and academic goah and programs. htittltiond
academic leaders initiated a reform aimed at achieving a more personalized

education and reinforcing the liberal arts and sciences. Over the following
years, the University concentrated in strengthening its admission poiicy and

decreasing its enrob.ent by around 40% while maintaining its f a d t y body
to allow for a more enriched educati

experience.

ms *joMv

p&jed

has placed the University of the Sacred Heart at the forefront.of educaiionaf
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The Mission of the University of the Sacred
Heart,
as revised in
. . .
.
.

.

.

I.;.

-

,

.

and staff and approved
. . . by .the. .Boaid
.
of
..

.

.

.

.

.

. . ....
.
. ..

. .
.

. .

. ...

To edtrcate intellectually free and morally responsible men and
women willing to participate m building a more authentically
. Christiansociety.

..

..The Ukversity recognizes that faculty and students k 00participants in the educational process, that they are committed
to continued intellectual and moral advancement and to the
voluntaw development of a social consciousness that promotes
professidnal responsibility.
The University promotes a participatory, active and personalized
education that is relevant to modern soda1and cultural realities.
It emphasizes in equal measure huma&ic, scientific, technological and professional formatior, complement4 with the
developmen't of logical thought, critical and aeative thinking
skills, team work and the ability to recognize and practice moral
values. It realizes that education is a life-long endeavor and
givesspecialattention to the continued education needs of its
members and the community in general. .

W

+*

The urban chkcter of the University allows for constant interaction

with its surroundings. The institution intends to use its position

and

prestige and its strategic location in the heart of the Island's center of business,

government, cultural and professional a
ange for Puerto Rican society as we meet the complex but promising

challenges of the new millenia.
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Tuition
. . cosfs (199748): $125 for an kdergraduate d i t ; SI50 I graduate
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Opetadon Budget 1995% $V,893,%3; 1-6-97
.

. . .

9

$l90O%a2f3

-

INtitutional funds €0; Scholarship: l9%-97 $m0302

Faculty / student ration for Fail semester academic year 1996-92 1%-

..Compute&/student
ratio for academic year 1996-97Al8
..
Average &size: 24 students
C Major Strengths:

Recognized hdition of innovative projects and a commitment to

exceIlence during its 62years as a higher education institution.

* Strong acadepic programs in Communications, Business
. .

Administration, Tourism, NoturaJ Sciences, Allied Health, Education,

Computer Sciences, Social Sciences and the Humanities.

* Strategic location and attractive campus.

Remgnized faculty: committed to teaching, but active in their
professional fields.
* Growing community presence and a commitment to community

.

development

* Center for the Arts. (Modern Arts Museum; Art Galleries; Radio

Museum; Sculpture Garden;Belaval Theater]

D. Innovative Efforts
kjtomated Library using an innovative graFhic environment.
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Tele-Sagrado an advanced internal and extemal telecommunication
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* The

.

Community Development Center:co-cunimiar project to place

students in community based organizations (CBO's)
Institute for the Study of Violence on Media; Center for Research

,.

and Development of Center €or Development of the Industry;

Toun'sm, Insurance and the Center for the Development of the Third
Sector.

Center for Entrepreneurial Development of Women.

The Center for Academic Res&

-

provides support for faculty

research and development.

The Personal Development Center: (a nationally recognized leader in

Bd

personal counseling, and drug and alcohol abuse prevention)

E Areas for New Developments:
* Technological Infraestruhre:

Incorporate the most advanced infrastructure in our Telecommu-

nication studios; photography labs; visual/graphic arts labs; science

labs and computer centers;
"Comrnunitv Services and Outreach Proiects: to become a

development and support center for W

' .

'.

s

. .*

c
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*Cuninrium Development
New projects. -in. Tnfonnation Sciences, Telecommunication;

Entrepreneurhi Sciences; Interdisciplinary Studies;
.*Innovative Teaching Straiegies

Production of multimedia educational resources; "learning by
.
..

'

.. serving, moiei;
. -

Peer-Supported Student Services Model .
institutional hrnds for Scholarships: 19%-97-$778,302

b
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Universidad Austral de Chile
Conocimientoy naturaleza

La Universidad Austral de Chile, es una Universidad Privada, considerada dentro
de las Universidades tradicionales de Chile. Fue h d a d a el 16 de febrero de 1954,
obteniendo su personalidad jm’dica el 7 de septiembre del mismo aiio, siendo esta fecha
la que conmemora oficialmente el inicio de la Universidad. La comunidad universitaria
esth formada por alrededor de 9.200 alumnos de pregrado y 600 de postgado. AdemaS
cuenta con 776 profesores de jornada completa y 823 funcionarios de administracibn y
apoyo distribuidos en las diferentes Facultades ubicadas en 10s Campus Isla Teja y
Miraflores (Valdivia) y Campus Puerto Montt en la ciudad del mismo nombre. La
Universidad mantiene sedes en Ancud (Isla de Chilo@, Trapananda en la ciudad de
Coyhaique en la XI Regibn y Oficina de Representacibn en Santiago.

td

Posee 10 Facultades con 68 Institutos (Departamentos), 28 Cameras
Profesionales, Conservatorio de Miisica, Ballet Folld6ric0, Orquesta de C h a m y
Conjuntos Codes, Jardin BotSinico, varios Museos (Histbricos, Antropolbgicos, Arte
Moderno), por lo que es capaz de entregar formacibn de alto nivel en la casi totalidad de
las heas hdjmentales del conocimiento y de la creacibn.
La Universidad Austral de Chile, como una institucibn de educaci6n superior,
coloca un gran 6dasis en el nexo entre programas de investigacibn de relevancia regional,
nacional e internacional y la calidad de la docencia; la contribucibn directa o indirecta al
desarrollo social, cultural, y econbmico de la sociedae y la sustentacibn de las
necesidades intelectuales de sus acad&nicos, permitiCndoles que se mantengan en la
vanguardia de sus disciplinas

LJ

Desde el aiio 2000 la Universidad Austral de Chile es miembro activo de CEPA,
participando por primera vez en el SUMMIT 2000 en Brownville, Texas. En septiembre
del mismo afio CEPA c o h c i 6 la participaci6n a un representante de la Universidad en
el “2000 Environmental Leadership Course” del Smithonian Institution que se llevb a
cab0 en Front Royal, Virginia. A lines de noviembre se organiz6 en el Campus Isla Teja
el Coloquio “Universidad y Medio Ambiente” como una primera actividad organizada por
nuestra Universidad en el marco del Consorcio CEPA. En 61 participaron representantes
de San Juan de Puerto Rico, de El Paso, Texas y de universidades nacionales miembros

%

-

I

de CEPA. Dado que el objetivo de este coloquio era reactivar el proyecto de creacibn de
un Centro de Ciencias Ambientales en la Universidad, se convocaron la mayor parte de
10s investigadores involucrados activamente en temas ambientales. Como consecuencia
del buen kxito obtenido, a comienzos del aiio 2001, la Rectoria de la Universidad
promulgi, un Decreto nombrando un secretario ejecutivo y una comisi6n asesora para
materializar la formacih del mencionado Centro. Se presenta en esta Coderencia el
estado de avance de este proyecto.

U
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Meeting Particfpants
Murgarita Benftez
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NOTES OH THE AUGUST 6 BREAKFAST MEETING AMONG CEPA INSTITUTIONS
INTERESTED I N TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS I N ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Participants

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Mr.

u

Dr.
Dr.

Dr,

Linda Calne, Oak Ridge National Lab
Norman Peteraon, Argonne National &ab
Gilbert0 Velez, Universidad Polit6cnica de Puerto Rico
Diana Marinet, Texas A&M Corpus Christ1
Jose Martin, UT/Brownsville
William Dawes, Sandia National Lab
Ren6 Sbinz, UT/Brownsville
Jose Jaime Rivera, Unlversidad d e l Sagrado CorazBn
Ileana Irvine, Universidad Interamericana de Puetto Rico
Hargarita Benitez, Equity Research

Topics discussed

Or. Benitez began by pointing out that CEPA does not now include in
its work p h n s assistance tomember institutions in t h e development
o f teacher tralning programs. Nevertheless, most CEPA institutions
offer such programs, and have shown great interest in sharing
information about existing programs, and in adding an environmental
component to them.
This meeting was convened in order to
facilltete information sharing and networking among CEPA members.
After everyone spoke about the status of teacher training programs
at their respective institutions, i t was clear that there were
common concerns and needs. A second round highlighted interesting
initiative8 already taking place, such as:

1.
A Sandla-sponsored curriculum designed for training
science teacher8 at levels K-8 at the University of New
Mexico. Among i t s salient featurea are the integration o f
scientific knowledge i n phyaics, chemistry, biology, and math,
the emphasis on hands-on experience, and a $25 limit on the
c o a t of science labs, in order to assure they may be
replicated in standard claesroom situations
Dr Dawes 18
willing and eager to share t h e s e materials with CEPA
institutions.

.

w
I

The "Adopt a Wetland" program at TAMU Corpus Christl. It
involves children
from elementary
on, and w e 8 the
-- - _ _school
_ _

2.

Aug-19-97

06:27P

DirenoDesarrolloSittemas

787 268-0208

P.03

Internet to open up their awareness of all that can be done
directly and through telecommunications. Dr. Marine2 will
send additional information to all meeting participants. This
program was of particular interest to Ititeramerican ~niveraity
of Puerto Rico, since they are involved i n wetlands research.
3. National envfronmental education lnftiatfves f o r children
such as "OREENp" "WILD," and "GLOBEp" Which are linked to the
National Science Tsachere Association, have the support of
Vice President Gore, and may be accessed through Internet.
Another attractive project is the National Geographic Kids
Network. Dr. Linda Caine will send additional information.

All Nationnl Laboratories hold summer institutes for
elementary and secondary school teachers that last 3-4 or 6-8
weeks. National Lab representatives will send out additional
infomation and applicatton materials.
4.

5. Unfversidad del Sagrado Coraz6n in Puerto Rico is holding
its teacher training sessions at an at r f s k school dicrtrict in
Catafio8 in order to approximate the realities that teachers
must face i n their daily lives. Information on the pros and
cons of thipl experience i s available.

6. Standardized teot results for mlnorlty populatlans in the
U.S. are very disturbing.
UT/Erownsvflle and Sandia have

compiled information on this topic.

L
j

T ~ Mfollowing suggestions came up:
1.

nmphcrofo

on

development

of

rrokionol

and

F=ternotLond

"environmental pen palst1 through Internet.

,

2. U s e the prestige of the National Labs in order to present
the Sandia/UNM curriculum initiative as a viable option. In
Puerto Rico, solicit the support of the College Board in order
to convene unlveroity presidents to follow up on the
recommendations of a blue-ribbon commission that dealt with
the faetora t h a t aFfect the transit.fon f r n m hlqh ochool to

college.
3.
Discuss at every institution the need for a service

component for all science majors.

4.
U s e t h e tnvftonmtntal theme to stresa t h e importancc of a
1ersr.rtlriy ~ r i v ~ r u c a a i ~ c arrd
c b ~ i n order to i m p r o v e ocher u ~ l o n u o

ekills.
It was agrsed that a aummary o f t h i s mooting w o u l d bo C f r c U h t e d ,
and that Lnotitutlonr would carry vm Csom Lhmre.

CEPA Action Plan

1997 - 1998

From the CEPA Action Plan 1997/98
Specific Initiatives
I. Research on Bioremediation and Hazardous Materials Monitoring
e

e

e

Paper based on joint bioremediation studies conducted to date (ORNUUSACh)
on the elimination of hazardous substances from indoor air using Chilean plants.
Authors: Jan Ma, Art Stewart, Jaime Cornejo and Franz Mufioz. Suggestedjcniml
Ecotoxicology
Joint proposal on bioremediation on the biochemistry and systematic assessment
of decontamination ability in Chilean plants, including practical applications
(J.Cornejo. A. Stewart)
Joint research (IMA-USACWORNL), on the applications of microcantiIever
sensors to the monitoring of hazardous contaminants in measurement chambers,
buildings and labs (J. Cornejo, T. Thundat)

2. New Environmental Educational Programs
Programs to be implemented in 1998 by Gestion IMA at Universitlad de Santiago de Chile:
e
e

A Postgraduate program on the Best Science and Engineering for Environmental
Protection, and
An International Graduate Environmental Program on the basis of an adaptation of
the recently evaluated, CEPA-based program developed jointly in 1997 by UPAEP,
ORNL and UTK.

3. New R&D Proposals by ORNLKEPA-Chile that need Funding
0

New Regional Environmental Information System (pilot)
tMA as a state-of-the-art center regarding research, technology transfer and
education for environmental protection in Chile.

4. Identification of Technology Transfer Opportunities
5. Identification of Joint Research Opportunities
Studies on metal uptake fiom contaminated waters using specific ligands bound to a

0

e

6.

polymeric matrix.
Studies on the ability of metal uptake from water media by tree bark left as residue
in the Chilean wood processing industry (oak, acacia, eucaliptus, pine and others)

The Technical Program for the 1998 CEPA Summit
Program will highlight the work and accomplishments of CEPA professionalsand

7. Development of the CEPA web page.
ProposaltodeveloptheIMAandCEPAIrrternetplatformsssrelatioaaldatabaseswithsearch
opabilities,to increasespecialty topics coverageto includebilutgualeditionsof all new i n f d o n
uploaded, tobave stak-of-the-art PCsaudperipheralssuitable fbrbighendapplicationsandfixther
development,andtoimplementamultimediaclassroom~quippedwithPCsproperSyfiitteedfor
information accessand retrieval &om Internetdatabasesfor workshop and professional trainingpurposes.
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Memorandum ofundexstanding and Intent
on the
Educational Consortmm forEnvironmen&l Protection
(Comrcio Educativo para la Proteeion Ambientai orCEPA)

Recentevents, including the Summit of rht Americas convened by President Clinton and the
passage of theNorth America FneTrade Agreement (NAFTA), have increased awareness of the
need to emphasize environmental protection in the Americas. The attainment and maintenance of
environmental quality quire public un-djng
of environmental protection principles by the
pubiic and the commitment of various governments to base their decisions on these principles.
Successful environmental management must be based OR an appreCiatiOrr for ncyciing, reuse,
pollution prevention. waste minimi./ntion, remediation of past contamhation and regulatory
compliane This requires cooperation among all of the Americas. particularly countries
neighboring theU.S., ngardiessof their lwei of industrial development. Environmental
education, enablingenyironmental policies, strong public participation, and technoiogy transfer
axe thecomerstones of successful impiemtation of environmental protection,

b,

Environmentaleduwrion provides the conduit fordisseminating science and technoiogy.
Environmental protection pments highly technicalissues. and little can be accomplished if there is
alackof informatioxraboutthenarunandextentoftheproblems and highly trained
environmental professionals to promote asoundreguiatory ciimate. Knowledgeis essential for
nationalstrength, andfundamentalto environmental protection. Continuous advances in science
andtechnology cau provide foran effective environmentalmanagement,adetperun&rstanding
of therelationship between people andnamre, an expansion of availablenatural resources, and an
increase in the use and economicbenefits of resources.
Environmentai poiicy that encourages innovation must be structured aroundthe main facrors that
influencethe appiicatiOn of ttchnical resources to societal and economic needs which are: (1)a
demand for action of adequatesize, direcbn, and cons~11cy;(2) sufficient numbers of technically
skilled people, suitable n s w c h and demlopment, andadequate capital resources;(3) an
appropriate informational infrastnrcnrn upon which to base decisions: (4) a hospitable ciimate for
commercialization of new technologies: and (5) an appropriate legal, organizational,and
technologicalorienmtion in government
Strong participation from the public in emrironmentai preservation promotes asustainable
environmental protection process. Envimmental protection is an ongoing process that requires
active and iterative participation of academic, business, and governmental institutions. In
developingsound environmentalpolicies, everyone is both an infomation supplierantian
information uset. 'Iherefore, active involvement of all participants through education, the
enactment of enablingpolicies, and the enhancement of the information infrastructureis
c o n s o r c i o

e d u c a t i v o
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indispensablefor thedevelopment of an acceptable and sustainableenvironmental protection
Saategy.

t,

Technology development is essential for approprim pollution pnvention and control, It is more
economicalto mnsfer an existing technology used in one industry orcountry to adiffennt
industry orcountry, than to develop a new techologyCTechnology transferrequires cemh
prerequisites, notably the development of curricula forenvironmental competencies, indudix~glife
cycle issues tfiat artconsideredduring product development and manufacture. The process of
tcchology uansfcrensms that research and development achievements andexisting
tecfinologics are quickly and effectively transferred to the users.

The recognized need for effective environmental protection. environmental training, and
education in theAmericas led to the creation of the Consorcio Educative para la Protecci6n
Ambiental (hereafter referred as CEPA orthe Consortium). The CEPA vision is to strengthen the
tcchnicd, professional, andeducational e n v i r o n m e n m l h f i a s ~ i nLatin Americaand the
UnimiStatcs. Tht CEPA programconsists of atrue partnership among participating groups and
includes c u r r i d m development student excbges, facuity development crcatiOn of educational
materials, johtnscarch, andothercooperativeacdvities. The collaboration developing from this
alliance will heiu to rmvideeach participating institution, the private sector, andgovernments the
expertise andcapacity to develop strong environmentalstrategiesand programs-

CEPA recognizes thatculturaldiversity mustbeconsideredwhen addnssingenvironmental
preservation, Cuimral hexitageandconservationare c o m d to societal and economic needs
andenvironmentalpreservation, This concept offers promise forall the participalirxggroups, The
inteazits of environmental preservation art best-servedwitfr ahowledgeable public that is able to
understand the techuolo@caland environmentaLsystems at various levels of society.

In the United Statts and Latin America&velopment of a sound environmentalidhstructure is
W d t o the needfor environmental education. Furthermore. in the Unitedstates, most
Hispanics. because of socioeconomic+xonomic conditions, are not participants in the
environmental process. The Consortiurnis unique because U.S. Hispanic Serving Institutions are
considend to be critical for its growth. The Consortium intctacts with theUnited States and
Latin American professionals, and is an incentive for more U.S. Hispanics to enter
environmentally relatedcareers. Through participation in this process, U.S. Hispanic Serving
lnstitntions will strengthen not only their ability to serve environmentd engineering students. but
also the smunding Hispanic communities in general.

preservation,
2

Tfiis Memorandum of Undersmndingand Intent (MOW establishes acollabodve program in
environmentaiscienct;education.andmearcfi-The MOU is basedon the common undemanding
that hieducation thexeis &need to base concepts such as pollution prevention. waste mkimhuion
and reust,as well as product andmattrialncycling and rtu~econsiderations, on broad
enginccringscimcepMciples. and to inaoduce them into environmental eduCatiorr, New
education programs may have to be developed to educate the present and next genemion of
\
engineers, scientists, and environmental professionals so that they can incorporate environmental
fictors hto regulatory and industrialdecisions. The sustainability of the Consortium is basedon
the commitments of theConsortim members, the private sector, and governments. Each
memberwillensurethesuccessof CEPA.by implementing theprogram Within its educational,
poiiticaL socialand financial fi-dmework.The principal components of thiseffort art listed.be10~:
1.

Consortium participants and/or other entities as agreed by
Consortium members work as collaborators in the development andevaiuation of
undergraduatGandgraduatt:curriculaandrtsearch programs at participating instit~tionSTheseCuITiCulaand re~earchactivities may deal with areas peaaining to thedevelopment
0frn.mentalScitnces, industrialecology, environmentalengineering, enviromend
manamentorregulatory issues,

z

& & D e v ~ hintfaculty/staf€appoinanents, internships andexchangcS at
respectiveinstitutions willbeencouraged(e.gi, adjunct faculty, summerfaclllty, visiting
staffscientists)c These facultystaff appointments. internhips, andorexchanges may of
may not be:salaxid

3.

&&&SSU&

Certain Consortium members arcmoreexperiencedm others..
Research programs and projects art developed andorenhancd through collaboration
with p d u p e g l a b o r n e s and universities. The results of the research are then

publishedin the open literame in recognition of the contributions of the participmt

imim?iOns,
4.

.-

5.

Technolow. Consortium participants coUaborate in the transferof infonnationai

The educationaiinstitutionsparcicipatingin t
kConsortium are
committedto identifyinghigh-achievinggraduate and undergraduate studern who
p-pate
in summer andeducation programs.
and technologid resources, The participants: (1)provide resource personnel to teach
courses andpresentlectures in ma&ma&s* scienceandengbee&g at
ed~onaLi.ushtionstitutionsas allowedunder corporate policies, (2) assist in devdopment
andorenhancement of cou~ses,short~ousc~.
lectures, and workshops, and (3) fosterthe

3

effective transferof pollution avoidance and w&ol technologies.

u

6.

..
ProfessionalConsordum
participants collaborate on the development oftraining
and certification programs for environmental profesSionaiS. One of CEPA’s pHofies in
this areais the development ofprograms andcourses that impart knowledge and skillto
environn~entaltrainers throughout theconsortiurn. They are seen as crucial for
environmental infrastructuredevelopment en the Americas, The Consortiumwill suggest a
System of acreditacion for the training of environmental profesionais.

7.

0

Dev-Sice
sustainable developmentis the appropriate
balance of economical and societalgrowth for preserving the environment, CEPA enables
professionals to acquire theacumen necessary to develop hoiisticstratees that address
issues pertaining to the environment in a sustainabjedevelopment context.

CHILE

-. -

Universidad de Concepcion
Univenidad de Chile
Univmidad de Santiago deChile
Comision Nauonal del Medio Ambiente de Chile
0

m c o

Universidad-PopularAutonomadel Estadode Puebia (UPAEP)
Univ&dadAutonoma de TIaxcaia

0

UNITED STATES

Texas A&M University at Corpus Chrrsty (Texas)
TheUniversiq of Texas at Brownsville (Texas)

W

Puerto Rico

ArgomeNatioaal Laboratory
OakRidgeNationalLaboratory
SandiaNationalLaboratories
United States DepmentofEnergy
Equity Research Corporation
Institute for Regulatory Science
Univmkiad Interamencamde Puerto Rim
UniverSidad Politknicade Puerto Rico
Univenidad del Sagrado C o n o n de Puerto Rico

k
It is in the best interest of the parties that the initial tern of this MOU shad be for three years, and

4

be automatically renewableon an annual basis thereafterin the absence of a sixtyday w d c n
notice by any Party to all other Parties.
It is expectcd thar the Parties to this MOU will enter into componentagnements for formal
support to each other andor non-signatories that may inciude university, nonprofit andor profitmaking organiZat~ns-These agreements may inciude htcragency Agreements, Funds-hAgreements,CooperativeAgreements, Grants, Cooperative Resemfr and Development
Agreements, Joint Programs, and other forms of collaboration as appropriate. and consistent with
autfiority and availability of fhds.

This MOU may bc modifiedoramended by written agreement of all Parties. Any Party may
termbareits participation in the MOU upon providing asixtyday written notice to the other
P&*

w
This MOU shall be effective upon the latest date of signature of the Parties.
FORTHEPARTIES:

Office of Economic h i a c t and Dgersity
US. Deparrment of Energy
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CEPA,
Memorandum of Understanding and Intent
On the
Educational Consortium for Environmental Protection
(Consorcio Educativo para lo Proteccitjn Ambiental, or CEPA)
Appendix 1
Participation by the Unites States Environmental Protection Agency
The recognized need for effective environmentalprotection, environmental training, and education in the
Americas led to the creation of the Consorcio Educativo para laproteCci6n Ambiental (hcreafterrefefied to
as CEPA or the ConsomUm). The CEPA vision is to strengthenthe technical, professional, and educational
environmental infrastructure in Latin America and the United States. CEPA recognizes that cultural
diversity must be considered when addressing enviromnffltal preservation. Cultural heritage and
conservationare connected to societal and economic needs and environmentalpresemtiou.
professionals trained in fields as
The United States En-end
Agency (EPA) =lies on
diverse as environmend policy, forestry, geology, economics, statistics, computer modeling, and
informationmanagement to accomplish its primary mission of protecting public health and the environment
on which all life depends. The students and faculty of CEPA's m m k universities represent an invaluable
resource for EPA as it continues to explore more effective and innovativeapproaches to en-end
and
public health protection. Moreover, EPA's participation in CEPA will help accomplish several priority
objectives, including support of the Agency's awareness-raising and outreach activities focused on the
nation's Hhpanic community, enhancement of EPA's ongoing efforts to m i t and retain qualified
graduates,and the strengtheningof ties to local communities servedby CEPA's memberinstitutions.
The original M e m o m h of Understanding and Intent (MOW established a collaborative program in
environmentalscience, education and research, with the following partners:

CElILE
Universidad de Concepci6n
UniversidaddeChile
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Comisi6n NaciOnat del Medio Ambiente de Chile

MEXICO
Universidad Popular Aut6noma del Estado de Puebla (UPAEP)
Universidad.Authoma de Tlaxcala

UNITED STATES
Texas A &M University at Corpus Christi
The University of Texas at Brownsville
Argonne National Laboratory
Oak RidgeNational Laboratory
SandiaNatiodLabrnry
United States Departmentof Energy
Equity Research Corporation
Instibe for Regulatory Science
Boricua College

consorcio

educativo

para

la

proteccion

ambiental
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PUERTO RICO
Univmidad Interamcricana de Puerto Rim
Univmidad PolitCcnica de P
u
mRico
Universidad del Sa@ C o d n de Pwrto Rico

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency joins the CEPA memoranchun of understandingand intent with
the conscIlsus of all orhcrparties.

Romulo L. Diaz, Jr.
Assistant Administratorfor Administration
AndRcsources Management
U.S. EnviromenraI ProtectionAgency

Consorcio Educativo para la Proteccih Ambiental

(CEPA)
Equity Research Corporation developed an aIliance with institutions of higher
education in the United States, Puerto Rico, Mexico, and Chile, in conjunction with the
U.S.Department of Energy's national laboratories and the U.S.Environmental Protection
Agency, committed to design collaborative environmental education and research
projects. The educational institutions in this consortium are represented by two Hispanicserving universities in the United States, three universities in Puerto Rico, two
universities in Mexico, three universities in Chile, the U.S. Department of Energy and the
U.S.Environmental Protection Agency. Under the acronym, CEPA (Consorcio
Educativo para la Protecci6n Ambiental) the program consists of a true partnership
among participating groups and provides for:
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Curriculum development for a Masters in Environmental Science
Student exchanges
Internships at laboratories
Faculty development
Creation of bilingual educational materials
Joint research at national laboratories
Graduateseminars
Other cooperative activities

Un
Universities
University of Texas at Brownsville
University of Texas A&M Corpus Christi
Puerto Rican V"
University of the Sacred Heart
inter American University of Puerto Rico
Polytechnic University of Puerto Rim
L
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Mixican Universities
Universidad Popular Autonoma del Estado de Puebla (UPAEP)
Universidad Autonoma de Tlaxcala
Chilean UniversiriRF
Universidad de Santiago de Chile
Universidad de Concepcion
Universidad de Chile

Federal Agencies
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S.Environmental Protection Agency

CEPA Member InstitutionaI Profiles

INTER AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO
BARRANQUI TAS CAMPUS

The Inter American University of Puerto Rico, Barranquitas Campus (IAUPR-BC), is a
private, nonprofit, Hispanic Higher Education Teaching Institution located in the central
region of Puerto Rico. Since it founding in 1957, IAUPR-BC has provided educational
opportunities to those who would otherwise have had little access to a college education.
Its student body is diverse, composed of both traditional and non-traditional students.
IAUPR-BC serves seven communities with a population of 121,000. Socioeconomic
indicators show that this region is among the poorest areas of the nation. IAUPR-BC has
an enrollment of 1800 students.
Currently, the campus offers a total of twenty-two (22) Bachelor degrees including a BS
in Biology and Computer Sciences and a BA in Elementary and Secondary Biology, six
(6) associate degrees and four (4) Professional Certificates. The majority of the students
are registered in the Computer Science Program and Education.
The faculty of the Campus has increased in number in the last few ears. For the fall term
of 1999 there were 97 active faculty members, of those 37 (38%) worked full-time and 60
(62%) worked part-time.
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Thirty-three of the full-time faculty members hold master’s degrees, three hold a doctoral
and one is a Juris Doctor. Eight members of the hll-time faculty are doctoral m aid one
additional faculty member is on sabbatical leave for this purpose. The student faculty
radio (Fall ‘99) for all academic programs on campus is 25.84, based on a 1,449 full time
equivalent enrollment (FTE) and 58 full-time equivalent faculty members, at a r of 25.1
under-graduate studendfaculty member.
c

POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

Ici

Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico, (PUPR) is a private not for profit, coeducational,
nonsectarian institution founded in 1966. It is the largest private Hispanic Serving
Engineering School in the United States and its territories.
PUPR is located in the Metropolitan Area of San Juan at 377 Ponce de Leon Avenue
which is near the financial and economic center of Puerto Rico. The campus consists of
nine acres and six buildings housing classrooms, laboratories, academic offices, library,
administrative offices, student center, medical services, athletic and other facilities, and a
parking building.
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Until 1974, PUPR offered specialized courses in Land Surveying and Mapping. In 1974,
it became a degree granting institution with a Bachelor of Science in Land Surveying and
Mapping and a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering (BSCE). It was followed by a
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering (1980), Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering (1984), Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering (1987) and Bachelor
of Science in Business Administration with a major in Industrial Management (1990). In
1992, the institution started offering graduate programs with a Master's Degree in
Engineering Management. In 1995, a Bachelor in Architecture program was initiated. A
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering and a Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Engineering were initiated in 1997. Also in 1998, the Master in Business
Administration, Master of Science in Civil Engineering, Master of Science and Master of
Engineering in Manufacturing Engineering, a Master in Environmental Management,
Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering, and a Master of Science and a Master in
Manufacturing Competitiveness were started.
The University is accredited by the Council of Higher Education of Puerto Rico, the
Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools and the Accreditation Board of
Engineering and Technology (ABET).
As an institution of higher education, Polytechnic University of Puerto Rico provides
opportunities for individuals from diverse backgrounds to cultivate their potential for
leadership, productivity and competitiveness with the purpose of providing greater social
responsibility toward their communities, through exposure to intellectual, humanistic and
technological advancement.
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PUPR serves a large sector of students with economic and academic limitations. Since
it's inception, the university has graduated 3,500 engineers and surveyors. Its graduate
program has graduated 131 students in Engineering Management.
The faculty at PUPR has grown significantly since 1989 from 142 to 217 at present.
Currently 86 % of the faculty members hold a master or doctoral degree, while 42 % of
the faculty members hold full-time (tenure or tenure track) positions.

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY

The Sacred Heart University, a Catholic educational institute is the oldest Institution of
Higher Education on the Island of Puerto Rico. Established in 1880 by the religious
order of the Sisters of the Sacred Heart as an elementary school, in 1935, the government
issued a Charter establishing the Colegio Universitario del Sagrado Corazdn. In 1970,
the Sisters of the Sacred Heart transferred the governance of the Institution to a lay Board
of Trustees and in 1972, a co-educational policy was approved. The official name was
changed to Sacred Heart University in 1976. The University is located on thirty-two
acres of urban property. In 1985 its Portico and Chapel were declared Historical
Monuments.
Sacred Hearts University has been accredited by the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Schools since, 1950 and also by the Puerto Rican Council of Higher
Education, National League of Nursing, Council on Social Work Education, National
Accrediting Agencies for Clinical Laboratory Sciences, and the International Association
for Continuing Education and Training.
The Institution offers 2 Associate Degree Programs, 42 Bachelor’s Degrees, 3
Professional Certificates, and 10 Master’s Degrees. It organizes its academics offerings
on a daytime, evening and Saturday schedule. It offers Continuing Education Programs,
short term courses, workshops and training opportunities tailored to the needs of
individuals, agencies, and businesses. It has exchange programs with 168 universities in
the United States and individual agreements with other Institutions abroad, among them
Spain, Mexico, France, Canada, Belgium and Sweden.
The faculty is composed of 136 full time professors and a group of part-time faculty
members coming from industry, other professional fields and the public sector, all of
whom facilitate more pertinent education.
The total student enrollment for fall semester of 2000-2001 was 5,234 (4,724 being
undergraduates). The average number of students per classroom is 22. The student body
composition is 64 % female and 36 % male, with adults comprising 16 % of the total
student body. Seventy five percent (75 %) of the students come from the San Juan
Metropolitan area, 23 % from the rest of the Island, and 1 % are foreign students. It has
the most active Alumni Association on the Island.
The University Library, with its digital graphic environment, is the first of its kind on the
Island. It has modern physical fitness facilities, basketball, tennis, and volleyball courts,
and an Olympic size swimming pool. It also has modern residential facilities for 417
students and visiting professors.

The faculty of the Institution is committed and engaged with scholarly activities. Among
the research centers are:
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The Center for Entrepreneurial Development of Women
Academic Research Center
Center for Personal Development
Center for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning
Center for the Development of the Insurance Industry
Institute for Tourism Research
Technological innovation for Changing Environments Center (CENIT)
Ford Foundation Urban Partnership Program
Institute for the Study of Violence in the Social Media
Institute for the Development of the Third Sector
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
National Writing Center
Center for the freedom of Press
Community Linkage Support Center
Women’s Business Institute
Cellular Molecular Biology Laboratory
(among others).

Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) is a comprehensive urban university,
member of The Texas A&M University System, located on the South Texas Gulf Coast. The
university focuses on the higher education needs of South Texas and the state, and on coastal and
urban issues, with special emphasis on Allied Health, Applied Technology, Arts and Humanities,
Business Administration, Environmental Studies and Teacher Education.
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi is undergoing major change involving expansion of its
student body and program offerings. The University currently offers a variety of undergraduate
and graduate degree programs including selected doctoral and professional degrees. Additional
degree programs are being developed in response to the expanding student body and regional
needs. The University also provides continuing education and outreach programs that serve the
needs of area businesses, professionals, and the general population.
Undergraduate programs (78% of the total student body) prepare students for productive careers
in their chosen fields of study and provide them with the intellectual, cultural and ethical
foundation necessary to contribute effectively and positively to a changing global community.
Graduate programs (22% of the total student body) prepare students for leadership roles in the
future development of the region and the state through formal instruction and through research
and other forms of scholarly activity. The University emphasizes endeavors that focus on solving
problems related to the South Texas urban and coastal region through services to the community.
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Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi is committed to the pursuit of excellence in instruction,
research and other forms of scholarly activity, and public service. Consistent with this
commitment, the University seeks to identify, recruit and retain students who have high potential
for academic success, especially those fiom groups who historically have been under-represented
in higher education. To these ends, the minorities at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi
represent approximately 40% of the total student body. This proportion is itself 2-3% in par with
the mix of the regional college-going population. Moreover, the most recent enrollment census
has shown that slightly over 61% of student body is composed of women.
Institutional History
The island campus of Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi has been a setting for higher
education since 1947. That year, Ward Island became the home of the University of Corpus
Christi (UCC), an institution affiliated with the Baptist General Convention of Texas. The UCC
campus was developed on land previously used by the U.S. Navy as a radar training facility.
In 1970, Hurricane Celia severely damaged the college campus. The following year, UCC and the
Baptist General Convention took steps to end their affiliation. Concerned about higher education
in Corpus Christi, a coalition of civic leaders sought local support as well as state legislation to
convert the cdmpus of UCC to a state-supported institution with an expanded curriculum.
In 1971, the 62nd session of the Texas Legislature authorized the creation of a state-supported
institution of higher education in Corpus Christi. The Board of Directors of the Texas A&M
University System was authorized to establish an upper-level university and to prescribe courses
for the new institution at the junior, senior, and graduate levels leading to both bachelor's and
master's degrees.
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Funding was approved by the legislature to initiate planning for the university. The citizens of
Corpus Christi approved a bond issue to purchase the campus of the University of Corpus Christi
on Ward Island. Subsequently, the campus was given to the State of Texas as a site for the new
state-supported university. Civic leaders in Corpus Christi also launched a successhl public fund
raising campaign to provide local financial support for the fledgling university. On September 4,
1973, several months after UCC completed its final classes, Texas A&M University at Corpus
Christi opened its doors with an initial enrollment of 969 students.
In 1977, the legislature changed the name of the institution to Corpus Christi State University.
The name of the university system, which also included Laredo State University and Texas A&M
University, was changed the same year to the University System of South Texas (USST).
In 1989, the Texas Legislature abolished the University System of South Texas and merged
Corpus Christi State University and the other two USST universities into The Texas A&M
University System. In the same year, the legislature approved the expansion of Corpus Christi
State University to a four-year comprehensive university, with enrollment of freshmen and
sophomores to begin in fall 1994. In 1992, the role of the institution was expanded further when
the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board authorized the University to offer its first
doctoral degree program. Another milestone occurred in 1993 when The Texas A&M University
System Board of Regents renamed the institution Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi. The
arrival of freshman and sophomore students in 1994 marked the transformation of the institution
to a four-year university.
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The University continues to expand in terms of student enrollment and program offerings. In
2000, student enrollment grew to more than 6800. Program offerings in the four academic
colleges now include 59 undergraduate and graduate degree programs. Additional degree
programs are planned and will be offered following state approval.

Institutional involvement in the CEPA Program
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, via the College of Science and Technology, has been
involved with the CEPA program since 1997. Their primary emphasis has been on distance
education connections, in particular, multi-lingual web-based learning in the interdisciplinary area
of Earth System Science. TAMU-CC began a CEPA-funded on-line pilot project in 1999 dubbed
Translingual Earth System Science education (TESS). Major funding for this program was later
picked up by NASA as part of their Earth Science Enterprise. The Spanish and English versions
of this class are currently available on-line at www.oso.tamucc.edu. For more information contact
Dr. Grady Price Blount) or Dr. Patrick Louchouarn (loup@,cbi.tamucc.edu).

University of Texas at Brownsville and
Texas Southmost College (UTBRSC)
Mission

The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College has been a
member of the University of Texas System since 1991. The University serves over
10,000 students at its campus in Brownsville, Texas. UTB/TSC offers a wide range of
programs from Associate to Baccalaureate degrees to graduate classes and continuing
education. UTB/TSC also supports the delivery of doctoral programs through
cooperative agreements with doctoral degree granting institutions.
The mission of UTB/TSC is to provide accessible, affordable, postsecondary education of
high quality, to conduct research, which expands knowledge, and to present programs of
continuing education, public service, and cultural value to meet the needs of the
community. The Partnership combines the strengths of the community college and those
of an upper level university by increasing student access and eliminating interinstitutional barriers while fulfilling the distinctive responsibilities of each type of
institution.
UTB/TSC has a total of 450 faculty members. Of those, 225 are full-time and 195 parttime. Approximately 125 are tenured and 83 tenure-track. Seventy-five percent of the
faculty has degrees.
I

The university advances economic and social development, enhances the quality of life,
fosters respect for the environment, provides for personal enrichment, and expands
knowledge through programs of research, service, continuing education and training, it
convenes the cultures of the community, fosters an appreciation of the unique heritage of
the Lower Rio Grand Valley and encourages the development and application of
bilingual abilities in its students. It provides academic leadership to the intellectual,
cultural, social and economic life of the bi-national urban region it serves.
UTB-TSC is a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) in which 92% of the 10,000 students
are Hispanic. Only a handful of students take math and science courses beyond those
required for the general core. Math and science majors are raTer still. The Office for
Institutional Research at UTB-TSC reported in 1999 that 1.2% of students were math
majors, 0.3% physics majors, and 0.4% chemistry majors. The encouraging spot in the
sciences was in engineering where 4.3% of students were majors, but this included those
enrolled in two-year industrial arts programs. The dearth of science majors is particularly
troubling in an area where maquiladora manufacturing is booming and even high tech
companies and components of companies are fast emerging,
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UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA
DE TLAXCALA
Estado de Tlaxcala (Habitantes 957 843)
Idioma Espaiiol
Tlaxcala capital (Habitantes 70 000)
Ciclo escolar :Semestres y cursos de
verano
http.// \ w . u a t x . m x

PRES ENTACION
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La U.A.T. es un organism0 de
servicio publico. descentraIizado, con
personalidad jm'dica, patrimonio propio
y plana autonomia en su regimen jm'dico
econ6mico y administrativo, que
conjuntamente con
la
constante
actualizacih de planes y programas de
estudio de las diferentes licenciaturas y
posgrados, la calidad del &el acadCmico
del personal docente, la infiaestructka y
10s espacios adecuados, el fervor propio
de una institucibn joven, hacen de esta. el
paradigma de la educacidn superior en el
estado de Tlaxcala.
PANORAMA GENERAL
La U.A.T. se constituye el 20 de
noviembre de 1976 cuando el
Congreso del Estado dz Tlaxcala) a
traves del decreto numero 95, dic'n la
Ley Organica que da origen legal a Ia
institucion.

El

Instituto de Estudios
Superiores del Estado fue el
antecedente acad6mico institucional;
&te, integraba las escuelas de
Enfermeria y Obstetricia, Derecho,
NormaI Superior, Superior de
Comercio y Odontologfa. Por ello, con
esas cameras dio inicio en funciones
acad6micas
la
universidad.
Posteriormente se heron creando
distintas opciones educativas: Trabajo
Social (1977); Ingenieria Quimica y
Quimico Industrial (1978);Educaci6n
Especial, Biologia Agropecuaria y 10s
posgrados de Derecho y de
Administracion (1979-1983);Medicina
Veterinaria y Zootecnia, Econom'a,
Ingenieria
Mechica,
Ciencias
Politicas y Administracih Mblica,
Historia,
Literatura
Hispanoamericana,
Filosofia,
Administracion,
Matedticas
Aplicadas y 10s posgrados de
Educacion, de BioIogia de la
Reproduccion, de Adisis Regional,
de Educaci6n Especial y de
Odontologia (1983-1990); Negocios
Internacionales, Medicina General
Integral y el posgrado de Ciencias de
la Calidad (1994-1995).

FUNCIONES
Fie1 a la mision de impartir
enseiianza superior independiente, y
ajena a partidismos poiiticos y
religiosos, contribuye a mejorar el
n i ~ l fisico,
moral,
cultural,
humanistico, cientifico y t M c o de Ia
poblacih, formando profesionales
utiles y comprometidos con su estado
v nacion.
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La U.A.T.tiene como funciones
primordiales:
I.
Impartir la educacidn
superior para la formxion
de profesionales, M c o s y
cientificos de la miis alta
cdidad.
11.
Promover, impulsar y
realizar
investigaciones
cientificas y culturales en
todos sus aspectos.
111. Difundir la cultura, la
ciencia y la Mcnica en
beneficio de 10s sectores
sociales.
IV.
Propugnar y coadyuntar a l
desarrollo
cultural,
economic0 y social de
Tlaxcala y de la nacion;
para ello debera mantener
permanente comunicacih
y contact0 COP 4 pueblo, a
fin de no desvinculars.3 de
su h b i t o social.
V.
Impulsar el mejoramiento
de la tknica en la docencia,
ya que las actividades de la
Universidad deberan ser
encaminadas a obtener un
grado
maximo
de
efiuencia.
VI.
Investigar,
rescatar
y
presewar el acervo culhial.
la
Universidad
Adem&,
examinara dentro de un marco de
libertad y respeto todas Ias
corrientes
del
pensamiento
filosofico, cientifico v 10s hechos
historicos y las docthnas sociales
con la rigurosa objetividad que
corresponde
a
sus
fines

acad4micos per0 sin pronunciarse
a favor de alguna, para cuyo
efecto estarh alejada de toda
manifestation religiosa y polftica
extra universitaria.

ESTRUCTURA
ADMINISTRATIVA
La organizacion acad4mico
administrativa de la U.A.T.,desde
su nacimiento, fue concebida bajo
la idea o esquema divisional y
bajo el modelo educativo
Departamental. Una de las
caracteristicas de este modelo
consiste en que 10s recursos
humanos
0
materiales
institucionales no son exclusivos
de un departamento, coordinacidn
o direccih escolares, sin0 que
cabe la posibilidad de que tales
recursos Sean aprovechables por
todas Ias instancias, dhdoles asi
una movilidad y utilidad flexibles,
siempre bajo el sustento de
programa o proyecto academico o
administrativos bien definidos y
justificados.
Bajo
las
consideraciones anteriores, todas
Ias esferas del conmimiento que se
desarrollan en la Universidad
quedan integradas en 4 divisiones
acad6micas:
Division de Ciencias Basicas,
Ingenieria y Tecnologia.
Division
de
Ciencias
Biologicas.
Division de Ciencias Sociales y
Administrativas.
Division de Ciencias y
Humanidades.
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Cada una de las cuales incorpora un
ndmero variado de licenciaturas que
exploran, desarroIIan e investigan sus
campos especificos de conocimi'ento.

PROGRAMAS ACADBMICOS
Y VINCULACI~N
h ! E A DE DOCENCIA
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El nivel de licenciatura se
imparte en 10 departamentos: R de
ellos ubicados en el municipio de
Tlaxcala y 2 en 10s municipios de
Ixtacuixtla, Apizaco y Huamantla. En
la U.A.T. se pueden estudiaz 23
5
carreras
profesionales,
especialidades, 13 maestn'as y 3
doctorados. En el Sistema de
Universidad Abierta puede cursarse
una licenciatura y un nit-&tecnico.
Divisien de Ciencias
Ingenieria
v Tecnologia
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BAsicas,

E1 4 de agosto de 1978 fucron
creadas, en las inmediaciones de
Apizaco,
"lax., las primeras
Licenciaturas de estas Division
Academica: Quimico Industrial e
Ingenieria Quimica. De esta manera la
U.A.T. respondia a las necesidades
socioeconomicas
estatales
a1
establecer, cerca de 10s centros
productivos del corredor Induqtrial
de Apizaco-Xalostoc, una division v
un departamento universitarios
donde habria de formarse personal
capacitado que daria respuesta a tales
requerimientos. Poco tiernpo despues,

el 11 de septiembre de ese mismo aiio
inicia actividades el Departamento de
Ciencias Bbicas, Ingenieria y
TecnoIogia.
Despues, en 1983, frente a Ias
nuevas demandas socioeconomicas
regionales y nacionales y en respuesta
a 10s avances tecnoh5@cos de un
mundo cada vez miis cercano e
independiente, se crea la Licenciatura
en
Matedticas
Aplicadas.
Finalmente, de acuerdo a 10s
lineamientos establecidos en el plan
de Superaci6n Academica 1985-1988
de la U.A.T. se crearon dos
licenaaturas m a , Ingenieria en
Computacion r Ingenieria Mechica.
Una vez miis, la U.A.T. aecia atenta a
las exigencias del desarrollo cientifico
y tecnologico regional y mundial.
En el Departamento de
Ciencias BAsicas, Ingenieria y
Tecno2ogia se imparten las carreras
de: a) Quimico Industrial, b)
Matematicas Aplicadas, c) Ingenieria
Quimica, d) Ingenieria MeeAnica y e)
Ingenieria en Computacion.
Su ubicacion es en Calzada
Apizaquito s/n Apizaco, Tlax.,
Telefono (012) 41 725 44
L
a Division de Ciencias
Basicas, Ingenieria y Tecnologia ha
estado muy atenta a 10s avances
cientificos y tecnol6gicos mundiales
asi como a las necesidades regionales;
en funcion de ellas es que se orienta y
vincula su desarroilo acadhico. A
traves del tiempo son varios 10s
hechos que asi Io indican, por
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ejemplo: el 27 de octubre de 1987 la
U.A.T. y la CAmara NacionaI de la
Industria de la Transformacidn
(CANACINTRA)
firman
un
Convenio de Cooperaci6n para
...iniciar
e1
Program
de
Investigacih de M&xias para el
Tratamiento
de
Resii;ios
Industriales”. EI 6 de julio de 1988 se
firma un Convenio entre la U.A.T.y
la Academia de Quimica InorgAnica
con la finalidad de celebrar en la
entidad
el
“I1
Congreso
Iberoamericano y el D( Congreso
NacionaI de Quimica Inorgdnica”. El
30 de mayo de 1994,el Departamento
de Ingenieria y Tecnologia abre el
Diplomado en CaIidad Total.
I4

El 14 de septiembre de 1994 abre la
Especialidad en Simulaci6n y Control
de Procesos. Actualmente se suman a
estos procesos 10s posgrados, la
especialidad en Ciencias de la
CaIidad, la Maestria en Ciencias en
Ingenieria en Compu’;icion y la
Maestria en Ingenieria Quimica.

El Departamento de Ciencias
Bdsicas, Ingenieria y Tecnologia se
vincula con 10s sectores productivos

estatales a travks de tres areas
importantes:
a) Laboratorios de Investigacion y
Servicio Externo, que atiende el

anidisis de aguas y aguas residudes,
el a d i s i s y control en la industria de
aliment0 y sus derivados, adem& del
servicio metaI
mecdnica por
mAquinas y hemamientas; b)
Laboratorio de Pesados de Ingenieria
Quimica, que proporciona a d i s i s de
contaminantes
en
aguas
e
identificacidn de compuestos por
qomatograffa de gases, recuperacih
de solventes y separacih de mezdas
multicomponentes, y determinaci6n
de propiedades de 10s compuestos
poIim6ricos; y c) Diseiio de Sistemas
de Programacidn y Sistemas
Electroxlicos.

Actualmente se inici6 el
programa acad6mico de Ingenieria en
Sitemas Electrdnicos, la poblacibn
estudiantd del Departamento es de
1100 estudiantes de 10s 9000 de toda
la Universidad, la planta docente Ia
constituyen 104 docentes de 10s cuales
45 son de tiempo completo, 11 de
medio tiempo y 48 de hora clase. Los
profesores de tiempo completo
pertenecen a 4 cuerpos acadhicos
que son: 1. Ciencias Ambientales
(Quimica Industrial e Ingenieria
Quimica), 2 Modelacion Matemitica
(MatemAticas Aplicadas), 3. Sistemas
Distribuidos y Redes, 4. Control y
Automatizacion de Procesos.
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PROBLEaTICA AMBIENTAL
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En el estado de Tlaxcala siendo el d s
pequeiio de la Repfiblica Mexicana
cuenta con una extensidn terzitorial
de 4 061 km2, con una poblaadn de
957 843 habitantes, de &os el 81%
asentado en el medio urban0 y 19%
en el medio rural, tambicjn cuenta con
33empresas de diversos giros
generando 54 784 empleos en 10s
diferentes corredores industriales.

industriales
Y
municipales,
obtenihdose dos innovaciones:
1. Filtros Bioltjgicos o percoladores de
alta eficiencia para aguas residuals
con alta carga orghica.
2. Sistema de Precipitaci6n quimica
aguas
residuales
con
para
contaminantes inorgiinicos.

En el estado se descargan anualmente
alrededor de 41 millones de metros
cubicos
de
aguas residuales
municipales de 10s cuales unicamente
se tratan el 35% en 10s sistemas
existentes, mismos que presmtan
serias deficiencias.
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Siendo el saneamiento del no
Zahuapan pMcipal cuerpo receptor
en el estado, una de fas prioridades
del actual Gobierno del Estado, la
Comision Nacional del Agua y el
mismo gobierno estiman que se
requieren 891.2 millones de pesos
para rehabilitar, ampliar y adecuar la
infraestructura existente en cuanto a
tratamiento
de
aguas
residuales,proponiendo el titular de
Coordinacidn General de Ecologia
que el poder legislativo considere el
endeudamiento para esta inversibn.
Ante
esta
problematica,
el
Departamento de Ciencias Bbsicas,
principalmente la camera de Quinuca
Industrial se dio a la tarea de buscar
alternativas
de
sistemas
de
tratamiento de aguas residdales
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Estas serAn propuestas a Ias instancias
correspondientes para implementarse
en su program de saneamiento del
n o Zahuapan.

La formacion de recursos humanos es
una prioridad importante para el
buen funcionamiento de un programa

6

por Io que dada la mxesidad del
manejo adecuado de 10s rem-sos
Mdricos se estA viendo la posibilidad
de implementarse una especialidad
en "Recolecci6n, Tratamiento y
Disposicidn final de aguas residdes"
en conjunto la U.A.T.y la U.P.A.E.P

Para est0 pr6ximamente se instaIara
un espectrofot6metro de hducci6n de
Plasma acoplado en el Centro de
Desarrollo
Investigacidn
Y
Tecnoldgico (U.A.T.)que en junio
pr6xho se inaugurarii con Io que se
apoyarfa la formacidn practica en este
campo tanto para la determinaci6n de
la calidad de aguas superficiales,
subterriineas y residuales tratadas y
crudas.
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UNIVERSIDAD POPULAR AUTdNOMA DEL ESTADO DE PUEBLA (UPAEP)
Puebla City (pop. 2,200,000)
Language of instruction: Spanish
Academic year, semester or summer exchanges
AP ratio of 5:7
http :/www,upaep.mx
Profde: UPAEP is a private institution whose main goal is to provide high quality, human and
professional, higher education to students throughout Mexico and Latin America. Since the university’s
foundation in 1973 on the site of an old hacienda, it has grown to include 27 undergraduate schools and 36
different graduate programs.
UPAEP’s mission is to provide a solid foundation in a changing society and a better understanding of the
cultural heritage that forms the Mexican national identity.
UPAEP’s urban main campus facilitates collaboration with the community and students to dedicate a
significant amount of time in outreach activities carried out with local social service organizations, both
rural and urban. Campus facilities include fully equipped computer, library, and educational technology
centers (film, radio, video, photography, etc.) and cafeteria, gymnasium and other sports facilities. The
university is known around the country for its basketball and soccer teams, and various student groups are
also active in theatre, dance, chorus, speech and debate, photography and animation. There are also many
cultural activities. Today, its thriving industries include automobile manufacturing (Volkswagen plant),
motor craft and automotive parts industry. Total university-level enrollment: 10,497.
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UPAEP is accredited by FIMPES and ANUIES, two of the most important Universities Associations in
Mexico.

Locale: The main campus is minutes away from the historical center of Puebla City. The city was the
second most important one from the 17* century until the early 1900s in Mexico; the number of buildings
dating from as early as the 16* century is outstanding. The concentration of pre-Hispanic archaeological
sites around the city and the region is one of the richest on the continent. Puebla City is 80 miles
southeast of Mexico City and a three hour drive from Verucruz and the Gulf Coast of Mexico. Since
1985, it is considered part of the cultural heritage of humanity because of its historic monuments and the
varied culture.
Puebla City is known for its clear, sunny weather, with an average temperature of 50°F in winter and 85°F
in summer.

Divisions: Arts (architecture, graphic design, design and publicity production); Economic and Business
Administration (public accounting, administration of institutions, business administration, marketing,
economics, foreign trade, information systems); Health Sciences (dentistry, medicine, nursing);
Humanities (communications and journalism, law, pedagogy, philosophy, political science, psychology);
Science and Engineering (chemical, civil, ecological, mechatronic, and industrial engineering, computer
systems, agronomy [animal and vegetable sciences]); also, courses in mathematics, physics and social
studies.
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Academic notes: Courses of interest to foreign students include: Mexican legislation, Mexican and Latin
American politics, Mexican business environment, Latin American history and culture. While full-time
graduate-level study is not possible, some graduate courses are available in the areas of architecture
(urbanism, master or science architectural and urban inheritance conservation), business administration
and public health. Students in engineering, management and psychology may have opportunities for
internships with local businesses.

All undergraduate programs, as well as all co-and extra curricular activities, are open to CEPA
participants. Class attendance is required in order to receive credit. Several partial tests and a final
examination compose the final grade. Seven is the minimum passing grade. Community-service
placements and internships can be arranged. Graduate programs are closed to CEPA participants.
Courses sometimes offered in English for foreign students include Mexican history, geography, sociology,
political structure, anthropology, art, commercial and financial environment. These courses can be taken
in conjunction with regular course offerings, but require a minimum enrollment of 20 students.
The summer session includes Mexican business, Mexican culture and Spanish courses.
Language notes: Proficiency in Spanish is required and an exam will be given upon arrival. Students
with low proficiency will be required to take remedial Spanish language courses.

Room and board: Students are housed and take their meals with host families.
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Exchange dates: Early August to May, early August to December or mid-January to May. A six-week
summer program (mid-June to July) is also offered.

Universidad Austral de Chile
Conocimientoy naturaleza

La Universidad Austral de Chile, es una Universidad Privada, considerada dentro
de las Universidades tradicionales de Chile. Fue fimdada el 16 de febrero de 1954,
obteniendo su personalidad juridica el 7 de septiembre del mismo aiio, siendo esta fecha
la que conmemora oficialmente el inicio de la Universidad. La comunidad universitaria
esth formada por alrededor de 9.200 alumnos de pregrado y 600 de postgrado. Ademhs
cuenta con 776 profesores de jornada completa y 823 funcionarios de administracibn y
apoyo distribuidos en las diferentes Facultades ubicadas en 10s Campus Isla Teja y
Mirdores (Valdivia) y Campus Puerto Montt en la ciudad del mismo nombre. La
Universidad mantiene sedes en Ancud (Isla de ChiloC), Trapananda en la ciudad de
Coyhaique en la XI Regi6n y Oficina de Representacibn en Santiago.
Posee 10 Facultades con 68 Institutos (Departamentos), 28 Carreras
Profesionales, Conservatorio de Mcsica, Ballet Folkl6ric0, Orquesta de C h a r a y
Conjuntos Corales, Jardin BOWCO,varios Museos (Hist6ricos, Antropol6gicos, Arte
Moderno), por lo que es capaz de entregar formaci6n de alto nivel en la casi totalidad de
las keas fundamentales del conocimiento y de la creaci6n.
La Universidad Austral de Chile, como una instituci6n de educaci6n superior,
coloca un gran Cnfasis en el nexo entre programas de investigacidn de relevancia regional,
nacional e internacional y la calidad de la docencia; la contribuci6n directa o indirecta a1
desarrollo social, cultural, y econ6mico de la sociedad; y la sustentaci6n de las
necesidades intelectuales de sus acaddmicos, pennitidndoles que se mantengan en la
vanguardia de sus disciplinas
Desde el aiio 2000 la Universidad Austral de Chile es miembro activo de CEPA,
participando por primera vez en el SUMMIT 2000 en Brownville, Texas. En septiembre
del mismo aiio CEPA cofmanci6 la participacidn a un representante de la Universidad en
el “2000 Environmental Leadership Course” del Smithsonian Institution que se llev6 a
cab0 en Front Royal, Virginia. A fines de noviembre se organiz6 en el Campus Isla Teja
el Coloquio “Universidad y Medio Ambiente” como una primera actividad organizada por
nuestra Universidad en el marco del Consorcio CEPA. En CI participaron representantes
de San Juan de Puerto Rico, de El Paso, Texas y de universidades nacionales miembros
de CEPA. Dado que el objetivo de este coloquio era reactivar el proyecto de creaci6n de

un Centro de Ciencias Ambientales en la Universidad, se convocaron la mayor parte de
10s investigadores involucrados activamente en temas ambientales. Como consecuencia

del buen Cxito obtenido, a comienzos del aiio 2001, la Rectoria de la Universidad
promulgd un Decreto nombrando un secretario ejecutivo y una comisidn asesora para
materializar la formacidn del mencionado Centro. Se presenta en esta Conferencia el
estado de avance de este proyecto.

THE EULA-CHILE CENTER
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES CENTER (EULA-CHILE) AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONCEPCI~N,CHILE

h-,
The University of Concepci6n was founded in 1919 by the community of Concepci6n city and
nowadays stands out by the beauty of its Campus and by the traditional and present academic
prestige. Concepci6n University was established in the core of the community of Concepci6n to
contribute to the development of Chilean higher education keeping in mind three main objectives:
create and transfer knowledge to the highest level of excellence;
i)
ii)
develop research and
iii)
spread culture.
The University Corporation has a Directorate composed of ten persons who have not a contractual
link with the University. The latter has a budgetary and patrimonial responsibility and is presided
over by the president. The staff members of more than 1,400 (70% of them are full time) allows
the University to give academic formation to more than 14,000 students from the whole country
(but also some from abroad) through 15 Faculties and more than 50 professional careers. The
University Graduate School offer more than 30 postgraduate programs among which there are 8 at
a doctorate level.
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The University performs its activities in three Campus:
i)
The Concepcidn Campus contains the offices of the president, central
administration and eleven faculties;
ii)
In the branch office of Chilean City campus, the faculties of Agronomy,
Agricultural Engineering, Veterinary Medicine ~d Forestall Sciences are found,
and
iii)
The Departments of Auditoring, Basic Sciences, Education, Topography and
Forestry are located in the academic unit of the Los Angeles City campus.
The three academic branch offices allow the University to perform its fbndamental activities of
teaching, researching and extension within a complete regional insertion.
The EULA-CHILE Center was created on March 1990 through an international collaborative
program between the Chilean and Italian government, as a,permanent academic unit of
Concepci6n University. This Center was established to dedicate its efforts to the study and
advance of environmental sciences, and to become a modern structure for research, education and
technical interdisciplinary assistance in environmental matters. Among its main objectives are to:
support and coordinate studies applied to land planning in relation to environmental
i)
sciences and renewable resources;
promote,
plan, develop and carry out educational programs at the under graduate
ii)
courses and academic degrees (Master and Doctorate) levels, and specialization
programs (Diploma) in environmental sciences and the management of natural
renewable resources.
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The Center consists of three major buildings located on the University of Concepcih Campus.
This campus contains laboratories for Environmental Biology, Environmental Chemistry,
Environmental Oceanography, Earth Sciences, Informatics and Geomatics, Environmental
Engineering, Meteorology, Hydrology and Land Planning, including “Coastal Zone Management”.
The Center staff members consist of both highly qualified academicians from the University
Departments and Faculties, as well as researchers of its own.
The staff members together with the state of the art equipment and information available at the
Center, has resulted in a high academic status recognized at national and international levels.

UNIVERSIDAD DE SANTIAGO DE CHILE
www.usach.cl
The Universidad de Santiago de Chile evolved from the Escuela de Artes y Oficios,a technically
oriented institution which was established in Santiago, Chile in 1849. The university was accredited
as a national, public university in 1947, with a strong orientation towards engineering careers.
Today the university has areas of concentration in practically all main branches of knowledge, and
serves more than 20,000 students in its main campus in Santiago, Chiles’ capital. The university,
known also as UsACh, offers a wide range of courses from Technical to Baccalaureate degrees to
graduate classes and continuing education. The strong development of academic research activities
in recent years has allowed the creation of several masters and doctoral programs in engineering and
the natural and social sciences.
The mission of the university is to guarantee access and good quality postsecondary education for
all members of the Chilean society and to expand knowledge through the pursuit of research,
continuing education and creation and dissemination of cultural values. The university ranks among
the top four universities in the country, with most of its student population coming from public
secondary schools in low middle class or poor neighborhoods.
The Universidad de Santiago de Chile offers 53 undergraduate majors to a population of about
18,000 undergraduates. It has over 2,000 faculty, of which 649 are full-time and 266 have PhD’s.
There are 27 masters programs and 8 Doctoral programs. There are doctoral programs in Physics,
American Studies, Chemistry, Mathematics Microbiology, and Engineering Sciences with mentions
in Automation, Materials Science and Computer Engineering.
These and other programs receive strong support from the university’s’ participation in several
international agreements and cooperative programs, which involve development agencies and
important universities and research institutions worldwide.
In recent years, continuing education has evolved into a major activity to respond to the training
needs of a society undergoing strong economic and technological changes. Several postgraduate
programs are in place in diverse areas, such as administration, economics, environmental
engineering and management, environmental science, quality management, public health, risk
prevention and safety. The programs serve several hundreds of practicing professionals in the
Metropolitan and surrounding areas.
More recently, the university has started using its applied research and development strengths to
solve important problems affecting society. University groups participate in competitive bids for
government contracts and grants from international organizations and foundations. Major areas
involved include environment, computers and education, administration, public health, and
technical training. Most of these activities involve state-of-the-art technologies, expansion of
original research, and the application of modern principles, such as sustainable development, IS0
standards for quality and environmental management, education across the curriculum, and others.
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Environmental Program
(UPAEP and possibly USACh)
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Developments and
Accomplishments

CEPA: Una Iniciativa de Medio Ambiente para las Americas

La educaci6n ambiental, las politicas ambientales habilitantes, una efectiva participacidn ciudadana, y la
transferencia tecnoldgica constituyen 10s pilares de una exitosa implementacidnde estrategias de proteccion
ambiental.
En reconocimiento a todo lo anterior se ha creado el Consorcio Educativo para la Proteccibn Ambiental,
CEPA, acuerdo al que han concurrido, en forma oficiosa desde 1996 y en forma oficial desde principios de 1997,
instituciones privadas, de gobiemo y universidades de 10s Estados Unidos, Puerto Rico, Mexico y Chile.
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Plan CEPA 1997
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Programas Educacionales
4Desarrollo AcadCmico
P~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Conjunta
d Intercambio de Estudiantes
4 Transferencia Tecnoi6gica
dPromoci6n del Desarrollo Sustentable

El Protocolo de Acuerdo o Memorandum of Understanding
(NIW

El Protocolo de Acuerdo e Intencidn (MOU), firmado por las partes en 1997, establece
para CEPA un programa de colaboracidn en cienaas del medio ambiente, educacidn e
investigacion. El MOU est4 basado en el comljn acuerdo que en lo que respecta a
educaci6n existe una necesidad de basar conceptos como prevencih de la
contarninacidn, minirnizacidnde desechos y reutilizacidn, asl wmo las consideraaones
para recicfaje y reutilizacidnde produdos y materiales, en principios de ciencia e
ingenieria de amplio alcance, para luego introducirlos en educacidn ambiental.

Es muy posible que se tengan que desarrollar nuevos programas educativos para
educar a la actual y a la siguiente generacidn de ingenieros, cientlficos y profesionales
del medio arnbiente de modo que ellos puedan incorporar 10s factores ambientales en
decisiones industriales y regulatorias. La sustentabilidaddel Consorcio est4 basada en
10s compromisosde 10s miembros del Consordo, del sector privado, y de 10s gobiernos.
Cada miernbro asegurarA el 6xito de CEPA implementandoel prograrna dentro de su
esquema financiero, social, politico y educaaonal.
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La Misi6n de CEPA
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La misidn de CEPA se orienta al fortalecimiento de la infraestructura cientifico-tecnica, profesional y educacional
en Proteccidn Ambiental de 10s Estados Unidos, Puerto Rico, Mexico y Chile.
El Consorcio CEPA es una sociedad muy especial, de carBcter unico e innovador, en que partiapan gobiernos,
laboratorios nacionales y universidades, todos orientados a mejorar la educacidn profesional en medio ambiente
en las comunidades de habla hispana en las Americas a trav6s del desarrollo de nuevos programas de estudio,
interwmbio de estudiantes, capacitacidn de academicos, creaadn de materiales educaaonales, investigacidn
conjunta, y otros programas de cooperacidn. La colaboraadn y el desarrollo derivado de esta alianza ayuda a
proporcionar a cada instituadn participante, at sector privado y a 10s gobiernos la experiencia y la capacidad para
desarrollar poderosos programas y estrategias para proteccidn ambiental.
Como resultado de la lniciativa de Apertura a 10s Hispanos (Hispanic Outreach Initiative) impulsada por el
Ministerio de Energfa de 10s EEUU (US Departament of Energy, DOE), asf wmo del acuerdo conocido como
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) y del reciente Encuentro de las Americas organizado por el
Presidente Bill Clinton, hoy se rewnoce en 10s Estados Unidos y en el rest0 de las Americas la necesidad de:
0

0

0

Disponer en la regidn de estrategias efectivas de proteccidn ambiental.
lncorporar 10s principios de la proteccidn ambiental y que 10s gobiernos de la regidn se comprometan a
basar sus decisiones en esos principios.
lmplernentar una gestidn ambiental basada en prficticas efectivas de reaclaje, reutilizacidn, prevencidn de
la contarninacidn, minimizacidn de desechos, remedio de contarninacidn existente y cumplimiento con la
normativa.
Cooperacidn en materias ambientales entre 10s paises americanos, cualquiera sea su nivel de desarrollo
industrial.

La Estrategia de CEPA
Los miembros del Consorcio CEPA reconocen la necesidad de basar conceptos claves de proteccidn ambiental,
tales como prevencidnde la contaminaudn, minimizacidnde desechos, asl como consideraciones para reciclaje
y reutilizaci6n de materiales, en s6lidos fundamentos de dencia e ingenieria antes de introducirlos en esquemas
de educacidn ambiental.
Sera fundamental entonces desarrollar nuevos programas educacionales para preparar las generaciones actual y
futura de ingenieros, cientlficos y profesionales de medio ambiente de modo que ellos puedan incorporar las
variables y factores ambientales en decisiones industriales o regulatorias.
La sustentabilidad del Consorao se basa en el compromiso de 10s miembros del Consorcio, el sector privado, y
10s gobiernos. Cada miembro asegurara el exit0 de CEPA implementando la estrategia CEPA dentro de su
esquema educacional, politico, social y financiero.

Areas de programadon estrategica
1. Programas Educacionales. Los partidpantes del Consorcio y/u otras entidades aceptadas por 10s
miembros del Consorao trabajan como colaboradores en el desarrollo y evaluacidn de programas de
pregrado y posgrado, y de programas de investigacidn en las instituciones participantes. Estas actividades
pueden estar relacionadas con Breas especffiws de desarroflo de ciencias del medio ambiente. ecologia
industrial, ingenieria ambiental, gestidn ambiental, o asuntos regulatorios.

2. Desarrollo Academico. Se enfatizaran 10s contrataciones conjuntas de academicos y profesionales de
planta, las estadias, y 10s intercambios en las respectivas instituciones (pol- ejemplo, profesores adjuntos,
acad6micos en estadias de verano, cientificos de planta visitantes). Estas contrataciones, internados o
intercambios pueden ser o no remunerados.

3. Investigacibn Conjunta. Ciertos miembros del Consorcio tienen mas experiencia que otros. Los
proyectos y programas de investigacidnse desarrollan y se mejoran a traves de la colaboracion con 10s
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laboratorios y universidadesparticipantes. Los resultadosde la investigaadn se publican en la literatura
para reconocer las contribuaones de tas instituciones participantes.
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4. lntercarnbio de Estudiantes. Las instituciones educacionales que partiapan en el Consorcio estan
cornprometidasen la identificacidnde estudiantes destacados de pregrado y posgrado que partiupartin en
10s prograrnas educaaonales y de verano.

5. Transferencia Tecnol6gica. tos participantes del Consorcio colaboran en la transferenaa de recursos
tecnol6gicos e infornxlticos. Los paiticipantes: (1) proporaonan personal calificado para dictar cursos y
presentar conferencias en materntiticas, cienda e ingenierla en las instituciones educaaonales que
partiapan, en armonfa con las politicas instituaonales al respecto, (2) proporaonan asesoria en el
desarrollo y rnejorarniento de cursos, cursos cortos, conferendas y talleres, y (3) enfatizan la transferencia
efectiva de tecnologiaspara control y prevencidnde la contarninaadn. (6). Capaatacidn Profesional. Los
partiupantes del Consorcio colaboran en el desarrollo de prograrnas de capacitacidny certificacidn para
profesionalesdel rnedio arnbiente. Una de las prioridadesde CEPA en esta area es el desarrollo de
programas y cursos que capaciten con conocirnientos superiores y habilidades especlficas a
capacitadores en medio ambiente del Consorcio. Se considera que ellos son cruaales para el desarrollo
de infraestructuraarnbiental en las Americas. El Consorao sugerirti un Sisterna de acredtacidn para la
capacitaci6n de profesionales del rnedio arnbiente.
6. Promoci6n del Desanollo Sustentable. Puesto que el desarrollo sustentable se concibe corn0 el
balance apropiado entre el creamiento econdm'co y corm sociedad y la presetvacidndel rnedio arnbiente,
CEPA proporciona herramientas para que 10s profesionalesadquieran la expertiaa necesaria para
desarrollar estrategias holisticas para el enfoque de 10s ternas centrales relacionadosal rnedio ambiente
en un context0 de desarrollo sustentable.

LA VlStdN DE CEPA

1

La necesidad ya reconocidade tener una efectiva protection arnbiental, junto con efectivas capacitacidn y
educacidn en rnedio arnbiente en las Americas, condujo a la creaadn del Consorcio Educativo para la Proteccidn
Arnbiental (CEPA).La visidn de CEPA consiste en reforzar la infraestructuratecnica, profesionaly educacional
en rnedio arnbiente en Arnbnca Latina y en los Estados Unidos. El programa CEPA involucra una sociedad de
hecho entre 10s grupos participantes e incluye desarrollo de curriculum, intercarnbiode estudiantes,
perfecdonarnientode acadhicos, la creaa6n de rnateriales educaaonales, investigacidn conjunta, y otras
actividades de colaboraadn. El esquerna de colaboracidn que se desarrolle a partir de esta alianza ayudard para
proporcionar a cada instituadn participante, al sector privado, y a los gobiernos la capacidad y experiencia para
desarrollar poderosas estrategias y programas arnbientales.
CEPA reconoce que la dversidad cultural debe ser considerada cuando se enfoque la presetvacidn arnbiental.
La consetvaadn y la herencia culturales est& conectadas tanto a las necesidades econdrnicas y de la sociedad
como a la preservaddn arnbiental. Este concept0 es promisorio para todos 10s grupos participantes. Se cautelan
mejor 10s intereses de la preservacidnarnbiental cuando el pliblico tiene un adecuado conocirniento corn0 para
ser capaz de entender 10s sisternas ambientales y tecnoldgicos a 10s diferentes niveles de la sociedad.
En 10s Estados Unidos y en Arn6rica Latina, el desarrollo de una infraestructura adecuada en rnedio arnbiente
estti ligado a las necesidadesde educaci6n ambiental. Ademas, en 10s Estados Unidos rnuchos hispanos, en
raz6n a sus condiciones socioecon6micas, no son actores en el proceso sobre el rnedio arnbiente. El Consorcio
es linico porque las instituaones que dan servicio a 10s hispanos en 10s Estados Unidos son consideradas
criticas para su crecirniento. El Consorao interactda con profesionales latinoarnericanos y estadounidenses, y es
un incentive para que mas hispanos en los Estados Unidos ingresen a carreras relacionadas con el rnedio
arnbiente. Por rnedio de la participacidn en este proceso, las instituciones que dan servicio a 10s hispanos en 10s
Estados Unidos reforzarAn no sdlo su capacidad para servir a estudiantes de ingenieria arnbiental sino tambien a
las cornunidades hispanas en general que las rodean.
En investigaadn y politicas, 10s rniernbros del Consorcio pueden confrontar muchas de las interrogantes acerca
de la proteccidn arnbiental y colaborar en el desarrollo de rn6todos que tengan corn0 fin ultimo la preservacidn
del medio ambiente.
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La educacidn ambiental proporciona el medio para diserninar aencia y tecnologia. La proteccidn ambiental
presenta aspectos altamente tecnicos, y p o w se puede conseguir cuando existe tanto una carencia de
informacidn acerca de la naturaleza y alcance de 10s problemas c o r n una carenaa de profesionales del medio
ambiente altamente capacitados para promover un clima regulatorio adecuado. El conocimiento es esencial para
la fottaleza como pais, y fundamental para la proteccidn ambiental. Los avances contlnuos en ciencia y
tecnologia pueden sustentar una gestidn ambiental efectiva, una comprensi6n mds profunda de la relacidn entre
seres humanos y naturaleza, una expansidn de 10s recursos naturales disponibles, y un aumento en la utilizaci6n
de 10s beneficios econdmicos de 10s recursos.
Una polftica ambiental que estimule la innovacidndebe estar estructurada alrededor de 10s factores principales
que influyen en la aplicaci6n de recursos tecnicos a necesidades econdmicas y de la sociedad. Oichos factores
son: (1) una demanda por accidn de tarnaflo, direccidn y perseverancia adecuadas; (2) cantidades suficientes de
gente t6cnicamente competente, adecuada investigaciony desarrollo, y recursos adecuados de financiamiento;
(3) una infraestructurade inforrnacidn adecuada sobre la cual basar las decisiones; (4) un clima favorable para la
comercializacidnde nuevas tecnologias; y (5) una apropiada orientacidn legal, organizacional y tecnolt5gica en el
gobierno.
Una activa participaadn de la ciudadania en la preservacidndel medio ambiente promueve un proceso de
proteccidn arnbiental sustentable. La proteccidn ambiental es un proceso continuo que requiere la participacidn
activa e iterativa de las instituciones acadhicas, empresariales y de gobierno. Cuando se desarrollan politicas
ambientales adecuadas, cada partiupante es a la vez un proveedor y un usuario de inforrnacidn. Por lo tanto, la
intervenci6n activa de todos 10s participantes a traves de la educacidn, la implementacionde politicas
habilintes, y el mejoramiento de la infraestructura de informacidn son indispensables para el desarrollo de una
estrategia aceptable y sustentable de proteccidn ambiental.

El desarrollo de tecnologias es esencial para un control y prevenadn adecuados de la contaminacidn. Es mas
econdmico transferir una tecnologla existente, en us0 en una industria o pals, a una industria o pais diferente que
desarrollar en &os una nueva tecnologia. La transferencia de tecnologia debe cumplir ciertos prerrequisitos, en
particular para el desarrollo de planes de estudio para especializaaones de medio arnbiente, lo que incluye
consideradones de ciclo de vida total que se toman en cuenta durante el desarrollo y manufactura de productos.
Viiite nuestra Homepage www.usach.cUima

http:/Aauca.usach.cl/ima/cepa- 1.htm
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Overview of CEPA Activities at ORNL
1998 - 2000

CEPA Vision

Strengthen the technical, professional, and
educational environmental infrastructure
in Latipt America and the United States

Past C E P N O m L Interactions
Past
Long history of collaboration in research and du ation
Scientists fiom four major Chilean universities toured
ORNL facilities prior to signing of Memorandum of
Understanding
Ten representatives from CEPA institutions have visited
O R since March 1997
Participation of graduate student fiom the University of
Santiago in collaborative research project at ORNL
,

On-going CEPNORNL Efforts
Evaluation of the eficiency of Chilean plants in reducing
indoor air pollutants
Analyses of methods to determine the reliability and
accuracy of measurements carried out by selected
environmental laboratories
Development of basin-level water resources plan
Development of a Master's Degree program'in Science and
Engineering with specialties in energy and environment
Development of a strategy for technology transfer between
Chile and ORNL
Development of a joint proposal on environmental security

-

PVERVlEW OF CEPA ACli'VKIES AT ORNL

Contributions of O W L to CEPA
Stafftime

Facilities
Equipment/instrumentation
Funding
- Direct support throughfunding porn overhead
- In-kind support

Future CEPMOWL Interactions
Continuation of on-going efforts
.

Establishment of additional &as
with CEPA institutions
Faculty and student exchange

of research collaboration

Opportunities and Challenges
Enhanced research capabilities
International approach to global concerns
Studentsand fkctdty partnering as a community of learners

Sustained funding
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ORNL Visit of Professors Adolfo Acuiia and Pedro Pedreros
from EULA, University of Concepcidn -Agenda
AetiPih,
Discussion of Chilean Presentation
Air Dispersion Modeling
Water Reswrces Modeling
Enugy and Economics
Water Shed Planning
Systems Analysis
Remediation
Effeas of Hydroelectric Power
on Aquatic Systems
Envhnmental Science Division
Pollution Prevention. DOE Program
Pollution Revention
Envimnmmtal E x ~ t i c s
WaterQuality,DOEprOgram
Energy and Environment. 8n o m PeKpcaive
Energy Planning System
Demand Si& Management
Energy and Industrial PenpeCtive

m
Monday, March 23,1998.2oW:OO
Tuesday, Ma& 24,1998,900-1 1:OO
Wednesday. March 25,1998.900-1 1:OO
Wednesday. March 25.1998,2~3:00
Tuesday. March 25.1998,3..00-4:OO
Thursday. March 26,1998,2AlO400
Friday,March 27,1998.2%)0400
Monday, March 30.1998.9:00-11.90
Monday, March 30,1998,2i)0-4~30
lkcsday, March 31,1998,1400-1130
'hcsday. Ma& 31,1998 2S4.~3O
Wednesday, April 1.1998,2.00-3:00
Thursday, April 2,1998. %00-11m
n m d a y . April 2 1998,~004:00
Friday, April 3.1998.2m-4m
Monday. April 6.1998.200-4m
nesday. April 7,1998.2004m

Linda Cain and Juan Fcrrada
Bob Miller
John Tauxe
Bob Pcrlack
Ti Ensminger
Juan J. Fcrrada
Les Dole

Glenn Cada
TomAshwd
Ana oonzalez, DOE
Irvin W. Osborne-Lee

R

d Lee

Gary Hamnan. Steve Haas, W E

John Sheffield
Jim VanCocvering
MarilynBrown
Tony Schafhuser

ORNL Visit of Professors Adolfo Acuiia and Pedro Pedreros
porn EULA, University of Concepcidn
Analysis of visit
Contact: Dr.John D. Tauxe, ORNL
Area: Ground Water Hydrogeologist
* PotentialProject
Hydrogeobgy Modeling of Sensitive Areas in Pipeline Projects at the VIII
Region
Evaluation of contamitlationin the underground water table at disposal
sites
Contact: Dr. Juan Ferrada, ORNL
Area: Modeling and Simulation
Potential Project:
Environmental Modding of the B b B i o River System using F W W
Simulator
Management and Disposal Optionsfor Industrial Hazardous Wartes ut
the VIII Region
- Workshopsabout Systems Analysis applied to Environmed Problems

-

-

-

ORNL Visit of Professors Adorfo Acuiia and Pedro Pedieros
fiom EULA, University of Concepcidn
Analysis of Viit (continued)
Contact: MA.Ana R. Gonzalez, DOE and Dr. Irvin Osborne-Lee, ORNL
Area: Pollution Prevention
Potential Project:
Short comes on Pollution Prevention Principles directed to the
Academk, Public, and Industrial Sectors of the VIII Region
Contact Dr. Russell Lee, ORNL
Arts. Energy and Environment Policy Analysis Program
PotentialProject
Preliminary Assessment ofl5temlities of Hydro Electrical Power
Generation tr the B b B W River System

-

-

Environmental Security Proposal with
Dr. Ruben Rodriguez of UP-P
TitIe: Enviro~entalHealth and SustainableDevelopment
principal Investigato~:

JuanJ.Ferrada, ORNL
RubenRodriguez, UPAEP
Mexico’s current issues indude the foIlowing:
high industrial growth rates in outlyingregions result in environmental
degradation;
0
environmental degradation forces population concentrationsin the Mexican
cities and northern provinces;
811insuflicient potable water supply accelerates the spread of cholera,
rabies, and encephalitis;
a risk exist from an active volcano Popocatepetl next to Puebla, the fourth
largest city in Mexico; and
many other new and legacy environmentalproblems are overwhelming the
infrastructure of such a newly reinvigorateddemocracy.
OVERflEW OFCEPA AtnmliX AT ORNL
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Environmental Security Proposal with Dr.
Ruben Rodriguez of UPAEP (continued)
?

Tasks

Development of an organization and the integration of
working teams
Define two initial study regions using ecological regimes
Develop conceptual models of the environmental
interactions
Analyze the current trends and forecast probable scenarios
Produce final documents for the study regions

Future Plans
Master’s Degree in Energy and Environment
Implementation at WAEP
Visiting professors from ORNL, UT, and other universities
to form a center of excellence at U P D
Adapt Master’s Degree in Energy and Environment at the
University of Santiago
Academic training for faculty from UPAEP
Implement projects with EULA
Educational program in pollution prevention
Finish proposals in modeling and simulation tool for the
Bio-Bio River
0

P..

i

In kind contribution
UPAEP Master’s Degree Program

$10k

EULA faculty visit

$10k

Academic training

$2K

Environmental Security Proposal

$10k

USACH Master’s Degree Program Adaptation

$2K

-
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Current and Future Collaborations Between
CEPA and the Environmental Sciences
Division (ESD) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory ( O W L )
James M. Loar
CEPA Annual Meeting
Santiago, Chile
April 1616,1998

Initial Collaborations
0

...

Scientists fkom four major Chilean universities in the
CEPA consortium toured ESD facilities during visit to

ORNL (August 1996)
- Correspondencevia email initiated between Dr. Jaime
Comejo and Dr. Art Stewart
* Scientists at ORNL obtained funding to support
collaboration on a study entitled “Phytoremediation
Research: Gas-phase Testing of a Sampling Chamber for
Volatile Contaminants” (September 1997)

OMMEW OF CEPA A C T I V W ~AT ORUL
WWI-.

Description of Study
c

Evaluated the efficiency of Chilean plmts in eliminating
indoor air pollutants
Used expertise and instrumentation in ESD and the
Chemistry and Analytical Science Division to extend
studies that had been initiated in Chile
Involved 3-week visit to ORML by Franz Muiioz, a student
of Dr. Cornejo, who conducted the chemical analyses (see
photo)
Involved Dr. David Joy, ORNL-UTDistinguished
Scientist in the Metals and Ceramics Division, who helped
to characterize the leaf surfaces by scann'ing electron
microscopy and x-ray emission
Collaboration on data analyses and manuscript preparation
are continuing

'W
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Recent Collaborations
Dr.Cornejo visited ORNL in February 1998 and worked with
ESD scientists
- Prepared joint proposal entitled “PathForward:
Technology Transfer to Enhance IMX-USACH-OWL
Relationship under CEPA”
- Prepared drafi manuscript summarizing the results of
phytoremediation research
Drs. Adolfo Acuiia and Pedro Pedreros, Environmental Studies
and Research Center at the University of Concepci6n, visited
ORNL in March 1998
- ESD stMgavefive presentations on topics rangingfiom
environmental analyses of hydroelecnicprojects to
innovative biological monitoring techniques
- Further discussions ure planned at the University of

Potential Areas for Future Collaborations
0

Phytoremediation
- Research related to reducing air and water pollution
- Joint proposal to DOE-EE on innovativespuce conditioning
system
Analysis of environmental impacts related to hydropower
development
7MO% of Chile’s electricity is produced by hydropower
6projectsplanned on Bio-Bio River
ORNL has provided the environmental leadership to DOE
Hydropower Programforpart 20years
Biomarkers of aquatic ecosystem health
- Scientistsftom both Chile and ORNL collaborate with scientists
at the Universityof Sieno, Italy on biomarker research
- Interaction initiated via email between Dr. Marshall Adam
( O m )and Dr. Rkardo Barra (Universisy of Concepcibn)

-
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A New Proposed Collaborative Environmental
Initiative Between CEPA and the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
Bruce A. Tomkins, Ph. D.
Organic Chemistry Section
Chemical and AnaIytical SciencesDivision
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
~

OVEMEW OF CEPA A t n y m E s AT ORNL
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What Does the New Initiative Offer CEPA?
Development of performance-based environmental
analytical procedures with corresponding statistically-

based certification
Initial certification of environmental analysis laboratories
using custom-prepared performance evaluation samples
employing matrices and analytes at known concentrations,
a l l specified by CEPA members
Deployment of state-of-the-art analytical methods which
have been certified, peer-reviewed, and tested extensively
in the field, but not yet formally approved by the U. S.
EPA
Ongoing technical assistance and monitoring to member
laboratories
PVERWEW OF CEPA ACTMTES AT ORNL
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The Chemical and Analytical Sciences
Division in Brief
Perfonas both basic and applied research
Emphasizes analytkd chemistry, mass spectroscopy,
radiochemistry, geochemistry, and materials chemistry

135 permanent staff, 95 degreed scientists and engineers,
75 of whom hold Ph. D.s; 4 sections
Funding distribution: 70% from U. S. Department of
Energy; 30% from‘Work for Others”

Common practice to collaborate and interact with other
divisions

ce,
Relevant Capabilities and Experiences of the
Organic Chemistry Section, CASD
Extensive experience in the determination of airborne
species in “second-hand”and mainstream tobacco and..
headspace of radioactive storage tanks

1 .

Design, construction, testing of new mass spectrometers
for specific applications

I

Development, statistical validation, and evaluation of new
analytical procedures for unusual analytes of military ’
origin in ground water, soil, and building materials .I

I -

The Analytical Environmental Support Group
in Brief
Develops and implements quality assurancdquality control
programs for the environmental area. Current customers
include the U. S. Army Rocky Mountain Arsenal and the
U. S. Postal Service
Develops guidelines for auditing laboratories and field
activities
Perfom independent audits of environmental laboratories
Preparation of performance evaluation samples

-
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The Analytical Environmental Support Group
in Brief (continued)
e

v w s new analytkal methods
l

e

Reviews analytical data generated and determines their
isability

e

Provides training and guidance in quality assurance
procedures

witlat are the Properties and Advantages of
ccPerformance-Based”Analytical Methods?
Method is defined using “Data Quality Objectives”, in
which the user specifies certain questions which the
method must address

I

Users spec@ “false positive” and “false negative” rates
Methods cap be specified for uncommon andytes or
matrices

Standard unbiased statistical treatments are used to
evaluate key characteristics such as detection limits,usable
concentration range, robustness, and recovery of surrogate
Standards

. OVERMEW OF CEPA ACli’VKVIEs AT OWL
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Thermal Desorption/GC/MSAnalysis of
Waste Tank Headspace Samples
originally developed for the determhation of headspace
volatiles in large waste storage tanks at the U. S.
Department of Energy’s Hanford site, Richland, WA
Specialty determination of 25 volatile target analytes
known or suspected to be in the headspace
Sampling performed with sampling traps containing three
carbon sorbents; analytes later desorbed for G U M S

analysis

L
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Thermal Desolption/GC/MS Analysis of
Waste Tank Headspace Samples (continued)
Performance chai-acterized in a statistically-valid and
unbiased manner based on several parameters to satisfy
customer and regulatory needs
Desorption efficienq
- Reproducibility
Analyte stability
Linearity of calibration
- Method Detection Limits
- Pre-analytical holding times
- Quality control limitsfor surrogate standard recoveries

-

-
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First Collaborative Venture with a CEPA
Partner
0

0

0

0

Perform an initial scoping study of the volatile components
in the urban air of Santiago using twelve triple-sorbent-.
sampling traps used in the U. S. DOE Hanford study

CASD has provided the CEPA partner virith traps and a
portable sampling pump
Traps will be returned to CASD for mass spectrometric
analysis of volatile components

Results will be used to prepare future studies and refme t h ~
initial air sampling plan

OMRnEW OFCEPA A c T . l l X AT ORh’L
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Solid Phase Extraction Using Emporem Disks
Disks contain sorbents (several types available) in flexible
inert Teflon@matrix
Excellent for extracting organics rapidly from large
volumes (>1 L) of water
Analytes removed using only small volumes of hazkdous
solvent
Methods developed for pesticides, explosives, nerve agent
products in ground water
Performance-based procedures vali-dated and accepted by
U. S. Army Rocky Mountain Arsenal. Some also accepted
by Colorado and U. S. EPA.

.
Direct-Sampling Ion Trap Mass Spectrometry
(DSITMS)
Developed, tested, certified, and deployed by ORNL staff
members
Capable of very rapid batch analysis and near-real time
monitoring of specified test compounds
Partper-billion sensitivitiesfor analytes in air, water, soil
Van-portable; two-man portability; field ruggedized;
operates from batteries or portable generator
Extensively tested at U. S. DOE Savannah River Site, Oak
Ridge Toxic Waste Incinerator, others

c.

Submitted for approval to U. S. EPA, but not yet accepted
OlGRMEW OF CEPA A C T I ~ I AT
E ~OUUL
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The DSITMS Operating in the Field

Summary:
Aims of the Proposed Initiative
Develop performance-based analytical procedures tailored
to specific enitironmental needs identified by CEPA .
members
n

Deploy state-of-the-art certified analytical methodology
and instnunentation as necessary to address specific needs
Provide ongoing unbiased certification of local analytical
laboratories to ensure reliability and accuracy
Provide ongoing technical assistance and training

Establish afunded initiative with CEPA partners

c

w

c

Credit
0

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory is managed by
Lockheed Martin Energy Research Corp. under U. S.
Department of Energy Contract
DE-ACOS-96OR.22464

Short Courses Developed for the CEPA Initiative

-

1997 2000

INTRODUCTION TO ENMR0"TAL

PRO"I0N

This course introduces the students to the basic requirements of environmental protection. It is
intended for the upper undergraduhte or lower graduate level student. Although it relies heavily
upon the U.S. system, it is designed for a Mexican audience. The topics identified below are
not necessarily taught in the order of their appearance on the list. The course is designed for
32 hours of presentation. Note that an hour is defined as 50 minutes of lecture including
discussion and a 10 minute break, Because of the complexityof the problem, certain topics may
require more than one lecture hour, conversely several topics may be combined in one lecture
hour.

hd

1.

The concept of environmental assessment.

2.

The concept of the environmental impact statement. The U.S. National Environmental
Policy Act @TEPA)will be used to demonstrate the process.

3.

Description of air pollutants indicating Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS) and
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs).

4.

Discussion of AAQS, how the levels are chosen.

5.

Air Quality Index.

6.

Discussion of HAPs using three examples to demonstrate what they are.

7.

Discussion of the concept of best available technology and similar concepts.

8.

The risk assessment process.

9.

The risk management process.

10.

Discussion of water quality standards.

11.

Water source control demonstratedby the U.S. National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES).

'
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12.

Drinking water standards and how they are developed.

13.

Municipal solid waste management system.

14.

Disposal technologies for municipal waste.

15.

Definition of industrial waste.

16.

Treatment of industrial waste.

W
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17.

Incineration of industrial waste.

18.

Disposal of industrial waste.

19.

Control of toxic substances as demonstrated by the U.S. system of Premanufkchm
Notification (PMN) and cancellation process.

20.

Control of pesticides as demonstrated by the U.S. system.

21.

Standards of pesticide residue in food.

22.

The concept of risk benefit analysis.

23.

Control of stationary sources of air pollution as demonstrated by the U.S. system.

24.

Requirements for fossil fuel power plants.

25.

Generation of electricity by nuclear power.

26.

Nuclear waste management.

27.

Comparative assessment of various energy sources.

28.

Energy conservation and waste recycling.

29.

Global environmental issues such as global warming and protection of ozone layer.

30.

Management of wild like and biodiversity.

31.

Clean up of contaminated soil.

32.

Protection of underground water.

33.

Assessment of scientific information for environmental decisions.

34.

Overview of Mexican environmental laws.

35,

Control of mobile sources of air pollution.

36.

Indoor air pollution and its mitigation.

37.

Pollution of oceans and its prevention.

38.

Storagetanks.

Prepared by A. Alan Moghissi. Ph.D.
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Laboratory/ Institutional Collaborations

A group of scientists fiom the National Laboratories and the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) will be honored guests at Chile’s foremost
center for environmental research on Friday, April 17,1998. This one-day
meeting will take place under the auspices of the Educational Consortium
for Environmental ProteCtiodConsorcioEducatiw para la Proteccion
Arnbiental (CEPA), a DOE-hded collaboration that fosters research and
education in environmental sciences across regional and national boundaries.

hd

CEPA brings together representatives fiom the DOE and its national
laboratories, as well as 6 Hispanic-serving institutions of higher education in
the United States, two universities in Mexico, and five universities in Chile
to developjoint research projects and educational programs; to design
faculty and professional training programs; to promote student exchanges; to
facilitate the transfer of technology and related resources; and to promote
sustainabledevelopment. As an integral part of the DOE’S Hispanic
Outreach Initiative, CEPA works to promote educational, employment and
business opportunities for Hispanics in the United States.
The meeting on April 17 will take place at the Centro EULA CHILE,
which is the International Inter-University Center for Research and Training
in Environmental Sciences at the Universidad de Concepcibn in Chile. The
Universidadde Concepcibn is one of the active partners in CEPA; it is also
part of CICS/EXJLA, the Inter-University Center for ScientificCooperation
between Europe and Latin America. CICSEULA is a consortium between
five universities in Italy (Universitci di Genova, Politecnico di Milano,
Universitci di Pisa, Universith della Tuscia, Universith di Palermo) and the
Universidadde Con
le and Italy to manage the water resources of Chile’s BioBio
(bee-ohbee-oh) River Basin and its adjacent coasts, The pilot program
brought together 120 Chilean and 60 Italian scientists, and consisted of
several research projects on the lands and the temstrial, continental, and
marine waters of the region, as well as the relationship between the
environment and the economy. In 1990 the Centro EULA CHILE became a
pemanent academic unit of the Universidad de Concepcibn, dedicated to

supporting and coordinating the study of land planning in relation to
environmental and renewable resources; and to promoting the planning and
implementation of undergraduate and graduate programs in environmental
sciences and the management of renewable resources.
Centro EULA CHILE consists of three major buildings located at the
University of Concepcibn. The buildings contain laboratories for Land Use
Planning, including Coastal Zone Management; Earth Sciences
(Sedimentology, Geology and Geomorphology); Informatics, Digital
Cartography and Satellite Imagery Interpretation; Environmental Chemistry;
Environmetal Oceanography; Art and Documnetation; Editorial Services; as
well as areas for lectures and other training activities.

The staffof the Centro EULA consists of highly qualified members of
the university's faculty, as well 8s independent researchers trained under the
pilot program. Centro EULA has been involved in highly complex
consulting and technical assistance projects in Chile that range across public
and private industries, including the petrochemical, chemical, forestry, pulp,
mining, construction, and fishing industries. Additionally, the Universidad
de Concepcibn has signed agreements with the regional government
designating Centro EULA on all matters concerning the environment.
Based on the success of the pilot program in the BioBio River Basin,
the Centro EULA has begun to develop a Latin American network of
professional training and program sites that include Argentina (Universidad
Nacional del Sur, Bahia Blanca), Brasil (Universidad de Santa Calarina,
Florianc'jpolis), Peru (Universidad de Piura), Uruguay (Universidad de la
Repiiblica), and

.

Wowhops and Meetings held at the University of Santiago (USACh)

U

I was invited to attend to the University of Santiago, as representative of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and the DOE program Consortium for the Education of Environmental Protection
(CEPA). I was received by the USACh representativeto CEPA, Dr.Fernando Corvalan. Three
workshops were prepared as main events.
First Workshop (Monday 15)

Attendees
Dr.Jaime P h , Director ofthe USACh International Relations Office
Dr. Fernando Corvalan, USACh representative to CEPA
Prof. Jorge Cerda, Dept of Geographic Engineering
Prof. Victor Pantoja, Dept of Geographic Engineering
Prof. Rolando Vega, Dept of Chemical Engineering
Prof Luisa Sepulveda, Dept of Chemical Engineering
Prof Patricia Mery, Dept of Civil Engineering
Activities

Welcome words by Dr.Jaime PizarrO, Director of the USACh International Relations Office.
Overview of Oak Ridge National Laboratory research experience and analysis of the CEPA
program in relation with ORNL and USACh institutions. Dr. Juan J. Ferrada
Overview of the USACh Chemical Engineering Department. They have a postdegree and a
graduate program. Postdegree are a set ofcourses offered to the B.S. and Civilian degrees
alumni, aimed to solve environmental problems and is not conducive to a graduate degree. They
require experts in different environmentalareas to offer the post degree program. They expressed
interest in having professionals from ORNL to help them with some of the short courses. In the
technical assistance area, they provide help to national institutionsto set missions regulations.
They also expressed interest in establishingcontacts with experts in reguiatory matters. Dr.
Rolando Vega
Overview of the Civil Engineering Departme Different from USA, this d e m e n t does not
have the carem of environmental engineering, but they have two environmental courses in
undergraduate level (Physicalchemicaltreatment and biological treatments). However,they do
have research in environmental areas such as bioremediation, acoustic contamination,
constntction saving energy, handling of hazardous materials, and solidification of hazardous
materials. The only possibilities that I see with this department is thejoint participation with
some of the national laboratory researchers for training purpos
Overview of the Geographic Engineering Department. Th
Environmental Engineeringthat has been approved to start next year. They do have research in
areas of natural resources, soil degradation, temtorial planning, and environmental impact
statements. They provide technical assistance to CONAMA (th SA EPA counterpart), in
particular in a m s of water management. Prot Victor Pantoja
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They also have professors dedicated to dynamics of natural systems, transport phenomena and
interEaces with Rsidual treatments. They are very interested in dynamic simulation systems in
treatment plants, and decision making in environmental problems. Dr. Fernando Cor~alan.
and have applied this
They have accumulated quite a bh df experience in GIS tech
technology to global systems analysis. They would like to improve their knowledge of life cycle
analysis applied to environmental problems. Prof. Jorge Cerda
These group of academics are interested in areas of decision making algorithms, GIS technology
and applications of life cycle analysis to environmental challenges. ORNL has plenty of
experience in these a m s and exchange with these professionals is vwy viable. In particular,
applications of life cycle analysis, I also visualize a collaboration with EPA, since they have a
very strong group in life cycle analysis. Romi Diaz could be interested in interacting with this
depamnent.
Second Workshop (Monday 15)
Attendees

Dr. Fernando Corvalan, USACh representative to CEPA
Dr.Roberto Santander, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Pedro Saa Hcrrera, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Dr. Valeri Ivanovich, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Dr.Jaime Simpson, Department of Metallurgical Engineering

u

Activities

Welcome words by Dr. Fernando Corvalan.
Overview of Oak Ridge National Laboratory research experience and analysis of the CEPA
program in relation with ORNL and USACh institutions. Dr. Juan J. Ferrada
Overview of the Mechanical Engineering Department. At the Mechanical Engineering
Department, researchers have done quite a bit of work in analysis of steam fireburner emissions.
They have done atmospheric diffusion models, use of fluidized bed for wa1 burners, and they are
actually interacting with Russian researchers in contamination reduction for fixed sources. They
are also working in porous media to reduce CO2, S02, and NOx emissions. Commercial
companies are already interested in this research. The technology transfer is done with Russian
participation. One of the best applications of this technology is the treatment of medical residues.
.Roberto Santander
y have applied pollution prevention

cturers. Dr. Pedro Saa
In particular, insulating materials using

idue treatment is an
interesting topic for the state of Tennessee, since getting permits for waste incineration is
becoming virtually impossible and any alternative to incineration is very attractive.
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Overview of the MetaJlnrgy Department. Their research has evolved around simulation of
mineral processing and material lining for size reduction equipment. They have also worked in
hydro metallurgy and solvent extraction simulation. In other
of research intmst, they have
strong in real timeelectrode
work in reduction of arsenic and cadmium. This group is als
behavior simulation and pyrometallurgy process simulation. This department also has postdegree courses in control and cormsion prevention. Dr.Jaime Simpson.

An interest may exist in technology transfer for the copper mining industry through work done at
the OWL.

Third Workshop (Tuesday 16)
Attendees

Prof. Arnoldo Arias, Director of the industrial Engineeting Department

Prof,Axel Gottschalk, Executive Director for the Center of Production and Technological

u

Innovation and profaor of the Industrial Engineering Deptment
Dr.Juan Sepulveda, Department of Industrial Engineering
Ms Sc Patricia May, Department of Civil Engineering
Ms Maria-Elena Tom, Director of the Environmental Ttchnologies Division of the
Technological InstitutedTtchnologicode Chile (INTEC)
Ms. Sc. Juan-Ramon Candia, Environmental Technologies Division of MTEC
Mr. Jaime Olguin, CFO Mining and Metallurgy Research Center (CIMM)
Mr. Leopoldo Contreras, CEO of CIMM
Mr. Hector Leiva, Metallurgy Project Manager
Ivan Derpis, professor of the Industrial Engineering Department
Activities
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Welcome words by the Director of the Industrial Engineering Department, prof.Amoldo Arias.
Welcome words by the Executive Director for the Center of Production and Technological
Innovation, prof.Axel

I

nal Laboratory research experience and analysisof
Overview of Oak Rid
program in relation with ORNL and USACh institutions. Dr. Ju
Overview of the IndnstriaI En@
Engineering has engaged in agreements with national centers for research such as the CIMM and
MTEC. Theseagree
all point toward clean technologies for the
Ivan Derpis.
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The agreementsthat the De
of Industrial Engineering has with the CIMM are based on
commercializing technological and service products. Activities included training, research, and
technical assistance. CIMM has business connections with Ecuador, Pen, and Brazil will be
added soon. Business environmental areas are becoming more important within the CIMM
project portfolio. Environmental businesses include monitoring, environmental impact statement,
clean technologies, and environmental engineering. CIMM's stmtegical objectives in teaming up

ad

with the University of Santiago are building a research powerhouse that poshions them 8s b d e n
in the mining indllstry in South America. Mr. Hector Leiva
The Department of Industrial Engineering in partnership with the CIMM to work together with
" E C in the Center for Clean
uction. The objectives of this center are gearrd to promote
economic advantage by applying clean technology principles*toindustry. They already have
signed agreements with 300 Chilean companies. They have among their mechanisms to work
with industry the f k t diagnostic auditing system. This system will allow industry to obtain quick
economic gains by applying pollution prevention to their daily practices. Ms. Maria-Elena

Torres.
This group is highly interested in establishing contacts with researchers from the national
laboratories. In particular they would like to explore the possibility of establishing partnerships
that can participate in bids for proposals funded by international agencies. They are also
interested in getting help with the Center for Clean production. Transfer of technology is also
high in their priorities since they have defined this topic as the venue to position themselves as
the leaders,in research and development for South America. I think we could establish intensting
agreements with this group, particularly, in the area of copper mining industry.
Meetings during Wednesday 17
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Meeting with Dr. Ignacio cato,Director of the Environmental Management Program at the
Unixersity of Santiago (USACh). Dr.cat0 is the director of the most successful training
program that USACh has to interact with institutions and the private sectors. They have already
established over 25 postdegree seasons. They work from the College of Engineering. The
objective of this program is to train professionals in all matters pertaining with environmental
problems. Dr.Car0 has already worked with professors from UT, Knoxville and other USA
companies. He is interested in finding researchers fiom OWL that can teach at their postdegree
seminars. He is also interested in visiting ORNL. I believe if we invite him to visit this
laboratory many ORNL researchers can participate in those seminars. This visit will cost no
direct money to ORNL or CEPA However, I need to provide him with meetings with
appropriate researchers of our lab.
Meeting with professor Etsa Contreras and Luisa SepalVeda from the Department of
Chemical Engineering. These two professors are working with the Chilean Nuclear En=
National Commission in encapsulating radioactive low level k t e . They are currently cementing
diatomaceous earths contaminated with Tritium. Next they will have to encapsulate U-235
residues. They are very interested in establishing contacts with the Oak Ridge Nat
Laboratories for technolo
Meeting with Mr.
information about processing of Selenium in the copper mining industry. They have developed
quite a bit of knowledge in this area. They are also interested in the mercury extraction process.
Most impomtly, they are interested in technology transfer that could benefit the copper mining
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Final Comments
Miriam, as you see, there are quite a few possibilities of establishing contacts with ofher groups
of the University of Santiago. Dr. Corvalan prepared a good agenda for me and I believe that at
least one of the possible lines of work will be successful within a year. I would suggest that
CEPA tries to fund one trip of Dr.Corvalan to the ORNL so he can observe first hand and
interact with the researchersto move on to the next stage of the agreement.

